


Active Rheology Control of 
Cementitious Materials

This book reports on cutting- edge research within the new field of active 
rheology control of cementitious materials, presenting new ideas developed 
within the ERC Advanced Grant Project, SmartCast (hosted at Ghent 
University), which extend the possibilities of admixtures and additions 
beyond current options.

The research presented here develops a new method of actively controlling 
the rheology of fresh concrete during casting operations by incorporating 
specially designed responsive components. This results in real- time changes 
to the rheological behaviour of the cementitious material, allowing the user 
to intervene actively after the cementitious material has left the mixing 
phase. This newly gained agility contributes to increased processing speed 
and placement reliability in the case of traditional casting methods and can 
also facilitate advanced 3D concrete printing. The different routes followed 
to achieve this active rheology control are explained within.

The book suits researchers and innovative practitioners and is the first com-
prehensive text to present these new findings.

The Open Access version of this book, available at www.taylor fran cis.
com, has been made available under a Creative Commons Attribution- Non 
Commercial- No Derivatives 4.0 license.
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Preface

Although the Romans mastered concrete construction in an amazing way 
(considering the scientific and technological knowledge in that era), we 
now have about a century of experience with modern concrete construc-
tion. However, new developments in powder and admixture technology 
have given a boost to the materials science of cementitious materials only 
in the past three decades. Modern concrete is a high- tech material, which 
is a remarkable example of applied nanotechnology combining many dis-
ciplines like chemistry, physics and mechanics. While traditional concrete 
needs active compaction (vibration), its performance in fresh state has now 
been outmastered by highly technological mixtures based on tailor- made 
blends combined with specially designed admixtures, showing rheological 
properties that make the fresh concrete self- compacting (SCC, also called 
self- consolidating concrete in North- America). The importance of the intro-
duction of this revolutionary type of concrete, with significant ecological 
benefits (reduced energy consumption, less noise, less vibration, etc.), is 
illustrated by the fact that the first European project on self- compacting 
concrete was the first construction- related project ever to reach the final 
round of the prestigious European Descartes Prize competition.

In spite of its many advantages, more than three decades after its introduc-
tion SCC has still gained only a low market share. The excellent rheological 
properties of SCC have not been sufficiently translated into new production 
opportunities, as traditional production processes cannot exploit the full 
potential of the new material. Encountered problems concern high pumping 
pressures, leaking of formworks and excessive formwork pressures. Current 
approaches only rely on the passive behaviour of the fresh cementitious 
material, influenced by practical and environmental conditions, with no 
means to actively intervene once the material has left the mixer. For many 
applications, with contradictory rheological requirements for the different 
processing steps (pumping, formwork casting, 3D printing, etc.), one mix-
ture cannot optimally serve the purpose of all steps if no adjustments can be 
made while processing.

 

 



viii Preface

Within the SmartCast project, funded as an Advanced Research Grant by 
the European Research Council (ERC), a ground- breaking innovative con-
crete casting concept has been scientifically studied. Inspired by the applica-
tion of responsive polymers in other fields, and combined with responsive 
mineral particles or powders, the rheology of fresh cementitious materials 
can be adjusted in an active way, post- mixing. While the principal goal was 
to fundamentally upgrade classical formwork- based production methods, 
the obtained results are also very promising for the further development 
of 3D concrete printing techniques. The SmartCast concept is introduced 
in this text book, which can be considered as a concise scientific report 
of the project as completed in September 2022, after 6 years of research 
(one year longer than foreseen because of the coronavirus disease (COVID) 
pandemic).

We are very thankful for the dedication and contribution of all SmartCast 
researchers, for their excellent research during the previous years, leading to a 
successful lab- scale proof of concept. Their help in writing the different book 
chapters is also truly applauded. We gratefully acknowledge the support given 
by the European Research Council, including the academic freedom we were 
given to chase our scientific dreams. The generous extension of the project 
end date because of the pandemic was very helpful and welcome. We are also 
very happy with the support given by Ghent University. Specials thanks are 
addressed to the co- workers of the UGent EU- Team who really facilitate the 
life of researchers working on major European projects. We were also very 
privileged that we could perform the main experimental work at the Magnel- 
Vandepitte Laboratory, Department of Structural Engineering and Building 
Materials, Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, as well as the main chem-
ical work and synthesis at the Supramolecular Chemistry Group, Department 
of Organic and Macromolecular Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences. Thank- you 
to all co- workers of both groups who contributed to the success of SmartCast!

Now that the final report of SmartCast is written, showing the scientific 
progress and breakthrough, a lot of further work still needs to be done 
before the concept can be practically applied on a larger scale in concrete 
industry. We hope that further research and development actions will be 
initiated by many groups worldwide, in academia and industry in combined 
effort. We truly hope that the Open Access publication of this book will 
provide a good basis for others to continue the efforts, in parallel to further 
actions planned in our own group in Ghent. Concrete is a splendid and 
advanced building material deserving motivated and dedicated researchers 
from industry and academia to even further improve it in service of man-
kind, as reflected in the motto of our Department of Structural Engineering 
and Building Materials: ‘Building[for]Humanity’.

Geert De Schutter
Karel Lesage

Ghent, September 2022
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2 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

1.1  INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND DRIVING 
FORCES

1.1.1  Context

Traditional concrete has a limited fluidity and needs to be actively 
compacted. Its performance has now been scientifically surpassed by highly 
technological mixtures based on multiple blends of powders combined with 
specially designed admixtures, showing rheological properties that make the 
fresh material self- compacting [1]. In spite of its many advantages (reduced 
energy consumption, less noise, less vibration, etc.), more than three decades 
after its introduction, self- compacting concrete (SCC) still only gained a 
very low market share. While in many countries the share of SCC in precast 
industry has been rising to levels of 20 to 30%, the market share in ready- 
mix industry remains at below 3 to 5% in most European countries. The 
excellent rheological properties of SCC have not been sufficiently translated 
into new production opportunities, as the traditional production processes 
do not fully match the potential of the new material. Problems occur with 
high pumping pressures, leaking of formworks and excessive formwork 
pressures. As local traditions often prevail over new scientific concepts 
and technologies, current production processes do not take full profit of 
the rheological potential of fresh cementitious materials, and are still very 
largely labour- driven and very sensitive to the human factor.

Within the European Research Council (ERC) Advanced Grant project 
‘SmartCast’, awarded to Prof. Geert De Schutter, and running between 2016 
and 2022, a new concrete casting concept was developed, which could lift 
the concrete industry (both precast and on- site) to a higher quality level 
and transform it into a modern and highly technological industry. This new 
concept, called Active Rheology Control (ARC) and also including Active 
Stiffening Control (ASC), enables an adjustment of the flowability of the 
fresh cementitious material while processing, and thus post- mixing. The 
SmartCast concept is based on two different routes. A first route is based 
on newly developed switchable superplasticizers, applying the concept of 
responsive polymers. A second route is based on available mineral particles 
that show a response to an external trigger signal, for example, magnetic 
fields. Combining the new admixture technology and/ or the triggerable 
mineral particles with an external trigger signal enables active control of 
the desired rheological behaviour of the fresh cementitious material. While 
the principal goal of the project was to fundamentally upgrade classical 
formwork- based production methods, including pumping, the obtained 
control concepts can also be applied to other production methods, for 
example, three- dimensional (3D) concrete printing. This book reports the 
new ARC and ASC concepts as developed within the ERC Advanced Grant 
Project SmartCast.
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Some parts of the book chapters are based on earlier papers in inter-
national journals with peer review, published in Open Access. In order 
to compile the innovative SmartCast concepts and obtained results and 
insights into one volume, this Open Access book is written as a final report 
of the ERC Advanced Grant Project SmartCast. It is the wish of all authors 
that this book will enable researchers all over the world to work on active 
rheology and stiffening control of cementitious materials, starting from the 
successes and failures obtained within the SmartCast project. We look for-
ward to welcoming improved approaches and seeing smart answers and 
solutions to the remaining challenges. The SmartCast researchers feel like 
happy kids that just learned to walk. Running a marathon together is still a 
dream, to which many research teams worldwide will hopefully contribute.

1.1.2  State of the art and step beyond

SCC as it is known today was developed about three decades ago. Earlier 
‘look- alikes’ do exist, though these are not defined as ‘self- compacting’, e.g. 
underwater concrete or highly flowable concrete. A crucial element was 
the invention of plasticizers in the 1970s. However, already in the early 
1900s, some developments were made towards casting methods, which 
are presently considered to be only possible with self- compacting concrete 
[2]. One example is the system called ‘Non Plus’, applied in Germany, the 
Netherlands and Belgium in the 1910s and the 1920s. This system, with 
liquid concrete ‘poured’ into the formwork ‘without any further com-
paction’, was developed in Germany around 1906, and was applied for 
house construction, in spite of the heavy competition of the more trad-
itional approach relying on masonry [3]. However, due to problems related 
to inappropriate concrete rheological properties and to the complex and 
expensive formworks needed, the ‘Non Plus’ system gradually faded away. 
It was impossible in the beginning of the 1900s to overcome the above- 
mentioned problems because of the lack of modern components such as 
plasticizers, powders, and viscosity modifying agents, governing concrete 
rheology. Furthermore, the example of the ‘Non Plus’ systems clearly 
illustrates that insufficient knowledge about, for example, the formwork 
pressure can lead to the abandonment of an otherwise promising new tech-
nique. This emphasizes the need to further study all aspects related to the 
introduction of SCC in an advanced and increasingly automated production 
of concrete structures.

Another example, also from the early 1900s, is the concept developed 
by Edison to cast concrete houses in one operation [4]. Although the idea 
was very innovative and relevant, similar to the ‘Non Plus’ system it proved 
to be very difficult to bring the idea into good practice. It was impossible 
in the beginning of the 1900s to overcome the problems related to form-
work filling and pressure because of the lack of modern components such 

 

 

 

 

 



4 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

as plasticizers, powders and viscosity modifying agents to regulate concrete 
rheology.

With the introduction of SCC, the materials knowledge needed to auto-
mate casting operations as foreseen in the early 1900s became available [1]. 
At an international level, coordinated actions within world- wide technical 
and scientific organizations like RILEM (International Union of Laboratories 
and Experts in Construction Materials, Systems and Structures) and ACI 
(American Concrete Institute) have resulted in the compilation of state- of- 
the- art documents on many aspects of SCC ranging from the selection of 
materials and mix design, over hydration and microstructure development, 
to mechanical properties and durability [5, 6]. The development of SCC has 
also initiated a renewed attention and more in- depth analysis and applica-
tion of fundamental rheological research in concrete science [7].

As stated by Shah in his ‘future research needs’ paper [8], ‘research in 
the rheology of SCC is a key to increasing SCC versatility in construc-
tion and utility in various construction types’. This research goes beyond 
basic rheological parameters such as viscosity and yield stress, and needs 
to include complex behaviour such as thixotropy ‘because of its benefits, 
such as in prevention of segregation during pumping, reduction of form-
work pressure, timely green strength and shape stability in slip- form con-
struction …’. The currently most advanced thixotropy model, the Particle 
Flow Interaction Theory defined as an extension of the modified Hattori- 
Izumi Theory [9], is very complex and difficult to implement in CFD codes. 
Simplified approaches exist [10], but with limited accuracy for complex 
situations. World- wide research efforts have been initiated to advance in 
this area. As an example, the effect of superplasticizers on (cement and 
powder) particle agglomeration, relevant to understanding thixotropy, has 
been studied fundamentally by Lesage in his doctoral research [11]. The 
SmartCast project, on which this book is reporting, had the ambition to 
advance beyond current approaches and understanding, developing meth-
odologies to actively control rheology and stiffening. This includes aspects 
of controllable thixotropy by controlled clustering of particles, as well as 
controlled plasticizing by controlling adsorption or other functionalities of 
superplasticizers. While the newly developed concepts can in principle be 
applied to active control of rheological behaviour during processing of the 
fresh cementitious materials in general, SmartCast specifically considered 
pumping and formwork casting as relevant processing steps, as illustrated 
in Figure 1.1.

Pumping of traditional concrete was studied fundamentally more than a  
decade ago [12, 13]. Although SCC is apparently more flowable than trad-
itional concrete, recent studies have shown that the pumping behaviour of  
SCC is more complex, involving more significant shear deformation in the  
material, along with the effect of the lubrication layer near the pipe surface.  
Considering potential shear- thickening behaviour of powder- type SCC, high  
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pumping rates can lead to much higher pumping pressures than in case of  
traditional concrete. Furthermore, the additional role of thixotropy during  
pumping has been illustrated by Feys [14, 15]. At this moment, a good  
understanding of pumping of cementitious materials is available, although  
questions remain concerning the pumping behaviour of specific types of  
concrete in which the formation of a lubrication layer is not induced, or in  
which internal friction and Coulomb effects become prevalent (e.g. in case  
of ultra- high performance concrete). During current pumping operations,  
the only option is to control the pumping pressure or the discharge rate  
while operating the pump. Short interruptions of the pumping process can  
lead to major difficulties in resuming pumping operations due to the some-
times tremendous effect of internal structural build- up or thixotropy [16].  
Current pumping operations do not allow for the active control of the con-
crete rheology during pumping. Once the concrete enters the pump, the  
operator can only passively consider the evolution of the rheological proper-
ties of the cementitious material, and has no means to adjust the material  
properties. A first step in improving this situation has been introduced by  
Choi et al. [17] in a first pilot test, applying an externally imposed electro-
magnetic field in order to improve the formation of the lubrication layer.  
This technique has been inspired by a recently developed formwork removal  
technique based on electro- osmosis [18, 19]. As Choi et al. used carbon steel  
pipes, the magnetic field was not able to penetrate the bulk of the pumped  
concrete, but somehow seemed to improve the formation of the lubrication  

Actively controlled 
pumping of 
concrete

Actively 
controlled flow of 

concrete in 
formworks

Actively 
controlled 
formwork 
tightness

Actively 
controlled 

stiffening of 
concrete

Figure 1.1   Schematic overview of the ERC Advanced Grant Project SmartCast.

 

  

 

 

  

 



6 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

layer, possibly by polarization effects. In any case, they still passively relied  
on the rheological properties of the pumped concrete. SmartCast aimed to  
introduce a ground- breaking approach by developing an innovative concrete  
mix design containing responsive polymer admixtures and/ or triggerable  
mineral particles interacting with applied electromagnetic fields, enabling  
the active adjustment of the lubrication layer and/ or the bulk concrete while  
pumping.

Currently, formworks are typically filled layer- wise from the top. Top- 
down casting operations do exist in concrete industry, mainly in precast 
industry although some examples also exist for on- site casting, e.g. casting 
of mega- columns in Shanghai Tower, China. Top- down casting can induce 
problems with blocking, segregation, entrapped air and poor- quality sur-
face. A more optimal filling process is based on pumping operations filling 
the formwork from the bottom- up, thus avoiding air inclusions during 
casting. The current level of understanding enables a fairly accurate simu-
lation of the concrete flow in formworks [10]. However, due to difficulties 
involved with filling bottom- up, this formwork filling concept has so far 
only been applied in some pilot cases, e.g. LNG terminal in Osaka, Japan, 
and a concrete villa in Gistel, Belgium. The highest level of bottom- up filling 
operations is currently available in precast industry, e.g. for the production 
of modular elements in factory conditions [20]. However, also in this situ-
ation, the system is passively relying on the rheological response of the fresh 
concrete to the set pumping and flow conditions. No active control of con-
crete rheology is considered at all during the casting operations. The major 
step forward of actively controlling the rheology of fresh concrete during 
casting operations was introduced in SmartCast, by modifying the concrete 
with responsive polymers and/ or triggerable mineral particles.

In general, contractors refer to formwork pressure and leakage problems 
as one of the main reasons not to use SCC. In practice, formwork tightness 
requirements are defined in normative documents, e.g. limiting the extent 
of honeycombs. However, no fundamental study is available on the rela-
tionship between formwork design and detailing (e.g. formwork joints) 
on the one hand, and concrete rheology and pressure on the other hand. 
Some relevant state- of- the art knowledge is available concerning formwork 
pressures during top- down casting [21], but the situation in case of bottom- 
up pumping is considered in a too simplistic way in the literature, typic-
ally assuming formwork pressures equal to hydrostatic pressures. In reality, 
the bottom- up pumping process can induce very high pumping pressures 
exceeding hydrostatic pressures in case of high viscosity, dense reinforce-
ment and high filling rates [22]. Furthermore, in current practice, due to 
lack of robustness of SCC, small changes in concrete composition can lead 
to increased flowability and reduced segregation resistance, increasing the 
risk of formwork leakage. SmartCast aimed to address this knowledge gap. 
More specifically, formwork leakage was studied fundamentally in relation 
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to the rheology of the cementitious material, and providing options for 
active control.

Once the fresh concrete is in its final position, the flowability of the 
material becomes obsolete, and even unwanted as it contributes to the high 
formwork pressure. A fast stiffening process can reduce the formwork risks. 
In current state- of- the- art, the setting process due to the hydration of the 
cement or binder is gradually converting the cementitious material from a 
liquid into a solid material. This setting process is dependent on the physical 
and chemical properties of the material, and is influenced by environmental 
conditions, mainly temperature. Thixotropic properties of the cementitious 
material can also contribute to a rapid stiffening and can be enhanced by the 
addition of special (clay) powders to enable slipform casting [23]. However, 
thixotropy is a reversible process, and due to unwanted vibrations (e.g. 
running trucks near the freshly cast concrete), the structure could be broken 
down, making the material more flowable again. A recent development in 
the area of slipform casting can be found in ongoing research concerning 
‘Smart dynamic casting’ [24]. SmartCast introduced an innovative con-
cept, based on responsive admixtures and mineral powders, enabling active 
triggering of setting or stiffening once the material is in its final position, 
immediately reducing formwork pressures and leakage.

1.1.3  Ground- breaking objectives

The available state of the art at the start of the SmartCast project formed 
the basis for the optimization of casting operations. SmartCast however 
advanced beyond the state- of- the- art knowledge and beyond classical casting 
operations. Currently, the rheological properties of the concrete are defined 
by mix design and mixing procedure, without any further active adjustment 
being possible during the casting. The ground- breaking idea to achieve the 
main objective of ARC and ASC is to modify concrete by adding admixtures 
responsive to externally activated electromagnetic signals. The automation 
of casting operations involving ARC of optimized SCC containing specially 
developed admixtures and/ or triggerable mineral powders could lift the 
quality in construction industry to higher levels, and could contribute to 
future- proof 3D printing operations.

The overall goal is extremely challenging, involving many specific techno-
logical difficulties. Active control techniques will be developed consisting of 
a matching interaction between applied electromagnetic fields and respon-
sive admixed polymers or mineral powders. The selection of a compat-
ible polymer having the appropriate response is technologically extremely 
challenging. The alkaline concrete environment with relatively low elec-
trical conductivity poses boundary conditions to the eventual activation 
method. This method needs to act at different locations (pipe flow, placing 
and stiffening) and might serve several purposes. The active triggering of 

 

 

 

 



8 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

stiffening preferably needs to induce irreversible stiffening, making con-
tinuous control beyond this signal obsolete. This is fundamentally different 
from the active control of lubrication layer and rheology, for which con-
tinuous adjustment during the entire pumping and casting process should 
remain possible.

Gaining the capability to actively control concrete rheology and stiffening 
during processing is a unique and challenging goal, which could revolu-
tionize formwork- based concrete industry. In a next step, after successful 
completion of SmartCast, active control features can be implemented in 
the design of a 3D printing system. Active control of fresh cementitious 
materials could mean a major contribution to successful 3D concrete 
printing in future, whereas passively relying on autonomous stiffening or 
structural build- up will always remain an obstacle in current approaches.

1.1.4  Impact

The SmartCast project has provided the basis for the active controlling of 
both the rheological and stiffening properties of cementitious materials. This 
is a total paradigm shift in comparison with current processing techniques 
that passively rely on the evolving properties of the fresh concrete. In the 
short term, achieving active control while pumping can have an immediate 
impact on the concrete industry, as it can be applied to pump trucks without 
interfering with the elements to be cast. In the longer term, concrete casting 
with active control of flow and stiffening could significantly change the con-
crete industry and push quality levels to significantly higher standards. The 
successful completion of the SmartCast project opened up a new scientific 
area, which in itself could contribute to a green (environment- friendly) and 
reliable concrete industry with improved quality levels due to more inten-
sive automation and the gaining of control over the setting process. For 
society, it could mean more reliable construction, with less damage cases 
and less failures, while at the same time better preserving the environment 
(reduced carbon footprint due to replacement of Portland clinker by alter-
native powders, reduced energy consumption and reduced noise and vibra-
tion levels as external vibration becomes obsolete, reduced exposure of 
technicians to safety and health risks as already experienced in precast fac-
tories where SCC has been introduced).

The market potential linked to the newly developed concepts of ARC 
and ASC is very high, and of significant importance to Europe. According 
to the International Labour Organisation (ILO, cited in [25]), the construc-
tion output by value is mainly concentrated in the developed countries, with 
Europe accounting for 30% of global output, followed by the USA (21%) 
and Japan (20%).

‘Innovation in construction is essential’, as also advocated by Akintoye 
et al. [26], ‘It is therefore asserted that a paradigm shift in thinking is now 
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required […]. The higher the levels of innovation garnered, the greater the 
likelihood that this will in turn generate economic growth’. By increasing the 
automation and control levels during production, reducing the influence of 
human error, the new concept will help overcome some important problems 
and challenges the construction industry is still fraught with, including 
failure to meet market demands, skills shortage and poor- quality products 
[25]. A proper introduction of the new concept will require an appropriate 
knowledge management, duly considering the ‘knowledge paradox’ [27], 
finding an equilibrium between open information and intellectual proper-
ties. An adequate collaborative innovation procurement strategy will have 
to be developed, overcoming the current ‘fully- fledged blame structure’ in 
construction industry [25]. It is the personal belief of the authors that with a 
cultural change in ‘people’ (education, training, respect and positive behav-
iour) and ‘quality’ (automation, control and focus on the end product), con-
struction industry can move forward to enter a new era. It is a pleasant and 
comforting thought that the completed SmartCast project might contribute 
to this move, be it in a humble and limited way.

1.2  ACTIVE RHEOLOGY CONTROL AND ACTIVE 
STIFFENING CONTROL

The quality and performance of concrete, both in fresh and hardened 
state, largely depend on mix design, processing and casting. Obtaining 
the right concrete for the right job is primarily a matter of using the right 
type, quality and dosage of the constituent materials, further influenced by 
practical conditions and circumstances in the concrete factory or on the 
construction site. A proper mix design for a given application is based on 
scientific and technological knowledge concerning the properties of concrete 
[28], combined with long- term individual and collective practical experi-
ence. In addition to the mix design, the concrete properties are influenced by 
the mixing process and the applied casting method. The mixing equipment 
and protocol, going along with differences in dispersion of the constituent 
materials, can significantly influence the properties of the fresh material 
[29, 30]. Pumping operations also influence the material properties [31], 
while further influencing processing steps include (lack of) vibration and 
(lack of) curing. When processing and casting is performed following rele-
vant standards or state- of- the- art prescriptions, it is expected to achieve the 
intended concrete properties as considered in the mix design.

However, many variations, intentionally or not, play an additional role, 
sometimes making it a hard challenge to achieve intended concrete prop-
erties in fresh and hardened state. As the properties of the constituent 
materials vary in between deliveries, maintaining constant concrete quality 
in spite of the changing constituent properties is not always straightfor-
ward. This is illustrated in literature [32] for the case of the effect of variable 

 

 

 

   

 

 



10 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

foaming potential of admixtures on the rheological behaviour of paste. Even 
with identical constituent materials, small variations in mixing and pro-
cessing can have noticeable effects. A well- known aspect is the influence of 
variable moisture content and water addition during mixing. In some cases, 
e.g. some self- compacting concrete mixtures, small variations in water con-
tent can invoke unacceptable variations in workability, making the concrete 
non- robust [33, 34]. As illustrated in literature [35], inappropriate rheo-
logical properties of the fresh concrete can cause unwanted phenomena like 
segregation, lack of pumpability, increased formwork pressure, insufficient 
quality of the surface finish… Undesired extra water addition, excessive air 
inclusion, insufficient vibration during casting, etc., will all have a negative 
impact on the final mechanical and durability performance of the concrete 
structure.

Quality control consequently is an important aspect in concrete industry, 
involving quality control of the constituent materials, quality control of the 
mixing process, quality control during execution and quality control (com-
pliance testing) of the final properties. While the quality control actions can 
be very active in the sense that a lot of people spend a lot of energy in getting 
things done in the right way, we typically passively rely on the behaviour 
of the concrete. Once the concrete is mixed and flowing in the pumping 
pipes or formworks, we have no active methods to change the behaviour of 
the concrete, e.g. requiring it to flow faster or become stiffer. It is true that 
pumping pressures could be actively changed, or vibration methods could 
be actively modified, but we nevertheless are stuck with a material with a 
pre- defined rheological response to the external changes. We have no means 
to modify the material behaviour while processing is ongoing, or when the 
material is in final position. In other words, we cannot actively change the 
constitutive behaviour of the concrete, either in fresh or in hardened state. 
We can only change external parameters (e.g. pumping pressure) to invoke 
an effect (e.g. increase in discharge rate) obeying the constitutive material 
behaviour.

In other fields, active control methods to change material properties ‘on 
demand’ do exist. As will be further explained in this chapter, special fluids 
are available responding to an external electric or magnetic trigger signal, 
changing the behaviour of the material from more fluid- like to more solid- 
like (or vice versa) on demand [36]. These rheofluids can, e.g., be used in 
smart structures, enabling active intervention for damping of vibrations. 
Rheological properties like yield stress and viscosity can be actively con-
trolled in a reversible way by applying an external electric or magnetic field. 
Additional examples of active control of material properties or material 
actions in other fields will be mentioned further on in this chapter, showing 
very innovative and challenging concepts that will be inspiring for cementi-
tious materials.
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Going beyond passively relying on the behaviour of the fresh cementi-
tious materials after mixing, ARC and ASC, as developed within the ERC 
Advanced Grant Project SmartCast, provide options for active intervention 
and adjustment of the flowability of the fresh cementitious material in post- 
mixing stage. The concept of active control involves an external action or 
signal to which the material responds by changing its behaviour. The signal 
can be given ‘post- processing’, which means after mixing, during the fresh 
or hardened state. The concept of active control includes the incorporation 
of special components or advanced (nano-  or micro- ) materials into the 
cementitious material that show a desired response to a given specific signal.

In the literature, the word ‘control’ is often used with respect to the  
flow of fresh concrete (e.g. [37]). Mostly the term ‘control’ in these contexts 
refers to efficient changes in mixture composition by adding (pre- processing) 
new or modified components, like, e.g., new generation admixtures, in view 
of obtaining (controlling) desired material properties. Once the cementi-
tious material is mixed, no further intervention is possible to adjust the 
properties. With active control, we refer to an external signal that can be 
applied at any time during or after processing of the material, triggering a 
desired response in the material. The active control can be reversible, or in 
some cases irreversible.

1.3  ACTIVE CONTROL ALREADY AVAILABLE FOR 
CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS

In current concrete practice, active interventions are manifold, although 
mostly not in the sense of actively modifying material behaviour by triggering 
a response of mixed- in special components. Nevertheless, an overview of 
current active intervention methods (as also schematically summarized in 
Table 1.1) is a good starting point to learn from, and to push the limit of our 
current abilities to control fresh and hardened concrete properties.

1.3.1  Mechanical intervention

The direct contact between (aggregate) particles leads to high friction,  
obstructing the flow. In fresh state, an obvious active mechanical intervention  
is given by the vibration process, using poker vibration or other techniques.  
By means of a poker, a vibration with a certain frequency and amplitude is  
(in this case internally) imposed on the concrete. This ‘signal’ has a certain  
range of action, triggering the (solid) particles in the cementitious material  
to respond (vibrate). As a consequence, the yield stress drops to zero within  
the affected zone [38], and the material liquefies and fills the formwork  
in a better way (i.e. compacts). While a poker requires an invasive action  
(‘internal vibration’), other vibration methods are available operating from  

 

 

 

 

 



12 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

the surface of the concrete, e.g. formwork vibrators. External vibrators on  
pumping pipes are sometimes used at regular distances in case of pumping  
of concrete for tall towers, several hundreds of meters upwards.

Vibration of fresh concrete can thus be seen as the active application 
of an external signal (mechanical vibration with a certain frequency and 
amplitude), triggering a response from some constituents in the bulk of the 

Table 1.1   Overview of current practices with active intervention to control properties 
of concrete

Type of 
intervention ‘Signal’

‘Responsive’  
constituents Effect

Mechanical Vibration (frequency, 
amplitude, range)

Solid particles 
(vibration)

Elimination of yield 
stress (rheology 
control)

Chemical Chemical trigger,  
e.g. retarder, 
accelerator, CO2 …

Cement particles, 
molecules in pore 
solution …

Retardation or 
acceleration of 
hydration reaction 
… (setting and 
hardening control)

Thermal Temperature field All constituents 
(through their 
thermal properties), 
cement particles 
(activation energy)

Control of 
temperature 
gradients, control of 
reaction rate

Hygral Moisture Pore system (capillary 
pressure, diffusion 
…), Cement 
particles (reactivity)

Control of shrinkage 
(cracking), control of 
hydration process

Pressure Reduced or increased 
pressure, or 
ultrasound

Air Control of compaction, 
contribution to 
accelerated curing, 
dispersion

Magnetic Magnetic field Magnetizable 
materials (MNPs, 
steel strips or 
fibres…), water

Set- on- demand, micro- 
vibration, effect of 
magnetized water on 
hydration, healing on 
demand …

Electric Electric current or 
potential

Dipolar molecules, 
ions

Control of reaction 
rate (via heating 
due to resistivity), 
formwork release, 
improved pumping 
(via polarization)

Microwave High frequency  
electric signal

Dipolar elements Control of reaction 
rate (via heating due 
to internal dipolar 
vibration)
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concrete (in this case vibration of solid particles), changing the rheological 
properties of the fresh concrete (reducing the yield stress to zero). In this 
way, it could be said that ARC of fresh concrete is already performed in 
concrete industry since the 1930s due to the introduction of poker vibrators. 
However, ARC can go much further, as will be illustrated further.

1.3.2  Chemical intervention

An active chemical intervention is often applied in case of sprayed con-
crete, introducing accelerating admixtures in the spraying head. The added 
accelerating admixture triggers the cement particles, speeding up the hydra-
tion process in a chemical way, leading to faster setting (stiffening) and 
hardening of the sprayed concrete. Similar but even more complex chemical 
interventions can be applied when at the end of a working day the con-
crete within a long pumping pipe (e.g. for the construction of a tall tower) 
is removed for pipe cleaning. The concrete flowing back in a truck mixer 
can be retarded for a long night by adding a chemical retarder. The next 
morning, while resuming pumping operations, a chemical accelerator can 
be added, counteracting the effect of the retarder. This kind of active com-
bination of retarders and accelerators has e.g. been studied by Lesage [11].

The active intervention in this case is giving a chemical signal to the 
cement particles, leading to a control of the hydration rate. After addition 
of the accelerator the triggered response of the cement particles is irrevers-
ible. However, the triggered response of the added retarder can be reversed 
by later addition of an accelerator. This kind of active intervention is limited 
to certain moments in the process, e.g. when the concrete is flowing through 
the spray head in case of sprayed concrete, or when the concrete is in the 
truck mixer in the case of re- use of concrete in a pumping pipe. The control 
is no longer possible at other timings, and it is also not possible to adjust the 
control levels once the admixtures have been added.

Another example of active chemical intervention is the use of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) for the accelerated curing of cementitious materials, often 
in combination with the application of a higher temperature. This active 
chemical intervention has already been reported in 1972 [39], but has been 
given renewed attention in recent years because of environmental issues, 
as illustrated by Monkman and MacDonald [40], studying the addition of 
CO2 gas during mixing of the concrete for the production of blocks, and by 
Nielsen et al. [41], studying carbonate- bonded construction materials from 
alkaline residues.

1.3.3  Thermal intervention

The effect of temperature on the hydration process of cement is well 
known, and can be calculated by means of the Arrhenius equation, with 

 

 

 

 

 

 



14 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

the activation energy as most important parameter [42]. This knowledge 
is applied in industry by means of heat curing, e.g. steam cycles in precast 
industry [43, 44]. This involves an active intervention, applying a thermal 
signal to the hardening concrete in view of accelerating the hydration process 
and achieving faster setting and strength development (at the cost of redu-
cing somewhat the final strength [45]. The applied thermal field is triggering 
the cement particles (and/ or supplementary cementitious materials) that are 
responding according to their activation energy, resulting in an acceleration 
of the hydration process. Steam curing (and heat curing more generally) can 
be considered as a type of active setting and hardening control.

Another type of active control involving a thermal field is given by cooling 
measures to mitigate thermal cracking in hardening massive concrete elem-
ents [46]. In embedded cooling pipes, a cooling agent is circulated through 
the massive element, imposing lower temperatures inside the hardening 
concrete [47, 48]. All constituents of the concrete respond to the applied 
thermal signal (lower temperature in embedded cooling pipes) following the 
physical laws of thermal diffusion, as described by Fourier’s equation [49]. 
Important parameters in this process are the specific heat and the thermal 
diffusivity of the hardening concrete, as well as the heat production due 
to the exothermal hydration process [50], also responsive to temperature 
following the previously mentioned Arrhenius equation.

1.3.4  Hygral intervention

Freshly cast concrete needs to be protected against premature drying, in 
view of mitigating shrinkage cracking and creating optimal conditions for 
the hydration process. For on- site casting, protection against premature 
drying during the first days is for many elements achieved in a passive way 
by the formworks. After striking of formworks, or for those elements not 
protected by formworks (e.g. slabs), curing can be performed in an active 
way by water spraying or other techniques. The active intervention pro-
viding sufficient moisture near the concrete surface is interacting with the 
pore system, based on capillary forces and diffusion processes. As a result, 
the concrete is maintaining sufficient moisture conditions, mitigating or 
reducing early age shrinkage cracking, and improving the hydration process 
(ACI Committee 208 2016).

Modern concepts of internal curing by means of porous aggregate 
particles or super absorbent polymers (SAP) [51] cannot be considered 
as active interventions, as the water contained in those materials is only 
released internally as a result of the self- desiccation linked to the hydra-
tion process. In future, however, active intervention could be envisioned, by 
making SAPs or similar products to release their water content on demand 
by providing an external trigger. The triggered release of agents contained 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



Introduction to active rheology control of cementitious materials 15

in hydrogel- type polymers is a known concept in other fields already now, 
as will be illustrated further.

1.3.5  Intervention by pressure

Concrete also includes air, showing a potential effect on the rheological 
properties depending on the size of air bubbles and the applied shear stresses 
[52]. During processing, air can influence the rheological behaviour, and 
vice versa, the processing can influence the air system of the concrete [31]. 
During mixing, pressures in the mixing pan can be intentionally reduced, 
resulting in vacuum mixing [53]. As a result, the air void system of the 
fresh (and later on hardened) concrete is influenced, resulting in reduced 
porosity and increased mechanical and durability performance. Modifying 
the air content in fresh concrete also influences the rheological behaviour 
[52]. Other researchers made use of frequently changing pressure waves 
by means of an inline ultrasound application [54]. A process referred to as 
cavitational shear disperses cement grains better and thereby reduces the 
setting time and admixture use. This pre- cast method allows to speed up 
stiffening and is preferentially applied to neat cement paste, before mixing it 
as concrete. Vacuum conditions can also be applied during casting, resulting 
in vacuum compaction of the fresh concrete [55]. While curing, air pressures 
could be increased, possibly combined with increased temperature and/ or 
increased CO2- content (see also higher), in view of accelerated hardening 
of the concrete element [56]. External pressure control can thus trigger 
changes in air content and pore structure, in view of achieving improved 
material performance.

1.3.6  Magnetic intervention

Magnetic fields can be relatively easily applied in industry, and can be an 
element of control during a production process. A magnetic field could be 
applied to magnetize water before its addition to cementitious materials. 
A magnetic field changes the physical properties of water, including, e.g., 
specific heat and evaporation rate [57]. Some researchers claim that the use 
of magnetized water in cementitious materials has an effect on fresh and 
hardened properties [58]. They observed that the use of magnetized water 
in concrete resulted in a very significant increase in concrete strength, pos-
sibly due to the higher surface area of magnetized water. Su et al. [59] also 
observed a strength increase when using magnetized water in mortar and 
concrete containing fly ash. Nevertheless, the use of magnetized water is 
still open to significant debate, as it is not clear how water could maintain 
its magnetization long enough after removal of the magnetic field. It has to 
be further studied whether the reported improvement of properties really is 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



16 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

the effect of previous magnetization of water, or rather the effect of other 
experimental influences that have not been clearly identified.

Soto- Bernal et al. [60] studied the effect of maintained static magnetic 
fields applied during hardening on the performance of cement paste. They 
concluded that more calcium- silicate- hydrate (C- S- H) is produced, with 
denser morphology and reduced porosity. It is conjectured that the mag-
netic field is influencing the hydration process by means of a restructuration 
process at molecular scale, resulting in microstructural improvement and 
increased mechanical performance.

The application of magnetic fields to control rheology of cementitious 
materials containing magnetic particles in real time has been studied by Nair 
and Ferron [61]. They considered two types of carbonyl iron powder, added 
to Portland cement paste (water cement ratio 0.4) in dosages up to 10% 
by mass of cement (corresponding to 4% in volume). Magnetic field with 
strengths up to 1.0 T has been applied while performing rheological tests 
on fresh samples. It is experimentally shown that the rheological behaviour  
of the paste containing magnetic particles can be actively altered by applying 
the magnetic field. The effect depends on the field strength as well as on the 
dosage of magnetic particles. On the other hand, the authors conclude that 
the magnetic field does not seem to have a noticeable effect on the morph-
ology and formation of early age hydration product, and does not influ-
ence the final compressive strength. This seems to be in contradiction with 
the previously mentioned conclusions obtained by Soto- Bernal et al. [60], 
showing that further research is needed to elucidate the effect of magnetic 
fields on cement hydration and microstructure development. Disregarding 
the discussion on the effect of magnetic field on hydration, the research of 
Nair and Ferron [61] is a major step forward towards ARC of cementitious 
materials.

Abavisani et al. [62] also considered magnetic fields to study the possi-
bility to align steel fibres (chips) according to a certain orientation. They 
conclude that the application of a magnetic field on the fresh steel chip- 
reinforced concrete facilitates the compaction process, and leads to an 
increased compressive strength depending on the test direction. Following 
the optimum direction, the compressive strength increases by more than 
17%. Particularly interesting with regard to rheology control is their 
observation that the vibration of the steel chips in the alternating mag-
netic field can be considered as a way to obtain self- compactor elements 
for concrete.

The same group of authors further studied the effect of alternating mag-
netic fields and alternating current on the behaviour of reinforced concrete 
columns [63], considering magnetic fields up to 0.5 T with frequency of 50 
Hz, and alternating current (AC) current up to 36 A. The alternating mag-
netic field facilitated the compaction of the fresh concrete in the reinforced 
columns due to the triggered vibration of the reinforcing bars.
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Applying the magnetic field on the hardened concrete seems to lead 
to contradictory results, with sometimes an increase [62] and sometimes 
a decrease [63] in performance. The authors state that the application of 
magneto- electric fields can be the basis for real- time compressive behav-
iour controlling of reinforced concrete elements, even enabling a control 
of failure mode. However, their claims are based on contradictory results, 
and are not fundamentally supported by a clear mechanism explaining the 
potential influence of the (electro- )magnetic field on the material and struc-
tural properties. While the principle of active control of concrete proper-
ties by magnetic signals has been set forward, it is not fully clear which 
mechanism could be the basis for the explanation of the reported effect 
of magnetization on hydration and microstructure development. This will 
need further research attention, with more rigorous test protocols in order 
to fully exclude potential influences of other parameters.

On the other hand, it seems clear that mixed- in magnetic particles or 
magnetizable materials like steel chips as well as preplaced steel rebars are 
responding to the magnetic signal, with effects on rheology, workability and 
even mechanical performance. This opens a window for new developments 
and applications, possibly involving new types of magnetizable materials 
[64] or new fields of application like on- demand healing [65, 66]. In some 
applications, the effect of the magnetic field triggers its response via another 
physical mechanism like (micro- )vibration (making the link with mechan-
ical intervention) or temperature increase (making the link with thermal 
intervention).

1.3.7  Electric intervention

An electric control signal (AC current) has been mentioned in previous para-
graph, where it was combined with the research on the magnetic control 
of the mechanical performance of hardened reinforced concrete columns. 
Other literature results are available on the application of electric fields 
on fresh or hardening concrete. As an example, Kovtun et al. [67] applied 
direct current for the curing of alkali- activated fly ash concrete. The current 
serves as an indirect way of heating, while the higher temperature achieved 
leads to the accelerated hardening of the material. In their research, Kovtun 
et al. used a setup in which the direct current, provided through a con-
trollable unit with a maximum current of 12 A and voltage up to 260V, 
was continuously controlled in order to reach a curing temperature of 60°C 
in the concrete, with an initial heating rate of 20°C in order to avoid too 
fast heating, similar to what is done when applying steam cycles. While 
the external signal is electric, the physically controlling mechanism behind 
the accelerated hardening is the thermal energy. Nevertheless, the response 
of the alkali- activated material to the electric trigger depends on the acti-
vator used, through its influence on the resistivity of the concrete. A similar 

 

   

 

 



18 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

principle has been followed by Zhang et al. [68, 69] as described in their 
patents concerning the control of setting time of alkali- activated concrete 
through the application of an electric field. The electric field only serves as 
a practical means to control the temperature in the cementitious material, 
depending on its resistivity.

A more innovative application of an electrical field can be found in the 
papers of Goudjil et al. [18, 19]. They impose an electric potential on a steel 
formwork panel, up to a level of 3V during 10 minutes, in view of polar-
izing the concrete layer close to the formwork surface. The applied electric 
signal triggers a response in the material, resulting in a reduced adhesion 
between the hardening concrete and the formwork panel. The induced 
electro- osmotic effect thus facilitates the formwork release once the concrete 
has sufficient strength to be self- supporting. In this way, the application of 
demoulding oils can be avoided.

Inspired by this electrically controlled formwork removal technique, Choi 
et al. [17] applied a similar polarization technique to improve the flow of 
concrete in pumping pipes. In a first pilot test, they externally applied an 
electromagnetic field around steel pumping pipes in order to polarize the 
material near the pipe surface and improve the formation of the lubrica-
tion layer. Although the electromagnetic field applied by Choi et al. indeed 
seemed to improve the pumping behaviour of the concrete, as experimen-
tally verified by an ultrasound velocity profiling technique, it is important 
to notice that they did not add any specifically responding material like 
magnetic particles to the concrete. They merely relied on the response of  
the classical constituents present in the concrete. Although they mentioned 
the increased mobility of magnetized water and the results of the pilot test 
were positive, the fundamental physico- chemical mechanisms behind the 
success of this technique need further study and elucidation. Understanding 
this in detail might open the door to the development of new materials 
that could be mixed- in, strengthening its response triggered by the polar-
ization signal and potentially enabling to better control the response to an 
intended level.

Another example of electric intervention is the technique of cathodic 
protection by means of applied current in view of protecting an existing 
structure from reinforcement corrosion [70]. This technique is becoming 
more and more popular in concrete practice, and is a nice illustration of 
currently available active control mechanisms. The fundamental principle 
of its functioning can be understood by considering a Pourbaix diagram, 
explaining passive and active states of reinforcing steel in concrete [71].

1.3.8  Intervention with microwaves

As an extension of electric signals, microwaves can also be mentioned in 
this overview. Microwaves are electromagnetic waves with high frequencies 
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(300 MHz to 300 GHz) and wavelengths ranging from one millimetre to one 
meter. A dielectric material placed in a high- frequency electric field will heat 
up due to internal friction, as the induced vibration of the dipolar molecules 
is hindered by molecular attraction forces. As already reported in 1987 by 
Xuequan et al. [72], the promoted cement hydration can be attributed to the 
elevated temperature as a result of the exposure of the hardening concrete 
to microwaves. However, an additional effect seems to be the desiccation 
of free water prior to setting, resulting in decreased porosity. As a result, 
microwave curing of concrete yields very high early strength, while also pro-
viding slightly higher strength at 7 and 28 days [72, 73].

1.4  ACTIVE CONTROL IN OTHER FIELDS

In other fields, functional materials get a lot of research attention. For a 
multitude of potential applications, controllable materials are developed, 
responding to specific trigger signals, and resulting in an aimed- for effect. In 
this section, an (non- exhaustive) overview is given about some applications, 
type of materials, type of signals and type of responses. Some specific 
attention is given to different options to control rheology. The applications 
and control methods used in other fields can be inspiring in view of reaching 
active control of properties of concrete.

1.4.1  Examples of applications

A major field of research studying stimuli- responsive materials is given by 
drug delivery on demand [74– 82]. Complex three- dimensional polymer 
structures have been developed that carry drugs or special agents. The 
polymers are stimuli- responsive, which means that as a result of some trigger 
signal they change their structure or undergo other modifications, resulting 
in the release of the drug at the intended location in the body. These drug 
delivery systems have great potential in the fight against cancer and other 
major diseases. In this context, the development of biosensors can also be 
mentioned, as they can be integrated within drug delivery systems [83].

Stimuli- responsive polymers are also used for soft robotics and micro- 
actuators, when the functional polymer can transform chemical energy into 
a mechanical action like folding or bending [84– 88]. Typically, electro- 
responsive hydrogels are considered for this field of application, as the 
control is repeatable and reversible. In advanced applications, the stimuli- 
responsive polymers can be used for the development and control of self- 
propelled nanomotors [89].

In this non- exhaustive overview of applications of functional materials, 
reference can also be made to adhesion on demand [90], smart windows [91] 
and even the possibility to write information into triggered hydrogel by very 
precise control of the electric signal given to self- assembling molecules [92].

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 



20 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

1.4.2  Type of polymers

The majority of current applications relying on stimuli- responsive control 
are based on hydrogel, generally defined as three- dimensional network 
structures consisting of polymeric chains joined by tie points or joints and 
swollen in water up to thermodynamic equilibrium [93]. Hydrogels have 
already been studied for a long time, with early work in 1930s and 1940s 
[93]. It is a very broad class of materials that can be synthesized in numerous 
ways in view of obtaining a wide range of properties and behaviour [94]. 
The concept of hydrogels is based on crosslinking of hydrophilic polymers 
into a spatial complex structure that is able to swell or de- swell depending 
on the thermodynamic equilibrium within the surrounding medium. In 
case of ionic hydrogels, the ionic interactions bring additional forces that 
influence the swelling equilibrium. A major parameter is the pH- value of 
the surrounding medium, which in current fields of application is typically 
much lower than in cementitious materials. Nevertheless, hydrogels can be 
applied in cementitious materials, as illustrated by the well- known applica-
tion of SAP [51].

Although gels offer great possibilities, they have limitations concerning 
multi- responsivity and multi- functionality. An alternative approach is the 
use of vitrimers, covalently crosslinked polymer networks. Vitrimers can be 
modified in different ways, and even be combined with carbon nanotubes, 
resulting in many different functionalities, in response to even six different 
stimuli [95].

A specific group of materials is given by core- shell type particles with 
monodisperse polymeric cores and uniform shells with independent control 
of properties of core and shell [96]. Core- shell microspheres dispersed in 
oils are a nice example of electrorheological fluids that can be used as e.g. 
dampers, brakes and shock absorbers.

Stimuli- responsive polymers intended for the (reversible) control of shape 
are also called shape memory polymers (SMP). The mechanism can be based 
on different controllable transitions, such as reversible molecule crosslinking 
or anisotropic- isotropic transition. They can be reinforced by different 
materials, e.g. carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibres, exfoliated nanoclay, 
etc., to improve the mechanical performance of the resulting material, called 
shape memory polymer composites (SMPC) [97]. They could also include 
Fe3O4- particles or other magnetizable materials in order to make them 
magneto- responsive [98, 99].

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) can also be incorporated into hyper-
branched polymers to make them magneto- responsive. Hyperbranched 
polymers show good possibilities to make them stimuli- responsive in gen-
eral, offering good options to include a wide choice of terminal functional 
groups and branches [100]. The concept and design of stimuli- responsive 
polymers in general is getting a lot of research attention nowadays. New 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



Introduction to active rheology control of cementitious materials 21

design strategies [101] and new synthesis and polymerization methods [102] 
are important aspects in obtaining new stimuli- responsive materials that 
could also be applicable in cementitious environments, overcoming spe-
cific challenges (see 4) that currently pose problems to most of the existing 
responsive materials.

1.4.3  Type of signals

Most common signals concern temperature and pH (or pH difference), 
or the application of an electric, magnetic or electromagnetic field. Many 
other signals, however, have shown to be applicable in view of inducing a 
triggered response in functional materials, like, e.g., pressure [103], redox- 
signal [74, 83, 104– 107], CO2 [104, 108, 109], light [106, 110], ultrasound 
[77], UV [111– 113]…

Most stimuli- responsive polymers respond to one or more trigger signals. 
In case of dual or multi- responsive materials, the desired action depending on 
the given combination of trigger signals is an important point of attention. 
In case of two signals, as an example, it could be that the desired response 
is only activated in the presence of both stimuli, while another option could 
be the activation in case of any single stimulus. Different other logic com-
binations can be chosen, as illustrated in [75].

The applicability of the trigger signal depends on the type of material, and 
further depends on practical considerations. While for some applications 
photonic signals are convenient and environmentally friendly, the respon-
sive process (often chemical) typically does not show a high efficiency [114]. 
For opaque materials like cementitious materials, light signals are not a 
good option, unless only a response at the surface is needed. Signals based 
on change in pH or on electrochemical responses typically have a higher 
efficiency. Electric or redox signals further depend on the resistivity or con-
ductivity of the material, and are thus not applicable in all circumstances. 
Heating and cooling seem to be easy trigger systems in principle, but are not 
very practical in many cases.

1.4.4  Type of responses

Roy et al. [115] give an interesting overview of stimuli- responsive materials, 
with clear illustrations of their effects. Numerous types of responses 
resulting in different effects can be listed. In general, control can be revers-
ible or non- reversible, depending on the type of triggered response and the 
type of signal. A non- exhaustive list of different types of triggered responses 
is given hereafter:

 • Triggering crosslinking resulting in gel formation, often by means of 
thermally induced sol- gel transition [116]

 

 

  

 

      

   

 

 

 

 

 



22 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

 • Cleavage of polymer molecules, resulting in collapse of a hydrogel or 
a hyperbranched polymer, or influencing micellization [77, 110, 113]

 • Controlling swelling/ de- swelling and the release of an agent, due to 
changes in osmotic pressure by asymmetric distribution of ions in elec-
tric field [84], or by change of electronic charge surface potential [80]

 • Changing the permeability of a responsive membrane, by closing or 
opening ‘chemical gates’, e.g. by pH control [115]

 • Sorption control of water vapour of, e.g., electro- responsive polypyrole 
film [117]

 • Control of solubility, often by changing temperature [118]
 • Changing the nature of a complex molecule from hydrophilic to hydro-

phobic, also enabling control over the micellization process [116]
 • Changing the self- assembly, e.g. CO2 and redox- stimulated transform-

ation of entangled worms to rod- like micelles [104]
 • Changing the orientation of the polymers, e.g. by the application of an 

electric and/ or magnetic field [119, 120]
 • Controlling entanglement of polymer chains [121]
 • Controlling aggregation/ dispersion of particles in a medium [111]
 • Control of trans- cis isomerization of polymers [112]
 • Shape- morphing [122]
 • Oscillatory shape change, e.g. oscillatory bending [122, 123]
 • Crystallization/ melting transition [97]
 • Crystal anisotropic- isotropic transition [97]
 • …

The listed responses can induce changes in numerous material properties, 
or can lead to specific actions (like, e.g., drug release). Some of the listed 
responses could have good potential for rheology control. This is further 
discussed in the following paragraph.

1.5  ACTIVE RHEOLOGY CONTROL IN OTHER FIELDS

The rheological behaviour of a material is governed by fundamental phys-
ical properties, characterized by specific parameters, further depending 
on the type of material [124]. For solid materials, the ordering of crystals 
(in case of crystalline materials) is an important aspect, or the absence 
of ordering (in case of amorphous or glassy materials). The deformation 
behaviour, e.g. characterized by elastic properties, largely depends on the 
internal mutual interaction forces between crystals and/ or amorphous 
phases. On the other end of the material spectrum, the deformation behav-
iour of simple liquids (like water) is mainly governed by the atoms or 
molecules, responding to Van der Waals forces and thermal agitation, and 
is, e.g., characterized by the viscosity which is the only relevant parameter 
in case of a Newtonian fluid.
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When particles are introduced into a liquid matrix, the behaviour can be 
different depending on the size and nature of the particles, and the resulting 
inter- particle forces. In suspensions, depending on the density of the 
particles and of the suspending liquid, particles could segregate downwards 
or upwards, as governed by the interplay between gravitational forces and 
buoyancy forces. However, particles also interact, depending on their con-
centration in the suspending liquid, counteracting settlement forces. As a 
result, the viscosity of the suspension will be different from the viscosity 
of the suspending medium. For low particle concentrations, up to 30% of 
the maximum concentration, the viscosity increase is limited. However, at 
larger concentrations, the viscosity can increase significantly, as described 
in the Krieger– Dougherty equation or similar models [7]. Furthermore, 
orientation or alignment of particles can significantly influence the viscosity 
compared to the case with random orientation of particles.

In case of small particles, in the range of µm and below, colloidal 
interactions become dominant, mainly Van der Waals forces combined with 
Brownian motion, and the particles tend to form clusters or aggregates. This 
aggregation phenomenon could be counteracted by electrostatic repulsion 
or by steric hindrance, as typically done by superplasticizers in cementitious 
materials [125]. Depending on the internal structure formation by clustering 
of particles, the rheological response can be diverse and complex, involving 
concepts like yield stress (static and dynamic), thixotropy, shear- thickening 
or shear- thinning, etc.

When the particles in the liquid are polymers, droplets or air bubbles, 
the overall rheological behaviour of the resulting fluid can become even 
more complex, with additional governing parameters. Although advanced 
mathematical models are available [126], based on fundamental principles, 
the experimental characterization of the complex fluids is not an easy 
task. Measuring rheological properties is not straightforward [127], and 
rheological constitutive laws are mostly empirical with limited validity. 
In many research papers, small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) is 
applied, resulting in the determination of the so- called storage modulus G’ 
(representing the energy storage or elastic property of the fluid) and the 
loss modulus G” (representing the viscous dissipation in the fluid) [128]. 
In case of changing rheological properties of systems with smart functional 
materials, oscillatory rheometry is an interesting experimental method to 
study the reversible or non- reversible transition from more liquid- like to 
more solid- like behaviour.

Considering the governing physics and the resulting characteristic 
parameters of complex fluids, changing or controlling the rheological behav-
iour can involve different mechanisms or approaches. A non- exhaustive 
overview is given hereafter.

A well- known concept to change the rheological properties of a fluid is 
given by electrorheological (ER) fluids [36, 129, 130] and magnetorheological 
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(MR) fluids [131, 132]. ER response was first reported by Winslow already 
in 1949 [133]. In these suspensions, electro-  or magneto- responsive particles 
align along the field lines of the applied electric or magnetic field, forming 
chain-  or column- like structures, changing the rheological properties of 
the material from liquid- like to solid- like. The transition is reversible, and 
provides a means to actively control the rheological response of the material, 
with potential application in many fields of engineering.

In terms of rheological properties, it is reported that the yield stress (τy) in 
ER fluids depends on the electric field strength (E0) as follows:

 τ0 0∝E a (1.1)

with parameter a typically in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 [36]. Instead of applying 
Bingham- type models, a modified constitutive equation, called the Cho– 
Choi– Jhon (CCJ) model, is often referred to in case of ER or MR fluids [36, 
130, 132]. Due to the formation of an internal structure under electric or 
magnetic field, the loss modulus G” typically shows an initial plateau as a 
function of shear stress, while the storage modulus G’ is higher than the loss 
modulus G”. In electro-  or magneto- activated state, the suspension domin-
antly shows an elastic behaviour. However, when the shear stress exceeds a 
critical value, the storage modulus G’ shows a sudden decrease, physically 
governed by the rupture of the internal structure and the resulting onset of 
material flow [36, 130, 132]. SAOS can elucidate in this way the internal 
structure formation in electric or magnetic fields, providing data in view of 
accurate ER or MR control.

Besides internal structure formation triggered by electric or magnetic 
field, other mechanisms can be considered for rheology control. One 
example is based on micro- vibration or micro- actuation. It was previously 
mentioned that alternating magnetic field applied to cementitious materials 
containing steel chips can make the chips work as micro- vibrators [62]. 
The same principle could be applied to alternating field acting on electro- 
responsive polymers or polymer composites, which could take the role of 
micro- vibrators [85– 87].

Coming back to some fundamental parameters governing the rheological 
behaviour of suspensions and colloids, different triggered responses as listed 
before could also be useful in view of controlling the rheological behav-
iour. Hydrogels can be helpful in sol/ gel transitions, release of agents poten-
tially modifying viscosity of the suspending medium, swelling/ de- swelling 
mechanisms, controlling micellization, shape morphing, etc. The wide range 
of potential control mechanisms of hydrogels also offer many opportunities 
to control the rheology of complex materials containing the hydrogels. It  
is to be mentioned, however, that rheology control by means of hydrogels has 
not been the main point of attention of hydrogel research up to now, while 
the focus was mainly on other intended applications, like, e.g., drug delivery. 
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Any controlled response influencing inter- particle forces, particle clustering, 
viscosity of the suspending liquid, chemistry of the suspending liquid, etc., 
offers a potential mechanism for rheology control. Some examples where 
rheology control is at least partly reported can be found in the literature, 
like, e.g., capillary oil suspensions containing calcium carbonate particles 
[134], aggregation in aqueous solutions by working on hydrophobicity and 
micellization [111], controlled solubility by temperature and photo cleavage 
[113] and controlled release of nanoparticles [76].

1.6  CHALLENGES FOR ACTIVE CONTROL IN 
CONCRETE

From a rheological point of view, concrete is a very complex material. It 
combines features of a colloid and a suspension, while showing at the same 
time properties of a granular material. In current approaches, reaching 
desired workability levels in fresh concrete is typically achieved by appro-
priate mix design, including the use of superplasticizers working on the 
principle of electrostatic repulsion or steric hindrance [125]. This, however, 
is a passive way of rheology control, leaving no possibility to adjust work-
ability levels while the concrete is already flowing in a pumping pipe or in 
a formwork.

Active control is available in some way, as discussed above. Considering 
the numerous control mechanisms studied in other fields, as summarized in 
general and related to rheology more specifically, it is clear that new ways 
could be found to actively control concrete properties in general, and rheo-
logical properties of the fresh concrete more specifically. However, many 
difficulties have to be overcome when applying control mechanisms from 
other fields to the field of cementitious materials. The authors selected three 
concrete characteristics that are forming the main obstacles for now:

 • High pH
 • Low signal conductivity
 • Low signal transmission

1.6.1  High pH

The fascinating mechanism displayed by different types of hydrogels is 
tempting to pursue for fresh concrete. However, the existing stimuli- 
responsive hydrogels have been switching between swelling and de- swelling 
at pHs that generally occur in the human body, i.e. pH ≤ 7.4. The precar-
ious balance between the fixed charges in the polymer network and the 
osmotic pressure due to inner mobile ions is sensitive to ion concentration 
changes in the surrounding fluid. In contrast, a subtle ion concentration 
change in concrete with a pH of ±12.5 will not be sensed by available weak 
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polybases (pH 7-  11) due to the relative abundance of hydroxyl and other 
ions. Some applications of hydrogels do exist in concrete industry, like the 
use of SAP, however, without external control features. They could show 
some autogenous response, e.g. when SAPs are implemented as a method 
for self- healing [135]. However, further developments are needed to make 
them respond to active trigger signals to show on- demand responses.

1.6.2  Low signal conductivity

The application of control signals in cementitious materials also comes 
with some challenges. Some signals will not be applicable, like light signals, 
as they will not be able to travel easily through an opaque cementitious 
material. Electric control of hydrogels or other functional polymers is often 
based on an isolating dielectric medium suspending the functional polymers 
[129]. In contrast, fresh cementitious materials contain water with a rela-
tively high ionic conductivity and cannot be considered electrically isolating.

1.6.3  Low signal transmission

Another challenge is posed by the large bulk volume and its inert constituents. 
As an example, while casting a massive foundation slab or a high wall, will 
it be possible for the trigger signals to reach the bulk of the concrete? With 
the intended amplitude and/ or frequency? In any location? These questions 
involve different aspects, including fundamental knowledge regarding the 
interaction between physical fields and large volume of concrete in a real 
environment, involving, e.g., pumping pipes and formwork. Furthermore, 
there are also practical questions concerning the required installations to 
provoke the intended fields. Safety issues will become important when 
working with electromagnetic or other signals on a real construction site.

In some cases, however, bulk control will not be required. As an example, 
the pumping behaviour to a very large extent depends on the properties of 
the lubrication layer near the pipe surface [136]. In that case, an econom-
ical question might emerge, related to the cost of adding (probably rela-
tively expensive) functional material to the bulk of the concrete, while only 
needing them for control purposes in a limited zone of interest.

Summarizing the challenges, the following aspects will require due 
attention when developing active control features for fresh and hardened 
concrete:

 • Stability and functioning of the responsive material in a cementitious 
environment, typically showing higher pH values than in other fields

 • Applicability of the control signal in a cementitious material, depending 
on its physical properties like resistivity, conductivity, opacity, etc.

 • Economy, logistics and safety of a control system on a construction 
site or in precast industry
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In spite of the many challenges, a good opportunity might be given by digital 
fabrication methods, including three- dimensional (3D) printing. Within 
the relatively limited volume of a printing head, it will be more practical 
and realistic to provide control signals to modify the rheology of the fresh 
cementitious material when moving from pumping line to printed layer. As 
the rheological requirements in a pumping pipe and for a printed layer are 
significantly different, an active control of the material properties in the 
printing head would be a very efficient approach. Active control features 
embedded in 3D printed concrete could open the door to the so- called four- 
dimensional (4D) printing in construction industry, as already envisioned by 
Momeni et al. [137].

1.7  SUMMARY

This chapter explains the background and gives a (p)review of the active 
control of properties of concrete, based on the application of external 
signals to trigger an intended response in the material, either in fresh or 
hardened state. Current practices in concrete industry that could be 
considered as active control have been listed. More advanced active con-
trol mechanisms as studied in other fields, e.g., based on hydrogels and 
other functional polymers, are reviewed and briefly summarized. A specific 
focus is further given on potential methods for ARC. Based on the concepts 
developed in other fields, substantial progress could be made in order to 
achieve active control of fresh and hardened concrete properties. However, 
several challenges remain, like the stability and functioning of the respon-
sive material in a cementitious environment, the applicability of the con-
trol signal in a cementitious material, and the economy, logistics and safety 
of a control system on a construction site or in precast industry. Finding 
solutions to these challenges will lead to marvellous opportunities in gen-
eral, and for 3D and even 4D printing more particularly.
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2.1  INTRODUCTION

The flow behaviour (or rheology) of concrete is a key factor in the ease 
of transporting, pumping, casting, consolidating and finishing of fresh  
concrete. Besides its economic effects during processing, the rheology of 
concrete can also affect its performance at hardened state. Therefore, it 
becomes increasingly common to quantify the concrete rheology in practice, 
sometimes by means of a series of empirical tests (e.g. slump, slump flow, 
V- funnel and Vebe). However, it is still possible that two mixtures with the 
same slump value will show a different flow behaviour [1]. Furthermore, the 
only way to obtain the desired rheological properties of a mixture is either 
by modifying the proportion of its raw materials or by adding admixtures. 
This strategy showed unguaranteed results and requires high expertise in 
concrete rheology. It is this kind of uncertainty that is feeding the need to 
develop more performant processing techniques, such as Active Rheology 
Control (ARC).

In this book, most of the chapters deal with the rheological behaviour of 
cement paste instead of concrete, for good reason. Obviously, the granular 
skeleton (i.e. sand and aggregates) will have a significant impact on the 
concrete rheology. However, in the context of ARC, the current activating 
mechanisms are taking place at the paste level. It is tempting to imagine a 
mechanism at the level of the aggregates but due to their size and mass the 
intended mechanism is likely to require extensive control equipment or rare 
kinds of aggregates. By intervening in the concrete rheology at the level 
of cement paste, the current ARC techniques enable control without the 
massive replacement of traditional concrete components. Simultaneously, 
ARC remains available for applications at both small scale (e.g. grout injec-
tion) and large scale (e.g. concrete casting).

2.2  RHEOLOGY

In practice, the term ‘workability’ is often used to indicate the handling 
properties of a fresh concrete mixture. It literary refers to how good a fresh 
mixture is ‘to work with’ in a certain situation. Similarly, the concrete’s 
‘rheology’ will describe this flow behaviour in a more fundamental way. 
Rheology itself is defined as the science of deformation and flow of matter 
under the influence of stresses. Therefore, knowing the concrete’s rhe-
ology allows to describe its flow behaviour but now for a multitude of pro-
cess steps.

Determining the rheology of a fluid can be done by means of rheometrical 
tests. From these experiments a relation is found between shear stress and 
shear rate. This relation expresses how a fluid would flow under a certain 
shear stress of interest (e.g. pouring vs. pumping). The relation is often 
mathematically expressed by an equation and some of the coefficients will 
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be referred to as ‘rheological parameters’. In the following sections, the 
main rheological parameters of interest and the ways we determine them 
are briefly explained.

2.2.1  Shear stress

We can imagine a material contained between two plates separated by a gap 
‘y’, as shown in Figure 2.1. The material could be imagined to exist out of 
a number of small fictitious layers. When a horizontal force is applied to 
the upper plate while the bottom plate remains fixed, the material deform-
ation occurs by relative deformation (i.e. slipping) of the fictitious layers. 
Therefore, the total horizontal translation of each layer will be a cumulated 
sum of all relative deformations of the layers below. Similarly, as this total 
deformation occurs in a constant time interval, the velocity will be high for 
the top layer and zero for the bottom layer.

This configuration corresponds with the theoretical case of simple shear 
and laminar flow. The force on the upper plate enforces a constant speed 
and causes the different material layers to transfer a part of the induced 
frictional force. We say the material experiences a ‘shear stress’ equal to F/ 
S, with F being the magnitude of the force and S being the magnitude of the 
plate’s surface area. The shear stress is usually expressed with equation 2.1, 
reporting its value in the Pascal unit.

 τ =
F
S

 (2.1)

2.2.2  Shear rate

The deformation enforced by the top plate during a time interval is  
represented by ‘x’ in Figure 2.1. This means that an intact material volume  
would experience a shear strain γ equal to x/ y, for an infinitesimally small  
x. While this parameter is useful for more solid- like materials, it does not  

y

x

force F surface S

Figure 2.1   Shear applied to a layered volume.
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describe well the stress response of liquid- like materials as they tend to keep  
flowing beyond the time interval of shear application. Therefore, a more  
interesting parameter is the change in shear strain with time, considering  
a few consecutive time intervals. To that end, the ‘shear strain rate’ –  or  
shortly ‘shear rate’ –  γ  is defined as the time derivative of the shear strain,  
as seen in equation 2.2. Doing so, the shear rate can also be written as a  
function of the horizontal velocity ‘v’, which is the derivative of the transla-
tion of x to time. The unit of shear rate then becomes the inverse of time  
(i.e. s- 1).

 γ γ
= = ⋅ =
d
dt

dx
dt y

v
y

1
 (2.2)

2.2.3  Flow curve

The macroscopic measurement of both shear stress and shear rate allows to  
collect data points which, together, constitute the flow curve of a material.  
For that purpose, a series of shear rates (or shear stresses) will be imposed on  
the material by a rheometer and the corresponding stresses (or rates) will be  
measured. Assuming proper rheometrical care is taken, the collection of data  
points is usually fitted with one out of several models which characterizes  
the material’s flow behaviour the best. The most frequent models in the field  
of cementitious materials are summarized in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2   Shear curves different materials.
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2.2.4  Viscosity

The most simple flow behaviour model is given by the Newtonian model 
that prescribes a linear relationship between shear stress and shear rate. It 
is observed in simple fluids like water which can be fully characterized by 
its viscosity. The Newtonian model is given in equation 2.3 and shows the 
viscosity η as the coefficient of the shear rate. The viscosity unit is Pa.s.

 τ η γ=   (2.3)

It is noteworthy that viscosity does not have to remain constant over the 
entire shear rate range. For example when a fluid like ketchup is being 
stirred, the viscosity tends to decrease for higher stirring rates. We call this 
a shear- thinning fluid as it seems to get ‘thinner’ under shearing. Similarly, 
fluids like a corn starch solution tend to increase in viscosity when being 
stirred more vigorously and therefore we call them shear- thickening fluids.

2.2.5  Yield stress

When comparing water with ketchup, for example, it is clear that a portion 
of ketchup is able to keep its shape once deposited on your plate. This 
means that, for a zero shear rate, ketchup is able to withstand gravita-
tional loads while water is not. This inherent material resistance shown in 
the rheological models as the intercept with the vertical axis is called yield 
stress (τ0). We find a zero yield stress for Newtonian fluids, while a non- zero 
yield stress (with constant viscosity) is used to describe Bingham fluids. In 
this case, we call the viscosity plastic viscosity, µp , which is sometimes also 
indicated with simply µ.

 τ τ µ γ= +0 p
 (2.4)

The Bingham model (Eq. 2.4) is commonly used to describe the rheological 
behaviour of fresh cementitious materials [1– 3]. The yield stress is said to 
originate from the spatial network of cement particles and the paste behaves 
elastically under applied stresses below the yield stress [4]. Depending 
on the shear rates and/ or admixtures, a non- constant viscosity might be 
observed for higher shear rates and another rheological model will be used 
[5]. The Herschel– Bulkley model (Eq. 2.5) has an exponent for the shear 
rate ‘n’ called flow index and a consistency factor ‘K’ as a substitute vis-
cosity parameter.

 τ τ γ= +0 K n
  (2.5)
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2.2.6  Structural build- up and thixotropy

In the above, the influence of time was limited to the definition of the shear 
rate. However, for complex fluids like cement paste there are also other 
microstructural effects that depend on time. These effects influence the value 
of the yield stress or the viscosity depending on how long the material has 
been at rest or flowing, respectively. This time- dependent phenomenon is 
often called thixotropy. For example, for a constant shear rate the viscosity 
of cement paste will likely decrease over time until a steady- state viscosity is 
found. Subsequently interrupting that shearing for one minute will lead to 
an again higher viscosity upon re- shearing. In fact, during that minute the 
cement particles will have started re- flocculating due to colloidal attractive 
forces, hydrogen/ ionic bonding and nucleation of hydration products [4, 6].

Obviously, that flocculation mechanism will also work for a cement paste 
at rest, explaining the increasing yield stress over time. However, a yield 
stress might never be fully recovered like a viscosity because of the large 
share of irreversible particle connections that constitute the yield stress. 
This difference between reversible and irreversible breakdown was first 
introduced by Tattersall and Banfill [1].

In this book the above concepts are generally referred to as structural 
build- up. In the interpretation of results, the permanent changes in rheo-
logical properties with time are defined as workability loss [7] and fully 
reversible changes are considered as pure thixotropy. So, when measured 
structural build- up is partly irreversible, a combination of thixotropy and 
workability loss is at hand.

2.2.7  Visco- elasticity

In order to probe the effect of micromechanical mechanisms at cement par-
ticle level, like time- dependent flocculation or network structuring, the meas-
urement of yield stress and viscosity will result in the flow of the sample. 
During the onset of this flow a large part of the microstructure will have 
been inevitably erased. Moreover, a new sample has to be loaded into the 
rheometer for every time step of interest to describe a time evolution, which 
is rather impractical. Therefore, the interest in non- destructive and more 
informative tests (cf. irreversibility) has risen over the past few decades.

As most yield stress fluids usually behave as visco- elastic materials in their 
solid regimes [8], cement paste can be probed in its elastic regime without 
permanently destroying it. At sufficiently low strain, the elastic modulus 

G is 

defined as 
τ
γ

. However, when strained, these materials also exhibit a viscous 

behaviour and their elastic response is not entirely instantaneous. To distin-
guish viscous from elastic effects, a strain oscillation (Eq. 2.6) with frequency 
ω and amplitude γ 0 can be applied while measuring the stress response τ t( ).
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 γ γ ωt t( ) = 0 sin  (2.6)

When the strain amplitude is within the linear regime, the stress response 
τ t( ) is of the form (Eq. 2.7):

 τ γ ω γ ωt G t G t( ) = + ( )′( sin ) " cos0 0  (2.7)

The elastic modulus G’ (or storage modulus) is an indication for all micro-
structural effects that are in phase with the strain (i.e. elastic effects). The 
viscous modulus G” (or loss modulus) represents all effects that occur in 
phase with the strain rate (i.e. viscous effects). A summarizing parameter 
is found in the phase angle δ (tan δ =  G”/ G’). The measurement of both 
moduli occurs simultaneously as they are each other’s complement. As 
cement paste shows time- dependent rigidification or solidification, the evo-
lution of G’ will be of primary interest to quantify the structural build- up 
under all kinds of conditions. Similarly, the contribution of supplementary 
powders or admixtures to this behaviour can be easily quantified in this 
non- destructive test.

2.3  RHEOMETRY

Measuring rheological properties of cement pastes is a more fundamental 
way of assessing fresh properties compared to standard workability tests 
[7]. However, measuring the rheological properties of these materials is not 
a straightforward task and substantial care must be taken prior, during and 
after the measurements [9]. There are a number of difficulties arising when 
measuring on cement pastes:

i. The pastes contain a large number of particles, with sizes around the 
boundary between colloidal and non- colloidal particles [1, 10, 11]. The 
colloidal particles are subjected to inter- particle interactions, such as 
Van der Waals dispersion and electrostatic repulsion forces [10];

ii. The pastes undergo a chemical reaction with time [1, 11, 12], changing 
its rheological properties;

iii. A majority of the developed chemical admixtures are designed to either 
change the properties of the suspending medium, the interaction forces 
between the particles, or to change the rate at which the chemical reac-
tion occurs [13].

Besides these material challenges, each rheometrical geometry also has its 
own peculiarities that can trouble swift measurement execution. In this 
book all rheometrical tests were performed with parallel plate geometries. 
Therefore, the next section will discuss the concerns related to this setup 
only [7].
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2.3.1  Parallel plate geometry

The parallel plate geometry, as in Figure 2.3, typically consists of two par-
allel circular plates with radius R separated by a gap width h in which the 
sample will be contained by surface tension [14– 17]. Usually the upper 
plate is lowered upon the deposited sample, squeezing it until the pre- set 
gap width is reached. Paste excesses are subsequently trimmed manually. 
Literature values for the gap width are between 700 and 1000 μm, although 
it is still not clear what would make a value appropriate [18].

During the measurement, the upper plate rotates to create a shear velocity 
profile between the plates, as shown in Figure 2.3. The shear rate is not con-
stant over the radius. It depends on the considered height in the squeezed 
sample and is calculated using equation 2.8 [14]. The shear stress can be 
calculated using equation 2.9, also depending on the shear rate [14– 17]. In 
these equations, the radius R is the maximum of the radial distance r, the 
rotational velocity equals Ω and the torque equals T.

 γ r
r
h

( ) =
Ω

 (2.8)

 τ
π γ

r
T
r

d T
d R

( ) = +










.
ln
ln2

3
3



 (2.9)

The advantages of the parallel plate geometry are as follows: (1) a steady 
laminar flow and (2) shear rate and strain can be altered also by chan-
ging the gap width (h). The disadvantages are the following: (1) a non- 
homogeneous flow field; (2) settling can be a problem with the upper plate 
rotating on the suspension’s medium only; (3) surface drying at the outer 
sample rim; and (4) the loading procedure of the sample is considerably 
more sensitive to system settings [19].

As an alternative to the parallel plates, a cone and plate geometry can  
be suggested. This has the particular advantage that the shear rate is  

R

Figure 2.3   Parallel plate geometry schematically. Source: after [7].
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homogeneously distributed in contrast to the parallel plates [14]. However,  
below the central downwards facing tip of the cone, the gap width is too  
small for cementitious particles to flow smoothly, causing blockages and  
stress peaks.

An additional advantage of the parallel plate configuration is the pos-
sibility to add a magnetic field to the sample, as shown in Figure 2.4. The 
vertical magnetic field lines are distributed over the entire sample with accept-
able homogeneity and its strength can be controlled within the rheometer 
software. In this way, it is possible to alter the field strength together with 
the steps in the rheometrical protocol.

Similarly, any other type of flat sensor device can be fixated at the bottom 
plate and serve to apply other kinds of fields to the sample during measure-
ment. For example, multiple screen- printed electrodes have been embedded 
in a bottom plate in Figure 2.5. By three- dminesional (3D) printing the 
sensor holder, a smooth and continuously flat surface has been created 
that does not interfere with the sample flow. Through their individual wire 
connections the sensors remain controllable with dedicated equipment 
externally to the rheometer. The sensors allow at least partial exposure of 
the sample to an electrochemical field.

2.3.2  Protocols

The rheometrical protocol is chosen based on the investigated material  
properties, i.e. steady flow, thixotropic or visco- elastic behaviour in rota-
tional or oscillatory shear [7]. Initially, the material response towards  

Top plate geometry

Field enhancing lid

Sample
Bottom plate
Temperature and magnetic
field controlling module  
Magnetic core and coils

Figure 2.4   Schematic cross- section of the magneto- rheological device (Anton Paar®).
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deformation is analysed in a series of preliminary tests. Subsequently, the  
specific testing regime, e.g. the magnitude of the applied shear strain, shear  
stress, shear rate and frequency, is defined. Also part of the preliminary test  
is assuring the proper shearing of the sample for the chosen gap width and  
composition.

In order to set up the material in a controlled state independent of its 
previous history, the usual technique consists of imposing a very rapid flow 
(pre- shear) and then leaving the material at rest for some time (time of rest) 
[20]. The time of rest following pre- shear can play several roles: (1) possible 
inertia effects resulting from the previous rapid rotation of the rheometrical 
tools and the material can be avoided; (2) a viscoelastic material has time to 
return to its solid structure; and (3) in the case of thixotropy, different times 
of rest provide in principle different homogeneous states of restructuration 
of the material.

2.3.3  Steady flow properties

The steady flow properties of cement pastes refer to viscosity and yield stress  
obtained by means of the so- called flow curves, as shown in in Figure 2.6 [7].  
The test is either performed in steps with a couple of seconds for each shear  

Figure 2.5   Electrochemical sensors embedded in the bottom plate (left) and top plate 
positioning (right).
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stress or shear rate increment, or in a linear fashion. Generally, either the up  
and down parts of the loop curve are completed, or solely the decreasing part  
is imposed. The downward branch is used to calculate the rheological prop-
erties depending on the applied model [21]. In this book the used models are  
the Bingham (Eq. 2.4) or Herschel– Bulkley (Eq. 2.5) model.

2.3.4  Yield descriptors

The yield stress obtained as a fitting parameter of the downward curve in 
the previous section actually denotes an approximation of the dynamic 
yield stress. It is the self- supporting stress when a dynamic system comes 
to rest. It should be distinguished from the static yield stress for which a 
system at rest is put into motion. The latter is typically obtained from slow 
sequential strain increments, which eventually result in stresses deviating 
from the linear behaviour, as shown in Figure 2.7. This allows to record 
a peak stress often referred to as the static yield stress [22]. Alternatively, 
one could gently increase the stress and measure the deformation response, 
which is expected to deviate from the linear behaviour as well. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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The main downside of these latter two static yield descriptors is that their  
value heavily relies on the speed of application, regardless of whether it is  
deformation or stress controlled. Perhaps more robust is applying a series of  
constant stresses to the sample while plotting the deformation as a function  
of time (i.e. creep test), as shown in Figure 2.9. The start of non- saturated  
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Figure 2.8   Strain– stress diagram with inflection point.
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Figure 2.7   Stress– strain diagram with peak value. Source: after [7].
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deformation behaviour then indicates that the yield stress of the materials  
has been exceeded and therefore indicates the yield stress. Of course, this  
test is more labour intensive and requires multiple samples and repetitions  
only to get an idea of the yield stress.

A second group of yield descriptors can be found within the small amp-
litude oscillatory shear (SAOS) measurements. Here, rotational shear is not 
a prerequisite and the presence of flow is ambiguous. As can be seen in 
Figure 2.10, the end of the linear visco- elastic region is indicated by τy, also 
referred to as the linearity limit [23]. Beyond this limit the storage modulus 
is no longer constant. Further down the curve, the cross- over point between 
G’ and G” is designated with τ f , sometimes called the flow point. Beyond 
this point, the viscous behaviour becomes dominant over the elastic solid- 
like behaviour of the paste. Note that you still might not see any macro-
scopic flow at the outside of the sample. Both oscillatory values depend on 
the measuring conditions, e.g. the pre- set angular frequency. This makes it 
hard to correlate them unilaterally with the yield stress obtained from rota-
tional shear experiments.

Due to all above practical concerns and the wide availability of (simple) 
rotational devices, preference is often given to the yield stress fit parameter 
following rotational shear tests mentioned in the previous section. Unless 
mentioned otherwise, this will also be the case for the majority of the test 
results reported in this book.

t

Figure 2.9   Creep curves for a series of constant applied stresses.
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2.3.5  Thixotropy descriptors

Numerous techniques and strategies can be employed to determine the thix-
otropy of which the hysteresis loops and static yield stress measurements are 
deemed most common in the literature.

The hysteresis loops shown in Figure 2.6 are often applied as preliminary 
attempts to ‘quantify’ the thixotropy of the material [7, 20, 24, 25]. The 
entire area in between the up and down curves, and their evolution with 
time, is one way to assess thixotropy. Other approaches only consider a 
part of the area in between the up and down curves for the thixotropic 
index [26]. However, one must address such results rather as subjective due 
to a high risk of inaccurate interpretation, since the area and the shape of 
the hysteresis loops depend very much on the testing parameters [1, 27, 28].

An alternative technique is to determine the static yield stress as above by 
increasing shear strain at low or very low shear rates in the range between 
10- 1 and 10- 3 s- 1. The result is the static yield stress τ0s, which corresponds 
to a critical shear strain γC (dashed line in Figure 2.7), partly related to 
the thixotropic build- up of the material [22]. When plotting the static yield 
stress values as a function of resting time, the slope (Athix) is a strong indi-
cator for structural build- up [24, 29].

2.4  SUPERPLASTICIZERS

Superplasticizers are chemical additives in concrete that are used to (1) reduce 
the water/ cement ratio and (2) prevent particle agglomeration of cement 
particles. The first function is particularly useful for reducing the pore water 

Figure 2.10   Evolution of dynamic moduli as a function of shear stress.
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volume and increasing the strength and durability of the hardened concrete. 
The second function enhances particle movement during the handling of the 
fresh concrete which results in an improved concrete workability [30, 31].

From a chemical point of view, superplasticizers are organic water- soluble 
polymers belonging to the family of polymeric dispersants. They act by 
adsorption at the solid– liquid interface between the cement particles and the 
pore solution. After adsorption, repulsive forces between the superplasticizer 
polymers lead to the dispersion of the cement grains. Another important 
effect is that the superplasticizer may delay the normal hydration reactions 
by its presence on the particle surface [32, 33].

Different kinds of superplasticizer families have been applied in the his-
tory of plasticized concrete. The following main groups of superplasticizers 
are often mentioned [30, 34]:

 • Polycondensates of sulfonated naphtalene formaldehyde (SNF);
 • Polycondensates of sulfonated melamine formaldehyde (SMF);
 • Modified lignosulfates (LS);
 • Polycarboxylate ethers (PCE).

All of these groups have in common that they adsorb on the charged cement 
grain surface through the charges embedded in their own molecular struc-
ture. The mechanism of particle repulsion, however, is expected to result 
from different origins. The first three families repel particles by electro-
static forces, while the polycarboxylate polymers repel mainly by steric 
hindrance. These mechanisms are illustrated, respectively, in Figure 2.11 
and Figure 2.12. The steric hindrance is induced by the polyethylene oxide 
chains swirling into the liquid phase. The length and the amount of chains 
on the surface are responsible for the effectiveness of the steric stabilization 
of a PCE in cement suspensions [8, 35, 36].

Regardless the working mechanism, the PCE superplasticizers have  
become the most promising family because of their high adaptability,  
leading to nearly infinite product formulations that can be designed for  

Figure 2.11   Dispersion through electrostatic repulsion (for reasons of clarity, cement 
particles and superplasticizer molecules are drawn at different scales).
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specific applications. The customizable asset of the PCE family (see Figure  
2.13) has led to a substantial amount of research focusing on different  
polymer structures. Numerous researchers have highlighted the influence  
of polymer architectures and their interaction with cementitious systems  
[37– 45]. Different relations were found but overall it was conceived that  
polymers with short side chains and low side chain density –  and conse-
quently a high polymer charge –  create strong adsorption especially on posi-
tively charged particle surfaces.

Figure 2.13   Schematic representation of different PCE architectures. Source: after [46].

Figure 2.12   Dispersion through steric hindrance (for reasons of clarity, cement particles 
and superplasticizer molecules are drawn at different scales).
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The adsorption of PCE superplasticizer has also gained a lot of attention 
in the literature because it is closely related with the polymer effectivity. 
Only adsorbed polymer that is not intercalated by hydration products can 
function optimally as a dispersive agent in- between particles. If the polymer 
adsorbs too fast, it will be quickly covered with hydration products and 
too soon the concrete will lose its workability. If the polymer adsorbs too 
slowly, it is possible that it will be overdosed to obtain sufficient workability 
during the induction period, resulting in uneconomic practice.

In this book, the applied superplasticizers are of the polycarboxylic 
ether type. That means most superplasticizers are composed of an anionic 
backbone made of mainly carboxylic groups and side chains of polyethers 
covalently attached to the backbone. Alternative groups can be added as 
backbone or side chains groups but this will be specifically mentioned.

In practice, the main monomer building blocks for the anionic compo-
nent are acrylic acid, methacrylic acid and maleic acid [8]. As side chains, 
polyethylene oxide (or polyethylene glycol) is used in most of the cases. 
Polyethylene oxide makes up almost 90% of the mass of a polycarboxylic 
ether. These side chains are connected to the backbone through an ester, 
amide or ether bond. The amide or ester group results from the esterification 
or the amidation of acrylic, methacrylic or maleic units by mono- functional 
polyethylene oxides. The ether bond results from the copolymerization of 
mono- allyl or vinyl or iso- prenyl polyethylene oxide macro- monomers.

The main parameters that influence the properties of a PCE polymer 
are [8]:

 • Chemistry of the backbone (acryl, methacryl, vinyl, allyl, malein, etc.);
 • Length of the backbone (degree of polymerization);
 • Amount of anionic groups (mostly carboxylic acids or salts) with 

respect to the side chains and with respect to the backbone;
 • Number of side chains with respect to ionic groups and with respect 

to the backbone;
 • Length of the side chains;
 • Type and stability of the bond between side chain and backbone;
 • Overall charge density of the polymer.

2.5  RHEOLOGY OF SELF- COMPACTING CONCRETE

The earlier development and implementation of SCC is an interesting  
precedent for any future implementation of admixture- driven innovation 
in concrete –  especially considering the challenging rheological aspects of 
SCC that have been coped well in pre- cast industry but not so much in 
ready- mix industry. The material- related aspects and challenges will be 
recapitulated here and the process- related challenges will be covered in 
following sections.
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SCC has been defined as a concrete that is able to flow and consolidate 
under its own weight, without the need of any external compaction  
effort, completely filling the formwork even in the presence of congested  
reinforcements, while remaining homogeneous [47].

There are three key properties of fresh SCC [48]:

 • Filling ability: the ability to flow under its own weight and completely 
fill all the spaces in the formwork;

 • Passing ability: the ease to flow through confined and constricted 
spaces, narrow openings and between reinforcement;

 • Stability or resistance to segregation: the ability of concrete to main-
tain its original distribution of constituent materials during transport, 
placing and (self- )compaction.

These key properties have consequences for the rheological requirements 
for SCC. Using the Bingham model introduced earlier, we can state that 
the flowability of SCC, i.e. both the filling and passing ability, is related to  
the yield stress τ0, while the resistance to segregation is controlled mostly  
by the plastic viscosity μ of the SCC mixture. These rheological requirements 
for fresh SCC and the inverse relationship between yield stress or plastic vis-
cosity and the rate of aggregate sedimentation are illustrated in Figure 2.14 
[49, 50].

2.5.1  Mix design in relation to the key requirements  
of SCC

The way of controlling the workability requirements of SCC is by altering 
the concrete mix design to ensure a good balance between flowability and 
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Figure 2.14   Rheological requirements for fresh SCC and the inverse relationship between 

yield stress and plastic viscosity and the rate of aggregate sedimentation. 
Source: after [49].
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resistance to segregation. Hereafter, the effect of both the mix design and 
the main mix constituents on each key property will be explained in more 
detail [50].

Considering the filling ability or flowability of the concrete, the most rele-
vant component is the flowability of the cement paste. Its fluid constituent, 
water, has the effect of reducing both yield stress and viscosity of the cement 
paste. The decrease in viscosity can seem beneficial but also puts limits on 
the cohesiveness and segregation resistance. Unlike water addition, the add-
ition of high- range water- reducing admixture (HRWRA) mainly reduces 
yield stress [51, 52]. In this way, a highly flowable concrete can be obtained 
without significant reduction in cohesiveness.

Another important mix parameter in SCC is the water- to- powder ratio 
(W/ P). If the W/ P ratio is too low, the cement paste might appear too stiff or 
sticky, while a too high W/ P ratio will again challenge the cohesiveness of 
both paste and mortar. This balance is also influenced by the interparticle 
friction between the solids (coarse and fine aggregates and powder materials) 
since solid- to- solid friction increases the internal resistance to flow [51].

When concrete flows through smaller openings, the interparticle friction 
increases resulting in higher shear stresses possibly blocking the flow. If 
the solid- to- solid friction (per unit mass) can be low, the risk of reduced 
flowability is prevented. In SCC this is mainly achieved by reducing the 
coarse aggregate content to increase the average interparticle distance. 
Other factors contributing to maintaining good flowability are round- 
shaped aggregate and continuous grading.

Given a good flowability, the passing ability of the concrete prevents 
blockage resulting from flow through narrow spaces. The passing ability 
is then mainly provided by an increased cohesion of the concrete mixture. 
This can be achieved by reducing the W/ P ratio or incorporating a viscosity 
modifying admixture (VMA) or both. Given a proper cohesiveness, the 
passing ability can further be increased by reducing the maximal coarse 
aggregate diameter with respect to the most congested reinforcement zone 
in the formwork.

Together with providing flowability and passing ability, the mixture must 
also be prevented to segregate. This balance is usually achieved by making 
the matrix outside the aggregates more viscous and by making the viscosity 
of the entire concrete as low as possible. Increasing the matrix viscosity is 
usually done by reducing the W/ P ratio or by the addition of VMA. The vis-
cosity of the entire concrete is usually decreased by restricting the aggregate 
volume and its maximum aggregate diameter.

It is striking how many interactions are created among all the components 
of the fresh SCC. Not all of them are equally sensitive to change, but it  
is clear how small perturbations in one piece of the puzzle will have large 
consequences for the entire puzzle. Moreover, the stability of the fresh con-
crete is also required to guarantee homogeneous properties of the hardened 
concrete, including strength, stiffness, bond to the embedded reinforcement 
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and durability. So, with the precarious balance in component interactions 
established after production, the fresh SCC will still have to be transported 
and placed into the formwork without disturbing the balance. These final 
steps are therefore worth giving the proper attention and will pose some 
additional challenges that we will cover in the next section.

2.5.2  SCC placing challenges

Although SCC is apparently more flowable than traditional concrete, recent 
studies have shown that the pumping behaviour of SCC is more complex, 
involving more significant shear deformation in the material, along with the 
effect of the lubrication layer near the pipe surface. Considering potential 
shear- thickening behaviour of powder- type SCC, high pumping rates can 
lead to much higher pumping pressures than in the case of traditional con-
crete. Furthermore, the additional role of thixotropy during pumping is not 
entirely clear yet [53].

At this moment, a good understanding of pumping of cementitious  
materials is available. Figure 2.15 shows the velocity profiles in a concrete  
pumping pipe for the case of conventional vibrated concrete (CVC) and  
SCC. Due to the lower yield stress of SCC, the central plug flow zone is  
smaller compared to CVC, showing that more material is sheared. Due  
to the higher viscosity of SCC, and due to the shear- thickening behaviour  
which might occur, pumping of SCC requires higher pressures. Despite  
this fundamental knowledge, questions remain concerning the pumping  
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Figure 2.15   Velocity profiles of pumped conventionally concrete (CVC) and self- compacting 
concrete (SCC).
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behaviour of specific types of concrete in which the formation of a lubrica-
tion layer is not induced, or in which internal friction and Coulomb effects  
become prevalent (e.g. in case of ultra- high performance concrete). During  
current pumping operations, the only option is to control the pumping  
pressure or the discharge rate while operating the pump. Short interruptions  
of the pumping process can lead to major difficulties in resuming pumping  
operations due to the sometimes tremendous effect of internal structural  
build- up or thixotropy.

Similarly to pumping, formwork jobs completed with SCC show still 
some challenges. In general, contractors refer to formwork pressure and 
leakage problems as one of the main reasons not to use SCC. In practice, 
formwork tightness requirements are defined in normative documents, e.g. 
limiting the extent of honeycombs. However, no fundamental study is avail-
able on the relationship between formwork design and detailing on the one 
hand, and concrete rheology and pressure on the other hand.

Some relevant state- of- the- art knowledge is available concerning form-
work pressures during top- down casting [54], but the situation in case of 
bottom- up pumping is considered in a too simplistic way in the literature, 
typically assuming formwork pressures equal to hydrostatic pressures. In 
reality, the bottom- up pumping process can induce very high pumping 
pressures exceeding hydrostatic pressures in case of high viscosity, dense 
reinforcement and high filling rates [55]. Furthermore, in current practice, 
due to the lack of robustness of SCC, small changes in concrete compos-
ition can lead to increased flowability and reduced segregation resistance, 
increasing the risk of formwork leakage.

The balance between material- related benefits and process- related 
challenges holds for many more concretes than just SCC. For all special con-
crete types this balance needs to be figured out and guarded, sometimes even 
for every new batch. In the next section, we shortly recapitulate the most 
relevant concrete processing techniques to demonstrate the importance of 
rheology during processing of concrete.

2.6  PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

The processing techniques considered here are pumping, formwork casting, 
extrusion and 3D printing. All of them have their own particular interfer-
ence with the rheology of the fresh concrete, e.g. through their geometry, 
mechanics of shear application and time dependency. The following sub- 
sections will treat each processing technique one by one.

2.6.1  Pumping

Concrete pumping is an efficient and economical mode of transporting 
and placing a large volume of fresh concrete into a desired location on a 
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site. This technique has been used since the 1960s. A fresh concrete batch 
is fed into a pump through a hopper and transported under specific flow 
rate through a pipeline to a specific location. This technique requires fewer 
labourers, less time and less effort compared to manual concrete pouring. 
For hard access areas, not reachable by a concrete lorry or ready- mix truck, 
pumping becomes the only adapted way to deliver concrete. Moreover, con-
crete pouring by pumping is suitable for large volumes where an uninter-
rupted concrete supply is needed.

Regarding the pumped concrete, the properties of the placed concrete 
may differ from the initially designed mixture after being agitated and 
pushed through the pump. Thus, the concrete mixture must be properly 
designed with specific properties to be suitable for this particular appli-
cation. On the one hand, a very fluid concrete may require less pressure 
to be pumped but it is more exposed to segregation, especially after being 
submitted to pressure from the pump. At this stage the pumping process 
has significantly high risk of blockage. On the other hand, a stiff concrete 
exerts a high friction at the concrete- wall pipe interface which may lead as 
well to blockage.

In reality, concrete does not flow homogenously in a pipe. Depending on 
the rheological properties, concrete can be totally or partially sheared inside 
the pumping circuit [56, 57]. Indeed, once concrete is pumped in the pipe-
line, a lubricating layer composed of water and fine particles (cement and 
sand) is formed at the interface between the concrete and the pipe surface 
[58- 62]. The formation of the lubrication layer has been explained by two 
phenomena. First, the driving force created from the shear gradient over the 
pipe radius promotes the coarse particles, initially uniformly suspended in 
the mixture, to migrate towards the centre of the pipe (low shear region) 
[60, 63]. The paste composed of water and fine particles present in the sus-
pension fills the places left by the coarse aggregates near the pipe surface. 
As a consequence, a layer depleted of coarse aggregates forms near the 
pipe surface. The second phenomenon is the wall effect of a random loose 
packing defined by a zone of thickness d/ 2 at the pipe surface with high void 
fraction, where d is the maximal particle size. The void fraction near the 
surface is filled with paste.

As a consequence of combined phenomena, the flow profile inside a pipe  
can be divided into two or three zones of different properties [56, 57]. The  
composition of the concrete in the central part of the pipe differs from  
sheared and lubrication layers as shown in Figure 2.16 [63]. In the plug zone  
(central part), the concrete is not sheared and it flows at constant velocity.  
This zone is formed mainly due to a yield stress higher than the applied  
shear stress. In the sheared zone, the shear stress is equal to or exceeds the  
yield stress of the cementitious material near the pipe surface. At the inter-
face, the friction resistance is mainly governed by the rheological properties  
of the lubrication layer. This latter plays a key role in the pumping process.  
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It lubricates the pipe surface, reduces the friction at the interface and eases  
the pumping of concrete. In practice, a cement mortar is pumped in the  
pipes circuit before concrete pumping in order to facilitate the formation of  
the lubrication layer. However, questions remain about how to extract and  
characterize the lubrication layer. The flow behaviours of CVC and SCC  
have been widely validated experimentally in a full- scale pumping circuit  
[53, 61, 64, 65].

The fundamental problem encountered during concrete pumping is 
blockage of concrete in the pipeline mainly due to excessive segregation, 
high interface friction or underestimation of the required pressure to 
pump the concrete. Concrete blocking may also occur when resuming the 
pumping operation after a short break mainly due to a delay in concrete 
supply delivery. Indeed, cement hydration and flocculation form an internal 
structural build- up in fresh concrete which can be partially broken by shear. 
This gives to concrete the thixotropic behaviour, and as a aresult the con-
crete becomes stiffer after a resting time and consequently higher pumping 
pressure is required [4].

The blockage phenomenon can be clearly detected by a sharp increase 
in the pressure at the pump inlet shown on the pressure gauge. For this 
reason it is highly important to maintain the stability of the concrete 
during pumping and predict the needed pressure to pump the concrete to 
the desired location. The determination of the required pumping pressure 
depends on both the pumping setup configuration and the rheological prop-
erties of the pumped concrete. The main setup factors affecting the pumping 
pressure are pumping rate, hose length and diameter, horizontal and vertical 
distances and the use of reducers. It is indeed recommended to pump along a 
low height, straight and short distance. In certain complex situations angled 
bends and high- level pumping become necessary.

Lubrication layer Sheared concrete Plug

Figure 2.16   Flow profile in a pipe. Source: after [63].
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Design charts obtained from experimental results have been developed  
to predict the minimum required pressure to pump a CVC [66]. The charts,  
with an example presented in Figure 2.17, are based on the pumping config-
uration, including diameter, length of the pipe and desired flow rate and  
the properties of the fresh concrete basically determined by the slump or the  
spread test. Based on these charts, the ability of the concrete to be pumped  
is determined according to its slump value. However, these charts do not  
allow the prediction of pumping pressure of very flowable concrete, such as  
SCC. It is important to highlight that very flowable concretes may require  
higher pressure to be pumped due to their high viscosity which is not taken  
into account in the design charts [53, 56].

Many fundamental models have been developed by applying principles of 
energy equilibrium, momentum conservation and rheology in order to pre-
dict the required pressure to pump concrete [56, 63, 67, 68]. In these models 
concrete is considered as saturated (suspension of solids in water) which 
has been proved more advantageous for pumping than unsaturated (solid- 
like material) [59]. In fact, for stiff concrete where the volume of coarse 
aggregates is considerably high, the inter- particle friction is dominating and 
the concrete behaves as a solid- like material [69]. Thus, this type of concrete 
is more susceptible to blocking. On the contrary, concrete can be considered 
as saturated when the paste can fill the spaces between the coarse aggregates 
reducing the inter- particle friction.
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Figure 2.17   Concept example predicting pumping pressure for conventional concrete.
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The difficulty to find the most adapted model remains in taking into 
account and measuring the thickness and rheological properties of the 
lubrication layer, the rheological properties of the bulk concrete and the 
pumping circuit geometry. For example, if a CVC is assumed to behave 
as a Newtonian fluid by neglecting the yield stress, the flow regime of the 
concrete inside a typical pipeline can be considered as a fully laminar flow 
(Reynolds number ≤ 2100). For laminar flow of a Newtonian fluid, the 
shear stress is simply proportional to the velocity gradient. This means that 
the velocity decreases from the pipe centreline to the pipe wall as the shear 
stress profile inside a circular pipe is linear with zero value at the centre and 
maximum at the boundary of the pipe. In this case, the Poiseuille equation 
can be used to obtain the relationship between the pressure drop and the 
flow rate [70].
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where Q is flow rate, ∆Ρ is the pressure loss, µ the is fluid viscosity, and  
D and L are the diameter and the length of the pipe, respectively.

From the Poiseuille equation applied for Newtonian fluids, it can be 
concluded that any increase in viscosity of concrete or length of the pipe 
leads to an increase in the pressure loss for a constant flow rate. The 
Poiseuille equation also shows that the discharge rate increases with the 
fourth power of the diameter or, inversely, the pressure loss decreases with 
the fourth power of the diameter.

In reality, concrete behaves more likely as Bingham material where the 
yield stress is not neglected. Especially for CVC, the ratio between the yield 
stress and the plastic viscosity is relatively high. For Bingham materials, 
the Buckingham– Reiner equation enables predicting the pressure loss for a 
given flow rate and rheological properties of concrete [71]. In the Q- ΔP rela-
tionship, the effect of both yield stress and viscosity on pressure loss is taken 
into account. For very flowable concrete (like SCC) the pressure loss is more 
dependent on the viscosity as the value of the yield stress is considerably 
low. For this reason a higher pressure may be required to pump an SCC and 
the effect of viscosity on the pressure loss must be taken into account in the 
charts used to predict the required pressure [53, 56].
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Regarding the velocity profile, due to the yield stress, a Bingham material 
flows as a plug with uniform velocity at the central part of a pipe, while the 
velocity profile sharply increases from the pipe surface to the interface with 
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the plug zone. The magnitude of each zone (plug and shear) depends mainly 
on the rheological properties of the material and the pipeline configuration 
[56, 57].

Both cases (i.e. Newtonian and Bingham material) lead to overestimation 
of the required pressure to pump concrete because the particle migration 
inside the pipe, the thickness and rheological properties of the lubrication 
layer are not considered. The first attempt to obtain flow rate– pressure 
loss relationship by a full- scale concrete pumping circuit has been made by 
Kaplan et al. in 2005 [57]. The model proposed by Kaplan showed that the 
rheological properties of the lubrication layer must be taken into account 
to accurately predict the required pumping pressure. After Kaplan, many 
attempts have been made to develop test methods in order to extract and 
characterize the lubrication layer [1, 58, 61, 67, 68, 72]. Other test methods 
have been developed to directly predict the pumpability of concrete [59, 62, 
73, 74].

Despite the fundamental research performed on predicting flow behav-
iour and pumpability of concrete, significant challenges remain, particularly 
in extracting and characterizing the lubrication layer and pumping modern 
concrete mixtures containing new types of additives and admixtures. At 
this point, research is still ongoing on predicting and ensuring a pumpable 
concrete without being blocked or clogged during the pumping operation. 
A more detailed study of the lubrication layer and its importance for accurate 
prediction of concrete pumping pressures is beyond the scope of this book.

2.6.2  Formwork casting (top- down and bottom- up)

Cast- in- place concrete, also known as poured- in concrete, is a technique 
widely used on site for concrete element construction, such as columns, 
beams and retaining walls. After transport by a ready mix concrete truck, 
fresh concrete is poured into pre- designed removable formworks. Once the 
concrete is sufficiently cured and hardened, the formworks can be removed.

The quality of the cast concrete depends on the rheological properties of 
the fresh concrete and the placing method. A proper casting method consists 
of pouring the concrete continuously into the formwork with uniform filling 
rate and minimum formwork pressure. The cast concrete must be dense and 
homogeneous with neither sign of segregation. In the traditional placement 
method, formwork is filled from the top by pumping concrete through 
pipes. The concrete is poured in horizontal layers of uniform thickness. The 
layers are vibrated to promote its consolidation before pouring the next 
layer. This step is necessary when pouring a CVC to compact the concrete 
and eliminate honeycombed areas and entrapped air. It is highly important 
to control the rate of layers pouring in order to avoid placing a fresh layer 
on top of a layer that is already set. Delays in concrete layer pouring can 
create weak cold joints which result in undesirable consequences, such as 
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poor mechanical properties. Practical considerations must be taken, such as 
placing with controlled drop height or limiting the horizontal movement of 
placed concrete to avoid segregation.

SCC has many benefits in terms of placement compared to CVC. Its high 
flowability feature allows the concrete to fill the form of the mould under its 
own weight without additional mechanical compaction and to pass easily 
through dense reinforcement. Moreover, due to its fluid- like behaviour, 
SCC offers faster placement compared with CVC. Furthermore, the high 
flowability of SCC enables a new casting method by filling the formwork 
bottom- up in a single pumping operation in contrast to the traditional top- 
filling process. The bottom- up casting technique consists of pumping SCC 
mixtures into the formwork through an inlet inserted at the bottom part of 
the formwork, connected to a pump. In this way, the formwork is filled by 
upward movement of the concrete. The filling rate can be controlled by the 
discharge rate of the used pump and the resulting formwork pressure can be 
monitored to ensure a good casting.

Each filling process (top- down or bottom- up filling) has its own benefits 
and disadvantages. When filling from the top, the surface finish quality 
is not affected by the local inlet duct used for pumping bottom- up, while 
the quality of bottom- up cast is better compared with top- filling. Indeed, 
pumping bottom- up limits the entrapped air and the risk of segregation. The 
continuous bottom- up cast avoids weak interfaces and reduces the filling 
time. However, the SCC must remain flowable during the filling process 
and the methodology results in high total formwork pressures especially 
associated with high filling rates.

The research conducted by Tichko et al. showed that when filling bottom- 
up, the formwork pressures can be higher than the hydrostatic formwork 
pressure, due to hydraulic pressure losses [75]. Therefore, the capacity of 
the formwork to retain the total pressure must be considered. Additionally, 
pumping bottom- up is considered costly as it requires a more rigid and 
complex formwork compared to the typical formwork panels used for top 
filling. In order to ensure a good filling process, guidelines of good prac-
tice for top and bottom filling formwork have been established for SCC 
[76, 77]. For example, it was highlighted that when pumping bottom- up, 
the pumping point should be as close as possible to the middle of the cast 
element to reduce the flow distance of SCC and consequently limit the risk 
of segregation.

2.6.3  Extrusion of cement- based materials

Extrusion of mineral materials to produce building elements such as bricks 
finds its application widely in the construction sector. Although the extrusion 
of cementitious materials is adopted in the precast construction industry, 
the use of cement- based material extrusion in the construction sector has 
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been limited to specific applications, such as hollow core slabs and roadside 
kerbs [78]. However, the extrusion process of cement- based materials has 
grown in importance steadily over recent years due to concrete 3D printing 
[79, 80].

An extrusion system is mainly composed of an extruder barrel and a die 
which has a designed shape depending on the desired extrudate form. After 
being prepared and placed in the barrel, a formable cementitious material 
is pushed forward and then extruded gradually or abruptly through a 
narrower extrusion die. Two techniques can be used to extrude cementitious 
materials: ram or screw extrusion [81]. In the ram extrusion, the material 
is pushed by a ram towards the die system, while in screw extrusion the 
material is driven by a screw. Because of its simplicity ram extrusion is more 
convenient for laboratory and numerical studies such as flow properties and 
parameters affecting the extrudability of materials, while screw extrusion is 
more used in industry as it is more efficient allowing a continuous extrusion 
process. Feeding the extruder by mean of a concrete pumping line can be 
compared to the situation of ram extrusion.

During extrusion, the cementitious material undergoes different forces. 
Additional to a frictional force acting along the nozzle surface, a forming 
force exhibits in the shaping zone, evolving gradually or abruptly towards 
the die system, as shown in Figure 2.18. Thus, for a successful extru-
sion, it is vital to estimate the required total force. This, in turn, requires 
understanding the extrusion flow behaviour.

Cementitious materials are known to behave as visco- plastic materials  
described likely by Bingham or Herschel– Bulkley models depending on their  
rheological properties. In fact, when the material is pushed by a ram, the  
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Figure 2.18   Forces and flow zones in ram extrusion. Source: after [81].
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material behaves as it is pumped through a pipe. This means, as discussed  
in the pumping section, that the material inside the nozzle can be partially  
or totally sheared depending on its rheological properties (yield stress and  
viscosity), formation of lubrication layer (thickness and composition) and  
extrusion rate.

The extrudable material has conflicting requirements; it must be flowable 
to flow easily through the die system, while it must be dense, cohesive 
and stiff to retain its shape after extrusion. High yield stress materials, 
concentrated suspensions with high solid volume content, are frequently 
used for an extrusion process due to their ability to retain their shapes.

The study conducted by Perrot et al. [82] showed that ram extrusion flow 
of high yield stress material can be divided into three zones. In the plug 
zone, the material moves at a constant velocity and the frictional surface 
stress depends mainly on the rheological properties of the lubrication layer. 
Once arrived at the shaping zone, the material is plastically deformed due to 
reduction in geometry (from D to d). Many studies have been based on the 
forming force model proposed by Benbow and Bridgwater [83] to describe 
the flow extrusion in the forming zone [84, 85]. However, the intrinsic 
material parameters are not involved in the proposed model. In their study 
on the behaviour of high yield stress fluids at low strain rate, Perrot et al. [15] 
have successfully used the improved approach proposed by Basterfield et al. 
on the interpretation of orifice extrusion data for viscoplastic materials [85].

Three test methods are mainly used to evaluate the extrusion ability of 
cementitious materials: penetration resistance, ram extrusion and squeeze 
tool test. The penetration resistance test consists in measuring the force 
and the penetration depth of a needle in fresh cementitious materials after 
determined intervals. The extrudability window is defined in terms of pene-
tration resistance (upper and lower limits) [86]. The ram extrusion test is a 
direct test which consists of pushing the material into a cylindrical tube by 
a piston. The force acting along the surface is measured and the different 
mechanisms can be studied [87]. In the squeezing test [14], a cylindrical 
fresh material is pressed between two paralleled plates. The curve of reduc-
tion of specimen height versus vertical compression load can be plotted and 
rheological properties can be obtained in order to evaluate the extrusion 
ability. This test allows to predict if the material will likely behave as pure 
plastic or drained frictional plastic material. An overview of the existing 
rheological test methods for the characterization of extrudable cement- 
based materials is given in [84].

A lower interface friction is required not only to reduce the extrusion 
force but also to ensure a good external extrudate aspect. One way to reduce 
the interface frictional force is promoting the formation of lubrication layer 
by applying difference in electric potential between screw and nozzle sur-
face [88]. Vibration at the die system has been proved as well to reduce 
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the required force to extrude the material by reducing the frictional stress 
in this area [89]. In order to limit drainage during extrusion, optimized 
cementitious mixtures with low permeability by adding admixtures and fine 
particles may be designed [90]. Although the axial force acting in screw 
extruder has been proved to be equal to the sum of the barrel frictional 
and forming forces [91], the studies conducted on cementitious materials 
using screw extrusion are limited due to the complexity of the system geom-
etry [92].

2.6.4  3D Printing

3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing, refers to processes 
used to create from a digital design an object by superimposing successive 
layers of material with the help of a 3D printer. Alternative terms are also 
in use, such as large- scale additive manufacturing (LSAM) or freeform con-
struction (FC). Once limited to only particular materials in the manufac-
turing industry –  such as plastic –  3D printing covers today a wide range of 
materials like metal, wax, etc. and more recently cementitious materials in 
the construction sector. The term ‘3D concrete printing’ nowadays is often 
used to refer to the mortar printing. Indeed, studies conducted on 3D con-
crete printing with a maximum aggregate size larger than 5 mm are very 
limited [93].

The main 3D printing methods used in the construction sector are extru-
sion, powder bonding and additive welding. Currently, 3D printing by extru-
sion is the most popular process used in additive construction. This method 
has gained more interest because of its compatibility with a wide range of 
building materials, such as mortar, clay, etc. This technology receives enor-
mous recognition due to many advantages, such as reduction of labour cost 
and construction materials waste. The most important benefits of the use of 
3D concrete printing in the construction sector result from generating a con-
crete element without the use of a traditional formwork and placing only 
functionally required material.

3D concrete printing by extrusion consists of pumping a prepared 
mixture through a hose pipe towards a printhead. The material is then 
extruded through a nozzle attached to the end of the printhead. After 
being extruded, successive layers are deposited on top of each other on 
a printing platform. The desired element is therefore generated by super-
imposing layers of concrete. Thus, 3D printing by extrusion does not 
require a single process but rather a combination of different processes 
(e.g. mixing, pumping, extrusion and deposition). The quality, mechanical 
and durability performances of the printed element depend on both the 
rheological properties of the concrete (workability, consistency, etc.) and 
the pre- programmed machine parameters (printing speed, flow rate, layer 
thickness and nozzle shape).
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For each stage of the printing process, the material must have appro-
priate rheological properties allowing, on the one hand, the pumping  
of the material without any blockage or segregation, and on the other 
hand the stability of the layers after deposition without any collapse or  
excessive deformation. ‘Pumpability’, ‘extrudability’, ‘buildability’ and 
‘open time’ are terms used as properties to describe the ability of a concrete 
mixture to be printed, or in short the ‘printability’. Pumpability describes 
the ability of the concrete to move from the pump to the printhead without 
any sign of blockage or segregation, whereas extrudability is the ability of 
the concrete to be uniformly extruded from the nozzle. Besides the rheo-
logical properties of the material, extrudability depends on the nozzle shape 
and the ratio between the maximum grain diameter and the nozzle opening. 
Regarding buildability, this term is defined as the ability of a freshly printed 
layer to retain its shape under the extrusion pressure, its own weight and the 
weight of the deposited layers without an excessive deformation. Open time 
indicates the time frame in which concrete conserves its printability. Many 
researches have been carried out to develop test methods for predicting the 
extrudability or buildability of 3D concrete printing [87, 94, 95].

For a successful concrete printing, it is important to understand and con-
trol the required rheological properties of the concrete mixture passing 
through the different printing stages from mixing to deposition of successive 
layers. Pumpability and extrudability can be guaranteed by a flowable con-
crete (low yield stress and low viscosity), while buildability requires a more 
stiff material (high structural build- up). In order to determine the required 
rheological properties at each stage, advanced studies have been conducted 
on understanding and characterizing the rheological properties in terms of 
yield stress, viscosity, elastic modulus, critical strain and structuration rate 
of printable concrete mixtures [80, 96]. During pumping, concrete displays 
a viscous behaviour as already discussed in the pumping section described 
by a lubrication layer at the interface concrete/ pipe with a sheared and 
plugged zone towards the centre of the pipe. Once extruded from the print-
head, as the material is mainly sheared in the pipe, it spreads to take its final 
shape. However, after deposition, the material is at rest and at this stage its 
elasto- plastic behaviour dominates. During printing, more attention must 
be given to the deposition process and more precisely to the ability of the 
material to build up an internal structure at rest (flocculation and hydra-
tion). Once the layer is deposited, its rheological properties evolve at rest 
with time and the material becomes more stiff with increasing yield stress. 
A high yield stress with limited spread flow must be reached in a short time 
after deposition of the layer.

The challenge here remains in the transition in a short time from a low 
yield stress (pumping and extrusion) to a high yield stress to enhance the 
buildability (increasing the structural build- up of the material) of a flowable 
concrete. Technically, this can be done by use of nanoparticles in the mixture 
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or by injection of accelerator in the printhead. Other physical and chemical 
options are presented in [97]. However, a too fast structural build- up is not 
recommended. Indeed, during deposition, special attention must be given 
to the bonding between layers when the material exhibits a fast structural 
build- up –  the latter leads to ‘cold joints’ where weak zones are identified. 
Thus, the structural build- up of the deposited layer must be fast enough to 
prevent the collapse of the printed element and slow enough to enhance the 
bonding between layers.

As mentioned previously, when plotting the static yield stress values as a 
function of resting time, the slope (Athix) is a strong indicator of structural 
build- up [24, 29]. Models for structuration rate are discussed in [6, 98]. It 
is important to highlight that measuring the structural build- up of cemen-
titious materials using a rheometer is ambiguous and complex. Indeed, an 
undisturbed sample is required to measure a static yield stress at a given 
time. Thus, measuring the evolution of the yield stress requires many 
samples left at rest. Unique sample techniques can also be used to assess 
the evolution of the structuration but these techniques are either limited 
to some applications, such as oscillation rheometry for only fine particles, 
or not fully investigated, such as ultrasound measurement. A guideline for 
understanding the rheological requirements for printable concretes is given 
by Roussel [80].

Furthermore, a single layer is able to bear its gravity and retain its shape 
when its yield stress is larger than the gravity stress ρgh0 (where h0 is the 
thickness of the layer) induced by its deposition. By depositing more layers, 
each layer is able to retain its shape if its yield stress is higher than its own 
weight and the gravity- induced stresses of the deposited layers. As a con-
sequence, gravity- induced stresses in the bottom layer are at the origin of 
yielding when ρgH/ √3 (where H is the final object height) reaches the yield 
stress value. Based on this principle, Roussel identified target rheological 
properties within a time window as shown in Figure 2.19. It is also shown 
that immediately after deposition flocculation leads to a supporting struc-
ture. Over longer timeframes the growth of hydration products at the grain 
contact points dominates the structural build up [80, 96].

Nowadays, numerous concrete structures have been constructed using 
3D printing by concrete extrusion. Despite recent important advances, 
the adequate rheological properties are still not fully identified due to the 
conflicting rheological requirements and complex parameters. Indeed, prac-
tical guidelines for preparing adequate mixtures are needed. Moreover, 
standard methods and prediction models to evaluate pumpability, 
extrudability, buildability and open time must be established in order to 
assess the ability of the tested material to be printed. Finally, an active con-
trol of the rheology of the printed material can be considered to enable 
co- existence of conflicting rheological properties required at any step of the 
printing process.
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2.7  BENEFITS OF ACTIVE RHEOLOGY CONTROL

Considering the importance of rheology and its interference with the pro-
cessing technique, as illustrated in previous sections, it is now clear what 
would be the benefit from being able to control the rheology as a function 
of the process step.

During current pumping operations, the only traditional option is to con-
trol the pumping pressure or the discharge rate while operating the pump. 
Short interruptions of the pumping process can lead to major difficulties 
in resuming pumping operations due to the sometimes tremendous effect 
of internal structural build- up or thixotropy. Once the concrete enters the 
pump, the operator can only passively consider the evolution of the rheo-
logical properties of the cementitious material, and has no means to adjust 
the material properties. So, current pumping operations do not allow to 
actively control concrete rheology during pumping.

ARC in this case could be achieved by introducing responsive additives 
in the concrete, enabled to interact with an externally applied signal such 
as an electromagnetic field. This signal could be applied in the cross- section 
or the wall surface of the pumping pipe in order to locally activate the 
admixture’s interaction with the lubrication layer based on real- time in- line 
flow measurements. As we saw earlier, the lubrication layer plays a major 
role in the pumpability and pumping rate of the mix and might be one way 
to control the pumping process in a more active way.

Similarly, once fresh concrete is cast in its final position, the flowability 
of the material becomes obsolete and even unwanted as it contributes to the 
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Figure 2.19   General behaviour of fresh cement- based systems at rest described through 
yield stress evolution. Source: after [80].
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high formwork pressure. A fast stiffening process can reduce the formwork 
risks. In current practice, the setting process due to hydration of the cement 
or binder is gradually converting the cementitious material from a liquid to 
a solid material and there is no way to accelerate this process in situ. With 
responsive additives enabling active triggering of setting or stiffening once 
the material is in its final position, the immediate reduction of formwork 
pressure and leakage becomes possible.

In the 3D printing process, which is a kind of extrusion process, a 
stiffening strategy applies similar to the formwork, with the difference 
that the concrete remains only briefly in the external signal before being 
deposited in its final position. Obviously, an increased stiffening speed is 
desirable during 3D printing but increased control of the stiffening is equally 
interesting when considering local cold joints or aesthetically desirable layer 
shapes. Indeed, after deposition a well- activated layer segment could main-
tain its initial shape while a subsequent un- activated layer segment could be 
allowed to change shape, giving the final component a surface texture that 
cannot be achieved otherwise. We refer to this possibility to purposely alter-
nate the time- dependent behaviour in real time as ‘4D concrete printing’.

2.8  SUMMARY

Mastering the interaction between fresh concrete properties and the pro-
cessing step applied to this concrete proves to be particularly challenging. 
Advanced rheometrical setups and duly considered measuring protocols 
help explore ways forward to innovative practices. This will allow to give 
back control to the concrete user, even with the highly desired but sometimes 
confusing superplasticizer incorporation. This chapter describes the many 
facets of processing cementitious materials and stipulates the remaining 
challenges in traditional and future practices.
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3.1  GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Active rheology control is an essential way to advance construction tech-
nology and make pumping, casting and three- dimesional (3D) concrete 
printing processes more reliable. One approach is the use of newly developed 
responsive superplasticizer controlled by an electromagnetic field [1], which 
will be described in Chapter 4. Another potential approach to achieve the 
active rheology control is by adding magnetic (nano-  or micro- )particles in 
combination with exploiting an external magnetic field [2].

In the literature, some applications of magnetic fields in cement- based 
materials are given. Available experimental results seem to suggest that 
cementitious materials (cement paste, mortar and concrete) prepared by 
using magnetized water exhibit higher flowability [3], stronger compres-
sive strength [4] and better shrinkage cracking resistance [5] compared to 
those prepared with normal tap water. However, why water could main-
tain its magnetization after the removal of the magnetic field is still not 
clear [6], and the reported improvement is heavily debatable. For fresh steel 
fibre- reinforced concrete, applying a magnetic field could vibrate the steel 
fibres or chips in fresh concrete and facilitate the fibres orientation, and thus 
the efficiency of reinforcement can be significantly increased [7– 9]. During 
pumping process, the properties of the lubrication layer seem to be some-
what increased by applying an electromagnetic field, although the mech-
anism is not fully clear, and the pumpability of fresh concrete is improved 
[10]. Besides, fresh cement pastes exposed to an external magnetic field 
seem to have larger amount of C- S- H gel, denser morphology and less por-
osity [11].

Diamagnetism, paramagnetism and collective magnetism are a rough clas-
sification of magnetism based on the magnetic susceptibility of the materials. 
Magnetic susceptibility, which is the term to describe how susceptible the 
material is to magnetization, differs from material to material. Materials 
exhibiting a weak negative magnetic susceptibility are called diamagnetic 
materials. In diamagnetic materials, an external magnetic field induces a 
magnetic moment that is oriented antiparallel to the external field; there-
fore, a diamagnetic material is repelled by a permanent magnet. This class 
of materials includes nearly all organic substances, mercury, gold, silver, 
lead, silicone and water. All materials possess this property; however, it is 
obscured by larger types of magnetic effects in other types of materials. 
The relative permeability, which is the ratio of the permeability of a spe-
cific medium to the permeability of free space, of diamagnetic materials is 
smaller than 1 but very close to 1. Except for the superconducting materials 
having a magnetic permeability equal to zero, the diamagnetic materials pre-
sent very weak magnetic properties that could even be assumed to be non- 
magnetic [12]. Materials whose relative permeability is slightly higher than 
1 are called paramagnetic materials. The existence of permanent magnetic 
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dipoles in the material, which are oriented in the magnetic field, is a funda-
mental precondition of paramagnetism [13]. In these materials, the orbital 
and spin moments do not cancel each other and the atoms have a net mag-
netic moment even in the absence of an external magnetic field. However, 
since these moments are oriented randomly, the net external field is almost 
zero. Some common examples of paramagnetic materials are aluminium, 
palladium, tungsten and air [12].

Collective magnetism is classified into three groups: ferromagnetism,  
ferrimagnetism and antiferrimagnetism. Ferromagnetic materials have a  
relative magnetic permeability much higher than 1, and can be thousands  
or even higher. Ferromagnetic materials have some unpaired electrons  
causing their atoms to have a net magnetic moment. These magnetic  
moments of a relatively large number of atoms are aligned parallel to  
each other and create strongly magnetized areas, which are called mag-
netic domains (first mentioned by P. Weiss in 1907 [13]). In un- magnetized  
conditions, these magnetic domains are randomly oriented and the net  
magnetic field strength in the material is zero. For this reason, two ferro-
magnetic materials do not attract each other when they are brought close  
together. However, when a ferromagnetic material is exposed to a mag-
netic field, some or all of these magnetic domains align, and the material  
becomes a magnet. The magnetic field becomes stronger in the material as  
more domains align, and the ferromagnetic material becomes magnetically  
saturated when all of the domains are aligned. After the ferromagnetic  
material is magnetically saturated, a further increase in external magnet-
ization will not cause any increase in the magnetization of the material.  
Some ferromagnetic materials retain the magnetization after the removal  
of the external magnetic field. The domain structure of ferromagnetic  
materials is schematically shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1   Domain model of magnetization in ferromagnetic materials. (a) Random orien-
tation of domains. (b) The external field causes aligned domains to grow.  
(c) Aligned domains occupy all or most of the volume. Source: after [12].
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It should be noted here that collective magnetism is a temperature- 
dependent phenomenon. The collective magnetism materials present 
paramagnetism above some critical temperatures (Curie temperature for 
ferromagnetic materials) with the corresponding characteristic behaviour of 
inverse susceptibility [13].

Ferrimagnetic materials have an appreciable net magnetization, but their 
atomic magnetic moments are antiparallel in contrast to ferromagnetic 
materials. They have a remanent magnetization. Typical examples of ferri-
magnetic materials are magnetite (Fe3O4), maghemite (γ- Fe2O3) and several 
minerals with spinel structures [14]. Above the Curie temperature (about 
570 oC), ferromagnetic materials present paramagnetism. Undoubtedly, 
ferrimagnetic and ferromagnetic materials are the most important materials 
with respect to the subject of this book as they present strong magnetic 
properties that are far better than the other types of materials presenting the 
other magnetic properties.

Ferromagnetic particles that could be used in ARC generally refer 
to particles containing iron or iron oxides such as magnetite (Fe3O4)  
or maghemite (γ- Fe2O3) which can have a strong response to an external 
magnetic field. When applying a magnetic field to a magnetic material, the  
magnetic dipoles will align along the direction of the field to create a response 
magnetization. The degree of the magnetic properties of a magnetic material 
can be described by magnetization hysteresis curve. A typical full hysteresis 
curve for a ferromagnetic material is shown in Figure 3.2. Saturation mag-
netization (Ms) is the magnetization value in which increasing the applied 
external magnetic field strength cannot further increase the magnetization of 
the material. Remanent magnetization (Mr) is the magnetization left behind 
in a material when the external magnetic field is removed. Coercive field (Hc) 
is the ability of a material to withstand a magnetic field without becoming 
demagnetized. The saturation magnetization Ms is a very important char-
acteristic of magnetic materials. Typical values of Ms of different magnetic 
materials are summarized in Table 3.1.

The most popular magnetic particles used in cement- based materials  
include carbonyl iron powder (CIP) and nano- Fe3O4. CIP, invented by  
BASF in 1925 [16], is a highly pure iron possessing both electric and mag-
netic properties. The most widespread application of CIP in cement- based  
materials is acting as electromagnetic or microwave absorption material  
for microwave interference shielding [17]. Besides, the addition of CIP has  
negligible influences on the chemical hydration and mechanical properties  
of cement- based materials [18]. The applications of nano- Fe3O4 particles  
in cementitious materials also attract extensive interest due to its super-  
magnetic properties and ultra- high specific surface area [19]. The nano-  
Fe3O4 particles, on the one hand, fill the voids between cement particles,  
leading to a denser suspension system. On the other hand, the nanoparticles  
possibly provide nuclei for cement hydration products [20]. Consequently,  
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the hydration reaction of cementitious materials is somewhat accelerated  
with the addition of nano- Fe3O4 particles, and thus the early age mechanical  
properties are enhanced [21, 22]. Moreover, a hydration product  
with fairly good hydraulic property, designated as Fe- ettringite [23], can be  

Table 3.1   Typical values of Ms of different magnetic materials

Material Ms (emu/ g)

Magnetite (Fe3O4) 90– 92
Maghemite (γ- Fe2O3) 84– 88
CoFe2O4 ~75
Iron (α- Fe) 217.9
Cobalt 162.7
Nickel 57.5

Source: [15].

Magnetic flux density 
(H)

Ms

Hc

Mr

Magnetization of
material (M)

Figure 3.2   Typical magnetization hysteresis curve of a ferromagnetic material. Ms is the 
maximum magnetization (Am2/ g or emu/ g), Mr is the magnetization left behind 
in a material after an external magnetic field is removed (Am2/ g or emu/ g), and 
Hc is the ability of a material to withstand a magnetic field without becoming 
demagnetized (Oe).

 

 

 

  

 

 



82 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

formed by the interaction of nano- Fe3O4 particles with free Ca(OH)2. The  
by- product accumulates in the pores and voids between cement particles,  
resulting in an enhanced microstructure and higher electrochemical stability  
[24]. Mansouri et al. [25] found that the replacement of 2% cement with  
nano- Fe3O4 particles dramatically reduced the percentage of water absorp-
tion and improved the resistance against chloride ion permeation, providing  
a possible improvement approach of service life of submerged structures.

3.2  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RHEOLOGY 
CONTROL MECHANISM

3.2.1  Clustering

The controllable rheology of cementitious materials by applying a magnetic 
field is based on the theoretical foundations of magneto- rheological (MR) 
fluids. MR fluid, first introduced by Rabinow in 1948 [26], is a kind of 
smart material consisting basically of magnetic particles and carrier fluid. 
Without magnetic field, the magnetic particles distribute randomly in the 
carrier fluid and MR fluid exhibits Newtonian behaviour. After applying 
an external magnetic field, the dipoles inside the magnetic particles become 
magnetized, and the magnetic particles are promoted to align along the 
direction of the magnetic field and form chain-  or column- like structures 
[27– 29]. As a consequence, MR fluid transforms from liquid to semi- 
solid state within milliseconds, where the viscosity could increase about 
105– 106 times and the field- induced yield stress increases up to 100 kPa 
[30]. After removing the external magnetic field, the magnetic particles are 
demagnetized and the MR fluid reversibly changes from semi- solid to liquid, 
as shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 3.3. Therefore, the controllable 
MR fluid by applying external magnetic field is widely used in many engin-
eering applications, such as dampers, brakes, clutches, polishing, valves, 
medical devices, etc. [31, 32]. However, due to the big difference of density 
between the magnetic particles and the carrier fluid, sedimentation is the 
greatest challenge for widespread use of conventional MR fluids in indus-
trial applications. Many stabilization methods, such as coating particles, 
adding chemical additives and using yield- stress fluid as carrier, have been 
proposed to improve the stability of MR fluids. Fresh cementitious paste 
is usually regarded as a concentrated suspension with yield stress [33– 35].  
A stable MR fluid could be obtained when using fresh cementitious paste as 
the carrier fluid. Conversely, the rheology and stiffness of cementitious paste 
containing magnetic particles would become controllable.

In the case of cement- based MR fluid upon application of an external mag-
netic field, the magnetic particles can move to form clusters or agglomerates  
if the magnetic force between neighbouring magnetic particles overcomes  
the resistance of the suspension. For the case of nano- Fe3O4 particles in  
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cement paste, as an example, the magnetic force between neighbouring  
nanoparticles and their movement velocity can be estimated [36]. Assuming  
that all the nanoparticles have the same constant dipole moment under  
magnetic field [37], the magneto- dynamic force between two neighbouring  
nanoparticles when their particle centres align along the direction of the  
magnetic field can be expressed as:

 F
d M

rmagnetic
ij

=
π ρ µ6 2

0
424

( )
 (3.1)

where Fmagnetic is the magnetic force (N), ρ and M are the density (kg/ m3) and 
the magnetization per unit mass (Am2/ kg) of the magnetic nanoparticles, 
respectively, d is the average particle size of the nanoparticles (m), μ0 is 
the magnetic permeability of the medium (N/ A2), rij is the centre distance 
between two magnetic nanoparticles (m). In case of cement paste as the 
medium, μ0 can be considered to be equal to the value of vacuum (4π×10- 7 
N/ A2). Assuming that all the nanoparticles are randomly arranged in the 
voids between cement particles in simple cubic order with the same inter- 
particle distance (h (m)), as presented in Figure 3.4, the centre distance 
between two magnetic nanoparticles is expressed by:

Apply magnetic field Remove magnetic field

Magnetic field

Magnetic 
particles

High viscosity

Figure 3.3   Schematic diagram illustrating the reversibility of MR fluids.
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With the given expression, an estimation value is obtained that can be used 
as a quantitative parameter in further evaluation of the magneto- rheological 
behaviour of cement paste including magnetic nanoparticles.

Comparing the magneto- dynamic force to the resistance force induced by 
the viscoelastic stress of the suspension, a dimensionless parameter defined 
as magnetic yield parameter [38] can be obtained:
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where τys is the viscoelastic stress of the suspension (Pa), and φMNPs is the 
volume fraction of the nanoparticles in the voids between cement particles, 
which can be calculated by the following equation:

 ϕ
ϕMNPs
MNPs

C Total

V

V
=

−( ) ⋅1
 (3.4)

where φC is the volume fraction of cement particles and VMNPs and Vtotal 
are the volume of nanoparticles (m3) and total paste (m3), respectively. 

brij

d

Figure 3.4   Schematic diagram of magnetic nanoparticles arranged as simple cubic order. 
Source: after [36].
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Theoretically, when YM > 1, the magneto- dynamic force is higher than the 
resistance force, magnetic chains or clusters can be formed and the suspen-
sion will show significant magneto- rheological response, while YM < 1 means 
that the suspension prevents the formation of chains or cluster structure. 
It can be clearly seen that the magnitude of the magnetic yield parameter 
depends on the concentration and physical properties of the nanoparticles 
and on the viscoelastic stress of the suspension.

For a spherical particle settling in a Bingham plastic fluid under gravita-
tional force, the viscous drag equation can be expressed as [39]:

 F d
v
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pl
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3 2π
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The equilibrium velocity of the spherical particle can be calculated by 
equating the gravitational and buoyant force to the viscous drag force. In 
the case of nano- Fe3O4 incorporated cement paste under an external mag-
netic field, the magnetic force plays a comparable role to the gravitational 
force. When the magnetic force is higher than the resistance induced by 
the viscoelastic stress of the suspension (YM > 1), similarly, the magnetic 
nanoparticles in equilibrium can be considered to move at constant vel-
ocity in the interstitial medium. Assuming that the flow behaviour of cement 
paste induced by moving nanoparticles follows Bingham law, the equilib-
rium velocity can be estimated by equalizing the magnitude of the magneto- 
dynamic force and the drag force:
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Or in an explicit way as:
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where v is the movement velocity of nanoparticles (m/ s), and τpl and μpl are 
the Bingham yield stress (Pa) and the plastic viscosity (Pa.s) of the suspen-
sion, respectively. It can be seen that the estimated movement velocity of a 
nanoparticle in cement- based suspensions is dependent on the properties of 
the nanoparticles (particle size, density, concentration and magnetic prop-
erties) and the Bingham yield stress and plastic viscosity of the cementitious 
paste. It should be mentioned that the magnetic yield parameter and the 
movement velocity are considered as conceptual indicators representing the 
movement of nanoparticles, not the actual evolving force or velocity while 
moving in the paste [36, 40].
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The formation of magnetic chains or clusters is often monitored in con-
ventional MR fluids or fluids with yield stress carrier [27, 38, 41, 42]. The  
formation of magnetic clusters can also be observed in cementitious paste  
after applying a sufficiently high magnetic field. Based on the Fe- element  
distribution map obtained from scanning electron microscopy (SEM)  
employing energy dispersive X- ray (EDX) spectroscopy, the clustering of  
nano- Fe3O4 particles in cementitious suspension can be monitored and  
quantified [43]. Representative SEM images with Fe element distribution  
for cement paste (w/ c= 0.4, MNPs= 3 wt.%) treated under 0 T and 0.5 T are  
shown in Figure 3.5. At the same magnification and scanning times, the Fe  
element distribution was approximately uniform for the cementitious paste  
under 0 T, and only some small Fe element clusters were observed. By con-
trast, obvious large clusters of Fe element were recognized for the cementi-
tious paste exposed to a magnetic field with 0.5 T. The main source of iron  
element in the cementitious paste is provided by the nano- Fe3O4 particles.  
The Fe element aggregates indicate that the nano- Fe3O4 particles agglom-
erate to form magnetic clusters in the fresh cement- based suspensions under  
an external magnetic field. Further in- depth analysis in view of studying the  
chain or cluster formation in a more objective and quantitative way can be  
found in [43].

3.2.2  Micro- vibration and particle translation

As summarized before, fibrous structures are formed due to the head- to- 
tail arrangement of the dipolar particles in the direction of the magnetic 

a b

Figure 3.5   SEM- EDX images with Fe element mapping of cement paste (w/ c= 0.4,  
MNPs= 3 wt.%). (a) Zero magnetic field and (b) 0.5 T magnetic field. Red dot 
indicates Fe- element distribution. (Courtesy Dengwu Jiao).
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field. Therefore, the magneto- rheological properties are obtained due to 
the proportionality of the yield stress and the force required to break these 
columnar structures [38]. Those magneto- rheological properties, which are 
based on the formation of the columnar structures under a uniform mag-
netic field, usually allow obtaining an on- demand structuration of magneto- 
rheological suspensions. Furthermore, other types of magnetic responses of 
the magnetic particles, such as particle vibration and particle translation, 
could provide new opportunities for active rheology control of cementi-
tious materials. Magneto- rheology of magnetically responsive cementi-
tious mixtures under magnetic field types causing a micro- vibration and 
particle translation has not been well established and documented in the 
literature yet. However, several studies dealing with the particle vibration 
and some theorized ideas developed during the SmartCast project will be 
summarized below.

The main mechanism of magnetic particle vibration is related to the 
multi- domain structure of the magnetic particles. The magnetic force leads 
to a parallel arrangement of the domains of ferromagnetic material, which 
results in the formation of a temporary magnetic dipole in the ferromagnetic 
particle [44]. Alternating the magnetic field causes the flipping of the ferro-
magnetic particle due to the alternation of its dipoles. This could involve a 
magneto- mechanical effect that could potentially cause some changes in the 
surrounding matrix rheology. To obtain an effective magneto- mechanical 
effect induced by the vibration or oscillation of the particles, the applied 
magnetic field must be in a rotating or alternating mode. This effect is 
mainly originated from the magnetic anisotropy, which is the term used for 
the dependence of the magnetic properties on the direction of the applied 
field with respect to the crystalline lattice of the magnetic particles. There 
are directions in space in which a magnetic material is easier to magnetize 
than other ones [13]. The crystal direction requiring a small amount of mag-
netic field to reach saturation is called the easy axis of the material, while 
the one reaching saturation only with a stronger magnetic field is called as 
hard axis of the material. As the particles tend to rotate until their easy axis 
aligns with the direction of the applied magnetic field, the alternation of 
the applied magnetic field results in the continuous rotation of the particle 
inducing a vibration [45].

The vibration of magnetic particles in response to an alternating magnetic 
field is observed even in nano- scale magnetic particles. However, a stronger 
magnetic field is required as the nanoparticle size decreases [46]. Alternating 
magnetic field- induced vibration is more pronounced when the shape of the 
polycrystalline material is not spherical, as more specific directions represent 
easy magnetization which is solely caused by the shape (shape anisotropy) 
[13]. To have the highest vibration effect on the magnetic particles under 
an alternating magnetic field, the applied magnetic field should preferably 
be close to the saturation magnetic field level of the magnetic particle, and 
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the magnetic particle should be highly anisotropic. With a strong vibra-
tion effect of magnetic particles, the mechanical energy is transferred to the 
surrounding environment to make some local mechanical stresses and heat 
generation. Normally low- frequency mechanical vibrations generate local 
stresses without significant heat generation, while high- frequency alter-
nating magnetic field applications to magnetic nanoparticles generate heat 
and are used for obtaining magnetic hyperthermia. It should be noted here 
that the amplitude of mechanical vibration decreases with an increase in 
alternating magnetic field frequency [45].

The micro- vibration of the magnetic phases of a magnetically responsive 
cement paste has been observed by a special setup (Figure 3.6) developed 
during the SmartCast project. In this setup, a responsive cement paste with 
high amount of magnetite phase inside was diluted by distilled water with 
1:50 weight ratio and a drop of dilution was put on an electromagnet. 
The electromagnet was positioned underneath an optical microscope and 
operated by a function generator providing sinusoidal pulsating electric 
current.

This setup allows for the application of an alternating magnetic field  
to the paste sample (a droplet) over the electromagnet by a function gener-
ator and to monitor the movement of the magnetic particles under the  

Figure 3.6   General appearance of the setup for magnetic particle vibration observation in 
diluted responsive cement paste. (Courtesy Mert Yucel Yardimci).
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applied magnetic field by a camera- aided optical microscope continuously.  
Figure 3.7a is a frame of a video record showing the vibration of magnetic  
particles inside a responsive cement paste over the electromagnet energized  
by an alternating current at 2 Hz with the setup shown in Figure 3.6.  
The vibration of magnetic magnetite particles in the responsive cement  
paste originated from the turning –  rotating (rollover or flip- flap) type of  
movement of magnetic particles under the alternating magnetic field at  
2 Hz. In Figure 3.7b, the captured flip- over movement of the red- circle-  
marked magnetic particle in Figure 3.7a is shown. Figure 3.7b clearly shows  
the reversible flip- over movement of the particle over time.

This observation of the continuous- reversible rotation of the magnetic 
particles in a cement paste with high magnetite content might potentially 
induce an internal vibration in the cement paste. On the other hand, it 
should be kept in mind that the laboratory observation given in Figure 3.7 
has been obtained by a diluted cement paste of which the yield stress 
and viscosity are far lower than the actual paste, therefore probably the 

Figure 3.7   Optical microscope view of diluted responsive cement paste under alternating 
magnetic field (a), the captured flip- over moment of the red- circled magnetic 
particle (b) and flip- over movement of the red- circled magnetic particle under 
an alternating magnetic field at 2 Hz (c). (Courtesy Mert Yucel Yardimci).
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magnetic torque of a small particle with a very low mass would not be 
enough to overcome the drag forces to initiate the flip- over movement. Even 
if one can think that the pore solution rheology is somewhat similar to 
that of the diluted sample case, the flip- over type of movement of magnetic 
particles without a translation may not be solely enough to disaggregate 
the surrounding cement particles for a meaningful internal vibration effect. 
In Figure 3.7 it was shown that the alternating magnetic field (from sev-
eral Hz to higher frequencies) causes the vibration of the magnetic particles 
presented in cement paste due to fast flip- over of the particle. In the test 
setup shown in Figure 3.6, the magnetic field provided by an electromagnet 
was alternated by the function generator, but the regions of the applied 
magnetic field over the exposed area did not change as the electromagnet 
position was not changed. Under such a magnetic field, the magnetic par-
ticle reversibly flips over around its axis (vibrates) but does not translate. 
This is because of the fact that the magnetic force is caused by an inhomo-
geneous magnetic field and the materials tend to move along the direction 
of the highest field gradient when exposed to an inhomogeneous magnetic 
field. The magnetic force acting on the magnetic particle itself is directly 
proportional to the magnetic flux density (B), the gradient of the magnetic 
flux density (gradB) and the magnetic susceptibility of the material (χ), while 
being inversely proportional to the magnetic permeability of the material in 
a vacuum [47] meaning that the higher the magnetic gradient, the higher 
the magnetic force acting on the magnetic material. If there is no magnetic 
gradient in the field, meaning a lack of differentiation of magnetic field in 
magnitude or direction between two points in space, in the applied magnetic 
field (homogeneous magnetic field) the magnetic particle will only tend to 
rotate in the direction of an alternating magnetic field due to the anisotropy 
but will not experience any translation. Therefore, such vibration may not 
effectively provide disaggregation of surrounding cement particles. A spe-
cial type of magnetic field application providing a particle vibration and 
translation together may be required for an internal movement of magnetic 
particles to disaggregate cement particles. Therefore, alternating the mag-
netic field will cause the flipping over of the magnetic particles and hence 
the vibration, but this vibration probably will not provide any beneficial 
magneto- mechanical effect for the rheology control mechanism in cement 
paste medium due to the lack of translation of magnetic particles. This was 
observed in the test setup given in Figure 3.8.

In this test setup, an electromagnet, which was positioned in the  
rheometer, was operated by a DC power supply connected to a relay to  
provide a pulsating magnetic field. Magnetite containing cement paste with  
a w/ c ratio of 0.32 was placed on the electromagnet and the generated shear  
stress during a continuous shearing at 20 s- 1 shear rate was recorded over  
time under the pulsating magnetic fields in on/ off states in different frequen-
cies. The recorded shear stress evolution over time under different pulsating  
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magnetic fields, which were provided by the setup in Figure 3.8, is shown  
in Figure 3.9.

As can be seen from Figure 3.9, without a magnetic field, the shear stress  
of the high- amount magnetite containing cement paste with a w/ c ratio of  
0.32 shows a progressive decrease until a steady- state value over time is  
reached due to reaching a more de- structured state after experiencing a con-
tinuous shearing for a while as a typical response of a material reaching  
a new state of the structure with shear rate [48]. When a pulsating magnetic 
field in different frequencies was applied in on/ off mode, shear stress  
spikes were recorded for the instant times when the electric current was on,  
reflecting the contribution of the columnar structures of magnetic particles  
during the on mode to the shear resistance of the material. This shear contri-
bution diminished in the instant times when the current is off, showing no  
residual columnar structures left during the instant time without magnetic  
field, probably due to the applied magnetic field, which is lower than the  
remanent magnetization of the responsive cement because of the limitations  
in the electronics of the setup shown in Figure 3.8. On the other hand, the  
reversible formation of chain or columnar magnetic particle structures was  
evidenced by the test setup shown in Figure 3.8 for a real cement paste case  
(not diluted). The magnitude of the shear stress spikes decreases with an  
increase in the frequency because of the decreased magnetic field strength in  
high pulsating mode due to the limitations of the electronics of the setup in  
Figure 3.8. This test shows two important outcomes: first, the pulsating mag-
netic field application in the perpendicular direction to the shearing plane  

Figure 3.8   Test setup for rheology measurement with parallel plate geometry (gap is 1 mm) 
under pulsating magnetic field (a), enlarged view of a sheared sample under mag-
netic field (b). (Courtesy Mert Yucel Yardimci).
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causes an instantaneous and reversible formation of columnar structures, as  
evidenced by a sudden increase and decrease in shear stress. Second, even  
the rapid formation and de- formation of magnetic columnar structures and  
associated particle vibration due to flipping over around a centre on them-
selves may not be enough to make a significant change in the rheology of  
magneto- rheological cement paste, as no shear stress decay was observed in  
the shear stress during or after pulsating magnetic field.

On the other hand, the magneto- mechanical effect of particles is a 
growing field of research on cancer treatment based on triggering cancer cell 
death by low- frequency mechanical vibrations of magnetic nano- particles 
without heat generation [45]. In addition, many novel biomedical science 
approaches, such as cancer treatment with magnetic hyperthermia, drug 
release, controls of gene expression and neurons, or activation of chemical 
reactions, have been introduced based on high- frequency alternating mag-
netic field applications [49]. There are also several examples of applying an 
alternating magnetic field to construction materials. It has been reported that 
applying an alternating magnetic field at a high frequency (typically >100 
kHz to several MHz) induces the heating of magnetic particles that could be 

Figure 3.9   Shear stress versus time curves of a cement paste with high magnetite con-
tent under pulsating magnetic field in different frequencies during a continuous 
shearing at 20 1/ s shear rate. (Courtesy Mert Yucel Yardimci).
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used for crack healing of bituminous materials [50, 51]. It has been reported 
that the application of an alternating magnetic field (with AC current at  
50 Hz) perpendicular to the placing direction of concrete cylindrical samples 
provides somewhat internal small vibrations, possibly due to the movement 
of charged particles, such as silica [52]. Although the authors did not report 
any improvement in fresh state properties of the concrete mixture due to 
the mentioned internal vibration, they claim some improvements in mech-
anical properties of concrete exposed to a magnetic field during sample 
preparation because of the micro- vibrations influencing the microstructure 
by making it less porous. The beneficial effect of the alternating magnetic 
field is more apparent in metallic fibre- incorporated cementitious mixtures. 
Magnetic field application on pulsating mode provides a better consolida-
tion and more preferential alignment of metallic fibres as described in detail 
in section 3.5.1.

In magneto- rheological fluids, as shown by Jorge et al. [53], if the mag-
netic field is rotated, the chains which were already oriented in the direc-
tion of the magnetic field also rotate to remain oriented in the field. On 
the other hand, rotating magnetic fields lead to additional hydrodynamic 
forces that oppose head- to- tail columnar structures (aggregates). The size of 
the aggregates remains almost constant for a low- frequency rotating mag-
netic field, while the aggregates are divided into fragments due to the hydro-
dynamic drag under the high- frequency rotating magnetic field [54]. Such 
rotational movements, coupled with the vibration of the magnetic particles 
of the chains in magneto- rheological fluids, may present some new oppor-
tunities for cement paste medium with magneto- rheological properties. 
Such type of formation changes on columnar structures due to the rotating 
magnetic field may facilitate another type of internal vibration based on 
a somewhat whipping effect of magnetic clusters in magnetically respon-
sive cement paste. On the other hand, more research is needed to prove 
the hypothesized potential of columnar structures of magnetically respon-
sive cement pastes to trigger an on- demand rheology change in magnetically 
responsive concretes.

3.3  MAGNETO- RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF CEMENT 
PASTE WITH NANO- FE3O4 PARTICLES

3.3.1  Physical properties of nano- Fe3O4 particles

Nano- Fe3O4, i.e., nano- magnetite, is a common magnetic iron ore with Fe2+  
(ferrous) and Fe3+  (ferric). The crystal structure of magnetite is an inverse 
spinel structure with alternating octahedral and tetrahedral- octahedra 
layers [55]. The effective surface area of nano- Fe3O4 particles with particle 
size around 50 nm is determined as approx. 100 m2/ g [56]. The density 
of magnetite nanoparticles does not significantly change with the particle 
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size, and its morphology is assumed to be nonporous in nature [57]. The 
melting and boiling points of magnetite are 1590 ℃ and 2623 ℃, respect-
ively. Generally, nano- Fe3O4 particles exhibit high electronic conductivity 
because of the inverse spinel structure [58]. Due to the high specific surface 
area and good reactivity, magnetite nanoparticles have been applied in bio-
logical, chemical and industrial areas [59].

From the viewpoint of magnetic properties, magnetite shows high Curie  
temperature (~850 K). This means that nano- Fe3O4 is a kind of ferromag-
netic material at room temperature, where the magnetic moments can be  
aligned along the direction of external magnetic field. At ambient tempera-
ture higher than the Curie temperature, the ferromagnetic behaviour  
is diminished and magnetite will show superparamagnetic behaviour. The  
magnetic properties vary with the particle size due to differences of the  
crystalline structure. In the case of cube- like nano- Fe3O4 particles, crystallite 
size is similar to particle size with a diameter ranging from 10 nm to  
76 nm, indicating a single- domain structure. With the further increase of  
particle size, however, the crystallite size remains unchanged, which means  
a multi- domain structure [60]. The crystallite size of spherical- like nano-  
Fe3O4 particles is smaller than the cube- like nano- Fe3O4 particles. The satur-
ation magnetization (Ms) increases with increasing particle size, regardless  
of the crystallite size and particle shape of the nano- Fe3O4 particles [60– 62].  
By contrast, magnetic coercivity is significantly influenced by the crystalline  
structure, where Li et al. [60] found that the magnetic coercivity increased  
with increasing particle size from 10 nm to 76 nm, while further increasing  
particle size reduced the magnetic coercivity value. The magnetization  
curves and X- Ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns of three typical nano- Fe3O4  
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Figure 3.10   (a) Magnetization curves and (b) XRD patterns of three different nano- Fe3O4 
particles. Source: after [63].
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particles are shown in Figure 3.10. Strong and sharp peaks indicate highly  
crystalline nature of magnetite, and thus highly magnetic particles.

3.3.2  Typical magneto- responsive structural build- up

The structural build- up of cement paste can be described by the evolution  
of storage modulus, loss modulus and phase angle obtained from small-  
amplitude oscillatory time sweep test [64]. The effect of magnetic field on  
the evolution of storage modulus and loss modulus of cementitious paste  
with w/ c of 0.4 and nano- Fe3O4 (20– 30 nm) content of 3% (by mass of  
cement paste) is presented in Figure 3.11. In the absence of magnetic field,  
the storage modulus is always higher than the loss modulus, indicating  
that the solid- like property dominates the liquid- like behaviour. Both the  
storage modulus and the loss modulus increase over time, but the storage  
modulus shows relatively higher increase rate. This points to a gradual  
enhancement in the solid- like properties due to multiple effects of floccula-
tion, thixotropy and slight chemical hydration reactions [64– 66].
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Figure 3.11   Evolution of storage modulus and loss modulus for cementitious paste with 
w/ c of 0.4 and nano- Fe3O4 (20– 30 nm) content of 3%, in the absence and 
presence of magnetic field of 0.5 T. Source: after [36].
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In the presence of an external magnetic field with 0.5 T, the cementitious 
paste shows obvious magneto- responses, as applying the magnetic field 
evidently affects the evolution of the storage modulus and loss modulus. 
Specifically, the storage modulus shows a slight increase immediately after 
applying the magnetic field and then dramatically increases with magnetiza-
tion time. This can most probably be explained by the formation of chains 
or clusters of magnetic nano- Fe3O4 particles [43]. The increase rate of the 
storage modulus slows down after about 150 s, nevertheless reaching G’ 
values that are significantly higher than those obtained without magnetic 
field. The linear increase of the storage modulus at steady state represents 
the enhancement of flocculated structure due to chemical hydration of 
cement particles [67, 68]. The same increase rate of the storage modulus 
at steady state indicates that applying an external magnetic field has neg-
ligible influence on the intensity of C- S- H links between cement particles. 
From the viewpoint of loss modulus, without the magnetic field, it slightly 
increases with increasing magnetization time. In the presence of the external 
magnetic field, however, the loss modulus increases first and then gradually 
decreases. Moreover, the loss modulus of the cement paste is even higher 
than the storage modulus at very early age. This can be attributed to the 
micro- movement of the nanoparticles under external magnetic forces [36]. 
To illustrate the magneto- responses structural build- up more clearly, the 
relationship between storage modulus, loss modulus and phase angle for the 
cementitious paste is established, as shown in Figure 3.12.

At the initiation of the external magnetic field, i.e. t0, the loss modulus is 
higher than the storage modulus and the phase angle is close to 80°. This 
indicates that the cement paste shows almost totally liquid- like behaviour 
immediately after initiation of the magnetic field, which is consistent with 
the findings of Nair and Ferron [69]. This can be attributed to the displace-
ment and movement of magnetic nanoparticles in cement paste medium 
under external magnetic field. Without the external magnetic field, the mag-
netic nanoparticles can be regarded as randomly distributed in cement paste 
medium. When the magnetic field is applied, the nano- Fe3O4 particles will 
be magnetized and have a potential to form chains or clusters in a very 
short time. During their displacement to form clusters, the nanoparticles 
create a sort of mechanical micro- agitation, destroying the bridges of early 
hydration products (mainly C- S- H bridges [65]) between cement particles, 
as schematized in Figure 3.13 (a). Moreover, some possibly entrained water 
in the agglomerated cement clusters is released, which increases the content 
of free water. As a result, a more dispersed state is obtained after initiation 
of the external magnetic field. Note that most probably not all the nano- 
Fe3O4 particles will contribute to the formation of chains or clusters due to 
resisting viscoelastic properties of the cement- based medium.

With increasing magnetization time, the cement paste gradually  
transitions from viscous state to elastic state, where the capacity of energy  
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stored gradually increases and simultaneously part of the mechanical energy  
dissipates. This is reflected by the rapid increase in the storage modulus,  
the decrease in the phase angle and the slight increase in the loss modulus.  
On the one hand, part of the remaining nanoparticles in the interstitial  
solution try to move to join the clusters under the magnetic force, and mean-
while, the cement particles disturbed by the moving nanoparticles will try  
to reach new equilibrium positions, as depicted in Figure 3.13 (b), resulting  
in a slight increase in the loss modulus. On the other hand, the interactions  
between the magnetic chains or clusters are improved, and new bridges and  
links between cement particles are gradually re- formed due to the colloidal  
interactions and cement hydration, which enhances the elastic property. At  
t1, the storage modulus is equal to the loss modulus and the phase angle is  
45°, indicating that the elastic- solid property starts to dominate the viscous-  
liquid property.

When the elastic- solid property reaches a threshold (t2), the number of  
nanoparticles contributing to the chains or clusters reaches a maximum, and  
the cement particles arrive at their final equilibrium positions, as represented  
in Figure 3.13 (c). Therefore, the energy dissipation becomes limited, and  
the loss modulus reaches a maximum. With continuous magnetization, the  
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Figure 3.12   Evolution of storage modulus, loss modulus and phase angle for cementi-
tious paste with w/ c of 0.4 and nano- Fe3O4 (20– 30 nm) content of 3%, in the 
presence of a magnetic field of 0.5 T. Source: after [36].
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solid- like behaviour evolves and the loss modulus starts to decline. After  
a sufficiently long period of magnetization (e.g., t3), the cement- based  
suspensions possess enough elastic property and the deformation energy is  
hardly dissipated. This is reflected by the slight decrease in phase angle and  
loss modulus. Since the links and bridges of hydration products gradually  
evolve over time, as shown in Figure 3.13 (d), the storage modulus gradually 
increases with magnetization time. Overall, for the cementitious paste  
containing nano- Fe3O4 particles, the application of an external magnetic  
field improves the liquid- like properties at very early age, and enhances the  
solid- like properties after a sufficiently long period of magnetization.

3.3.3  Influence of cement paste medium

The viscoelastic properties and stiffness of the cement paste medium have a  
large influence on the movement and distribution of magnetic nanoparticles  
when applying an external magnetic field, and thus on the magneto-  
rheological response. The relationship between magneto- rheological  
response, paste stiffness without magnetic field and magnetic yield param-
eter for cementitious pastes with fixed nano- Fe3O4 (100 nm) concentration  
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Figure 3.13   Schematic diagram of distribution state of magnetic nanoparticles in cement 
paste with magnetization time. Source: after [36].
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of 3% and various total solid volume fractions ϕT is presented in Figure 3.14,  
where the magneto- rheological effect is described by the difference of storage  
modulus at 300 s (G’t= 300s) between 0 T and 0.5, and the paste stiffness  
without magnetic field is characterized by the G’t= 300s obtained without mag-
netic field, i.e. G’t= 300s (0 T), respectively.

At relatively low solid volume fractions (e.g. ϕT < 0.3), the cementi-
tious paste without magnetic field acts as a dilute suspension, as shown in 
Figure 3.15 (a), having very high fluidity and liquid- like properties. After 
applying an external magnetic field of 0.5 T, the magnetic force between 
adjoining nanoparticles is much larger than the resistance induced by the 
viscoelastic stress of the suspension, and the nano- Fe3O4 particles can 
contact with each other to form clusters in the suspension. However, the 
formed magnetic clusters probably cannot connect the neighbouring cement 
particles due to the large interparticle distance. In this case, the cementitious 
paste after applying an external magnetic field is still regarded as a dilute 
suspension, and the stiffness cannot increase obviously. Therefore, insignifi-
cant increase in the difference of G’t= 300s is observed at relatively low solid 
volume fractions.
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yield parameter for cementitious pastes with fixed nano- Fe3O4 (100 nm) 
concentration of 3% by mass of cement +  water. ϕT is the total solid volume 
fraction. Error bar indicates the standard deviation. Source: after [70].
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At moderate solid volume fractions (e.g. 0.3 < ϕT < 0.45), the stiffness of  
the cementitious paste without magnetic field gradually increases, behaving  
as a concentrated suspension. After applying a magnetic field of 0.5 T, the  
magnetic force between nanoparticles is higher than the resistance of the  
suspension. The formed magnetic clusters can fill the voids between cement  
particles, as presented in Figure 3.15 (b), connecting the solid particles and  
thus increasing the stiffness. The difference of G’t= 300s between 0 T and 0.5 T  
gradually increases with the increase of the total solid volume fraction, until  
an optimal fraction with maximum difference value of G’t= 300s. At relatively  
high solid volume fractions (e.g. ϕT > 0.45), the cementitious paste shows  
very high solid- like behaviour. After applying a magnetic field of 0.5 T, the  
magnetic force between nanoparticles might overcome the resistance of the  
paste, and the nanoparticles could move in the suspension. Nevertheless  
the dense particle packing hinders the formation of magnetic clusters, as  
illustrated in Figure 3.15 (c), and thus the increase of the storage modulus  
is limited. Thereby, the difference of G’t= 300s between 0 T and 0.5 T gradually 
decreases at relatively high solid volume fractions. It can be predicted  
that very dense particle packing can totally prevent the movement of  
nanoparticles to form clusters, and in this case, the cementitious paste will  
not show any rheological response to an external magnetic field.

Polycarboxylate ether (PCE) superplasticizer is widely applied in cement-  
based materials due to their high water reduction rate and good slump  

a b c

Figure 3.15   Schematic diagram of particle distribution at various solid volume fractions. 
(a) Low ϕT; (b) moderate ϕT; and (c) high ϕT. Blue dots indicate cement 
particles, dark dots are nano- Fe3O4 particles and red arrow is magnetic field.  
Source: after [70].
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retention at low dosage [71]. The incorporation of PCE has a large influence 
on the viscoelastic properties of cementitious suspension, and thus on  
the response to an external magnetic field. Figure 3.16 shows the influence  
of PCE dosage on the evolution of storage modulus of cementitious paste  
with w/ c of 0.35 and nano- Fe3O4 (20– 30 nm) content of 3 wt.%. Viewed as  
a whole, all the cementitious pastes with PCE seem to exhibit unapparent  
responses to the external magnetic field with 0.5 T. This can be explained  
by the high elastic limit yield stress and viscosity of the cementitious pastes  
[36]. As a result, no clusters or limited magnetic clusters can be formed and  
the difference in magneto- rheological response is not significant. In the case  
of cement paste with high PCE additions, e.g. 0.6%, as can be seen from the  
inserted enlarged view in Figure 3.16, the storage modulus obtained under  
0.5 T is higher than in case of zero magnetic field, especially after a longer  
period of magnetization. This means that the cementitious paste with 0.6%  
PCE shows slight magneto- rheological response and magnetic clusters could  
be formed under magnetic field. The slight increase of the storage modulus  
between 0 T and 0.5 T is probably due to the very high liquid- like properties  
of the suspension.
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Figure 3.16   Effect of PCE dosage on the evolution of storage modulus in the absence 
and presence of magnetic field (w/ c= 0.35, 3 wt.% nano- Fe3O4 (20– 30 nm)).  
Source: after [36].
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3.3.4  Influence of nano- Fe3O4 concentration

From equations (3.3) and (3.7), it can be clearly seen that the magnitude of  
the magnetic yield parameter and movement velocity depend on the concen-
tration and physical nature of the nanoparticles and the viscoelastic  
properties of the suspension. The early structural build- up illustrated by  
the evolutions of storage modulus (G’) and phase angle (δ) for cementitious  
pastes with nano- Fe3O4 (20– 30 nm) concentrations of 0%, 0.25%, 1% and  
3% is presented in Figure 3.17. To assess the structural build- up rate quanti-
tatively, the increase rate of the storage modulus (ΔG’) at steady period was  
calculated. The application of an external magnetic field with 0.5 T shows  
negligible influences on the viscoelastic properties of the reference cement  
paste, which is consistent with [18]. In the absence of external magnetic  
field, the magnitude and increase rate of the storage modulus increase with  
the addition of nano- Fe3O4 particles, especially at higher concentration,  
indicating higher and faster structural build- up of the cementitious paste.  
This can be attributed to the reduced particle distance, increased inter-  
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Figure 3.17   Influence of particle concentration on the early structural evolution of cemen-
titious paste (w/ c= 0.4 and nano- Fe3O4 of 20– 30 nm). (a) 0% nano- Fe3O4; (b) 
1% nano- Fe3O4; (c) 2% nano- Fe3O4 and (d) 3% nano- Fe3O4. ΔG’ is the increase 
rate of storage modulus at steady state. Source: after [63].
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particle contacts [63], and possible agglomeration of nano- Fe3O4 particles  
due to their high magnetic properties [72, 73]. Despite the high stiffness of  
the cementitious pastes with nanoparticles, it seems that higher nanoparticles  
addition results in slightly shorter percolation time. This implies that the  
cementitious pastes with nano- Fe3O4 particles have faster formation rate of  
flocculation structures compared to the reference cement paste due to the  
improved colloidal interactions.

After applying a magnetic field with 0.5 T, all the cementitious pastes  
containing nano- Fe3O4 particles exhibit obvious rheological response. The  
intensity of the magneto- rheological response magnifies with the concentra-
tion of the nano- Fe3O4 particles. Specifically, the differences of the storage  
modulus under 0 T and 0.5 T are enlarged with increasing concentration  
of the nanoparticles, regardless of the magnetization time. In the presence of  
the external magnetic field, with the increase of nano- Fe3O4 particles con-
tent, the phase angle at steady state gradually decreases and the increase  
rate of the storage modulus increases. Moreover, a higher nano- Fe3O4  
concentration results in a longer time for the phase angle to reach 45°, a  
higher increase rate of the loss modulus at early age as well as a larger  
peak value of the loss modulus, as presented in Figure 3.18. These results  
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Figure 3.18   Influence of particle concentration on the evolution of loss modulus of cemen-
titious paste (w/ c= 0.4 and various concentrations of nano- Fe3O4 with 20– 30 
nm) under an external magnetic field of 0.5 T. Source: after [63].
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indicate that increasing nano- Fe3O4 concentration increases the intensity of  
liquid- like properties immediately after introduction of the magnetic field  
and enhances the stiffness of the cementitious paste after undergoing longer  
magnetization. More detailed explanations can be found in [63]. It should  
be mentioned that the time for the loss modulus to reach the peak does not  
seem to show a linear correlation with the concentration of the nano- Fe3O4  
particles. Instead, under the magnetic field of 0.5 T, increasing nano- Fe3O4  
particles content from 0.25% to 1% leads to a slight increase in peak time,  
while it shows negligible change when the nano- Fe3O4 particles content fur-
ther increases to 3%.

3.3.5  Influence of particle size of nano- Fe3O4

The particle size of the nanoparticles plays a significant role in the movement 
velocity of nanoparticles in cementitious suspensions under magnetic field, 
as can be observed from equation (3.7). The influences of particle size of 
nano- Fe3O4 particles on the evolution of storage modulus and loss modulus 
of cementitious pastes with nanoparticles concentration of 1 wt.% and 3 
wt.% are depicted in Figure 3.19. The physical properties of the three nano- 
Fe3O4 particles are shown in Table 3.2. It can be clearly observed from 
Figure 3.19 (a– b) that the addition of nano- Fe3O4 particles strengthens the 
structural build- up of the cementitious paste in the absence of magnetic 
field, irrespective of the particle size. The extent of variation of the storage 
modulus relies on the concentration of nano- Fe3O4 particles. In the case of 
nano- Fe3O4 of 1 wt.%, the particle size of the nano- Fe3O4 particles seems 
to have little influence on the evolution of the storage modulus. However, 
at the nano- Fe3O4 content of 3 wt.%, the cementitious paste containing 
larger nanoparticles shows lower magnitude of storage modulus. This 
can be explained by the water film thickness theory [35, 74]. After adding 
nanoparticles with ultra- high specific surface area, more water is required 
to coat the nanoparticles, leading to a relatively low water film thickness of 
solid particles. Moreover, the number of particles increases with the decrease 
of particle size under the same weight. This means that smaller nano- Fe3O4 
particles could create more contacts and frictional interactions between 
solid particles, exhibiting an increased effect on the structural build- up. 
Therefore, at the same addition content, higher stiffness can be obtained for 
the cementitious paste containing nanoparticles with smaller particle size.

In the presence of an external magnetic field, the evolution of the storage  
modulus at very early age is less dependent on the particle size of the  
nanoparticles. However, after exposing to the external magnetic field for a  
longer period, the storage modulus of the cementitious pastes with MNP2  
and MNP3 is far higher than that of the cementitious paste containing  
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MNP1. Distinct trends can also be observed from the evolution of the loss  
modulus in Figure 3.19 (c– d). More specifically, the increase rate of the  
loss modulus at early age is mainly determined by the concentration of the  
nanoparticles, instead of the particle size. By contrast, the peak values of  
the loss modulus and the corresponding peak time of cementitious pastes  
containing MNP2 and MNP3 are higher than that of cementitious paste  

Table 3.2   Physical properties of the nano- Fe3O4 particles used in Figure 3.19

Material
Particle size
(nm)

Saturation magnetization 
(Ms, emu/ g)

Remanent magnetization 
(Mr, emu/ g)

Coercive field
(Hc, Oe)

MNP1 20– 30 49.48 5.13 48.88
MNP2 100 77.29 14.81 134.01
MNP3 200 77.56 10.23 108.27
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Figure 3.19   Influence of particle size of nano- Fe3O4 particles on the evolution of storage 
modulus and loss modulus of cementitious pastes (w/ c= 0.4). (a) Storage 
modulus (1 wt.%); (b) storage modulus (3 wt.%); (c) loss modulus (1 wt.%); 
and (d) loss modulus (3 wt.%). Source: after [63].
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with MNP1, regardless of the nano- Fe3O4 concentration. The results indicate  
that the cementitious pastes containing MNP2 or MNP3 exhibit higher  
rheological response to the external magnetic field compared to the cementi-
tious paste with MNP1. Most interestingly, increasing the particle size from  
100 nm to 200 nm has negligible influences on the stiffness and structural  
evolution of the cementitious paste in the presence of an external magnetic  
field with 0.5 T.

The effect of particle size on the magneto- rheological effect of cementi-
tious paste at various nano- Fe3O4 concentrations, quantitatively described  
by the difference of the storage modulus at magnetization time of 300  
s between 0.5 T and 0 T (D- value), is shown in Figure 3.20. Generally,  
the magneto- rheological effect is considered to show a positive correlation 
with the concentration of the nano- Fe3O4 particles. The cementitious pastes 
containing coarser nanoparticles (MNP2 and MNP3) exhibit  
higher magneto- rheological effect than that of the cementitious pastes with  
finer nanoparticles (MNP1) due to the relatively high magnetic properties.  
Another reason is the fact that the cementitious pastes with MNP1 possess  
relatively high rigidity in the absence of the magnetic field. Concentration  
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Figure 3.20   Effect of particle size on magnetorheological effect of cementitious paste (w/ 
c= 0.4). Error bar indicates the standard deviation. Source: after [63].
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plays a significant role in the influence of MNP2 and MNP3 on the  
magneto- rheological effect. At relatively low nanoparticles concentration,  
the cementitious pastes with MNP2 show approximately similar magneto-  
rheological effect to the pastes with MNP3. However, at the nanoparticles  
content higher than 1 wt.%, the magneto- rheological effect of the pastes  
with MNP3 is slightly higher than that of MNP2- containing pastes. This  
can be attributed to the difference of viscoelastic properties of the cementi-
tious pastes without magnetic field. The storage modulus shows less diffe-
rence under low nanoparticles additions, whereas larger particles result in  
smaller storage modulus in the case of relatively high nanoparticles concen-
tration. Accordingly, a concentration- dependent magneto- rheological  
effect is observed.

The relationship between measured magneto- rheological properties and  
calculated theoretical parameters is established, as depicted in Figure 3.21  
(a). It can be seen that the D- value shows a good linear relationship with the  
estimated magnetic yield parameter for each batch of cementitious pastes.  
Cementitious pastes containing nano- Fe3O4 particles with larger size and  
higher magnetic properties generally have higher magnetic yield parameters  
and D- values. The linear correlation indicates that the calculated magnetic  
yield parameter can be used to predict the magneto- rheological effect of  
cementitious pastes with various contents of specific magnetic nanoparticles.  
In other words, the influence of particle concentration and viscoelastic prop-
erties (which is concentration- dependent) of pastes containing specific nano-  
Fe3O4 particles on the magneto- rheological properties can be converted into  
one factor, i.e., magnetic yield parameter.
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Figure 3.21   Relationship between measured magneto- rheological properties and calculated 
theoretical parameters. (a) D- value versus magnetic yield parameter, and  
(b) early increase rate of loss modulus versus movement velocity of 
nanoparticles. Error bar indicates the standard deviation. Source: after [63].
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The increase of the loss modulus of cementitious paste after applying a 
magnetic field, describing the improvement of liquid- like properties, is a 
result of nanoparticles rearrangement and displacement. From Figure 3.21 
(b), it can be seen that the increase rate of the loss modulus has an apparent 
linear correlation with the movement velocity for specific nano- Fe3O4 
particles. For specific nano- Fe3O4 particles, higher concentration means 
higher movement velocity of nanoparticles and more destroyed early hydra-
tion products bridges and flocculation structures between cement particles. 
Accordingly, higher early increase rate of the loss modulus and more liquid- 
like behaviour can be achieved. At the same particle concentration, a larger 
particle size results in a significantly higher movement velocity. However, 
the increase rates of the loss modulus are almost in the same order of mag-
nitude, which can be clearly observed from Figure 3.19 (c– d). The forma-
tion of magnetic clusters after applying a magnetic field is quite fast. The 
variation of the monitored loss modulus is a post- effect of the displace-
ment of nanoparticles. Therefore, the increase rate of the loss modulus  
at early age seems to be mainly controlled by the particle concentration, 
rather than the particle size or magnetic properties. This can be observed 
from the inserted relationship between the increase rate of the loss modulus 
and the particle concentration in Figure 3.21 (b). Nevertheless, the concep-
tual movement velocity of nanoparticles is an effective parameter to describe 
the improvement of liquid- like behaviour of cementitious pastes with spe-
cific nano- Fe3O4 particles.

Overall, the particle size plays a major role in dominating the viscoelastic 
properties of cementitious paste without magnetic field, and the response of 
the cementitious paste to an external magnetic field is mainly determined by 
the magnetic properties of the nanoparticles [63]. It can be concluded that 
a cementitious paste containing nano- Fe3O4 particles with larger particle 
size and higher magnetic properties exhibits increased magneto- rheological 
effect.

3.3.6  Influence of magnetic field types

Beyond the mix proportion parameters, the external magnetic field itself  
also exerts a significant impact on the magneto- rheological responses of  
cement- based MR suspensions. The evolution of storage modulus of cemen-
titious paste under various constant magnetic fields is shown in Figure 3.22.  
Weak magnetic fields such as 0.08 T and 0.16 T have little effects on the  
magnitude of storage modulus. Under relatively high magnetic fields such  
as 0.24 T and 0.5 T, however, the storage modulus increases by 1.4 and  
2 times after applying the magnetic field for 180 s, respectively. In other  
words, the magneto- rheological response is only obvious at sufficiently high  
magnetic field strength. Furthermore, the increase rate (slope) of the storage  
modulus at steady state slightly increases with the increase of strengths of  
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the constant magnetic fields. With increasing magnetic field strength, the  
number of effective nanoparticles contributing to the clusters increases,  
resulting in an amplification of the magnetic clusters. Therefore, a higher  
magnetic field strength corresponds to a greater bonding between magnetic 
nanoparticles and thus a more obvious magneto- rheological response.  
Once the solid particles reach their final positions, the storage modulus  
increases due to the generation of C- S- H bridges between cement particles  
as well as the continuous magnetic connections between nanoparticles. This  
possibly can be used to explain the slight increase in the increase rate of the  
storage modulus after longer magnetization period.

Figure 3.23 presents the evolution of storage modulus of cementitious  
paste under step- increased magnetic field. The experimental results of refer-
ence cement paste (0 T) and the cementitious paste under constant magnetic  
fields (0 T, 0.25 T and 0.5 T) are also presented. When the magnetic field  
strength increases from zero to higher value (0.25 T or 0.5 T), the storage  
modulus experiences an abrupt decrease to a value close to that of the refer-
ence cement paste. This means that the internal microstructure of the  
cementitious paste is disrupted. Afterwards, a marked increase in storage  
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Figure 3.22   Evolution of storage modulus of cementitious paste (w/ c is 0.4, and nano- 
Fe3O4 (20– 30 nm) concentration is 3%) under various constant magnetic 
fields. Source: after [75].
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modulus is observed, indicating higher structural build- up with magnetiza-
tion time. This behaviour is due to the movements and distributions  
of nano- Fe3O4 particles in the cement paste under magnetic field [76]. At  
600 s when increasing the magnetic field from 0.25 T to 0.5 T, the storage  
modulus also shows a sharp decrease. This is explained by the fact that the  
nanoparticles which are already in the chains or clusters structures will agi-
tate and redistribute to form stronger structures when the strength of the  
magnetic field increases. Their movement will break down the links between  
clogged particles and lead to a decrease in the storage modulus. Another  
explanation could be that the magnetic field of 0.25 T is not strong enough  
to insert all the nanoparticles in the chain- like structure. When the magnetic  
field increases to 0.5 T, the remaining nanoparticles will contribute to the  
formation of the chains or clusters. Their movement leads to a decrease in  
the storage modulus of the cementitious paste. Besides, the abrupt decrease  
in the storage modulus at 600 s is larger than that at 300 s, but a higher  
storage modulus is still observed at 600 s. This behaviour is possibly due  
to the strengthened connections between particles in the cement paste  
medium with the elapsed time. More experimental results and underlying  
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Figure 3.23   Evolution of storage modulus of cementitious paste (w/ c is 0.4, and nano- 
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mechanisms about the structural evolution of cementitious paste under  
time- varying magnetic field can be found in literature [76].

3.3.7  Magneto- responsive flowing behaviour

Rheological properties, with yield stress and plastic viscosity as two intrinsic 
physical parameters, are of great importance in describing flowability and 
workability, evaluating pumpability, and predicting formwork filling of 
cement- based materials [35]. The measured shear stress of cementitious 
paste with w/ c of 0.4 and nano- Fe3O4 (20– 30 nm) content of 3 wt.% under 
a magnetic field of 0.5 T is even lower than that obtained without mag-
netic field, due to the obvious nanoparticle agglomeration and bleeding in 
the interface between the cementitious paste and the upper rotating plate 
[77]. By examining the magnetic properties of the hardened cementitious 
paste powders in the plate, it is revealed that the nanoparticle agglomeration 
is contributed by the combined effect of high magnetic field and high- rate 
shearing. Care should be taken when studying the dynamic flow properties 
of cementitious paste under magnetic field in a parallel plate rheometry.

In addition to shear curve, the influence of magnetic field on flow behav-
iour of cementitious- like suspension containing nano- Fe3O4 particles at con-
stant low shear rate is revealed. Figure 3.24 shows the evolution of apparent 
viscosity of limestone powder suspension (W/ LP of 0.35 and nano- Fe3O4 
(20– 30 nm) of 3 wt.%) at constant shear rate of 10 s- 1 under various con-
stant magnetic fields. The magnetic fields were exerted on the suspension at 
the beginning of the shearing. In the absence of magnetic field, the suspen-
sion exhibits a significant reduction in the apparent viscosity immediately 
after initiation of the shearing. There is an obvious decay in the apparent 
viscosity followed by an approximate steady- state after a longer period of 
shearing.

In the presence of an external magnetic field, the development of apparent  
viscosity with time shows distinct behaviour. On the one side, it can be  
seen from Figure 3.24 that the initial apparent viscosity of the suspension  
under an external magnetic field, irrespective of the magnetic field strength,  
is slightly higher than that obtained without magnetic field. This implies  
that the magnetic clusters of nanoparticles are formed immediately after  
applying an external magnetic field. On the other side, under constant  
shearing, the hydrodynamic forces tending to destroy the internal structures  
compete with the interactions facilitating the build- up of colloidal structures  
and magnetic clusters. Therefore, the apparent viscosity at constant shear  
rate tends to evolve differently, depending on the strength of the magnetic  
field. A higher magnetic field strength corresponds to a more rapid response  
of the suspension under constant shearing at 10 s- 1. For example, the sus-
pension starts to respond at shearing time around 230 s under a magnetic  
field of 0.25 T. However, in the presence of a magnetic field of 0.75 T,  
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the apparent viscosity of the suspension exhibits a significant increase at  
around 10 s. Besides, the apparent viscosity at the shearing time of 540  
s rises from 1.9 Pa.s to 25.8 Pa.s with increasing magnetic field strength  
from 0 T to 0.75 T. The non- linear increase of the apparent viscosity with  
magnetic field strength can possibly be attributed to the viscoelastic proper-
ties of the suspension [38]. Nevertheless, applying a constant magnetic field  
increases the viscosity of the cementitious- like suspension containing nano-  
Fe3O4 particles under constant shearing state.

3.4  MAGNETO- RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF FLY 
ASH- CEMENT PASTE

From theoretical and lab- scale points of view, ferromagnetic particles with 
high magnetic properties such as carbonyl iron particles and nano- Fe3O4 
particles can be used as magnetizable additives in cementitious materials, 
as previously described. Due to the high costs, however, the extensive 
usage of ferromagnetic particles in engineering applications of cementitious 
materials is probably not the first option, especially for mortar and concrete. 
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Figure 3.24   Evolution of apparent viscosity of limestone powder suspension (W/ LP of 
0.35 and nano- Fe3O4 (20– 30 nm) of 3 wt.%) under various constant mag-
netic fields (0 T, 0.25 T, 0.5 T and 0.75 T), at constant shear rate of 10 s- 1.  
Source: after [78].
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In this case, traditionally available mineral additives or waste materials with 
magnetic properties might provide better alternatives to achieve magneto- 
rheology control of cementitious materials.

3.4.1  Magnetic properties of fly ash

As the main by- product of coal- fired power plants, fly ash is an aluminosili-
cate material widely used in cement and concrete with economic, technical 
and ecological benefits [79– 82]. From the perspective of chemical com-
position, fly ash typically consists of large amounts of quartz, mullite and 
anhydrite, as well as a small amount of hematite, magnetite and maghemite 
[83, 84]. Depending on the nature of the coal source, the iron oxides in 
fly ash typically range from 2% to 20%. The iron oxide content of a 
fly ash mainly depends on the amount of pyrite (FeS2) in the burnt coal. 
During the burning of the pulverized coal at high temperatures, the pyrite 
is decomposed and spherical iron particles and sulphur gas are formed 
and further oxidized to magnetite (Fe3O4) and sulphur dioxide [85]. The 
course of coal combustion and the amount of oxygen in the combustion 
chamber determine the degree of iron oxidation and influence the amount 
of weakly magnetic iron oxide hematite (Fe2O3) and strongly magnetite 
(Fe3O4). In addition to the magnetic crystalline phase magnetite (Fe3O4), α- 
Fe2O3 hematite, γ- Fe2O3 maghemite, Al- Mg spinels, wüstite and pyrrhotite 
are available and they are often trapped in aluminosilicate and calcium- 
aluminosilicate basic glass [86]. Due to the presence of the ferromagnetic 
spinel structures, i.e. magnetite and maghemite, fly ash particles are highly 
magnetic. It is well recognized that the magnetic properties of fly ash (such 
as magnetic susceptibility and saturation magnetization) show a linear cor-
relation with the content of iron oxides [87– 90]. Note that the Fe in the 
spinel structures could be substituted by Al, Mg, Mn or Ti, resulting in 
a decrease in the magnetic properties of fly ash [91, 92]. The magnetic 
properties of fly ash have attracted some attention in cement and concrete 
materials [93– 95].

The magnetization curves of four representative fly ashes obtained from 
VSM measurement are shown in Figure 3.25 [96]. The magnetization 
curve of a Portland cement is also presented. The corresponding magnetic 
parameters are summarized in Table 3.3. It can be seen that the saturation 
magnetization of all the particles is achieved at magnetic field strength 
around 0.2 T. All fly ashes exhibit higher saturation magnetization than 
the Portland cement due to the presence of ferromagnetic structures such as 
magnetite and maghemite. All fly ash particles exhibit slightly higher rem-
nant magnetization and coercivity than the Portland cement particles. This 
indicates that some residual magnetic clusters or structures formed under 
magnetic field might be present in cementitious suspensions after removal 
of the magnetic field.
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Owing to the magnetic properties, fly ash can be separated into non-  
magnetic and magnetic fractions by passing through an external magnetic  
field [88, 93, 97, 98]. Dry and wet separation methods are generally utilized.  
The dry separation method is less effective than the wet separation method,  
because of the strong electrostatic attractions between solid particles [88].  
The wet separated magnetic fraction by mass for the above- mentioned four  

Table 3.3   Magnetic properties of four different fly ashes

Material
Particle size
(μm)

Magnetic 
fraction 
(wt.%)

Saturation 
magnetization 
(Ms, emu/ g)

Remanent 
magnetization 
(Mr, emu/ g)

Coercive field
(Hc, Oe)

OPC 9.46 - 0.59 0.05 70.72
FA1 8.01 11.2 1.74 0.23 101.95
FA2 10.17 4.6 0.99 0.13 109.02
FA3 13.32 33.9 2.31 0.48 111.58
FA4 15.39 5.8 0.85 0.14 104.80

Source: [96].
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Figure 3.25   Magnetization loop curves of representative fly ashes. Source: after [96].
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fly ashes is presented in Table 3.3. Generally, fly ash with higher saturation  
magnetization has higher magnetic fraction. In addition, typical SEM  
micrographs as well as EDX spot spectra of fly ash are shown in Figure  
3.26. We can see that the Fe element amount in the magnetic fraction is  
larger than that in the non- magnetic fraction [96].

3.4.2  Influence of fly ash volume fraction

The influence of fly ash volume fraction on the magneto- responsive struc-
tural build- up of cement pastes under external magnetic field is presented in  
Figure 3.27. The increase rate of the storage modulus at time scale of 200–  
300 s (ΔG’) is calculated as an indicator to describe the structural build- up  
rate of cement paste at steady state. In the absence of magnetic field, the  
volumetric replacement of cement with fly ash reduces the intensity and  
rate of structural build- up of the cement pastes, especially at higher fly ash  
volume fraction. The storage modulus at 300 s and the structural build- up  
rate at steady state are 95 kPa, 83 kPa, 30 kPa and 0.24 kPa/ s, 0.21 kPa/ s,  

a

b

Figure 3.26   Typical SEM images and corresponding EDX spectra of fly ash. (a) non-  magnetic 
part, and (b) magnetic part. Red spots are the area where EDX spot analysis 
was taken. Source: after [96].
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0.08 kPa/ s for the cement pastes with fly ash volume fraction of 0%, 25%  
and 50%, respectively.

Under the magnetic field of 0.5 T, the fly ash- incorporated cement pastes 
exhibit obvious magneto- rheological responses. The rheological responses of 
the fly ash- incorporated cement pastes to an external magnetic field are gen-
erally similar to that of cementitious paste containing nano- Fe3O4 particles 
[36]. The obvious rheological response of cement paste with fly ash to an 
external magnetic field can be attributed to the magnetic properties of the fly 
ash particles, where the saturation magnetization of the cement and fly ash 
is 0.59 emu/ g and 1.74 emu/ g, respectively. The magneto- rheological effect 
amplifies with the increase of fly ash volume fraction due to the increased 
concentration of the magnetic fly ash particles. For example, the difference 
of the storage modulus at 300 s between 0 T and 0.5 T (D- value) is 49 
kPa and 122 kPa for the cement paste with 25% and 50% fly ash, respect-
ively. Besides, the liquid- like properties dominating duration (tG’= G”) and the 
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Figure 3.27   Influence of fly ash volume fraction on the structural evolution of cement 
paste under external magnetic field. (a) 0 vol.% FA; (b) 25 vol.% FA; and (c) 50 
vol.% FA. Source: after [96].
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percolation time (tperc) increase from 6 s to 40 s and from 105 s to 170 s with 
increasing fly ash replacement from 25% to 50%, respectively.

3.4.3  Influence of fly ash type

At the same volumetric replacement of 50%, the influence of fly ash type on  
the magneto- rheological response of cement paste is presented in Figure 3.28.  
The magnetic properties of the fly ashes are presented in Table 3.3. The  
structural evolution of the cement pastes depends on the type of fly ash,  
regardless of the application of the magnetic field. Without the external  
magnetic field, 50%FA1 and 50%FA3 have similar structural build- up,  
while 50%FA2 and 50%FA4 show relatively higher intensity and rate of  
structural evolution. Indeed, the storage modulus at magnetization of 300  
s is around 30 kPa and 58 kPa for the mixtures of 50%FA1 and 50%FA4,  
respectively. The corresponding increase rate of the storage modulus at  
steady state is 0.08 kPa/ s and 0.15 kPa/ s for these two mixtures, respect-
ively. This can be explained by the morphology and chemical activity of  
the fly ash particles. The particles of FA1, FA2 and FA3 are spherical, while  
FA4 has irregular shape. The chemical activity of FA4 is higher than that  
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Figure 3.28   Effect of fly ash types on magnetorheological response of cement paste.  
(a) 50% FA1; (b) 50% FA2; (c) 50% FA3 and (d) 50% FA4. Source: after [96].
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of FA1, FA2 and FA3. Consequently, 50%FA4 shows slightly higher struc-
tural build- up rate in comparison to 50%FA1 and 50%FA3. The higher  
structural build- up of the cement paste with FA2 is possibly due to the high  
specific surface area of the fly ash.

In the presence of an external magnetic field of 0.5 T, 50%FA2 exhibits 
lower magneto- rheological response than 50%FA1. More specifically, 
50%FA2 shows significantly shorter liquid- like properties dominating dur-
ation and percolation time than 50%FA1. The D- value of G’ between 0.5 T 
and 0 T is 122 kPa/ s and 50 kPa/ s for the mixtures of 50%FA1 and 50%FA2, 
respectively. This is in good agreement with the relatively low saturation 
magnetization and magnetic fraction of FA2 as compared to FA1. In com-
parison to 50%FA1, 50%FA3 exhibits more obvious magneto- rheological 
response, characterized by the faster structural build- up (i.e. higher D- value 
and ΔG’), which can be attributed to the high magnetic properties of FA3 
and thus the high inter- particle connections between magnetic particles. 
In spite of the higher magneto- rheological response, 50%FA3 has similar 
liquid- like properties domination duration and slightly shorter percolation 
time than 50%FA1. This indicates that the solid particles in the suspension 
of 50%FA3 can easily reach their equilibrium positions after applying the 
external magnetic field. This is probably because of the coarser particles of 
FA3 compared to FA1. In the case of 50%FA4, the suspension shows a rela-
tively high structural build- up rate compared with other suspensions, pos-
sibly due to the higher chemical hydration. Interestingly, 50%FA4 has quite 
higher magneto- rheological response than 50%FA2. This can be attributed 
to the morphological effect of the magnetic particles, which increases the 
friction and connection between magnetic clusters [99, 100].

3.4.4  Relationship between magneto- rheological effect 
and magnetic properties of FA

To correlate the magneto- rheological effect of cement pastes with the mag-
netic properties of fly ash, the D- value of storage modulus at 300 s is used  
to quantitatively describe the magneto- rheological effect, and the saturation  
magnetization of unseparated fly ash is selected to characterize the magnetic  
properties of fly ash. The points of D- value versus saturation magnetization 
of original fly ash are plotted in Figure 3.29. It can be seen that at the  
same volumetric replacement, the magneto- rheological effect has a consid-
erable linear proportional relationship with the saturation magnetization  
of the original fly ash, with the coefficient of determination R2 higher than  
0.97, except for the mixture of 50%FA4. The results infer that the satur-
ation magnetization of original fly ash could be used as an effective param-
eter to evaluate the magneto- rheological properties of fly ash- incorporated  
cement pastes. The aberrant point of 50%FA4 is possibly due to the surface 
texture, irregular shape and high chemical reactivity of the fly ash,  
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increasing the inter- particle frictions between magnetic fly ash clusters. In  
the case of cementitious paste with nano- Fe3O4 particles, the particle size  
of the nanoparticles plays a significant role in dominating the viscoelastic  
properties without magnetic field, while the response of the cementitious  
paste to an external magnetic field is mainly determined by the magnetic  
properties and crystalline structures of the nanoparticles [40, 63]. For the  
fly ash- incorporated cement pastes, the median size of the used fly ash only  
varies from 8 μm to 15 μm. In the presence of a magnetic field, the structural  
evolution of fly ash- incorporated cement pastes is mainly determined by the  
magnetic properties of the fly ash, rather than the particle size. Although  
more data is required, it is reasonable to correlate the magneto- rheological  
effect with the saturation magnetization of original fly ash.

3.5  OTHER POTENTIAL MATERIALS

As explained in the previous sections, magneto- responsiveness can be 
introduced to Portland cement- based composites by the incorporation of 
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Figure 3.29   Relationship between D- value and saturation magnetization of original fly ash. 
The point of 50%FA4 is not included in the fitted curve. Error bar indicates the 
standard deviation. Source: after [96].
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nano, sub- micron or micron size ferromagnetic particles. The source of 
ferromagnetic particles with sufficient concentration in a Portland cement- 
based mixture can be commercially available nano- magnetite particles 
added to the concrete mixture or some crystalline phases from already avail-
able mineral admixtures [101], such as fly ash or different types of slags and 
even some special type of cements. Except for these two, the other types of 
additives naturally containing magnetic phases in their microstructure can 
also introduce the magneto- responsive property to Portland cement systems 
when they are used as an additive.

3.5.1  Steel fibres, metal scraps and chips

As well known, man- made metallic discrete fibres (steel fibres) are generally 
used to enhance the mechanical properties of hardened concrete under static 
and dynamic loading conditions. Fibres may increase the strength of the 
composite by transferring stress across cracks and increase the toughness of 
the composite by providing energy absorbing mechanism during debonding 
and pull- out process of the fibres bridging the cracks [102]. Ideally, the 
volume distribution of discrete steel fibres should be uniform and the fibres 
should be randomly oriented in the matrix for ideal isotropic behaviour. But 
in reality, due to the mixing and consolidation conditions and the geomet-
rical constraints related to the formworks, fibre distribution is not uniform 
and hence the expected engineering properties of fibre- reinforced cementi-
tious composite could be lower than the expected performance level based 
on the homogeneous fibre distribution in random orientation. Therefore, 
there has been an increasing interest for years in the development of a reli-
able non- destructive method to determine the fibre content and distribution 
in fibre- reinforced concrete sections based on electromagnetic and dielectric 
properties of fibres [103– 109]. Although the details of the mentioned non- 
destructive methods for determining fibre distribution and orientation are 
far beyond the subject of this book, the big potential of the magnetic field 
to provide better compaction and more favorable fibre orientation in fibre- 
reinforced composites is worth mentioning here.

As known, the main difficulty in steel fibre- reinforced cementitious com-
posite production with superior mechanical performance is to be able to 
introduce high aspect ratio (fibre length to diameter ratio) fibres in uni-
formly dispersed high volume while keeping the workability of the com-
posite sufficient. This is generally not that easy because the presence of 
high aspect ratio fibres in high volume adversely affects the workability and 
hence mixing, placing and finishing become more difficult. As well known, 
after the completion of the mixing period in Portland cement systems, there 
is no way to increase the workability to reach a certain consolidation except 
for an internal and external vibration. Although there is an assumption 
that the fibres are uniformly distributed throughout the matrix, in reality, 
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this assumption is not correct for a fibre- reinforced concrete that has been 
placed and compacted by vibrators [102], [110]. On the other hand, the 
previous theoretical and experimental studies showed that if the orientation 
of steel fibres, which could be characterized by the fibre orientation factor, 
in a concrete element could be aligned in the direction of the principal ten-
sile stress, the tensile performance of fibre- reinforced element could increase 
significantly [102, 111]. In some of the real fibre- reinforced concrete casting 
operations, the preferred fibre alignment is governed by two physical effects. 
The first is the shear- induced orientation, which is observed when the flow is 
dominated by shear stress, and hence a parabolic velocity profile is formed. 
In this case, the torque acting on the fibre due to the different fluid velocities 
along with the fibre during flow makes the fibre aligned naturally parallel 
to the flow direction such that the torque becomes minimum on the aligned 
fibre. However, if there is a plug region in the flow, where the shear stress is 
lower than the yield stress of the material, the fibres do not align due to the 
constant velocity profile in the plug region. The second is a well- known phe-
nomenon called wall effect: there are no fibres at all perpendicular to a wall 
at a distance lower than half of the fibre [112]. The extent of the preferred 
alignment of fibres depends on many factors, mainly including the rheology 
of the concrete and geometric constraints related to fibres and the mould 
dimensions, and currently cannot be achieved in a controlled manner during 
casting. Therefore, magnetically aligned steel fibre composite production, 
based on providing the alignment of metallic fibres after casting, has been 
proposed and first patented in the late 1980s by Bayer AG [113] and this idea 
was followed by Emami and Nielsen in 1997 for concrete [114]. Recently 
some new approaches for better compaction through the micro- vibration of 
steel fibres and preferable orientation in fibre- reinforced concrete have been 
introduced based on the ferromagnetic nature of common steel fibres used 
in modern concrete technology. Michels and Gams [115] introduced the 
orientation of randomly distributed steel fibres in cement mortar when the 
steel fibre- reinforced cement mortar samples in the moulds are placed in a 
helical coil and exposed to electromagnetic fields. The authors have proven 
the orientation of commercially available hooked- end steel fibres (30 mm 
length, 0.6 mm diameter and 50 aspect ratio) along the magnetic field by 
X- ray photos. They also reported that the flexural performance of aligned 
fibre- reinforced cementitious mortars was better than randomly distributed 
fibre- reinforced mortars. This study was followed by several other studies 
documenting the effectiveness of the magnetic field- based fibre alignment 
method in aligned steel fibre cement mortar production [8], [111], [116], 
[117]. As shown by Villa and Medina [117], hooked- end steel fibres in the 
fresh concrete mixture can be aligned if the generated magnetic torque on 
steel fibres is higher than the yield torque of the surrounding cementitious 
matrix. In addition, an example of applying alternating magnetic to improve 
the compaction of freshly cast concrete incorporating steel chips has been 
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shown in a study by Abavisani et al. [7]. The authors showed that the alter-
nating magnetic field application to freshly cast concrete incorporating steel 
chips could provide better compaction of steel- chip incorporated concretes 
and could provide better mechanical properties due to the internal micro- 
vibration effect of steel chips under alternating magnetic field; however, the 
mechanical performance of the hardened composite is dependent on the 
exposure direction.

3.5.2  Specific types of slags

The magnetism in copper slag (CS) has first been reported by Edmund  
Mondy in a letter to the editor in one of the issues of Nature published in  
1872 [118]. He mentioned that a specimen of ore furnace slag from copper  
smelting was strongly polar magnetic. Today it is known that different types  
of slags, which were obtained as a waste of different metal industries, present  
different magnetic properties. Figure 3.30 shows an example of the  
magnetization curves (obtained by the vibrating sample magnetometer –   
VSM at room temperature in an applied field up to 10 kOe) of ground  
granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS), copper slag (CS) and stainless steel  
slag (SSS) samples together with a Portland cement sample. As shown in  
Figure 3.30, different types of slags present different magnetization proper-
ties. The magnetization curves of all presented slags in Figure 3.30 display a  
hysteresis loop due to the domains that cannot return to their original orien-
tation when the external magnetic field is decreased after the saturation  

Figure 3.30   Magnetization curves of different slags together with CEM I 52.5 N cement.
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value is reached. In addition, remanence and coercivity values, slopes of the  
magnetization loops and saturation magnetization values of different slags  
are quite different due to the differences in their atomic structures, causing a  
difference in their susceptibility and permeability. This type of magnetic hys-
teresis curve is typical for ferromagnetic materials, which tend to magnetize  
in the direction of the magnetic field and some of them are retained after the  
removal of the external magnetic field [12]. The type of ferrites in a material  
also plays an important role in the magnetization behaviour. Hematite is  
weakly ferromagnetic at room temperature and its magnetic behaviour is  
dependent on its crystallinity, particle size and on the extent of cation substi-
tution. Maghemite and magnetite are ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic at  
room temperature [119]. Such differences are probably the case for CEM I  
52.5 N cement and GGBFS which present very close magnetization despite  
their very different Fe2O3 contents (Table 3.4). A more dramatic example of  
the importance of the type of ferrites in the material is the copper slag case.  
As can be seen from Figure 3.30, despite its very high Fe2O3 content (45.4%  
in Table 3.4), the magnetization of copper slag is not as high as the other  
materials with much less Fe2O3 contents (Table 3.4). In addition, it never  
reaches to a saturation magnetization value and it presents a somewhat com-
bination of ferromagnetic and paramagnetic material responses with a grad-
ually increasing magnetization and presenting a remanent magnetization  

Table 3.4   Chemical compositions of different slags and a Portland cement sample in 
Figure 3.30

Element Blast furnace slag Copper Slag Stainless steel slag CEM I 52.5 N

SiO2 31.1 29.4 28.0 18.6
CaO 40.9 2.60 44.2 64.1
MgO 9.16 1.05 4.41 1.20
Al2O3 13.7 9.82 6.30 5.2
Fe2O3 0.401 45.4 2.04 4.9
SO3 2.31 0.845 0.491 3.5
Na2O - 3.66 - 0.64 (eq.)
K2O 0.685 0.188 0.044
P2O5 - 0.504 - N.A.
TiO2 1.26 0.294 1.64
Cr2O3 - 1.36 9.90
MnO 0.310 0.653 2.65
ZrO2 0.119 0.237 0.185
Nb2O5 - - 0.069
NiO - 0.0178 0.054
SrO 0.0741 0.0456 0.033
CuO 0.0054 0.547 0.014
ZnO 0.0030 3.32 0.011
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when the external magnetic field is decreased to zero. Its magnetization is  
higher than GGBFS but much smaller than SSS. SSS presents significantly  
higher saturation magnetization as compared to CS and GGBFS.

The effect of applying a constant magnetic field on the viscoelastic prop-
erties of Portland cement paste and blast furnace slag (BFS), SSS and CS 
incorporated Portland cement pastes is shown in Figure 3.31 (a, b, c and d),  
respectively. The viscoelastic properties presented here as the storage modulus 
(G’) and loss modulus (G’‘) are the parameters measured by the small-  
amplitude oscillation test (SAOS) performed in an oscillation rheometer 
with parallel plate geometry under a constant magnetic field applied per-
pendicular to the plate plane during the measurement.

As shown in Figure 3.31 a and b, applying a constant magnetic field of 
0.76T does not cause any significant change on the storage modulus (struc-
tural build- up) and phase angle evolutions of the paste mixtures with 100% 
CEM I 52.5 N cement and the blend of 60% CEM I 52.5 N and 40% 
BFS (by weight of cement). This can be attributed to the low magnetization  
properties of Portland cement and BFS, as observed in their magnetiza-
tion curves given in Figure 3.30. On the other hand, despite their low  
magnetization capacity, it is obvious that these materials contain some 

Figure 3.31   Storage modulus and phase angle evolution of Portland cement paste (a), blast 
furnace slag (b), copper slag (c) and stainless steel slag (d) incorporated pastes 
without (0 T) and with magnetic field of 0.76 T.
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magnetic phases responding to magnetic field applications. One could 
notice from Figure 3.31 a and b that the storage modulus under a magnetic 
field shows a very sudden decrease in the first few couples of seconds after 
the magnetic field application and the storage modulus shows a gradual 
increase for the first 20 seconds. This is probably due to the very initial 
micro- agitation effect of the magnetizable particles, which are first trying to 
overcome the drag forces of the surrounding pore solution to be aligned with 
the magnetic field lines during the first couple of seconds of the magnetic 
field application and the further accumulation of more magnetic particles 
contributing to the columnar formation of magnetic particles. On the other 
hand, it seems that the amount of magnetic particles, or the level of their 
magnetic properties, is not enough for the formation of a strong columnar 
arrangement of magnetic particles perpendicular to the oscillation strain 
plane as they do not show a higher storage modulus compared to the no 
magnetic field case for these materials. On the other hand, the higher phase 
angle recorded at the beginning of the magnetic field application could also 
support the hypothesis that the magnetic field applied to a cement paste 
containing magnetizable particles could cause a more liquid- like behaviour 
at the beginning of the magnetic field application. This phenomenon seems 
to be more obvious in CS and SSS cases, as discussed below.

Before discussing the magneto- rheological behaviour of CS-  and  
SSS-  incorporated cement pastes, several important points that were 
observed in the magnetization curves of CS and GGBFS (Figure 3.30) should 
be summarized. As shwon in the figure, first, the SSS has significantly higher 
magnetization than the CS under the same magnetic field levels. Second, 
while the SSS reaches its saturation magnetization in relatively higher mag-
netic field levels compared to fly ash or Portland cement, the CS presents 
gradually increasing magnetization without saturation up to the 10 kOe 
magnetization level. This shows that the domains of CS are not fully aligned 
to the magnetic field lines, even at very high magnetic field levels. The 
reflections of the mentioned magnetic properties of CS and SSS materials 
are somewhat observed in the magneto- rheological responses of CS-  and 
SSS- incorporated cementitious pastes. As shown in Figure 3.31c, when 
there is no magnetic field, the storage modulus of 40% CS- incorporated 
paste started from around 600 kPa, indicating less flowability compared to 
the mixture without CS presenting a lower initial structuration as shown 
in Figure 3.31a, and showed a continuous increase for the entire test dur-
ation of 200 s. Applying a constant magnetic field of 0.76T caused a sudden 
decrease in its storage modulus and a significant increase in the phase angle, 
indicating more liquid- like behaviour of 40% CS- incorporated mixture 
under a magnetic field. It should be noted here that a higher phase angle 
shows more liquid- like behaviour of a given mixture. As the magnetic field 
was kept on the material, the storage modulus showed a higher increasing 
rate up to around 70 s compared to the increase rate in storage modulus 
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without a magnetic field. During this time, the phase angle continuously 
decreased until reaching its level for no magnetic field case around 70 s. The 
level of storage modulus was lower than that of no magnetic field case, but 
the increase rate of storage modulus was similar without and with a mag-
netic field. Similar behaviour has also been observed in SSS case. Similar to 
the CS case, applying a constant magnetic field to SSS- incorporated mixture 
provided more deflocculated microstructure at the beginning of the mag-
netic field application and it was followed by a rapid increase in structur-
ation until around 80 s. During this time, as similar to the CS- incorporated 
mixture case, the phase angle was significantly higher than no magnetic field 
case, but has a decreasing trend, indicating a relative increase in solid- like 
behaviour. After around 80 s, the increased rate of storage modulus was 
reduced to its increased level without a magnetic field. During this regime, 
opposite the CS- incorporated mixture, the extent of the storage modulus 
was higher than its no magnetic field case, indicating the formation of 
more columnar magnetic particle formations perpendicular to the oscilla-
tion plane.

The given example in Figure 3.31 shows the potential usage of different 
types of slags in the development of magneto- rheological cementitious 
materials. When considering the magnetization curves of different types 
of slags (Figure 3.30) and the magneto- rheological response of those slag- 
incorporated cement pastes (Figure 3.31) together, it could be concluded 
that the magnetization properties of the slags define the magneto- 
rheological response of cementitious mixtures containing different types of 
slags. It should be mentioned here that the utilized amount of CS and SSS in 
Figure 3.31c and d do not suggest the typical usage amount in cement and 
concrete technology.

3.6  SHORT SUMMARY OF STATE OF THE ART AND 
OUTLOOK

Active rheology control by means of magnetic additives and magnetic 
fields is an essential way to advance construction technology and make 
pumping and casting processes more reliable. For this end, the fundamental 
understanding of the rheological responses of cementitious paste containing 
magnetic particles has been given. The main conclusions can be summarized 
as follows:

Applying a magnetic field promotes magnetic particles to move to agglom-
erate and form clusters. The corresponding cementitious paste shows 
improved liquid- like behaviour at very early age and increased stiffness 
after longer period of magnetization. The intensity of magneto- rheological 
responses is related to the viscoelastic and rheological properties of the sus-
pension. At relatively low w/ c, nano- Fe3O4 incorporated cement pastes with 
low PCE additions show negligible magneto- rheological responses due to 
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the high viscoelastic yield stress and viscosity of the suspension. For the 
paste with high PCE dosage, however, slight magneto- rheological responses 
can be observed after longer period of magnetization. Increasing nano- 
Fe3O4 particles concentration increases the intensity of liquid- like properties 
immediately after initiation of the magnetic field and enhances the stiffness 
of cementitious paste after undergoing longer magnetization due to a large 
number of available nanoparticles contributing to the formation of mag-
netic clusters. Particle size of nano- Fe3O4 plays a considerable role in dom-
inating the viscoelastic properties of cementitious paste without magnetic 
field. The responses of the cementitious paste to an external magnetic field, 
however, are mainly determined by the crystalline structures and magnetic 
properties of the nano- Fe3O4 particles.

The rheological response of cementitious paste is dependent on the applied 
magnetic field. Weak magnetic fields have little effects on the structural evo-
lution, while at sufficiently high magnetic fields, the magneto- rheological 
effect exhibits a linear correlation with the magnetic field strength. When 
suddenly applying an external magnetic field to a resting cementitious paste, 
an abrupt decrease in storage modulus indicating the breakdown of C- S- H 
bridges and flocculated networks by the movement of magnetic nanoparticles 
is observed. With the magnetic field changing from low (not zero) to higher 
value, the nanoparticles in the existing clusters will redistribute and the 
nanoparticles remaining in the gap between cement particles start to move 
to form stronger and larger clusters, resulting in a sharp decrease in the 
storage modulus. Step- decreasing magnetic field results in the disintegration 
of cluster structures, so that a reduction in storage modulus is observed. 
After removing the magnetic field, the cementitious paste shows a higher 
structural build- up rate than in the situation without experiencing any mag-
netic field. The structural build- up of the cementitious paste under linear 
magnetic field sweep mode is history- dependent.

Conceptual equations about magneto- dynamic force and movement 
velocity of nanoparticles in cement- based suspensions are derived. The 
estimated magnetic yield parameter, describing the competition between 
the magnetic force and the viscoelastic stress of the suspension, and the 
predicted movement velocity of nanoparticles can be used as relevant 
indicators to characterize the magneto- rheological responses of cementi-
tious paste containing magnetic nanoparticles. Specifically, the estimated 
magnetic yield parameter shows a linear relationship with the magneto- 
rheological effect of the cementitious paste. The conceptual movement vel-
ocity of nanoparticles is proportional to the increase rate of loss modulus 
at very early age.

In the case of the dynamic rheological properties of nano- Fe3O4 
incorporated cementitious paste under external magnetic field, bleeding and 
nanoparticles agglomeration on the interface between cementitious paste 
and upper rotating plate can be observed after shear curve test. This is due 
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to the magnetic cluster migrations induced by magnetic force gradient and 
shear rate gradient. Under constant shearing with low shear rate, lime-
stone powder suspension with nanoparticles exhibits obvious rheological 
responses to an external magnetic field. A higher magnetic field strength cor-
responds to a faster and more pronounced response. Upon applying a step- 
increased magnetic field, the suspension shows an immediate enhancement 
in stiffness. Step- decrease magnetic field results in a drop decrease in shear 
viscosity, followed by a gradual reduction behaviour. Linearly increasing 
magnetic field from 0 T to approx. 0.3 T shows less influences on the shear 
viscosity, and at the magnetic field higher than 0.3 T, the shear viscosity 
gradually increases and the increase rate is similar to that obtained under 
constant magnetic field of 0.75 T. When the magnetic field suddenly changes 
from 0.75 T to 0 T, the shear viscosity exhibits a sharp reduction. If the 
magnetic field linearly decreases from 0.75 T to 0 T, however, the shear vis-
cosity continuously increases at a decreasing increase rate within the first 
few tens of seconds, and after reaching a peak, the shear viscosity gradually 
decreases.

The pioneering tests on the magneto- rheological properties of fly  
ash- incorporated cement pastes are promising. For fly ashes with higher 
saturation magnetization than Portland cement particles, the prepared  
fly ash- cement pastes exhibit obvious magneto- rheological responses, and 
the magneto- rheological effect increases with the volume fraction of fly ash. 
The magneto- rheological response depends on the characteristics of fly ash. 
Under the same volumetric replacement, the magneto- rheological effect gen-
erally has a considerable linear proportional relationship with the satur-
ation magnetization of the original fly ash. Similar to fly ash, some types of 
metallurgical slags, such as copper slag and stainless steel slag, seem to be 
promising materials for active rheology control in cementitious materials.

Despite the achievements in the fundamental study of active rheology con-
trol, further studies should be considered in future research. For example, the 
particle size of solid grains in cement- based suspensions with nanoparticles 
varies from few nanometres to hundreds of micrometres. Under an external 
magnetic field, an additional magnetic force is applied to the magnetic 
particles, and the complex solid systems make it more difficult to accurately 
calculate the numerical values of each inter- particle force. More theoret-
ical work is needed to fully understand the magnetic force between mag-
netic particles in cement- based suspensions concerning magnetic clustering, 
mutual effect between particles and changing of the surrounding solutions. 
The temperature of cement- based materials is always changing in the pro-
cess of pumping and formwork casting. Furthermore, applying an external 
magnetic field will create additional electromagnetic thermal heat to the 
cementitious materials. Therefore, further research about the influence of 
temperature on the magneto- rheological behaviour of cementitious paste is 
necessary. Last but not least, more available commercial mineral additives 
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with magnetic properties should be investigated more comprehensively 
from the viewpoints of mortar and concrete, and advanced setups need to 
be developed to simulate the flowing behaviour of cementitious pastes in a 
pipe or formwork under an external magnetic field.
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4.1  GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Concrete is basically composed of three main constituents: cement, water 
and aggregates [1]. However, concrete has become more complex in recent 
decades due to the advent of new ingredients such as filler materials and 
mineral and chemical admixtures to improve the quality of concrete without 
losing its properties [2]. The concrete casting process was improved using 
chemical admixtures that provided control over fresh concrete properties, 
such as workability and rheological properties [3]. The rheological proper-
ties of cementitious materials can be characterized by at least two parameters 
according to the Bingham model in the equation below [4]:

τ τ µγ= +o
 (4.1)

where τ is the shear stress (Pa), τo is the yield stress (Pa), μ is the plastic 
viscosity (Pa.s) and γ ̇is the shear rate (s- 1). The rheological parameters that 
describe the flow behaviour of cement pastes according to the Bingham 
model are the plastic viscosity (μ) and the yield stress (τo). Other models 
have been employed to study the flow characteristics of cement pastes in 
certain circumstances where the Bingham equation cannot be applied [5]. 
Chemical admixtures could significantly influence the rheology of cementi-
tious materials [6].

Oscillatory shear tests have been extensively used to study the viscoelastic 
properties of cement pastes [7]. This technique could be employed to study 
the structural build- up evolution during the cement hydration process [8, 
9]. Monitoring the storage modulus (G’), the elastic component of the linear 
viscoelastic region (LVR), can shed light on the structural build- up and elas-
ticity of cement pastes under the ongoing hydration process [8]. The linear 
increase in G’ is related to colloidal interaction forces such as Van der Waals, 
electrostatic interactions and steric effects in the early time after mixing (a 
few seconds) and to the C- S- H nucleation at longer periods [10– 12].

Concrete superplasticizers such as polycarboxylate ethers (PCEs) are usu-
ally added to the cement pastes or fresh concrete to enhance their workability 
and/ or to reduce the water content [13– 16]. However, due to the retard-
ation effects of superplasticizers, the structural build- up of cement pastes 
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or concrete could be significantly affected. This behaviour could exert more 
pressure on the formwork after casting. In modern concrete technology, 
such as three- dimensional (3D) printing, where the formwork is absent, 
it is desirable to have a pseudo- solid- like state directly after deposition so 
that a fast structural build- up can be achieved, which is essential in 3D 
printing as many layers are required to be printed in a short time [17, 18]. 
In this perspective, it is essential to develop chemical admixtures that can 
enhance the workability during mixing and pumping processes and accel-
erate structuration after casting or deposition. In this work, the concept of 
smart superplasticizers has been introduced for the first time to enhance the 
workability of cement pastes before placing and increase the structuration 
after casting in response to external stimuli.

4.2  STIMULI- RESPONSIVE POLYMERS

Stimuli- responsive polymers or smart polymers are a kind of macromolecules 
that are sensitive to external stimuli such as temperature, pH, elec-
tric or magnetic fields [19, 20]. They can self- assemble or undergo phase 
transitions or morphology changes via physical or chemical changes in 
response to such stimuli [19, 21]. These smart polymers can be designed 
with responsive polymers or polymer- functionalized responsive compounds/ 
materials. In the latter case, the polymer will serve as a template/ carrier 
for the responsive compound [22]. One notable example for that includes 
polymer- functionalized nanoparticles (NPs) [23, 24]. Some related triggers 
will be covered in the following section (i.e. temperature, electric and mag-
netic triggers), and new responsive copolymers based on these stimuli will 
be introduced in this work.

4.2.1  Electro- responsive polymers

Electroactive polymers (EAPs) are a class of materials that exhibit shape or 
volume changes in response to various electrical stimuli, capable of trans-
ducing electrical energy into mechanical work. EAPs gained high scientific 
and technological values due to their potential applications in sensors and 
actuators, robotics and artificial muscles, optical systems, drug delivery, 
space, ocean and energy harvesting applications [25].

The electro- responsive polymers are classified into current- responsive 
polymers (ionic polymers and conductive polymers) and voltage- responsive 
polymers (dielectric gels and elastomers) [26].

Conductive polymers such as polyaniline (PANI), polythiophene (PT) or  
sulfonated- polystyrene (PSS) are electric- responsive polymers that can swell,  
shrink or bend in response to an external electric field [20, 22, 27]. PANI  
is one of the most studied conducting polymers due to its high electronic  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



140 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

conductivity, redox and ion- exchange properties, excellent environmental  
stability and ease of preparation from common chemicals.

On the other hand, polymers with redox properties are electroactive 
macromolecules containing localized sites or groups that can be oxidized 
(loss of electrons) and reduced (gain of electrons), and this oxidation- 
reduction (redox) process is reversible [28]. This redox process may result 
in changes in the polymer properties depending on their oxidation state 
(oxidized or reduced). As a result, the polymer can exhibit different chem-
ical, electronic, optical or mechanical properties [29]. Redox polymers, 
including organic chemical groups such as nitroxyl, verdazyl, phenoxyl, 
carbazol, quinones, viologens or hydrazyl, have been actively pursued by 
the scientific community over the last few years in many applications, such 
as the development of batteries, biofuel cells, biosensors, actuators and 
drug delivery vehicles [30– 33]. Nishide and co- workers were pioneers in 
developing polymers containing stable nitroxide radicals such as 2,2,6,6- 
tetramethyl- 1- piperidinyloxy (TEMPO) radical moieties (Figure 4.1). A var-
iety of redox polymers with nitroxide pendant groups have been synthesized 
that are good candidates for organic batteries and supercapacitors due to 
their fast electron transfer kinetics [28].

4.2.2  Magneto- responsive polymer composites

Magneto- responsive polymers are an interesting research topic due to 
their applications in different fields such as biomedical, coatings and 
microelectronics [34]. Magneto- responsive polymers have a short response 
time upon exposure to a magnetic field that could be beneficial when 
requiring an immediate response. The preparation of highly efficient 
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Figure 4.1   Some examples of common nitroxide radicals.
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magnetic responsive materials requires doping polymeric materials with 
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) [34]. MNPs made of superparamagnetic 
Fe3O4, and metallic iron, in addition to hard magnetic materials (e.g. Co, 
Ni, FeN, or FePd), could be efficiently applied as doping materials for the 
preparation of magnetic responsive polymer composites [34– 37].

4.3  STIMULI- RESPONSIVE POLYMERS FOR ACTIVE 
RHEOLOGY CONTROL (ARC)

4.3.1  Redox- responsive polymers for ARC

TEMPO radicals are known to possess high stability and fast electron 
transfer kinetics, enabling a fast response triggering effect [38]. Thus, novel 
concrete superplasticizers consisting of the redox- responsive nitroxide 
radical, TEMPO and methacrylic acid (MAA) have been prepared using 
the RAFT polymerization technique. Moreover, the incorporated bulky 
TEMPO radical is hypothesized to act as a pendant group, allowing syner-
gistic effects between the steric stabilization induced by the TEMPO pendant 
groups and electrostatic forces induced by the COO-  groups, allowing the 
desired features for a typical superplasticizer. While enhancing the cement 
fluidity before placement, the cement structural evolution after casting could 
be achieved by applying an external electric potential that induces the oxi-
dation of the TEMPO radical to the corresponding oxoammonium cation, 
TEMPO+ , altering the physical properties of cement pastes by inducing 
soluble- insoluble and adsorbed- desorbed polymer transitions. In this way, 
it is hypothesized that we can induce active stiffening control (ASC) for the 
cement paste or concrete during or after processing using external stimuli.

4.3.1.1  Synthesis of the redox- responsive superplasticizers

The direct radical polymerization of TEMPO- based monomers could not 
be achieved as it acts as a radical trap [39, 40]. For this reason, a random 
copolymer having MAA and 2,2,6,6- tetramethyl- 4- piperidyl methacrylate 
(TMPMA) comonomers was first prepared as a polymer precursor using 
RAFT polymerization (Figure 4.2). 1H- NMR analysis showed the successful 
copolymerization process and the formation of near- ideal random 
copolymers as observed from the kinetics plots of both MAA and TMPMA 
during the copolymerization process (Figure 4.3). The actual chemical com-
position was further evaluated by acid- base titration of pTMPMA and was 
found to be in good agreement with the theoretical composition.

The oxidation of the resulting poly(MAA- co- TMPMA) with H2O2 in the  
presence of Na2WO4.2H2O/ EDTA in methanol yielded the corresponding  
nitroxide polyradical, poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) (Figure 4.2). This oxidation  
method is more economical and environmentally friendly than using  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



142 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

m- chloroperoxybenzoic acid in an inert solvent such as Dichloromethane  
(DCM) or CHCl3 [41]. In this work, poly(MAA50- co- TMPMA50) has been  
employed in which the subscripts refer to the number of repeating units of  
MAA and TMPMA units. The further oxidation of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO)  
to the oxoammonium cation analog, poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ), could be  

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3   1H- NMR spectra of purified poly(MAA- co- TMPMA) in D2O (a) and first order 
kinetic plot for the synthesis of PCA by copolymerization of MAA and TMPMA; 
[MAA]:[TMPMA]:[CTA]: [AIBN] =  50:50:1:0.2, [M] =  1 M in EtOH/ H2O (80/ 20) 
at 70 oC (b).
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Figure 4.2   Schematic representation for the synthesis of redox- responsive 
poly(MAA- co- TEMPO).
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achieved by either chemical oxidation or electrochemical oxidation. The  
chemical oxidation of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) was performed using NaOCl  
as an oxidant in water.

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra were employed to cal-
culate the radical content in poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) copolymers and 
monitor further oxidation to poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ). Figure 4.4 shows 
the EPR spectra of poly(MAA- co- TMPMA), poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) 
and poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ). As can be observed, the signal intensity for 
poly(MAA- co- TMPMA) is absent due to the absence of radical species. On 
the other hand, poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) exhibited a hyperfine split spectrum 
at g =  2.005, which correlates with the oxygen- centred unpaired electron 
[42]. A sharp intense signal with mass normalized EPR intensity of 14.24 
was obtained, which correlates with the high radical content of poly(MAA- 
co- TEMPO). Moreover, the mass normalized EPR intensity reduced to 0.26 
after the chemical oxidation of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) to poly(MAA- co- 
TEMPO+ ), suggesting that almost 98% of the nitroxide radicals have been 
oxidized to the corresponding oxoammonium cations.

The redox behaviour of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) was also assessed 
by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in 0.1 M NaOH solution. As displayed in 
Figure 4.5, both anodic and cathodic peaks were observed at about 0.6V 
and 0.39V, respectively, versus Ag/ AgCl screen- printed electrode. The CV 
results confirm the reversible redox- switching of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) to 
poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ).

The suitability of the prepared copolymers as potential superplasticizers  
has been assessed by studying the flow characteristics with Portland  
cement (CEM I 52.5 N). The flow curves of the copolymers before and  
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Figure 4.4   EPR spectra of poly(MAA- co- TMPMA), poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) and poly(MAA- 
co- TEMPO+ ). (X- Band) with g= 2.005.
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after oxidation were investigated to assess the suitability of these redox  
copolymers as smart superplasticizers for active concrete rheology control.  
The Bingham model was used to determine the yield stress and plastic vis-
cosity (Figure 4.6). Reference cement paste, without added polymer, showed  
yield stress and plastic viscosity of about 35 Pa and 1.25 Pa.s, respectively.  
The addition of 0.1% and 0.3% poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) by weight of  
cement led to a lower yield stress and plastic viscosity that depended on  
the polymer concentration. The cement pastes with 0.1% poly(MAA- co-  
TEMPO) showed yield stress of 20 Pa and plastic viscosity of 0.87 Pa.s,  
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Figure 4.6   Flow curves of the copolymers before and after chemical oxidation (a) polymer 
conc.= 0.1% (bwoc), and (b) polymer conc.= 0.3% (bwoc) at W/ C= 0.35; 
pTEMPO =  poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) and pTEMPO+ = poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ).
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Figure 4.5   CV data of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) in 0.1 M NaOH solution (10 mg/ ml) at a 
scan rate of 50 mV/ s.
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indicating better fluidity of the cement pastes. Increasing the poly(MAA-  
co- TEMPO) content in the cement pastes to 0.3% bwoc sharply decreased  
both yield stress and plastic viscosity to 6.57 Pa and 0.37 Pa.s, respectively.  
The addition of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) resulted in higher yield stress and  
plastic viscosity than poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) at a low dosage. However,  
when the poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) dosage was 0.3% bwoc, a similar yield  
stress value as observed for poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) was obtained, but  
the plastic viscosity of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) containing pastes was  
almost twice the value for poly(MAA- co- TEMPO). The flow curves data  
suggest that poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) polymers could be used as potential  
superplasticizers, and their action could be controlled by poly(MAA- co-  
TEMPO)↔ poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) switchability.

Zeta potential measurements were also performed for cement suspensions  
with different concentrations of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) and poly(MAA- co-  
TEMPO+ ) to assess the stability of the cement suspensions containing these  
polymers and the effect of TEMPO oxidation on the charge characteristics.  
Cement particles usually show a very low zeta potential (i.e. close to 0 mV)  
as they tend to agglomerate instantly due to their electrostatic potentials  
[43]. Figure 4.7 shows that the addition of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO)  
increases the absolute zeta potential value of cement suspensions up to -  
18 mV and - 23 mV depending on the concentration of poly(MAA- co-  
TEMPO). On the other hand, the addition of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ )  
also increases the negative zeta potential in the range of – 10 mV to – 22  
mV. It is clear that both polymers get adsorbed on the cement particles;  
however, the adsorption capacity of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) is higher than  
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Figure 4.7   Zeta potential measurements of cement particles in the presence of poly(MAA- 
co- TEMPO) copolymers at different polymer concentrations (% bwoc) at W/ C= 
50; the average of five measurements was represented; pTEMPO =  poly(MAA- 
co- TEMPO) and pTEMPO+ = poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ).
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that for poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ), indicating that the dispersion ability of  
poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) is higher than that of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ).

Next, dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to assess the solubility 
of both poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) and poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) in cement 
pore solution (Figure 4.8). Poly (MAA- co- TEMPO) showed a polymer size 
of 5 nm while poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) had a size of 55 nm, indicating 
that poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) tends to aggregate in cement pore solution, 
confirming that the oxidation of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) could result in 
different physical properties of the copolymers. This finding agrees with 
the results of the flow curves where cement with poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) 
showed a higher fluidity than cement with the less soluble poly(MAA- co- 
TEMPO+ ).

The addition of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) to cement paste induced a slight 
retardation effect on the cement hydration (Figure 4.9), while poly(MAA- 
co- TEMPO+ ) showed a slightly lower retardation effect than poly(MAA- co- 
TEMPO) on the cement hydration process. Nonetheless, these retardation 
effects are both minor and are not expected to strongly influence the cement 
hydration process.

4.3.1.2  Redox switchability behaviour

Time- dependent rheometry was investigated to study the structural evolu-
tion of cement pastes containing poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) when triggered by 
an external electric field of 1V, using the setup shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.8   Dynamic light scattering measurements of pTEMPO; poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) 
and pTEMPO+ ; poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) at a polymer concentration of 5 mg/ ml 
in cement pore solution.
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Figure 4.11 displays the storage modulus (G’) curves related to the elastic  
portion of the viscoelastic cement pastes. The G’ value of reference cement  
paste, without added polymer, increased gradually over time and showed  
similar values under 0 V and 1 V triggers. This indicates that a low poten-
tial value (1 V) does not significantly influence the cement paste structure  
evolution. The addition of poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) (1% bwoc) resulted in  
lower G’ values in the first 150 s, indicating superplasticizing behaviour,  
after which a pronounced increase in the G’ was observed, leading to G’  

Figure 4.10   Experimental setup for the small- amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) test for 
cement pastes under the effect of an external electric field of 1 V.
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Figure 4.9   Time- dependent heat flow (a) and total heat (b) liberated by cement pastes  
(W/ C =  0.4) at a temperature of 20 oC in the presence of 0.1% bwoc of pTEMPO; 
poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) and pTEMPO+ ; poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) copolymers and 
compared to reference cement paste, as determined by isothermal calorimetry.
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values that were higher than those for blank cement pastes. On the other  
hand, cement pastes containing poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) in the presence of  
a 1V stimulus behaved similarly at the start of the test. However, after  
50 s, a sharp increase in the G’ was observed, which can be attributed  
to the cement pastes rearrangements, i.e. desorption and/ or aggregation  
of the formed poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) in response to the applied electric  
potential. The G’ sharply increased after about 6 min, and the G’  
reached about 50 MPa in 15 min compared to 20 MPa for cement pastes  
containing poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) without applied voltage and 10 MPa  
for blank cement pastes. This observed large effect after the application  
of 1 V confirms that the redox- responsive superplasticizers can be used to  
induce ASC.

Figure 4.12 displays the adsorption mechanism of poly(MAA- co- 
TEMPO) and poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) on cement surfaces. In Figure 4.12a, 
the polymer chains are extended and could be easily adsorbed to the cement 
particles via electrostatic attractions due to the presence of the COO-  groups. 
The steric hindrance effects of TEMPO pendant groups stabilize and dis-
perse the cement particles. On the other hand, the oxidation of the nitroxide 
polyradical leads to the formation of copolymers with both negative and 
positive charges on the polymer chain. These polymers have both anionic 
and cationic groups that could interact with each other through electrostatic 
attraction forces inducing polymer dehydration and aggregation [44] that 
lead to high structural build- up due to the fast dispersion loss of cement 
pastes (Figure 4.12b).
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Figure 4.11   Storage modulus of cement pastes containing 1% pTEMPO; poly(MAA- co- 
TEMPO) (bwoc) before and after applying an electric potential of 1 V as 
compared to blank cement paste at W/ C =  0.35. The percent standard devi-
ation of three measurements lies between 10.5% and 16%.
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4.3.2  Magneto- responsive polymer composites for ARC

4.3.2.1  Introduction

Magnetic responsive materials have potential breakthrough applications 
in many fields [34]. Magnetic materials have widely been exploited in a 
diverse range of applications, such as magneto- rheological fluids (MRFs) 
[45], catalysis [46] and biomedical applications [47, 48]. Magnetic materials 
exhibit an immediate response to an applied magnetic field [49]. Employing 
MNPs in the concrete industry as a magnetic responsive material has been 
extensively investigated by Jiao et al. [50] (see also Chapter 3). The com-
bination of magnetic and polymeric materials could produce composites 
with outstanding magneto- responsive features [34]. Magnetic responsive 
polymer composites are composed of MNPs dispersed in or functionalized 
with polymeric materials and can be triggered by external magnetic fields 
[51]. One example of materials whose properties, such as the mechan-
ical yield stress, can be tuned in response to external magnetic fields is 
MRFs [52]. The MRF instantly transforms from a liquid- like to a solid- 
like state upon applying external magnetic fields, providing active control 
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Figure 4.12   Schematic representation of the mode of action for (a) poly(MAA- co- TEMPO) 
shows an extended polymer chain adsorbed into cement particles, and 
(b) poly(MAA- co- TEMPO+ ) forms coils due to the intramolecular interactions 
between the positive and negative charges in the polymer chains causing dehy-
dration and aggregation. (For reasons of clarity, cement particles and polymers 
are not drawn at the same scale).
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over their rheological properties, such as increasing the shear yield stress 
[53]. However, magneto- responsive polymer composites have not yet been 
established as potential materials to actively control the rheological proper-
ties of cementitious materials.

In this work, Fe3O4 NPs have been functionalized with terpolymers 
containing dopamine side chains. Fe3O4 NPs of different sizes have been 
considered for this study. However, initial screening results showed that 
Fe3O4 NPs with a size of 100 nm are well- suited for this work due to their 
high saturation magnetization (Ms) and clear response that could be reflected 
from the response of cement pastes containing Fe3O4 NPs. Previous reports 
showed that the magnetic response of small Fe3O4 NPs is much weaker than 
the large ones [54, 55]. For this purpose, we prepared Fe3O4 NPs that were 
coated with dopamine- functionalized superplasticizing terpolymers as mag-
netic responsive materials to control the rheology of cementitious materials 
in the fresh state [56]. Dopamine ensures the interaction of the polymers 
with the Fe3O4 NPs while methacrylic acid is incorporated for adsorption 
onto cement particles, and PEGMA500 is utilized as a steric comonomer to 
induce steric stabilization and superplasticizing of the cement paste.

4.3.2.2  Synthesis of poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- co- DopMA) 
terpolymers

To have an efficient and stable assembly of nanoparticles in a polymer 
matrix, the polymer needs to have functional groups that bind strongly 
to the nanoparticle surface. In this regard, we introduced the bidentate 
ligand dopamine to bind iron oxide NPs into superplasticizing copolymers 
containing both MAA and PEGMA500 comonomers (Figure 4.13). These 
terpolymers are based on different hydrophilic monomers, employing 
anionic MAA, non- ionic PEGMA500 and ionizable dopamine HCl. The the-
oretical overall polymerization degree of the terpolymers was 100 but with 
varying comonomer ratios. The different synthesis conditions, compositions 
and the main features of different polymers are summarized in Table 4.1.

It has been reported that catechol groups show high activities in free  
radical scavenging, so they are often protected when monomers containing  
catechol groups (e.g. dopamine HCl) are used in radical polymerization.  
To limit the ability of catechol groups to donate hydrogen to scavenge  
free radicals during polymerization, the polymerization of unprotected  
DopaMA is usually performed in high polar aprotic solvents such as DMF,  
DMSO and acetonitrile, where the catechol groups are proposed to form  
non- covalent bonds (i.e. hydrogen bonds) with the solvents and thus limit  
the interaction of catechol groups with the propagating radicals [57, 58].  
Therefore, free radical polymerization (FRP) was employed in DMF to pre-
pare pDopaMA- functionalized terpolymers with MAA and PEGMA500,  
employing Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as the radical initiator, enabling  
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Figure 4.13   Schematic representation for the synthesis of MNPs- functionalized 
poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- co- DopaMA);pDopaMA.
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the successful preparation of terpolymers with different compositions,  
having a polymer dispersity (Ð) of 2.25– 2.56.

4.3.2.3  Preparation and magnetic properties of polymer- coated 
Fe3O4 NPs

Fe3O4 MNPs are utilized in this work to induce magnetic field responsive-
ness. The average nanoparticle size, as claimed by the provider, is 100  
nm; However, the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements  
revealed an average size of about 50 and broad size distribution (20 nm– 110  
nm), as shown in Figure 4.14. It is obvious that the nanoparticles tend to  
agglomerate, as observed from DLS analysis, where the z- average for the  
nanoparticles in both water and ethanol was over 700 nm. The preparation  
of Fe3O4 NPs functionalized with different dopamine- based terpolymers  
was achieved via a simple ligand exchange process in acetonitrile, in which  
the dopamine- based copolymers are grafted to the NPs (Figure 4.13). It  
has been reported that dopamine forms an initial structure coordinated to  
the surface of Fe3O4 NPs due to the improved orbital overlap of the five-  
membered ring and the reduced steric environment of the iron complex [59].  
A stable chelating complex at the surface of the nanoparticle is obtained  
due to the existence of undercoordinated sites at the nanoparticle surface  
[60]. Rajh and coworkers confirmed that the surface of unmodified metal  
oxides particles is composed of undercoordinated metal- binding sites that  
are removed when binding monocyclic enediol ligands such as dopamine to  
the particle surface, thereby restoring the undercoordinated metal binding  

Table 4.1   Conditions for pDopaMA synthesis and main structural details of the obtained 
poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- co- DopaMA) terpolymers

Entry Technique
MAA
(mol.%)

PEGMA500

(mol.%)
DopaMA
(mol.%)

Mn (SEC)a

(KDa) Đb

Sizec (nm)

In H2O
In pore 
solution

1
2
3
4

RAFT
FRP
RAFT
FRP

45
45
40
40

45
45
40
40

10
10
20
20

29.2*
33.8
35.7*
46.9

1.27
2.25
1.21
2.56

5.20
4.97
4.90
5.00

8.30
11.1
6.58
10.9

Notes:

a   Measured by size- exclusion chromatography (SEC) using PMMA standards in DMA.
b   Measured by SEC (Mw/ Mn).
c   Measured by dynamic light scattering in water and cement pore solution (5 mg/ ml).

*Values are shown after post- amidation.
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sites to the bulk- like lattice structure and causing a tight binding of dopa-
mine to iron oxides [60, 61].

The magnetic properties of the polymer- NPs composites were studied by 
the vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) measurement of field- dependent 
hysteresis loops (M- H) at a temperature of 300 K and applied field ranging 
from 0 to 10,000 Oe. The saturation magnetization (Ms), coercivity (Ce) 
and remanence (Mr) values calculated from the M– H curves for both bare 
and coated MNPs are presented in Table 4.2. In general, Fe3O4 NPs show 
either superparamagnetic (SPM) or ferrimagnetic (FM) behaviour [62]. For 
the material to exhibit SPM, the coercivity (Ce) and remanent magnetiza-
tion (Mr) values should be negligible. The ferrimagnetic materials exhibit a 
hysteresis loop when measuring the magnetization value (emu/ g) versus the 
applied magnetic field (Oe). Figure 4.15 presents the FM hysteresis loops of 
bare and pDopaMA- coated Fe3O4 NPs. It is worth noting that these NPs 
are not exhibiting an SPM behaviour due to the large size of the NPs (i.e. 
100 nm). As can be seen from Figure 4.15 and Table 4.2, the saturation 
magnetization (Ms) for bare Fe3O4 NPs is 77.05 emu/ g, which showed a 
slight increase after different polymer coatings on Fe3O4 NPs. On the other 
hand, the Ce and Mr values of bare Fe3O4 NPs were found to be about 
158.34 Oe and 14.71 emu/ g, respectively. After the coating of Fe3O4 NPs 
with pDopaMA, there was only a slight difference in both Ce and Mr, indi-
cating that the coating did not affect the magnetic properties of Fe3O4 NPs.

4.3.2.4  Effect of poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- co- DopaMA) on  
cement hydration

Isothermal calorimetry (ITC) can be used to study cement hydration kinetics  
at a constant temperature, whereby the heat flow release can be monitored over  
time [63]. The effect of the different poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- co- DopaMA)  

(a) (b)

Figure 4.14   TEM images of (a) bare Fe3O4 NPs and (b) polyDopmaMA- coated Fe3O4 NPs.

 

 

 

 

 

 



154 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

terpolymers on cement hydration is illustrated in Figure 4.16. As can be  
seen, the terpolymers induce significant retardation of the cement hydration  
process, compared to blank cement paste, with a dormant period of about  
3.5 to 4 h, as commonly observed for superplasticizers. More importantly,  
the effect of the different compositions on the cement hydration is similar,  
indicating that all prepared compositions have a similar effect on the cement  
hydration process.

4.3.2.5  Dispersing performance of poly(MAA- co-  
PEGMA500- co- DopaMA)

The fluidity of cement pastes containing different poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500-  
co-  DopaMA) terpolymers was assessed by mini- slump tests at a W/ C= 0.35,  

Table 4.2   The saturation magnetization (Ms), coercivity (Ce), and remanence (Mr) values 
as calculated from the M- H curves for both bare Fe3O4 NPs and pDopaMA- 
coated Fe3O4 NPs

Entry Ms (emu/ g) Mr (emu/ g) Ce (Oe) Mr/ Ms

Bare Fe3O4 NPs 77.05 14.72 158.34 0.191
pDopaMA10FRP- NPs 78 13.90 158.09 0.178
pDopaMA10RAFT- NPs 81.57 16.15 159.01 0.198
pDopaMA20FRP- NPs 81.16 14.67 162.24 0.181
pDopaMA20RAFT- NPs 79.68 15.07 161.43 0.189
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Figure 4.15   Hysteresis loops of bare Fe3O4 NPs and pDopaMA- coated Fe3O4 NPs.
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as displayed in Figure 4.17. The blank cement paste showed a 65– 70 mm  
spread diameter. Initial screening measurements showed that the terpolymers  
did not show a significant dispersing performance at low polymer concen-
tration (i.e. below 0.2 % by weight of cement). When increasing the  
polymer concentrations (i.e. 0.3% by weight of cement), the cement pastes  
showed high plasticity with spread diameters between 97 mm and 121 mm.  
Furthermore, when increasing the dopamine content in the polymers (i.e.  
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Figure 4.17   Effect of pDopaMA terpolymers on the dispersing performance of cement  
paste.
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Figure 4.16   Heat flow calorimetry of cement pastes containing poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- 
co- DopaMA) copolymers compared to blank cement paste; W/ C= 0.4 and 
polymer conc.= 0.1% (bwoc).
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20 mol.%), a slight increase in the spread diameter could be observed at the  
same dosage.

On the other hand, when further increasing the polymer concentrations 
from 0.3% (bwoc) to 0.5% (bwoc), the spread diameters of cement pastes 
increased significantly. Moreover, the cement pastes containing different 
pDopaMA polymers showed high slump retention over 60 minutes, 
confirming that the polymers could be used as concrete superplasticizers. It 
is worth mentioning that these polymers only exert good dispersing power 
at higher polymer dosage, which may be attributed to the lower COO–  ionic 
group content in the pDopaMA polymer (i.e. 40 mol.%–  45 mol.%), and 
thus a larger amount of terpolymer is required for adsorption and hence 
dispersion of cement particles.

In order to further illustrate the impact of poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- 
co- DopaMA) terpolymers on the dispersing performance in cement paste, 
the flow curves were measured by rheometry. As presented in Figure 4.18, 
the reference cement paste without added polymer showed yield stress and 
plastic viscosity of 89.5 Pa and 1.08 Pa.s, respectively. When adding 0.2% 
(bwoc) pDopaMa terpolymers, the yield stress and plastic viscosity decreased 
sharply, which indicates that these terpolymers can significantly plasticize 
cement paste. Further increasing the polymer concentration to 0.3% (bwoc) 
led to a further decrease in the yield stress and plastic viscosity, which is in 
agreement with the mini- slump results (not shown).

4.3.2.6  Evaluation of magneto- responsive rheological behaviour 
of cement paste

Different rheological parameters such as elastic or storage modulus (G’), 
viscous or loss modulus (G’’), and phase shift angle (δ) can be estimated by 
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Figure 4.18   Flow curves of cement paste with pDopaMA terpolymers at W/ C= 0.35.
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the amplitude sweep test, and these parameters provide relevant informa-
tion on the structural build- up during the cement hydration process [7, 64]. 
The small- amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) technique is a non- destructive 
method that could effectively monitor the changes in the structure of fresh 
cement pastes [65]. In this regard, the paste has to be deformed at low strain 
amplitude (i.e. within the linear viscoelastic region [LVR]) below the critical 
strain. This critical strain is defined as the cut- off point between the linear 
and non- linear domain of the strain- sweep [66]. In this work, the amplitude 
sweep tests have been used to monitor the rheological changes of cement 
pastes upon the addition of terpolymers, Fe3O4 NPs and terpolymer coated 
Fe3O4 NPs in response to the application of external magnetic fields. The 
ASC features of cement pastes could be assessed in this way.

4.3.2.7  Rheological properties of reference cement paste

The storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) curves of reference cement  
paste without added terpolymer were determined as a function of strain  
without any triggers (Figure 4.19) at a water to cement ratio (w/ c) of 0.45.  
It could be noticed that the cement paste showed a linear viscoelastic region  
(LVR), where G’ is independent of the strain amplitude when the strain is  
below 0.01%, indicating that the material is highly structured. However, at  
higher strains, both G’ and G” decrease with increasing strain amplitude,  
indicating that increasing the strain above the critical strain value disrupts  
the network structure of the cement paste [67]. It could also be observed that  
G” was smaller than G’ at the LVR, which indicates a solid- like response.  
However, when the strain goes beyond 0.01%, G” increases until it reaches  
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Figure 4.19   Storage and loss moduli as a function of strain for reference cement paste 
without added terpolymer at 2 Hz and W/ C=  0.45.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



158 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

a higher value than G’, indicating a change of the cement paste behaviour to  
a fluid- like response [64].

4.3.2.8  Magneto- rheological properties of reference 
cement paste

SAOS test results for reference cement paste under constant magnetic field 
strengths of 0 T and 0.75 T are depicted in Figure 4.20. The storage modulus 
of the reference cement pastes at 0 T exhibited a linear increase and reached 
500 kPa after 400 s. The increase in G’ value could be attributed to the 
structural build- up due to the flocculation of cement particles, cement thix-
otropy and early cement hydration [68]. When a magnetic field of 0.75 
T was applied, the G’ of the cement paste was similar to that without an 
applied magnetic field, indicating that the cement paste is not magneto- 
responsive. This behaviour was expected due to the absence of magnetic 
materials that could be triggered in response to the applied magnetic fields.

4.3.2.9  Magneto- rheological behaviour of cement paste with 
Fe3O4 NPs

The structural build- up evolution of cement pastes containing 3% Fe3O4  
NPs is presented in Figure 4.21. This cement paste showed a higher G’ than  
G”, confirming the domination of the solid- like behaviour throughout the  
entire test. The storage modulus follows a linear increase in time, while the  
loss modulus shows a gradual increase until 200 s, followed by a plateau.  
This behaviour indicates the formation of solid- like structures during the  
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Figure 4.20   Results of time sweep measurements of blank cement pastes at W/ C = 0.45; 
magnetic field strengths (B) of 0 T and 0.75 T have been applied.
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SAOS test at a 0 T magnetic field. Upon applying an external magnetic  
field of 0.75 T, the storage modulus sharply increased from very low values  
to about 1200 kPa within the first two minutes compared to 500 kPa for  
cement pastes without a magnetic field. The presence of magnetic NPs in  
the cement paste induces the formation of NP chains in the presence of  
magnetic fields, increasing the viscosity of cement pastes, and thus a faster  
structural build- up can occur [68]. Furthermore, the loss modulus of the  
cement paste under a magnetic field exhibits an initial bump, and then the  
loss modulus decreases until it reaches a steady state. This bump in the loss  
modulus could be attributed to the rearrangement of nanoparticles under  
the effect of external magnetic fields [69, 70].

The phase shift angle (δ) is another parameter that can be used to describe 
the viscoelastic behaviour of the material. It describes the ratio between the 
elastic (G”) and the viscous (G’) behaviour as in the following equation:

tan δ( ) =
G
G

"

'
 (4.2)

Figure 4.22 shows the progress of the phase shift angle (δ) over time for  
cement pastes containing 3% Fe3O4 NPs in the absence (a) and presence  
(b) of the magnetic field. For cement pastes containing 3% Fe3O4 NPs, the  
phase shift angle equals 55o (i.e. tan(δ)= 1.43), which means that the cement  
paste shows more viscous than elastic properties. It is also evident that the  
δ decreases gradually over time while increasing the storage modulus, and  
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Figure 4.21   Results of time sweep measurements of cement pastes containing Fe3O4 NPs 
at W/ C = 0.45; magnetic field strengths (B) of 0 T and 0.75 T have been applied.
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thus the paste changes its state from more viscous to more solid- like behav-
iour due to the structural build- up. On the other hand, under the influence  
of an external magnetic field (i.e. 0.75 T), the phase shift angle sharply  
decreases from 55o to below 5o in just 100 s, indicating a faster transition  
from viscous to elastic behaviour for the cement paste. This sharp transition  
is a result of rapid structural build- up due to the alignment of Fe3O4 NPs to  
the magnetic field applied.

4.3.2.10  Rheological properties of cement paste with 
poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- co- DopaMA)

It is essential to know the effect of free polymer addition on the structural  
build- up of the cement paste to be able to assess the contribution from  
other parameters such as the applied magnetic field and the NPs addition. 
Figure 4.23 shows the effect of terpolymer addition to the cement  
paste in the absence of an external magnetic field at two different polymer  
concentrations (i.e. 0.1% and 0.5% by weight of cement). The terpolymers  
prepared by RAFT polymerization show a similar SAOS behaviour regard-
less of the dopamine- HCl content in the terpolymers (Figure 4.23a). The  
polymers at low concentrations did not affect the viscoelastic properties of  
the cement paste compared to the reference cement paste. However, the  
addition of a larger amount of terpolymer (i.e. 0.5% bwoc) highly affected  
the viscoelastic properties of the cement paste. As shown in Figure 4.23b,  
the storage modulus (G’) has a sharp increase that starts directly at the start  
of the test and approaches 3.3 MPa in 400 s, compared to 0.5 MPa for the  
reference cement paste. On the other hand, the loss modulus (G”) increased  
gradually at the beginning and then decreased to a very low value until it  
reached a steady state. This phenomenon could be clearly observed by the  
change of the phase shift angle (δ) from 20o to almost 0o, which indicates  
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Figure 4.22   Results of time sweep measurements of cement pastes containing Fe3O4 NPs 
at W/ C = 0.45; magnetic field strengths (B) of 0 T and 0.75 T have been applied.
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the domination of elastic behaviour after the addition of high polymer  
concentration that contributes to fast structural build- up. This might be  
related to the fact that the terpolymers have many functional groups such  
as - OH, - COOH and - NH that can adhere to the cement particles through  
various active groups such as Al2O3, CaO, MgO and Fe2O3 on the cement  
surface [71, 72]. More importantly, the presence of dopamine structure in  
the terpolymers results in high adhesion capacity with cement particles so  
that the movement of polymers is constrained and the structural build- up  
is quickly achieved, perhaps even by bridging multiple cement particles.  
Similar general trends have been found for terpolymers prepared by FRP  
(data not shown here).

4.3.2.11  Magneto- rheological behaviour of cement paste 
containing pDopaMA coated Fe3O4 NPs

The prepared terpolymers can bind to the Fe3O4 NPs surface via the cat-
echol groups on the one hand and can bind to cement particles via the 
adsorption of the COO-  groups onto the positively charged cement particles 
on the other hand (Figure 4.24). This interconnection could form a sort of 
interconnected network structure, and thus the whole system could induce 
a response to the applied external magnetic fields, changing its rheological 
behaviour and build- up evolution.

As a final step, the magneto- rheological behaviour of cement paste in  
the presence of the terpolymer- coated NPs was studied. Figure 4.25 shows  
the structural build- up evolution of cement pastes containing terpolymers  
coated Fe3O4 NPs in response to external magnetic fields. Figure 4.25a and  
4.25b show the evolution of the storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”)  
and phase shift angle (δ) for cement pastes containing Fe3O4 NPs coated  

(a) (b)

Figure 4.23   Results of time sweep measurements of cement pastes containing free 
poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- co- DopaMA) terpolymer at a concentration of 
(a) 0.1% bwoc and (b) 0.5% bwoc at w/ c=  0.45; all DopaMA- based terpolymers 
show a similar trend.
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with terpolymers containing 10 mol% DopaMA in the absence and presence  
of external magnetic fields, respectively. As can be observed, in the absence  
of a magnetic field (Figure 4.25a), the G’ value increases linearly with time  
and reaches a value of about 1.2– 1.3 MPa after 400 s. In the meantime, the  
G” curve follows a negligible increase with time, demonstrating the domin-
ation of solid- like behaviour that could also be observed from the low phase  
angle value throughout the experiment. The evolution of G’, G” and δ for  
cement paste containing Fe3O4 NPs coated with terpolymers containing 10  
mol% DopaMA in response to an applied external magnetic field of 0.75  
T is exhibited in Figure 4.25b. At the beginning of the test, both G’ and G”  
increased rapidly in response to the external magnetic field and exhibited a  
sharp increase in G’, which correlates with the immediate response of the  
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Figure 4.25   Results of time sweep measurements of cement pastes containing Fe3O4 NPs 
coated with terpolymers containing 10 mol% DopaMA at W/ C = 0.45; mag-
netic field strengths (B) of 0 T and 0.75 T have been applied.

Figure 4.24   A schematic representation of the adsorption of poly(MAA- co- PEGMA500- co- 
DopaMA) to both Fe3O4 NPs and cement particles. The chemical structures 
and particles are not drawn to a scale.
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polymer composites to the external magnetic field. This increase in G’ and  
the bump in G” show that the particles rearrange themselves to be aligned  
with the applied magnetic field. G’ value reaches about 2.2 MPa. As such,  
the cement pastes show an obvious response when compared to the results  
without a magnetic field.

It is important to understand the effect of dopamine composition in the 
terpolymer on the structural build- up of cement pastes containing thereof. 
In this regard, another composition of the terpolymers containing 20 mol.% 
dopamine has been utilized to coat the Fe3O4 NPs. Figure 4.26 presents the 
evolution of G’ and G” of cement pastes containing 3% Fe3O4 NPs coated 
with terpolymers having 20 mol% DopaMA. The terpolymers with 20 
mol% DopaMA obtained by RAFT polymerization showed an immediate 
sharp increase in the G’ curves in response to the applied magnetic field. 
Moreover, very high G’ values of about 2 MPa and 2.3 MPa before and 
after applying the magnetic field have been obtained, respectively. Fe3O4 
NPs- coated pDopaMA20 showed a sharp increase in the G’ curves even 
without applying external magnetic fields. This phenomenon may result 
from the high dopamine content (i.e. 20 mol.%), where the terpolymers 
seem to show higher adhesion capacity, and thus higher G’ values could be 
obtained (higher structural build- up evolution).

4.4  SUMMARY

In this chapter, the concept of smart superplasticizers has been introduced. 
These novel polymeric materials can induce rheological changes on- demand 
in response to applied external stimuli. Two different stimuli were introduced 
as potential stimuli for active rheology control (ARS). The first example 
represents a redox- responsive superplasticizer that can be used as cement 
components or added to dry cement during the mixing process. These 
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Figure 4.26   Results of time sweep measurements of cement pastes containing Fe3O4 NPs- 
coated pDopaMA20 polymers at W/ C = 0.45; magnetic field strengths (B) of 0 
T and 0.75 T have been applied.
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copolymers showed excellent performance as superplasticizers with high 
initial dispersion, workability and workability retention. CV measurements 
have confirmed the redox responsive behaviour. Furthermore, SAOS 
measurements showed that these copolymers exhibit a distinct and clear 
response to the applied electric field (1V), indicated by the sharp increase 
in the G’ curves (structural build- up evolution) when compared to both 
reference cement paste and cement pastes containing copolymers without 
applying such electric field. This confirms the active control of rheo-
logical properties of cement pastes, especially ASC, in the presence of such 
copolymers in response to the applied external electric fields. Despite the 
interesting behaviour of these redox- responsive polymers on a small scale, 
the applicability of redox- responsive materials on a large scale may face 
challenges regarding the feasibility of the response behaviour, the implemen-
tation of screen- printed electrodes on a big scale, the associated cost and 
whether the cost– benefit ratio is worthy or not.

The concept of ASC was extended by employing magneto- responsive 
polymer composites that could immediately respond to applied external 
magnetic fields. Functionalization of Fe3O4 NPs with the prepared 
terpolymers allowed for rheology control of cement pastes containing 
this composite due to their immediate response to the applied external 
magnetic fields. When applying an external magnetic field, the polymer 
composites align in response to the applied magnetic field and chains, thus 
accelerating the structural build- up evolution and facilitating the ASC. The 
developed magnetic responsive polymers could be of great interest and 
offer an immediate response to control the rheological behaviour of cemen-
titious materials.
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5.1  THEORETICAL PUMPING CONCEPTS

As briefly introduced in Chapter 2, pumping of concrete or cementitious 
suspensions in general is an indispensable processing technique. In spite of 
numerous investigations on concrete pumping, the flow behaviour of con-
crete during pumping is not fully understood. Especially the character and 
formation of the so- called lubrication layer is not well understood, whether 
it concerns a distinct fluid layer or rather a gradual transition zone from 
pipe wall towards the central bulk. Nevertheless, depending on the type 
of cementitious suspension, three different pipe flow types can occur. For 
cement pastes a homogeneous flow, known as Poiseuille flow, occurs. For 
flowable or saturate concretes, lubrication or slippage flow manifests. 
Thirdly, for unsaturated ‘rather dry’ concretes, dry friction flow may occur. 
Irrespective of the flow type, the shear stress τ  in the pipe during pumping 
is governed by the universal shear stress law as a function of radius r  given 
in equation 5.1, which is derived from the longitudinal force equilibrium as 
illustrated in Figure 5.1 for a given pipe section with length L and radius R 
and which is driven by a pressure difference ∆p.
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 τ r
r p
L

( ) =
2

∆
 (5.1)

Before elaborating on the application of active rheology control (ARC) to 
pumping of smart cementitious suspensions, this section gives a brief over-
view of the theoretical background of the three different pipe flow types, i.e. 
Poiseuille flow, lubrication or slippage flow, and dry friction flow. Since a 
magneto- rheological cementitious paste suspension was used for the ARC 
pumping experiments, for which no significant lubrication or slippage 
occurred, the flow behaviour of the pumping experiment is governed by the 
first flow type, i.e. Poiseuille flow.

5.1.1  Poiseuille flow

The pipe flow problem was named after Poiseuille who conducted extensive 
research on the laminar flow of Newtonian fluids in cylinder tubes [1– 5]. 
Even though Hagen also independently derived the analytical solution for 
Newtonian pipe flows, Poiseuille’s research was more extensive, including 
experiments on water, ether, alcohol and blood. Even though the analytical 
solution was named after both Hagen and Poiseuille, the flow problem for 
non- Newtonian fluids is mostly referred to as Poiseuille flow. One of the 
main assumptions for Poiseuille flow is that the material is homogeneous. 
Based on the assumption that the flow is steady- state and one- dimensional, 
the velocity profile in the pipe can be derived after radial integration of shear 
rate γ . This is at least the case if the universal shear stress can be solved  
for the shear rate as a function of its rheological properties. Once a velocity 
profile can be obtained, a cylindrical surface integral should be solved to find 
the overall volumetric discharge or flow rate Q. Last but not least, the total 
required power during pumping can be found by the surface integration  
of the velocity and applied driving pressure, which is equal to the product of 
the discharge Q and the pressure difference itself ∆p (i.e. ∂ ∂ =W t Q p/ ∆ ). Of 

Figure 5.1   Poiseuille pipe flow configuration expresses a longitudinal force equilibrium 
between pressure loss ∆p and internal shear stress τ  as a function of pipe 
radius r, during a discharge Q. Source: after [6].
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course one still needs to take into account special losses, gravitational losses 
and pump efficiency for the totally required pumping power. As a matter of 
fact, based on the required power (either total or per unit length), one can 
determine the heat that is introduced in the system.

Poiseuille flow solutions can be used to quantify the pumping behav-
iour of cementitious paste suspensions. Even though paste suspensions 
can mostly be described by Bingham flow behaviour, they may exhibit 
more complicated flow behaviour, e.g. shear- thickening, thixotropy, etc. 
Nevertheless, a few Poiseuille flow solutions exist for non- Newtonian fluids, 
which are summarized in Table 5.1. The most important one is the solution 
for a Bingham fluid, which is known as the Buckingham– Reiner equation 
and is named after its developers [6– 9]. As a matter of fact, insights can be 
formulated from the non- dimensional expression of these Poiseuille flow 
solutions. For yield stress fluids, it is particularly useful to make use of the 
pressure number Pn given in equation 5.2 to do so.

 Pn
p R

L
w= =

τ
τ τ0 0 2

∆
 (5.2)

The pressure number is in fact the non- dimensional form of the shear stress 
at the pipe wall τw, cf. equation 5.1. As such, no flow can occur when the 
pressure number Pn is less than 1, since pipe flow can only onset when the 
shear stress at the pipe wall boundary exceeds the yield stress. Alternatively, 
one could make use of the Bingham number Bn, which is equal to twice 
the inverse pressure number. Expressing the Poiseuille flows as such reveals 
important dimensioned proportionalities which govern the pipe flow. 
A Poiseuille flow solution therefore typically consists of a geometrical factor 
containing π, a dimensioned proportionality (written between brackets in 
Table 5.1) and a remaining part describing the flow behaviour as a function 
of the pressure number. As such, the most important flow proportionality 
for Bingham flows is the Bingham shear rate proportion τ µ0 / . This also 
holds true for a thixotropic Bingham fluid in accordance with a model 
proposed by Roussel [10]. Moreover, it contains a critical shear rate below 
which no stable flow or solution can be attained. From the non- dimensional 
analysis of the expressions [6], one can derive that the critical shear rate γ c 
is equal to the geometrical average of the Bingham shear proportion and the 

thixotropic shear proportion ( γ
τ
µ αc T

= 0 1
).

Based on the non- dimensional expressions, one can interpret the signifi-
cance of a certain flow behaviour depending on the flow regime, as  
illustrated in Figure 5.2. For instance, when the pressure number is equal to  
2, it means that the yield stress equally contributes to the pressure loss as the  
viscous shearing effects. Another example is that self- compacting concrete  
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Table 5.1   Overview of solutions for Poiseuille flow and non- Newtonian extensions. 
Extensions for yield stress (τ0) fluids are denoted as a function of the non- 
dimensional pressure number Pn
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Notes:

With pressure number Pn
p R
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With modified Bingham parameters MBn
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(SCC) has a higher plastic viscosity than a traditional concrete. Thereby,  
during pumping at the same discharge Q, the non- dimensional discharge  
Q̂ for the SCC will be higher than for the traditional concrete, despite its  
lower yield stress. Hence, the required pumping pressure will be higher for  
the SCC compared to the traditional concrete. Of course, this under the  
assumption that the lubrication action is the same for both and the bulk of  
both concretes is sheared. If not, it is obvious that a higher SCC viscosity  
would dominate the lubricating flow. Many other insights can be formulated  
from these non- dimensional expressions. For further reading one can con-
sult the literature [6, 11].

5.1.2  Lubrication flow

The flow of concretes and mortars is, however, more complicated than 
Poiseuille flows. It comprises slippage or lubrication flow. Kaplan was the 
first pioneer to investigate the lubrication or slippage mechanisms of concrete 
pumping, and many others followed [12– 24]. Even though the flow is more 
complicated, Poiseuille flow can easily be extended to slippage or lubrica-
tion flow as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Indeed, instead of starting from a zero 
velocity at the slippage interface Ri or lubrication boundary Rb, the Poiseuille 
flow velocity contribution of the bulk simply starts from the slippage or 
lubrication velocity. Hence, one can simply combine the flow contributions 
of slippage or lubrication and of additional bulk Poiseuille flow.

Figure 5.2   Non- dimensional discharge diagram for a spectrum of material parameters of 
cementitious suspensions, based on Poiseuille flow extensions (i.e. Bingham, 
modified Bingham and simplified Roussel). Source: after [6, 11].
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However, one should bear in mind that lubrication or slippage flow  
comprises two different flow regimes. In the first flow regime only slippage  
occurs at the pipe wall interface or only the lubrication layer is sheared. In  
the second flow regime a flow contribution is added from shearing of the  
bulk concrete. Therefore, analytical Poiseuille flow solutions are still useful  
for lubrication or slippage flow types. However, one needs to adopt the  
expressions to account for slippage or lubrication action. In the literature,  
two expressions were derived in which the concrete bulk was considered  
as a Bingham fluid: the first one based on a slippage interface by Kaplan,  
the second one by consideration of a Bingham lubrication fluid of finite  
thickness [6, 25]. Respective slippage or lubrication flow solutions are  
summarized in Table 5.2.

Similar to Poiseuille flows of yield stress fluids, once again the pressure 
number Pn can be used to retrieve insights into the pumping behaviour 
depending on the occurring discharge Q. Furthermore, since the flow regime 
is twofold, either with or without bulk shearing, an additional pressure 
number can be defined. For slippage flow one can define a pipe wall inter-

face pressure number (Pn
p R

LLL
LL

=
∆

τ0 2
) with respect to the slippage interface 

yield stress τ0LL and viscous constant ηLL. In addition, for lubrication flow 

one can define a bulk pressure number (Pn
p R

Lb
b=

∆
τ0 2

) with respective yield 

stress τ0LL, plastic viscosity µLL and thickness eLL which governs the flow 
until the bulk radius Rb. Nevertheless, the (bulk) pressure number Pn (Pnb) 
is still important. When the pressure number is lower than 1, the bulk does 
not contribute to the flow, i.e. the first flow regime. Otherwise, the bulk 
contributes to the flow, i.e. the second flow regime. Further insights can be 
retrieved from these non- dimensional expressions for which literature can 
be consulted [6, 11].

Figure 5.3   Pipe flow configuration in case lubrication flow is present, driven by pressure 
loss ∆p and internal shear stress τ  as a function of the pipe radius r. Two fluid 
phases are considered contributing to a discharge Q, i.e. a lubrication layer 
(LL) and a bulk fluid. Source: originating from [6].
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5.1.3  Dry friction flow

A last flow type which may occur is dry friction flow. This typically occurs 
for unsaturated or ‘rather dry’ concretes. When insufficient cement paste is 
available in the mixture to lubricate suspended coarse and small aggregates, 
internal particle friction will govern the flow behaviour. The dominance of 
the inter- particle friction forces can be estimated by means of the Bagnold 
number [6, 26, 27]. A Bagnold number beyond 450 indicates rather dry 
granular flow behaviour [6, 26, 27]. As such, the flow behaviour will be of 
rather granular character and will no longer be independent of the applied 
pressure, e.g. by Coulomb friction behaviour. Since the third pipe flow 
behaviour also depends on the applied pressure, the longitudinal pressure 
loss evolves exponentially. Apart from thixotropically induced blocking, 
this is one of the main causes of blocking in pipelines. As a consequence, 
when pressure is applied to a granularly blocked concrete pipe water or 
cement paste will be squeezed out of the system. Hence, if granular blocking 
occurs, it is better to locally vibrate, rheologically activate or disassemble 
the pipe.

5.2  EXPERIMENTAL ARC PUMPING SETUP

To induce ARC during pumping, a specialized small- scale pumping circuit 
was designed, referred to as the small pumping system (SPS). The SPS was 

Table 5.2   Overview of lubrication flow solutions
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equipped with versatile monitoring devices for the purpose of gaining fun-
damental insights into pumping flow behaviour by acquisition of pumping 
data. Apart from monitoring, the SPS was also equipped with specially 
designed activation control units enabling active rheology control. The two 
following subsections therefore outline the used monitoring equipment and 
active control units.

5.2.1  Monitoring equipment

Several monitoring devices were installed and used to acquire pumping 
data, i.e. pressure sensors, a magnetic flow meter, a mass load cell, a tem-
perature sensor and an ultrasonic velocity profiler (UVP). All of the data 
were recorded by a data acquisition system.

Parallel to the electromagnetic flow meter, as illustrated in Figure 5.4, the 
load cell was used to calibrate the electromagnetic flow meter for different 
cementitious suspensions. Unlike the conventional use of an electromag-
netic flow meter of water, high differences in electric charges may exist for 
different cementitious mixture compositions. As such, an electromagnetic 
flow meter should be handled with care and be calibrated for each different 
mixture composition. Hence, a mass load cell was used to obtain the mass 
discharge m, which was converted into the volumetric flow rate Q by means 
of measuring the density ρ  of the suspension.

In addition, pressure sensors were inserted in special T- connectors (cf.  
Figure 5.4), each connecting different pipe sections. Philosophically, the  
sensing membrane of the pressure sensors should coincide with the virtually 
extended pipe wall, so that the pressure could be measured at the pipe  
wall itself. Practically, however, the sensing membrane was still slightly  

Figure 5.4   Illustration of equipped monitoring devices in the small pumping system (SPS). 
(Left) Electromagnetic flow meter. (Centre) Load cell from which a container 
was supported to measure the mass flow rate. (Right) Pressure sensor screwed 
in a T- connection of the pipeline. Source: originating from [28].
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embedded in the tubular column of the T- connector. Nevertheless, the static  
pressure can still be measured via a manometer tube principle in accordance  
with Bernouilli’s principle. In that way, pressure losses during pumping can  
be monitored at desired strategic locations. However, although the height of  
the tubular column in the T- connector is very small (in order of magnitude  
of a few millimetres), its filling with a cementitious suspension may slightly  
reduce the measured pressure. If reduced pressure measurement potentially  
occurs, this is due to stiffness of the T- connector filling and thereby partial  
load transfer to the T- connector walls instead of the sensing membrane of  
the pressure sensor. Hence, the pressure sensors should be inserted as close  
as possible to the virtually extended pipe walls.

Lastly, a state- of- the- art UVP was equipped as illustrated in Figure 5.5. At 
a given location in the pipe, the flow velocity can be measured based on the 
Doppler principle of sound wave reflections in the direction of the flow. On 
the one hand, the Doppler device angle should be sufficient to allow for the 
Doppler effect to take place. On the other hand, the inclination angle should 
be kept to a minimum not to have distorted measurement along an inclined 
radial plane. As such ultrasound wave impulse responses in the form of fre-
quency shifts and time delays can be used to reconstruct an entire velocity 
profile as a function of the pipe radius.

A schematic of the final SPS layout is depicted in Figure 5.6, whose prac-
tical outlook is illustrated in Figure 5.7. The numbers indicate respective  
locations of pressure sensors. Apart from the monitoring equipment, special  
active control units were designed and put in position between pressure  
sensors 2 and 3.

Figure 5.5   Illustration of equipped ultrasonic velocity profiler. (Left) Pipe section on which 
acoustic transducers are mounted under an inclined angle. (Right) Close- up 
of acoustic transducers by which ultrasound pulses travel from one sensor to 
another and back. Source: originating from [6].
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Figure 5.6   Schematic of the small pumping system (SPS) used for the magneto- rheology 
experiments. The pressure sensors are numbered at their corresponding loca-
tion. The flow meter is indicated by FM, the ultrasonic velocity profiler by UVP 
and the temperature sensor by T. (Top) Layout during pumping phase 1, without 
magnetic field. (Bottom) Layout during pumping phase 2, with magnetic field. 
Plain pipe section 2– 3 was replaced by a magnetic control unit consisting of 
static, permanent magnet pairs. Source: originating from [6].

Figure 5.7  Illustration of the SPS used for magneto- rheological pumping experiments. An 
auger pump is located at the bottom left, above which a container is supported 
from a load cell to measure the mass flow rate m. Source: originating from [6].
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5.2.2  Active control unit

To enable active rheology control applied to pumping, a special control 
unit was designed. A constant magnetic field perpendicular to the flow dir-
ection was established by use of permanent, static magnets. Alternatively, 
electromagnets could also be used to create a controllable magnetic field.

As illustrated in Figure 5.8, a special section was designed, which 
consisted of a transparent Plexiglas (polymethyl methacrylate) box in which 
permanent, static magnets could be fixed in pairs on opposite sides of the 
pipe section. Furthermore, it was designed in such a way that each sequence 
could individually be rotated around the axis of the pipe. In that way, the 
magnetic field could be alternated or rotated as cement paste longitudinally 
moves through the pipe. However, in current experiments the static magnets 
were identically positioned. Different configurations may be explored in 
future.

5.3  MAGNETO- RHEOLOGICAL ARC PUMPING 
EXPERIMENT

To investigate ARC applied to pumping, a pumping experiment was 
conducted in which a cementitious magneto- rheological paste was activated 
by the special magnetic control unit. The pumping experiment consisted of 
two phases. Firstly, the paste was pumped through the plain pumping cir-
cuit and, secondly, the same mixture was pumped through the same circuit 
after one section was replaced by a magnetic control unit. The magnetic 
control unit was a specially designed pipe section –  of identical geometry 
and material (i.e. stainless steel with a low magnetic permeability) –  on 
which permanent, static magnets were mounted. In that way, a rheological 
reference could be obtained from the first pumping phase, after which the 
pure magneto- rheological response could be obtained during the second 
pumping phase, i.e. the change in pressure loss of the replaced pipe section. 
Furthermore, to eliminate effects due to thixotropy, hydration and tempera-
ture, a pressure loss difference was computed between the section of interest 
(i.e. sections 2– 3 in Figure 5.6) and a plain, non- magnetic reference section 
(i.e. sections 3– 6 in Figure 5.6). Hence, the pure magneto- rheological 
response could be measured from the change in pressure loss section diffe-
rence (i.e. 2- 3_ 3- 6) as depicted in Figure 5.9, independent of thixotropy, 
hydration and temperature effects. It is imminent from that a significant 
change in pressure loss occurs due to magnetic activation in the magnetic 
section, compared to another section where no magnetic control unit was 
inserted.

Although the confidence interval due to sensor accuracy did not allow to  
distinguish a different response for a different flow rate Q, arguments exist  
to speculate on the response as a function of the flow rate Q. For instance,  
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(a) (b)

(c)

(e)

(d

Figure 5.8   Illustration of the custom designed magnetic control unit. (a) Permanent arc 
magnets with an upward facing magnetic north pole. (b) Permanent arc magnets 
with an upward facing magnetic south pole. (c– d) Illustration of magnetic 
placement box. (e) Full magnetic section, with in total nine repeating units, each 
with three magnet pairs corresponding to 0.169 T. Source: originating from [6].
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the change in pressure loss was measured for the same section and hence the  
same pressure sensors and the measured pressure loss was in the same order  
of magnitude. If one assumes that a similar error is made for the measure-
ment, one could speculate on the evolution as a function of the discharge Q.  
Doing so in Figure 5.10 it may be speculated that the magnetic response is  
higher for the lower discharge, after which it decreases for the intermediate  
discharge and slightly increases for the highest discharge. Nevertheless, fur-
ther experimentation over a broader and more refined range of discharges  
should verify this speculation, since the currently available results show no  
statistically significant influence due to the high uncertainty on the obtained  
results [6].

A visual inspection was also conducted as illustrated in Figure 5.11. After 
the circuit was carefully rinsed with water, magnetic structures, known as 
spikes, formed inside the pipe parallel to the magnetic field (vertical). After 
the pumping circuit was cleaned with sponge balls, residual magnetic spikes 
were still attached to the pipe walls. This is due to magnetic attraction forces 
caused by strong magnetic gradients in the vicinity of the walls where the 
static magnets were mounted.
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Figure 5.9   Change in pressure loss section difference before and after replacing section 
2– 3 with a magnetic control unit. The section difference between the section 
of interest (2– 3) and another plain section (3– 6) captures how the imposed 
magnetic field (B =  0.169 T) invoked an active response. Apart from the main 
section of interest (i.e. magnetic section 2– 3), also a reference section 3– 4 
was considered for verification only. The reliability is indicated by confidence 
interval bars. Source: originating from [6].
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In view of a numerical simulation of the magneto- rheological response  
through magnetic activation during pumping, a constitutive magneto-  
rheological ARC model has been developed. Further details are given in  
Chapter 8.

5.4  SUMMARY

In summary of applying ARC to pumping of cementitious suspensions, it 
can be concluded that active stiffening control could be successfully obtained 
for the pumping of a cementitious paste suspension. A significant response 
could be enabled and measured during pumping.

One should be aware, however, that the flow of cementitious suspensions 
can be more complicated than simple, homogeneous, Poiseuille flow. Indeed, 
mortars and concretes exhibit slippage or lubrication flow. Furthermore, 
if the cementitious suspension is too concentrated with aggregates, dry 
friction flow may occur with most likely granular blocking during pumping 
as a consequence.

Nevertheless, a custom pumping circuit was designed and used to investi-
gate the fundamental flow behaviour of ARC applied during pumping.  
To do so, a small- scale pumping circuit, referred to as SPS, was equipped  
with several monitoring sensors and devices. The recorded data allowed to  
thoroughly analyse the obtained material response during pumping. More  
importantly, a special activating control unit was designed which allowed  
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Figure 5.10   Statistically insignificant, speculated trend lines of change in pressure loss 
section difference before and after replacing section 2– 3 with a magnetic 
control section. The section difference between a section of interest (2– 3) 
and another plain section (3– 6) captures how the imposed magnetic field  
(B =  0.169 T) invoked an active response. The reliability is indicated by confi-
dence interval bars. Source: originating from [6].
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to impose actively controlled rheological response. More specifically, a spe-
cial pipe section was designed which consisted of a special box in which  
permanent, static magnets could be mounted. In that way, a static magnetic 
field could successfully be induced in a pipe section of interest, which  
allowed for active stiffening control.

Even though a single pumping experiment was conducted for a magneto- 
rheological cementitious paste suspension by use of a magnetic fly ash, it 
was sufficient to observe a significant response during pumping. Although 
the accuracy of the employed pressure sensors did not allow to distinguish 
a different response as a function of the pumping flow rate, it could be 

Figure 5.11   Visual inspections of the magnetic section 2– 3 illustrating internal magnetic 
structuration. (a– b) After the circuit was gently rinsed with water. (c– d) After 
cleaning sponge balls were pumped through. Source: originating from [6].
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speculated that a higher active stiffening response was observed for a lower 
discharge. Nonetheless, this should be verified by future, more versatile 
pumping experiments.

In future, active stiffening control during pumping has the potential to 
be applied to an activating pipe section in preparation to extrusion for 
3D printing, shotcreting or other applications which require an increased 
stiffness in general. Contrary to active stiffening, active control of a reduc-
tion in flowability is another path of research that should be investigated. As 
such, it could be tested in future whether the use of an alternating or rotating 
magnet configuration or the use of electromagnets could induce magnetic 
micro- vibration. Future experiments could explore whether it could facili-
tate flow during pumping, or other applications where more flowability 
is desired. Moreover, a wider scope of materials could be explored where 
ARC could be applied during pumping. Firstly, although cement pastes 
have direct applications, in future, ARC of pumping should be up- scaled 
to more complicated mortar or concrete flows with associated challenges. 
Secondly, other magnetic additives than fly ash could be used in future to 
enable magneto- rheological response (cf. Chapter 3). Future research on 
active control could also be conducted for other forms of external stimuli, 
e.g. electrochemical control as illustrated in Chapter 4.
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6.1  ARC: A SOLUTION TO FORMWORK LEAKAGE 
PROBLEMS

Formwork/ forms are the moulds into which fresh concrete is placed until 
it hardens. Formwork is used for the containment and structural support 
of fresh concrete. The forms are used to position, align, size, shape and 
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provide a good surface finish on the concrete element. Different structural 
elements such as beams, columns, walls, foundations and ceilings can be 
constructed using formwork. The use of self- compacting concrete (SCC) 
presents new possibilities for the creation of intricately shaped structures 
with good quality surfaces [1]. Formwork design and installation play an 
important role to accomplish this.

SCC in comparison to traditional concrete can be placed more easily 
due to its excellent flow properties. This opens the possibilities to increase 
the placement rate and speed up the construction process. Additionally, it 
eliminates the need for external vibration owing to its self- levelling nature, 
further increasing the casting rate [2, 3, 4]. On the downside, an increased 
rate of rise of the concrete within the forms generally translates into an 
increase in the pressure exerted on the forms [5, 2, 3, 4]. In fact, when SCC 
is pumped from the bottom of the formwork, this pressure can even exceed 
hydrostatic pressure. This is because the constant pump pressure keeps the 
concrete in motion, preventing it from exhibiting thixotropic behaviour  
[4, 6] which has widely been reported to be a dominant factor in redu-
cing formwork pressure [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . Due to this high pressure, the 
probability of excessive formwork deformation or failure also increases [6]. 
The high fluidity of SCC, coupled with increased formwork pressure and 
possible formwork deformation, provides the perfect recipe for excessive 
formwork leakage. As such close attention must be paid to the design of 
the formwork [2, 3]. The design and construction of the formwork must 
take into consideration not only the rigidity required to prevent formwork 
collapse, but also the tightness of the joints to avoid excessive leakages 
that could lead to honeycombing [5]. A study by University of Leuven and 
Belgian Building Research Institute [12] in collaboration with 18 indus-
trial partners was undertaken to support and enhance on- site application 
of SCC. In addition to the material cost of SCC and excessive formwork 
pressure, a major concern raised by the contractors was thus unsurpris-
ingly the formwork tightness requirements and the consequential need for 
supplementary sealing actions to prevent formwork leakage. Although sev-
eral research studies exploring the relationship between SCC and formwork 
pressure have been conducted, there is currently only limited information on 
formwork tightness requirements [12].

The transportation, placement, consolidation, and resulting formwork 
pressure are significantly affected by the rheological properties of the fresh 
concrete [13]. An appropriate match between the rheological properties and 
casting technique is essential to obtain the required quality and performance 
for the specific structure [14]. A fundamental understanding of the influence 
of rheological properties on the tightness of formwork is thus necessary to 
be able to develop formwork tightness criteria. Intuitively, it can be said 
that from the material perspective, formwork tightness can be improved by 
simply lowering the concrete fluidity. However, the material requirements 
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for lower formwork leakage, and those for pumping and good form filling 
are in contradiction. During pumping, the concrete must be flowable enough 
to avoid high pumping pressure and pipe blockages [15], as well as to facili-
tate good form filling. However, once the concrete is cast in the formwork, 
a higher flowability as already mentioned could result in increased form-
work pressure and excessive leakages of formworks. Lowering the concrete 
fluidity would also necessitate the use of external compaction methods to 
consolidate the concrete which could also give rise to formwork leakages. 
This dilemma cannot be solved using the current practices as we are cur-
rently limited to passively rely on the behaviour of the concrete. There are 
currently no active means of control that could influence the flow behaviour 
of the concrete once it is already mixed and flowing in the pumping pipes 
or formworks. Although external parameter such as the pumping pressure 
or vibration methods can be used to invoke an effect, we are still essentially 
unable to actively change the constitutive behaviour of the concrete and are 
limited to a pre- defined rheological response [16, 17].

The study of active stiffening control to reduce formwork leakage could 
greatly enhance the concrete casting procedure by contributing towards the 
design of performant leak- proof formwork systems with electro- magnetic 
activation equipment. This could push the casting process towards a more 
automated and well controllable process. To spearhead this innovative 
concept, we embarked on a fundamental study of pressure- driven flow 
of cementitious materials through a confinement to simulate tightness of 
formwork joints under pressure. A small laboratory- scale test set- up was 
developed to include active control mechanisms to determine the viability of 
the concept of ARC for formwork leakage. The theoretical concepts, experi-
mental methodology and findings are detailed in this chapter.

6.2  THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

6.2.1  Factors affecting formwork leakage

Three main factors influencing formwork leakage can be considered: the 
width of gaps between formwork joints, the physical properties of the 
material and the resulting pressure exerted onto the formwork.

Primarily, for leakage to occur there needs to be a pathway along which  
the cementitious material can flow through to exit the forms. This could be  
in the form of a crack, separation between formwork panels or insufficiently  
sealed tie hole. These pathways may be formed because of poor fabrication,  
damage during construction or insufficient tightening of the formwork. To  
prevent or minimize leakages, the contact surfaces of adjacent formwork  
panels must be as close as possible. However, in practice it is difficult to  
achieve formwork joints with perfect connections and thus different sealing  
methods are used in industry. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the thickness of  
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the gap between formwork panels affects the nature of flow through the  
gap, as well as the quantity and composition of the concrete leaking through  
the gaps [18].

Fluid flow through formwork joints can be worsened under the influ-
ence of high pressure. When formworks are improperly installed or are too 
flexible, displacement of the formwork panels can occur which would lead 
to leaks [19]. Provided concrete is in the plastic state, formwork pressure 
will exist. The vertical force generated by the self- weight of fresh concrete 
is transferred to the walls of the formwork and results in the compression 
of fresh concrete against the face of the forms [20]. To relieve the stress 
exerted, mortar may leak out through gaps which may be present at the 
concrete– formwork interface. For the pressure to begin to decrease, the 
material needs to build up an internal microstructure, be it due to chemical 
or physical phenomenon. During the early ages (plastic stage), the predom-
inant influences are physical and depend on the degree of internal friction. 
Only after the dormant period does the chemical effect become more evident 
[8, 9, 11]. It therefore follows, for a faster rate of pressure decay, a faster 
rate of structural buildup is required [21]. A rapid build- up in structure of 
the bulk concrete however may not be appropriate in all instances. Take, for 
example, placement by injection or pumping techniques. If stoppage during 
casting were to occur, a material that builds up its internal structure too 
quickly would possibly lead to pipe blockages. This could result in the abuse 
of equipment ultimate capacity in order to resume casting. Another example 
would be in the case of multi- layer casting. Increased thixotropy heightens 
concrete sensitivity to delays between successive lifts. Weak interfaces may 
be created which could cause losses of mechanical strength [22]. ARC 
could provide a solution by using a localized approach, without negatively 
impacting the bulk concrete, by initiating structural build- up specifically at 
the formwork joints.

Cement milk Mortar Mortar + fine aggregates

Figure 6.1   Leakage of concrete through formwork joints. Source: after [18].
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The ease with which the concrete flows through the formwork joints 
is dependent on rheological properties of the fluid. Mixtures with higher 
slump have been reported to exhibit more leakage, resulting in poor  
aesthetics [23]. Literature shows that fluidity of the concrete is influenced 
by the interstitial forces and distances between particles. Understanding 
the nature of the particle interactions is a step forward in determining 
what methods could be used to affect the flow between the formwork 
joints, especially if a localized approach is to be used to actively alter the  
rheological properties of the concrete in the vicinity of the joints. Fresh con-
crete, mortar or even cementitious pastes can be considered as a suspen-
sion, with rigid particles of various sizes suspended in the bulk fluid. Due 
to the heterogeneous nature of the material, different levels of fluidity can 
result in stable mixtures or the occurrence of segregation [24]. Studies on 
extrusion of cement- based materials show that such materials with high 
solid fractions behave as frictional plastic material and are thus highly sensi-
tive to fluid filtration during slow flow and high- pressure gradients. During 
the extrusion process, a high- pressure gradient is created due to friction, 
which then induces liquid or cement paste filtration through the granular 
matrix. Different scales of filtration can be observed due to the different 
scales of heterogeneity (e.g. liquid phase filtering through cement grains or 
cement paste filtering through sand/ aggregates) [25]. Rigid particles that are 
forced to flow from bulk region through a narrow constriction are known 
to exhibit different modes of flow depending on the material properties and 
boundary conditions. The particles may either flow steadily, intermittently 
or not at all. Blocking or clogging mechanisms of rigid particles in materials, 
such as suspensions and granular material, are primarily ruled by the ratio 
between the flow width (Dgap) and the particles size (dp). In fact, there tends 
to be a threshold Dgap/ dp ratio at which full flow transitions into intermit-
tent flow or blocking. At low Dgap/ dp, the particles are able to form stable 
arches across the constriction, thereby causing interruption of flow [26, 27, 
28, 29]. This was also found to be the case in mortar extrusions where 
aggregate blocking was mainly affected by the Dgap/ dp ratio [30]. By effect-
ively controlling this Dgap/ dp ratio using magnetically responsive additives, 
blocking could actively be induced to minimize formwork leakage.

6.2.2  Principles of ARC for formwork leakage control

Magnetorheological (MR) fluids form part of a set of fluids that are  
categorized as smart or actively controllable fluids. In the presence of an  
externally applied magnetic field, MR fluids can be transformed from a  
liquid into a semisolid [31, 32, 33, 34]. MR fluids are conventionally used  
in three principal modes of operation (Figure 6.2): valve mode (pressure-  
driven flow), direct shear mode and squeeze mode. The configuration in the  
valve mode best mimics that of formwork leakage, that is, pressure- driven  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

    

 



194 Active Rheology Control of Cementitious Materials

flow between two parallel plates (formwork panels). In the valve mode,  
a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the direction of fluid flow by  
placing two fixed magnetic poles on opposite sides of the flow channel.  
A controllable valve mechanism is created by varying the magnetic field,  
which in turn allows for the variation of the pressure threshold [35].

The externally applied magnetic field forces the suspended magnetic 
particles in the fluid to form chain- like structures or bunch together, thereby 
creating resistance to the free fluid motion [31, 36]. In the presence of the 
magnetic field, each of the particles becomes a dipole (north and south) 
and this tends to cause the formation of chains with neighbouring particles. 
The arrangement of the particle chains is dependent on the pattern of mag-
netic flux paths and, in response, the rheological behaviour depends on the 
strength of the magnetic field applied. The level of magnetic field required 
for rheological control is dependent on the formulation of the MR fluid, 
particularly the quality and quantity of the magnetizable particles. The yield 
stress capability of the fluid depends on the percentage and size of particles, 
as well as their magnetization characteristics. A higher percentage and larger 
sizes of these particles increase the yield stresses that can be achieved [32].

MR fluids are formulated using three basic components: a base fluid,  
magnetically polarizable particles suspended in the base fluid and stabilizing  
additives to overcome sedimentation of the particles [31, 32]. The resulting  
magneto- rheological behaviour is strongly dependent on the material  
selection. The selection of base fluid and magnetizable particles is in turn  
dependent on the specific application [31]. For the current application, the  
cementitious paste forms the base material. Magnetizable particles would  
then need to be added to the paste to make it magnetically responsive. Fly  
ash is composed of aluminosilicate, with ferric oxide and other metal oxides  
blended into its crystal lattice. This means that in the presence of a magnetic 
field, fly ash can be magnetized [37]. Fly ash can thus provide the  

Valve mode Direct shear mode Squeeze mode

Pressure Force
Speed

Flow 

Magnetic field direction Magnetic field direction Magnetic field direction 

Displacement Force

Plate 

Fluid

Figure 6.2   Basic operating modes for controllable fluid devices. Source: after [36].
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magnetically polarizable particles to form a magnetically responsive fluid  
as previously described in Chapter 3. Other available sources of magnetiz-
able particles include, but are not limited to, Fe3O4 iron particles, carbonyl  
iron particles, calcium aluminate cement or synthetic calcium aluminate  
aggregates.

Conventionally, MR fluids in the valve mode work by generating a field- 
dependent yield stress throughout the entire active volume of the fluid. 
The fluid behaves as a solid until the pressure supplied is sufficient to over-
come the yield stress, after which the entire body of fluid flows as a plug. 
Goncalves and Carlson reported of a different type of valve called the mag-
netic gradient pinch (MGP) valve [38]. The difference between the two types 
of valves lies in the design of the magnetic circuit. In the MGP valve, the 
application of the magnetic field leads to a change in the effective diameter 
of the MGP orifice. Instead of solidifying the entire volume of fluid, only 
the fluid near the walls of the valve is solidified through the application of 
a non- uniform magnetic field as shown in Figure 6.3. The magnetic field 
strength then controls the inward distance from the wall in which solidi-
fication of the fluid occurs, thereby controlling the flow diameter [38]. At 
a sufficiently high magnetic field, the flow diameter could thus be blocked, 
and the flow of the fluid prevented. The working principles of MR fluids 
were thus implemented in the laboratory- scale test set- up to test the viability 
of ARC for formwork leakage control. This is detailed in the next section.

6.3  DEVELOPMENT OF SET- UP FOR EXPERIMENTAL 
STUDY OF FORMWORK LEAKAGE

The concept of confined flow through small openings coupled with MR  
technology was used to develop a device to study the flow of cementitious  
materials (pastes and mortars) through a confinement to imitate leakage  

N

S

N

S

Pressure

Flow

Effective diameter

Figure 6.3   Illustration of magnetic gradient pinch (MGP) mode. Source: after [38].
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though formwork joints. Since there is a direct relationship between the  
formwork gap width, the maximum size of particles in the fluid and the  
resulting flow regime through this channel, the test set- up was designed  
to include changeable outflow widths. To simulate different formwork  
pressures, the formwork was designed as a pressurized cylinder, similar to  
a previously developed portable device for evaluating formwork pressure  
[39]. The newly developed test set- up consists of a vertical steel column of  
circular cross section, diameter 100 mm. The top plate of the test cylinder  
is connected to an air compressor that supplies a regulated amount of air  
pressure into the device. The bottom plate of the test cylinder consists of  
interchangeable plates with various slit sizes so studies on the effect of  
different flow areas and geometries can be done. Figure 6.4 shows a sche-
matic of the set- up, while Figure 6.5 shows a photograph. The test cylinder  
is filled with paste to a height of approximately 250 mm. A specified over-
head pressure is then applied for a few seconds to obtain a stable pressure  
value. The slit at the bottom of the cylinder is then opened, allowing the  
material to flow out. The mass of the outflow is captured using an electronic  
balance equipped with data acquisition software. A calibrated pressure  
sensor is placed at the top plate of the test cylinder to measure the overhead  
pressure applied to correlate it with the resulting flow rate. The overhead  
pressure can be varied to simulate different casting rates or heights, while  
the effect of varying rheological properties can be investigated by varying  
the mix design of the test fluid, keeping all other test variables constant. If  

83 mm

L

w

Hf ≈ 250 mm

A B A B

Pressurized air

Outflow

Bracing frame Pressure sensor

Figure 6.4   Experimental set- up for the study of leakage.
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desired, the rheological properties of the pastes can be modified by using  
workability boxes and a “vectorised rheograph” approach [40]. While this  
design concept may not be directly representative of the actual conditions  
in formwork, it was considered a sufficient base for a fundamental study to  
be conducted that could later be extrapolated to a more representative test  
operation.

To test the hypothesis of ARC for formwork leakage control, two different  
types of bottom plates were designed for each identical geometry: a refer-
ence plate in which no ARC was applied and a corresponding plate in  
which a magnetic field was generated across the flow channel to induce  
blocking. The magnetic field was applied by externally attaching two block  
magnets (dimensions 20 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm) on opposite ends of the out-
flow slit (see Figure 6.6). As observed from Figure 6.6, these static magnet  
blocks generate an external magnetic field approximately perpendicular to  
the flowing direction through the slit. To maintain the same geometry in the  
case of no magnetic field, two aluminium blocks (with the same dimensions  
as the magnets) were attached to the reference bottom plate of the same  
geometry. Prior to testing, the space between the magnets/ aluminium blocks  

Figure 6.5   A photograph showing the experiment set- up for the study of leakage (Courtesy 
C. Chibulu).
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was temporarily filled with a rubber filling to prevent the paste from prema-
turely forming chains before the bottom lid was opened. In doing so, the  
ability of the paste to form chains under pressure can be more accurately  
assessed and is in fact more representative to the actual case in formworks  
where the material would not be allowed to sit between the joints before  
flow is initiated.

The mass of the outflowing material was recorded as a function of time. 
Relative to the total mass initially present in the pressurized cylinder, the 
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Figure 6.7   Example of extrapolation of initial mass flow rate.

Bottom plate with magnets attached 

Magnetic field across flow width 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6.6   (a) Assembly of tests device and (b) schematic of bottom plate with magnets 
(Courtesy C. Chibulu).
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mass of accumulated out- flown material can be expressed as a percentage 
of mass loss (Mloss). The evolution of the percentage mass loss under various 
pressure levels could be plotted. The mass flow rate ṁ was determined 
during the initial stage, when the slope of the graph was approximately 
purely linear (see Figure 6.7).

6.4  LABORATORY STUDY ON ACTIVE STIFFENING 
CONTROL FOR FORMWORK LEAKAGE

The mixture proportions using fly ash as a responsive additive are shown in 
Table 6.1. The water content and the total volume of powder were kept con-
stant. Two pastes were selected to study the effect of fly ash content on the 
confined flow of paste under magnetic field. The pastes contained 40% fly 
ash by total volume of binder. The superplasticizer content was adjusted to 
attain slump values of 200 mm and 300 mmfor CF40L and CF40H pastes, 
respectively. The “L” in CF40L thus represents a low slump value, and the 
“H” in CF40 represents a high slump value.

Furthermore, eight pastes were prepared using Fe3O4 particles as respon-
sive additive. The mixture proportions are shown in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.8. 
The water content and the total volume of powder were kept constant. The 
superplasticizer content was then adjusted to attain slump flow diameters of 
approximately 130 mm, 240 mm and 300 mm for the reference pastes with 
low, medium and high slump flow, respectively. The medium slump pastes 
Ref- M, M1, M2 and M3 were used to study the effect of nanoparticle con-
centration on the magnetic response, while Ref- L, L3, Ref- M, M3, Ref- H 
and H3 pastes were used to study the effect of the paste rheology on the 
magnetic response for a constant nanoparticle concentration.

To study the effects of addition of ultra- fine aggregates to the magnetic 
response of the material and its consequent effects on the blockage of flow, 
five pastes containing 0%, 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% ultra- fine quartz aggre-
gate with D50 of 170 mm were also tested. The paste mixture proportions 
were kept constant and are as shown in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.9.

Mini- slump tests were performed immediately after mixing to make an ini-
tial flow characterization of the material. A truncated steel cone (mini- slump  

Table 6.1   Mixture proportions and rheological properties of fly ash pastes tested

Mix
No.

W/ P*
[- ] 

CEM
[vol. % binder]

FA
[vol. % 
binder]

SP
[wt. % 
cement]

Mini- slump
[mm]

Yield stress
[Pa]

Viscosity
[Pa·s]

CF40L 0.34 60 40 0.39 200 33 3.3
CF40H 0.34 60 40 0.72 300 2 1.8

Note: *   W/ P =  water to powder mass ratio.
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Table 6.2   Mixture proportions and rheological properties of Fe3O4 pastes tested

Mix. No
W/ C
ratio

SP
[wt.% cement]

MNP
[% paste mass]

Mini slump
[mm]

Yield stress
[Pa]

Viscosity
[Pa·s]

Ref- L 0.4 0.2 0 130 142 0.90
L3 0.4 0.2 3 120 199 1.21
Ref- M 0.4 0.4 0 238 81 0.43
M1 0.4 0.4 1 235 100 0.47
M2 0.4 0.4 2 235 132 0.60
M3 0.4 0.4 3 230 144 0.60
Ref- H 0.4 0.6 0 300 30 0.21
H3 0.4 0.6 3 285 33 0.45

Note: L, M and H means low, medium and high slump flow, respectively.

Paste

MNP

Ref-L/M/H M1 M2 L3/M3/H3

0% 1% 2% 3%

Figure 6.8   Mixture parameters for Fe304 pastes.

Table 6.3   Mixture proportions and rheological properties of Fe3O4 mortars

Mix. No W/ C

SP
[wt. % 
cement]

VMA
[wt. % 
cement]

Sand
[% total 
volume]

NP
[% total 
volume]

Mini slump
[mm]

M0 0.55 - 0.025 0 1 255
M1 0.55 0.05 0 10 1 255
M2 0.55 0.15 0 20 1 255
M3 0.55 0.4 0 30 1 255
M4 0.55 1.0 0 40 1 255
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cone) with dimensions 70 mm (upper diameter), 100 mm (bottom diameter)  
and 60 mm (height) was positioned on a flat steel plate. The cone was  
filled without any compaction, and the spread diameter was recorded as the  
average of two measurements taken in perpendicular directions.

The developed pressurized cylinder was used to mimic formwork leakage 
under pressure. The outflow geometry selected was a rectangular cross- 
section, with dimensions 2 mm × 20 mm, and height of approximately 
7 mm. The overhead pressure was varied between 10 and 50 kPa (0.1 and 
0.5 bar), and the magnetic field strength was approximately 0.65 T and 0 T 
for the case with and without ARC, respectively.

A rotational parallel plate rheometer (Anton Paar –  MCR 102) with 
20 mm disc diameter was used to perform the rheological measurements. 
A fixed gap of 1 mm between the top and bottom plates was used and the 
temperature was kept constant throughout testing at 20±0.5 °C. Flow curve 
tests as well as oscillatory time sweep tests have been performed, following 
the principles given in Chapter 2. Resulting values for yield stress and vis-
cosity are given in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3. A summary of the main findings 
of the laboratory study is given in the following sections.

6.5  REDUCTION IN FLOW RATE DUE TO 
MAGNETICALLY INDUCED BLOCKING

The percentage mass loss from the test cylinder is plotted as a function  
of time in Figure 6.10. Without magnetic field, the curves are generally  
linear with a plateau at the end, representing the end of the tests when no  
more material flows out. At the end of the test, the test cylinder was almost  
completely emptied, with only less than 10% of the material remaining in  

Sand

Paste

1% vol. MNP

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

M0 M10 M20 M30 M40

Sand volume

Figure 6.9   Mix parameters for Fe304 paste and mortar.
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the column. The remaining material corresponds to the dead zones at the  
bottom of the column where the material remains stationary [25, 41]. The  
linear evolution signifies a constant flow rate, irrespective of the height of  
fluid in the column. In contrast, when a magnetic field is applied, a consid-
erable reduction in both the flow rate and the percentage mass loss is  
observed, most significantly in the low- pressure range (10 kPa and 20 kPa).  
Under magnetic field, the curves show an initial linear region, followed by a  
continuing decrease in slope indicating a gradual reduction in flow rate until  
the test cylinder was emptied or complete blockage occurred.

This difference in flow behaviour with and without ARC can be attributed 
to the formation of chains or agglomerates of the magnetic particles. Like in 
an MR fluid, when a static magnetic field is applied across the flow width, 
some of the magnetic particles align along the magnetic field lines, thereby 
forming chains and agglomerates. These chains and agglomerates give the 
fluid an additional yield stress component that is dependent on the magnetic 
flux density [35]. In this case, however, there is an even larger effect because 
of the dynamic nature of the problem in which the number of magnetic 
particles reaching the constriction increases with time. As the fluid flows 
through the slit, the magnetizable particles are attracted by the magnetic 
field and can deposit on the walls of the slit. The deposition of particles 
creates a dense network, pinching the flow path closer and closer together 
(as shown in Figure 6.11) until in some case complete blockage occurs.
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Figure 6.10   Example of mass of outflow versus time graph with/ without magnetic field 
application –  H3 paste.
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Images of the flow patterns were captured and are shown in Figure 6.12  
for the CF40H paste. The images show a relatively uniform flow pattern  
throughout the duration of the test in the case of no ARC. Under magnetic  
field however, there is an obvious decrease in the stream width, indicating a  
gradual reduction in the volume of paste exiting the test cylinder. This cor-
responds to the formation and deposition of magnetic cluster, as was further  
validated by additional experiments reported in [40].

6.6  SIGNIFICANCE OF FLOW AREA TO PARTICLE SIZE 
RATIO (DGAP/ DP)

The Dgap/ dp ratio is one of the most important factors that dictates whether 
the resulting flow will be uninterrupted, partially, or completely blocked. 
This ratio can be adjusted by either changing the particle sizes suspended in 
the fluid or by altering the flow area. In this study, the ratio was adjusted by 
increasing the flow width from 1 mm to 2 mm. The results for the CF40H 
pastes are shown in Figure 6.13.

When the flow area is significantly smaller such that the Dgap/ dp ratio  
is below a critical threshold, blocking occurs even without magnetic field  

Figure 6.11   Deposition of magnetizable particles as visible after gently rinsing off the paste 
from the bottom plate (Courtesy C. Chibulu).
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application. When rigid particles flow through a constrained path, there  
is a convergence in flow towards the gap and many particles arrive at the  
outflow area simultaneously. Conversely, because of this constriction, the  
rate of particles exiting through the outflow can be lower than the rate of  
particles arriving at the outflow. This could then lead to an accumulation of  
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Figure 6.13   Effect of flow area on initial mass flow rate –  CF40H paste. Source: [39].

B = 0.65 T; P = 10 kPa; 2 mm gap width 

B = 0 T; P = 10 kPa; 2 mm gap width 

Figure 6.12   Flow patterns with/ without ARC –  2 mm gap, B=  0T, 0.65T, P =  10 kPa 
(Courtesy C. Chibulu).
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particles and the formation and growth of agglomerates that in time block  
the flow. The larger the particles in relation to the flow area, the easier it  
is for these agglomerates of particles to form and consequently block the  
flow [42]. This aggregate build- up is said to be rather complex to analytic-
ally or numerically describe due to changing conditions at the constriction  
with time. There is a continuous modification of the local geometry of the  
wall, the flow field and the nature of the interactions due to the presence of  
previously deposited particles [43]. Applying a magnetic field would in this  
case further boost formation of this dense agglomerate, driving the flow to  
block quicker.

When the Dgap/ dp ratio was significantly higher than the threshold, the 
pastes flowed continuously at all pressure values when no magnetic field 
was present. This resulted in almost complete emptying of the test cylinder. 
There is no agglomeration of particles at the outflow such as the case in the 
low Dgap/ dp case (Figure 6.14). When the ARC method was used, however, 
a reduction in flow rate and complete blockage of flow were observed at 
lower pressure values. The ARC method is hence most beneficial for cases in 
which the Dgap/ dp is above the critical threshold. The onus is on determining 
the range of this threshold value.

6.7  CORRELATION BETWEEN MR RESPONSE IN 
RHEOMETER AND PRESSURE- FLOW TEST

The relative change in viscosity (kµ) was calculated as the ratio of the  
viscosity obtained under 0.65 T magnetic field (µ0.65T) over the viscosity  
without magnetic field (µ0T). The relative change in storage modulus (kG’)  

Figure 6.14   Image of the bottom plate after the test with variation in flow area and without 
magnetic field (left) A1 –  agglomeration of particles leading to blocking; (right) 
A2 –  no agglomeration of particles at the slit resulting in full flow. Source: [39].
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was also determined as the ratio of the storage modulus at 300 s obtained  
under magnetic field G’0.65T(300s), over the storage modulus without mag-
netic field G’0T(300s). The resulting values are graphically summarized  
in Figure 6.15. For the reference pastes, kµ and kG’ are approximately 1,  
indicating that the viscosity and storage modulus remain constant in the  
presence of the magnetic field. However, with the incorporation of MNPs,  
kµ and kG’ increase significantly under magnetic field. For the same MNP  
addition (3%), the paste rheology shows a clear effect on the relative change  
in viscosity and storage modulus. The kµ and kG’ value become more signifi-
cant with decreasing stiffness. The highest relative change observed in H3 is  
due to the very low stiffness of the paste without magnetic field. This clearly  
illustrates that pastes with lower stiffness have a higher capacity of magnetic  
response under static conditions. Moreover, an increase in viscosity due to  
magnetic field is certainly beneficial for flow reduction.

The ARC method illustrated shows that a reduction in flow rate can  
be obtained under magnetic field in the pressure range of 10– 50 kPa.  
However, the most significant reductions in percentage mass loss were  
only observed at 10 kPa and 20 kPa. As such, only the 10– 20 kPa flow  
results were used to determine the relationship between the MR response  
and the pressure- driven flow. The kµ and kG’ value was used to relate the  
flow rate at 0 T (ṁ0T) with that at 0.65 T (ṁ0.65T). The experimental ṁ0.65T  
was correlated to an estimated value derived by dividing the experimental  
ṁ0T value by the magnetic response kµ or kG’. The results are plotted in  
Figure 6.16(a) and (b) for kµ and kG’ factors, respectively. The results show  
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that at low pressure values, the flow rate under magnetic field can be rea-
sonably estimated using the magnetic response factors. At 20 kPa however, 
the M1 and H3 pastes which have the lowest concentration of MNPs  
and highest flowability respectively, significantly deviate from the line of  
equality. On the one hand, the low amount of MNPs in the M1 paste could  
give an overestimation of the magnetic response in the rheometer in com-
parison to the actual conditions in the pressure- driven flow tests. This may  
suggest that the method of estimation may be less accurate for pastes with  
very low concentrations of MNPs. On the other hand, the high fluidity  
of the H3 pastes makes it more sensitive to increases in flow rate under  
increased pressure. The magnetic response in the rheometer could thus give  
an overestimation of the potential flow reduction since the negative effect  
of the low viscoelastic properties under pressure is not evident. The reverse  
argument could also explain why the flow rates in the L3 pastes are slightly  
overestimated at 10 kPa.

It is unsurprising that at higher pressure (20 kPa), and therefore higher 
fluid velocity, the estimated flow rate deviates from the line of equality 
since the kG’ factor is obtained in near- static conditions. In this case the 
kG’ factor overestimates the effectiveness of the magnetically induced flow 
reduction. It is thus hypothesized that the use of the kG’ factor in estimating 
the flow rate under magnetic field is limited to low pressure ranges, espe-
cially for highly flowable mixtures which are more sensitive to increases in 
pressure. Conversely, the kµ factor is obtained under shear and would thus 
perhaps explain the less pronounced deviation in estimated flow rate values 
in comparison to those from the kG’ factor. Nevertheless, as the pressure is 
increased, the shear rate in the pressure- driven tests presumably exceeds 
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the shear rates used in the flow curve protocol, specifically in the highly 
flowable mixtures which are more sensitive to increases in flow rate under 
pressure. It can therefore be theorized that to obtain a more accurate kµ 
factor at higher pressures, the shearing protocol in the flow curves should 
match the shearing conditions to avoid overestimation in flow reduction.

6.8  REDUCTION IN FILTRATION EFFECTS

The addition of ultrafine sand to the cementitious pastes showed that the 
volume concentration of fine aggregates influences the flow type as well as 
the potential for blocking (Figure 6.17). From 0% to 30% volume addition, 
the material behaves similar to paste and flows uniformly through the slit 
when no magnetic field is applied. However, at 40% volume concentration 
of fine sand, the flow behaviour changes, and filtration effects are observed. 
The fluid does not flow uniformly but instead only the liquid fraction is lost 
from the test cylinder. With increasing volume fraction of sand, the distance 
between sand particles decreases and their interactions increase. Due to the 
confinement at the outflow, as the particle interactions increase, the prob-
ability of blocking also increases which explains the filtration effect.

Without ARC, the 0% to 30% volume fraction had similar flow rates  
and flow behaviour. The material flows uniformly until the test cylinder is  
emptied. However, with 40% addition of fine sand, filtration effects were  
observed and only the liquid fractions were lost from the test cylinder. When  
the ARC method was applied to the 40% sand sample, the filtration effect  
was drastically reduced.
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6.9  INCREASING THE EFFICACY OF ARC FOR 
FORMWORK LEAKAGE CONTROL

6.9.1  Optimization of magnetic particle concentration

Firstly, the type and size of magnetic particles used influence the resulting 
magnetic response. Particles with a higher saturation magnetization would 
give a larger response to the applied magnetic field. Fe3O4 magnetic particles 
have a higher saturation magnetization than the fly ash powder since the fly 
ash does not contain 100% magnetizable particles. Therefore, the quantity 
of magnetizable particles to be used for a given set of conditions depends on 
the source of the particles.

Intuitively, increasing the number of magnetizable particles increases the  
magneto- rheological effect. This has already been illustrated by the relative  
change in viscosity and storage modulus detailed in section 6.7. in which  
the magnetic response was seen to increase with increasing amount of Fe3O4  
nanoparticles in the paste volume. Similarly, increasing the concentration  
of magnetizable particles increases the probability or degree of blocking in  
the pressure- flow tests. As the concentration of MNPs was increased from  
0% to 3%, the magnetic response of the cement pastes was visibly intensi-
fied (Figure 6.18). The reduction in flow rate was found to be proportional  
to the concentration of MNPs. The higher the concentration of MNPs, the  
greater the reduction in flow rate. Increasing the magnetizable particles  
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concentration increases the number of particles contributing towards the  
magnetic clustering or chain formation, resulting in the creation of larger  
sized clusters. In addition, the interaction between magnetic particles also  
increases due to the reduction in distance between particles, thereby enhan-
cing their magnetic effect [44]. However, using a large quantity of magnet-
izable particles may not always be necessary, as the quantity of required  
particles depends also on the expected magnitude of formwork pressure. In  
Figure 6.18, at 10 kPa, the flow rate of the M2 and M3 pastes was quite  
similar. The use of 2% MNPs provided sufficient magnetic response to over-
come the pressure- driven flow, meaning that increasing the amount of mag-
netizable particles to 3% may not be an efficient use of resources. However,  
as the pressure was increased, the M2 graph eventually diverged from the  
M3 graph and converged with the M1 graph signalling that the MNP con-
centration was insufficient to provide the same magnetically induced resist-
ance as the M3 paste. This illustrates that the pressure conditions will need  
to be considered when selecting the required MNP concentration to increase  
the efficacy of the ARC method for formwork leakage.

6.9.2  Adjustment of rheological properties of base fluid

In addition to the Dgap/ dp ratio, the rheological properties of the fluid also 
play an important role for successful ARC for formwork leakage. In gen-
eral, the stress exerted on the pastes must first exceed its yield stress for the 
material to flow. Once the yield stress is exceeded, the viscosity provides an 
additional resistance to flow [45]. In the situation of bottom- up pumping 
ofSCC, the concrete is constantly being sheared as the material fills the 
forms. The yield stress of the fluid is thus already exceeded, and the con-
tinuous shearing does not allow the material to experience the benefits of 
its thixotropic nature [46]. If gaps are present at the formwork interface 
during this form- filling phase, as far as rheological properties go, the ease 
with which the material will flow out will thus largely be influenced by the 
viscosity. For the same flow area, it is thus expected that increased viscosity 
and yield stress result in increased resistance to flow. This is clearly shown 
in Figure 6.19 which shows the differences in flow rate and the net mass loss 
due to decreased fluidity for the fly ash pastes and MNP pastes. The flow 
rate versus pressure curves of the low- slump flow pastes are shifted down-
wards from those of the higher- slump pastes, i.e. towards lower flow rates 
at all pressure levels. This is because the low- slump pastes require more 
stress to initiate flow than the higher- slump pastes which generally have a 
lower yield stress. Once that stress is exceeded, the low- slump pastes require 
higher stresses to maintain flow due to the increased resistance provided by 
their higher viscosity values.

Under static conditions, the resultant movement of the magnetizable  
particles due to the magnetic force is dependent on the fluidity of the  
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paste –  a stiffer paste provides a greater resistance to movement. Under the  
dynamic conditions of the pressure- driven flow test, the downward velocity  
of the magnetizable particles is also affected by the fluidity of the paste –   
keeping the pressure constant, a stiffer paste would flow at a lower velocity.  
Furthermore, the residual pressure after pressure losses due to viscous effects  
is higher for the high- slump pastes compared to the low- slump pastes. The  
velocity of the high- slump pastes thus tends to be higher. Although a more  
fluid paste would have a higher magnetic response, it would also have a  
higher fluid velocity which could prevent the magnetizable particles from  
forming magnetic clusters. The rheological properties of the fluid evidently  
have a conflicting effect on the outcome of the ARC method. The dominant  
force would thus dictate the magnitude of flow reduction observed. It is  
therefore imperative that the rheological properties of the fluid be carefully  
selected. In the practice, this could maybe allow for higher slump pastes  
to be used for the purpose of easier pumping, without worrying about the  
increased risk of formwork leakage. However, more studies need to be  
carried out to reach this conclusion.

6.9.3  Maximization of magnetic field strength

Another method to increase the effectiveness of the ARC method would  
simply be to increase the magnetic field strength across the flow width. This  
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was observed for flow tests which were carried out for the CF40H paste  
under magnetic fields of 0 T, 0.65 T and 0.8 T. The flow width was kept  
constant at 1 mm, and tests were carried at approximately 0.1 bar, 0.3 bar  
and 0.5 bar. Increasing the magnetic field strength increased the degree of  
blocking (Figure 6.20). By increasing the magnetic field strength from 0.65 T  
to 0.8 T (23% increase), the initial flow rate was decreased by 100%, 24%,  
16% at 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 bar, respectively. It should be noted however that  
due to the Dgap/ dp being sufficiently low to induce intrinsic blocking, and thus  
the net mass loss was already low even without magnetic field application.

A higher magnetic field strength implies a higher attraction force over a 
larger area around the magnet, as well as stronger interaction between mag-
netic particles [47, 48], thereby increasing the density of the agglomerates 
formed. Although higher magnetic field strength in principle increases the 
magnetic response, there should exist a threshold level at which no fur-
ther benefits of increasing the magnetic field are observable. This is because 
the magnetic particles possess a saturation level of magnetization beyond 
which an external magnetic field cannot increase the magnetization of the 
particles any further [49]. In magnetic separation applications, a high mag-
netic field does not automatically imply better results and it is advised to 
determine an optimum value. The filtration of magnetic particles was found 
to increase with increasing magnetic field strength up to a threshold point 
beyond which the filtration efficiency remained constant [48]. In the context 
of ARC for formwork leakage control, further studies need to be conducted 
to inform on how to select the optimum magnetic field strength for a given 
set of conditions.
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6.9.4  Challenging effects of formwork pressure

The amount of pressure applied has a predominant effect on the likelihood 
of the ARC method, leading to complete blockage of flow. This is because 
the pressure exerted on the fluid opposes the formation and deposition of 
the magnetic clusters at the slit. Clogging of rigid particles flowing in a 
constricted channel is said to be dependent on the balance between struc-
turation and fragmentation mechanisms which in turn are caused by the 
particle- fluid and inter- particle interactions. These two mechanisms occur 
simultaneously but a dominance of structuration could lead to clogging 
[50]. Application of the magnetic field works in favour of structuration. 
Clustering of magnetizable particles acts as an initiator for the formation of 
larger agglomerates which eventually block the flow. A higher pressure thus 
of course relates to a greater negative influence on the formation of these 
clusters. As such, the ARC method was found to be the most effective at 
lower pressure values (10– 20 kPa), with decreasing success as the pressure 
was increased to 50 kPa. At low pressures, complete blockage of flow was 
observed, with minimal amounts of material loss. However, with increasing 
pressure, the ARC method resulted in the reduction in flow rate but was 
insufficient to prevent material loss.In the case of the fly ash pastes (CF40H), 
the effect of flow width was studied using two different bottom plates with 
flow widths of 1 mm and 2 mm, and magnetic field strength of 0 T or 0.65 
T. In the case of the 2 mm gap width, increasing the pressure led to the 
convergence of the 0.65 T and 0 T flow rate curves. This indicates that 
beyond the flow converging point Xcp, the ARC method has no effect on the 
flow rate. On the other hand, for the pastes containing MNPs, although the 
reduction in flow rate also decreased with increasing pressure, there was no 
flow converging point Xcp under the same flow conditions as the CF40H 
paste (Figure 6.21).

The fly ash had a lower saturation magnetization (1.74 emu/ g) in com-
parison to the MNPs (77.56 emu/ g), which explains the lower ARC poten-
tial. It can thus be hypothesized that the flow convergence point, which 
arises from the negative effects of pressure, is characteristic to the set of 
variables selected. The current results suggest that the converging point is 
dependent on the initial geometric conditions, i.e. the flow width (or gener-
ally Dgap/ dp), the concentration of magnetizable particles, as well as the mag-
netic field strength applied. Lower concentration of magnetizable particles 
as well as lower magnetic field strength could shift the converging point to 
lower pressure values.

During the form- filling process, formwork pressure gradually increases  
from 0 kPa to the maximum value as the height of the fluid increases. If  
blocking is magnetically induced during this initial form- filling stage when  
the pressure is still sufficiently low (i.e. when the pressure is still below the  
Xcp value), and the blockage is able to withstand the increasing pressure,  
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this could be beneficial for formwork leakage. Despite the existence of this  
threshold point for the CF40H paste, once the magnetic cluster was formed  
at 10 kPa, a stepwise increase in the pressure showed that the cluster was  
able to withstand pressures of up to 100 kPa, as illustrated in Figure 6.22.  
This is a promising result, but further studies are required to test the resist-
ance of the magnetic cluster to shear.

6.10  FURTHER RESEARCH AND OUTLOOK

In this study, the leakage of cementitious material was only investigated 
through a rectangular cross- section. In reality, the gaps at the formwork 
interface could be of irregular geometry. This simplification, however, 
does not hinder the interpretation of the results that could be obtained. 
Assuming a regular flow path simplifies the characterization of the flow 
area and resulting flow behaviour. Furthermore, due to the restriction of 
the current design of the bottom plate (space constraints plus the use of 
static magnets), the number of flow widths that could be used without chan-
ging the magnetic field strength resulted in only two magnetic field strengths 
being assessed. To determine the optimal magnetic field strength required 
for a given set of parameters, further studies considering different magnetic 
field strength and flow widths are required.
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During the pressure- flow test, only the overhead pressure applied was  
measured; however, for future adaptations of the test cylinder, it would be  
advantageous to include a pressure measurement close to the outflow. This  
would provide useful information for estimating the pressure drop across  
the height of the cylinder, as well as give more accurate input for the estima-
tion of shear rates at the outflow. A good estimation of the shear rates could  
inform the range of parameters for the rheometer experiments.

The study also only involved a limited number of selected mixtures and 
flow geometries. As is the nature of experimental investigations, it is not 
always practical or possible to encompass an exhaustive range of parameters. 
To increase the number of possible configurations and outcomes, future 
studies could thus benefit from the inclusion of numerical methods.

The outflow is located at the bottom of the test cylinder, implying pre-
dominantly normal stress being applied to the magnetic clusters formed. To 
investigate the effects of shearing on the formation and stability of the mag-
netic clusters, a vertical slit should be considered in future studies.

Preliminary studies were conducted on mortar samples in which the effect 
of aggregate inclusion on the MR response was investigated. The initial 
results indicate a reduction in filtration and consequently, improvement in 
the aesthetics when the ARC method was used. However, further studies on 
mortar and concrete are still necessary. This should include durability tests 
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to check the effects of the ARC method on the pore structure and suscepti-
bility of the finished surface to the ingress of harmful substances.

For practical or large- scale applications, several challenges can already 
be envisioned, such as the cost and logistics of using the said method. The 
potential added cost of the magnetic additives as well as design, instal-
lation and training of personnel to execute the method are all potential 
challenges for the implementation of ARC for formwork leakage control. 
Nevertheless, there already exist formwork systems based on magnetic 
clamping systems, giving promise to the practicality of introducing ARC 
for this application.

6.11  SUMMARY

Tightness of formwork joints under high formwork pressure is one of the 
concerning issues raised by contractors with regard to casting SCC. This 
cannot easily be addressed by simply designing less fluid concrete mixtures 
as this contradicts with the rheological requirements for concrete pumping 
and good form filling. There are currently no active methods of control-
ling the material properties during casting which can be used to combat 
formwork leakage of SCC under pressure. There is thus a need for research 
to bridge these gaps in knowledge to transform and optimize the current 
practices.

This chapter introduces a magnetic field- based active stiffening con-
trol methodology that could be beneficial for reducing formwork leakage 
during casting. As a demonstration of formwork leakage, pressure- driven 
flow through a narrow slit was investigated on magnetizable pastes 
containing fly ash, Fe3O4 nanoparticles and aluminate aggregate as respon-
sive additives. The active stiffening control was incorporated by applying 
an external magnetic field at the outflow. The mass of the outflowing 
material was continuously recorded, and the flow rate and final net mass 
loss evaluated. Experimental results showed a reduction in flow rate after 
applying the external magnetic field due to the agglomeration of mag-
netizable particles at the outflow region. Some key parameters have been 
illustrated, including the ratio Dgap/ dp, type and concentration of magnet-
izable particles, viscosity, and yield stress of the fluid, pressure level and 
magnetic field strength.

In view of ARC based on magnetic field application, it is concluded that 
tailoring cementitious pastes to include magnetizable particles is a means 
to minimize or actively control confined flow of cementitious pastes. The 
presented methodology shows promising results for the larger initiative 
which is ultimately to actively control formwork leakage. The novel con-
cept however requires further verification on mortar-  or concrete- scale tests 
using a more representative test set- up.
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7.1  GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Three- dimensional (3D) concrete printing is an innovative construction pro-
cess for fabricating concrete components employing additive manufacturing 
(AM) technique. The potential benefits of 3D concrete printing include 
abandoning traditional formwork construction, printing on demand, 
reducing material wastage, using multi- materials according to strength 
requirements, etc. The set- up of 3D concrete printing generally consists of 
robot controller, mixer, pump, connecting hose, printer head and nozzle 
[1]. 3D concrete printing usually includes two steps. The first step is to pre-
pare a mixture with appropriate rheological behaviour for pumping and 
extruding. The concrete mixture is then conveyed using a pump towards a 
printer head. Through the nozzle at the end of the printer head, the concrete 
can leave the printer and then deposit on the print surface layer by layer.

3D printing of concrete needs to meet the contradicting requirements 
regarding pumpability, extrudability and buildability [2, 3]. On the one 
hand, the material needs to flow easily to be pumped towards the printing 
unit and to be extruded through the nozzle. On the other hand, after the 
printed material reaches its final position in the printed layers, the yield 
stress of the mixture should be high enough to maintain its shape under 
its own weight and the load from upper layers [4– 6]. This indicates that 
3D printable concrete should have fast evolution of yield strength with 
time to transform from a pumpable mix to a highly yield strength mix in 
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a very short period. Generally, there are two approaches to achieve this 
target, i.e. the addition of additives during the initial mixing of concrete and 
buildability enhancement at the print head by an intervention. However, 
there are some limitations of the former approach. For example, despite 
the fact that the rapid increase in the yield strength is beneficial to the 
buildability, such increase will possibly restrict the continuous pumping of 
fresh concrete [7]. Some other limitations such as different cycle time and 
the impact of process parameters are also often reported [8, 9]. On the other 
hand, interventions at the print head to rapidly increase the buildability do 
not affect the pumpability of the concrete mix as the rheological properties 
remain unchanged before extrusion. It is an effective solution to overcome 
the challenge of the opposing flowability requirements during pumping, 
extruding and building.

Buildability enhancement by an intervention is also defined as active  
rheology control or control on- demand of 3D printable concrete. The  
intervention applied in a print head includes physical vibration [10], mag-
netic field [4, 11, 12], ultrasonic [13], chemical [14, 15] and microwave  
heating [16], as summarized by Muthukrishnan et al. [7]. A schematic  
diagram summarizing the methods to achieve the active rheology control  
of 3D printable concrete is presented in Figure 7.1. Magneto- rheology  
control, by means of pre- adding responsive additives (such as chemical  
admixture [17] or magnetic particles [18, 19]) and applying a magnetic  

Active rheology control

Strength of concrete after extrusion

Physical means

(Vibration)

Reduction in yield strength Increment in yield strength

Using magneto-rheological fluids Using ultrasonic waves

Thermal means Using chemicals

Set-on-demand

Figure 7.1   Summary of methods to achieve the active rheology control of 3D printable 
concrete. Source: after [7].
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field signal, is a potential approach to meet the contradicting requirements  
of concrete properties in different casting processes. It is one of the prom-
ising methods of reaching active rheology control of 3D printable cemen-
titious materials.

This chapter presents the application of magneto- rheology control in 
extrusion- based 3D concrete printing. The theoretical foundations relating 
to the magneto- rheology control of 3D printable concrete are illustrated. 
A rheological measurement attempt simulating the extrusion- based 3D 
printing processes is presented. Future work and perspectives of magneto- 
rheology control of 3D printable cementitious materials are also discussed.

7.2  THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

As stated in Chapter 3, for cementitious paste containing magnetic particles, 
applying an external magnetic field improves the early liquid- like behav-
iour due to the micro- agitation effect of the movement of magnetic particles 
[19], and enhances the solid- like properties after longer magnetization time 
because of the formation of magnetic clusters [20]. The rheological response 
depends on the viscoelasticity of paste medium, physical properties of mag-
netic particles and magnetic field type [21, 22]. After removing the external 
magnetic field, the magnetic clusters are disintegrated reversibly but some 
residual magnetic clusters possibly exist in the cementitious suspensions due 
to the viscoelastic properties of the suspension.

More specifically, a typical structural evolution of cementitious paste  
with the change of magnetic field from high value to zero, described by  
the development of storage modulus, is presented in Figure 7.2. It can be  
seen that the storage modulus exhibited a sudden decrease when the mag-
netic field changed from high to low strength value. This decrease indicates  
that the sudden decreasing magnetic field results in higher liquid- like prop-
erties. On the one side, the magnetic forces on the nano- Fe3O4 particles  
decrease with the decrease of magnetic field strength, resulting in the disin-
tegration of parts of column- like structures. On the other side, the Brownian  
motion and electrostatic forces between solid particles gradually increase,  
and thus a reduction in storage modulus was observed. Comparing with  
the cementitious paste under constant magnetic fields, the slope of storage  
modulus with time was slightly higher compared to the cementitious paste  
after experiencing the decrease of magnetic field from high to lower value.  
For example, the storage modulus when the magnetic field decreased from  
0.25 T to 0 T (i.e. t= 600 s) was almost similar to that under constant mag-
netic field of 0 T. However, the difference in the storage modulus between  
these two modes (black and green lines) was about 150 kPa at 900 s. This  
phenomenon can be explained by the magnetic properties of nano- Fe3O4  
particles. After the magnetic field is removed, there exist residual chain- like  
structures and clusters formed under external magnetic field. As a result, the  
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interactions between solid particles are enhanced. Thus, a higher increase  
rate of storage modulus was obtained for the cementitious paste after  
experiencing the changing magnetic field from high to zero. This provides  
a potential approach of applying magneto- rheology control in 3D concrete  
printing.

It should be mentioned here that the residual magnetic clusters only exist 
in cementitious paste at resting state, while applying an additional shear 
stress might destroy the magnetic clusters completely. Indeed, a typical evo-
lution of apparent viscosity of a limestone powder suspension under step- 
decreased magnetic field at constant shear of 10 s- 1 is shown in Figure 7.3. It 
can be seen that the apparent viscosity exhibits a sudden decrease with the 
step- decrease of the magnetic field, followed by a gradual reduction behav-
iour to a new equilibrium. When the magnetic field decreases from 0.5 T 
to 0 T, the apparent viscosity reduces to the same level as that obtained 
without magnetic field.

7.3  EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION WITH 
RHEOMETER TESTS

This section examines the potential application of magneto- rheology con-
trol in extrusion- based 3D concrete printing by rheological experiments on  
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Figure 7.2   Structural evolution of cementitious paste (w/ c= 0.4, MNPs= 5%) under step- 
decreased magnetic fields. Source: after [23].
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cementitious paste with nano- Fe3O4 particles. The rheological test for exam-
ining the structural evolution of cementitious paste is performed by using  
a parallel plate rotational rheometer (MCR 102, Anton Paar) equipped  
with a magneto- rheological device (MRD). The diameter of the plate is  
20 mm, and the gap between the parallel plates is fixed at 1 mm. The rheo-
logical protocol simulating 3D concrete printing is presented in Figure 7.4.  
Extrusion- based 3D concrete printing process includes mixing, pumping  
and extruding. From the viewpoint of rheological measurements, a pre-  
shearing with a shear rate of 100 s- 1 for 30 s is used to simulate the mixing  
process. The pumping and extruding processes are simulated by a constant  
shearing with a relatively low shear rate of 20 s- 1 for 60 s. The structuration  
of the paste after extrusion is described by the structural build- up obtained  
from oscillatory time sweep test, where the shear strain and frequency were  
fixed at 0.005% (within the linear viscoelastic region) and 2 Hz, respect-
ively. For the normal 3D printing simulation, no magnetic field is applied.  
For the magneto- controlled 3D printing, a pulsed magnetic field (PMF) is  
applied towards the end of the shearing, lasting for 1 s or 5 s. The removal  
of the PMF occurs simultaneously with the termination of the shearing. The  
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Figure 7.3   Evolution of apparent viscosity of limestone powder suspension (W/ LP= 0.4, 
MNPs= 3%) under step- decreased magnetic field, at constant shear rate of  
10 s- 1. Source: after [24].
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subsequent evolution of storage modulus, regarded as a post- effect of the  
applied magnetic field, is evaluated. During the rheological test, the tem-
perature was maintained at 20±0.5 °C, and the data was recorded every  
second.

Figure 7.5 presents a typical evolution of shear stress and storage modulus 
of cementitious paste with w/ c of 0.4 and MNPs (100 nm) of 3%. For the 
situation without the PMF, the storage modulus increases linearly from ~50 
kPa after terminating the shearing. This indicates the gradual increase of 
the internal structuration of the paste. If a PMF for 1 s (1s- PMF) is applied 
towards the end of shearing, the shear stress immediately jumps to a high 
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Figure 7.5   Typical evolution of shear stress and storage modulus of cementitious paste  
(w/ c= 0.35, MNPs (100 nm) =  3%). Source: after [12].
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value. When the shearing terminates and the PMF is removed, the micro-
structure starts to build up at a relatively higher initial strength. Indeed, the 
storage modulus shows a significant increase within the first ten seconds 
with an initial value higher than 100 kPa. With elapsing resting time, the 
storage modulus gradually increases with a higher growth rate than the 
case without applied PMF. The results indicate that the application of a 
PMF during extrusion in 3D printing will possibly lead to a higher evo-
lution of structuration of cementitious paste with magnetic particles. The 
results in [12] also show that the faster structural build- up after extrusion 
is independent of the duration of the PMF, within the range considered  
(1 s or 5 s).

The results are explained by the distribution of magnetic nanoparticles.  
It is postulated that the nanoparticles are randomly distributed in the voids  
between cement particles during shearing, as shown in Figure 7.6 (a). When  
applying a magnetic field, the nanoparticles agglomerate to chains/ clusters  
in a very short time [19, 20, 25], as depicted in Figure 7.6 (b). Furthermore,  
the flowing paste tends to facilitate the formation of magnetic chains/  
clusters [24]. This exerts a resistance to the shear flow, resulting in a jump  
increase in the shear stress. Note that the possible negative influence of  
the jumped shear stress to extrudability could be neglected due to the very  
short magnetic field. After removal of the magnetic field, the formed mag-
netic clusters are disassembled, while some residual chains/ clusters remain  
in the suspension, as presented in Figure 7.6 (c), due to the intrinsic proper-
ties of the nanoparticles (i.e., high remanent magnetization (14.81 Am2/ kg)  
of the nanoparticles with 100 nm [21]). The presence of the residual  
clusters, on the one side, results in an initial microstructural strength of  
the cementitious paste, and thus a relatively high initial storage modulus is  
observed. On the other side, the residual clusters enhance the interactions  
between solid particles, improving the structural evolution of the cementi-
tious paste.

Figure 7.6   Schematic diagram of illustrating nanoparticles distribution (a) before; (b) apply 
and (c) remove the pulsed magnetic field. Blue cycles represent the cement 
particles, and dark dots indicate the nano- Fe3O4 particles.
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We also attempted to validate the proposed hypothesis by examining the  
PMF- induced structural build- up of cementitious pastes containing two  
different types of nano- Fe3O4 particles with the same saturation magnetiza-
tion but different remanent magnetization and particle size, as shown in  
Figure 7.7. We can see that the two mixtures have almost similar evolutions  
of storage modulus without the PMF. This is consistent with our previous  
findings [21], which show that changing the particle size of nano- Fe3O4  
has negligible influence on the structural evolution without magnetic field.  
According to the proposed hypothesis, the increase in shear stress for the  
two mixtures should be similar in the magnitude while applying a PMF  
due to the same saturation magnetization. After removing the PMF, less  
residual magnetic clusters should exist in the MNP2- paste compared to  
the MNP1- paste because of the relatively lower remanent magnetization of  
MNP2 than MNP1. Therefore, MNP1- paste should exhibit faster structural  
build- up than that of MNP2- paste in the subsequent resting period. It can  
be observed from Figure 7.7 that all the experimental results are consistent  
with the expectations.
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Figure 7.7   Effect of nano- Fe3O4 type on the magneto- induced structural build- up of 
cementitious paste (w/ c= 0.45, 3% nano- Fe3O4, MNP1 and MNP2 have particle 
size and remanent magnetization of 100 nm and 14.82 Am2/ kg, and 200 nm and 
10.23 Am2/ kg, respectively). Source: after [12].
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Overall, applying a PMF during extrusion process seems a potential 
method to actively improve the stiffness of cementitious materials after 
extrusion due to the intrinsic properties (i.e. high remanent magnetization) 
of magnetic particles.

7.4  PRINT HEAD DESIGN AND OUTLOOK

Compared to other intervention signals, improving the buildability by using 
magnetic particles and applying magnetic field is a relatively new area, and 
only few studies have been published in this area. The magnetic print- head 
design is still in infancy, and there are no published works reporting the 
development. Chen et al. [26] proposed a conceptual design of a print head 
consisting of an electromagnet, as presented in Figure 7.8. In this set- up, a 
safe direct current (DC) current with voltage of 12– 36 V and frequency of  
0– 999 Hz can be generated from a 220V/ 50Hz current through a transformer 
and a pulse generator. The maximum strength of the electromagnetic field at 
voltage of 36 V can carry 300 kg of load against gravity. Theoretically, this 
set- up can be used to enhance the mobility of the 3D printing material by 
destroying any flos using vibration of magnetic particles, and increase the 
thixotropic structural build- up of the materials. To the author’s best know-
ledge, however, no other publications were reported on this new technique. 
Besides, the electromagnetic heating effect is not taken into account in this 
device, and a cooling system is necessary to counteract the generated heat.

For the future perspectives, the magnetic print head used in real 3D con-
crete printing should be designed by using either an electric coil or a per-
manent magnet. For the electromagnet, the magnetic field strength can be  
controlled by the input of the current of the coil, and meanwhile, a cooling  
system should be installed to eliminate the additional heat generation. With  
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Figure 7.8   Conceptual magnetically print head design. 1. Storage hopper, 2. Pipe with non- 
magnetic field shielding material, 3. Magnetic field generator, 4. Conductor, 5. DC 
power supply with high- voltage pulses and adjustable amplitude, and 6. Nozzle. 
Source: after [26].
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regard to the permanent magnet approach, the magnetic field strength can  
be adjusted by varying the distance between two magnets. In both cases, the  
field strength should be strong enough to penetrate uniformly throughout  
the extruder to obtain a homogeneous magnetic field. The magneto- rheology  
control of 3D printable concrete contributes to a smarter material in addi-
tive manufacturing, where the physical and/ or chemical properties can be  
changed by the application of the stimulus. This adds one extra dimension  
to 3D concrete printing, leading to the development of four- dimensional  
(4D) printing [27].

7.5  SUMMARY

Applying interventions at the print head to rapidly increase the buildability 
does not affect the pumpability of the concrete mix before extrusion. 
Magneto- rheology control, by means of pre- adding responsive additives 
and applying a magnetic field signal, is a promising method of active 
rheology control of 3D printable cementitious materials. This chapter 
describes the theoretical foundations of magneto- rheology control in 3D 
concrete printing, and a conceptual examination is presented by rheological 
experiments. It is found that cementitious paste with nano- Fe3O4 particles 
shows higher structural build- up after removing the PMF which is applied 
before the time sweep test. This is correlated to possible residual magnetic 
clusters formed under magnetic field because of the presence of the rem-
anent magnetization characteristic of the nanoparticles. These findings clear 
the path to actively improve the buildability of cementitious materials for 
3D printing by introducing a short- pulsed magnetic field during extrusion. 
Further research regarding the magnetic print head or nozzle design for the 
magneto- rheology control of 3D concrete printing is prospected.
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8.1  CONSTITUTIVE ARC BEHAVIOUR

Two forms of active rheology control (ARC) were depicted in Chapter 3 
and Chapter 4. The first one is ARC by addition of responsive minerals 
and the second one is by addition of responsive polymers. ARC by addition 
of responsive minerals in the form of magneto- rheological (MR) behav-
iour is used to highlight the capability of using numerical simulations for 
ARC. Although a constitutive behaviour model was derived based on the 
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philosophy to capture a MR response of cementitious suspensions as a par-
ticular form of ARC, its context may be extended to a broader range of 
ARC exhibited in other forms such as those elucidated in Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4.

Particular to MR fluids, a magnetic response is fundamentally understood 
as the formation of magnetic spikes, clusters, networks or structures in gen-
eral (cf. Chapter 3). Since thixotropy is generally understood as the forma-
tion of an internal structure [1], magneto- rheology could be considered as 
the actively controllable extension of passive, natural thixotropy. Similar to 
thixotropy, the kinetic process of an internal structure λ may be described 
by a structural build- up term driven by magnetization and a structural 
break- down term by demolition of magnetic clusters under shear action.

Nevertheless, the concept of describing the temporal evolution of an 
internal structure may be interpreted in a wider context of ARC. As such, 
ARC may generally be captured by the temporal evolution of a control 
state λ, whose control process may be described by structural build- up 
and break- down. The concept may be irrespective of whether a responsive 
polymer is added to the mixture or whether a responsive mineral is added. 
Moreover, it is irrespective of whether the active control would be enabled 
by an external magnetic field as a trigger or whether an external electrical 
field would be used as a trigger. Hence, whether it is a magnetic, chemical or 
physicochemical process that enables ARC, its behaviour description may 
be captured by the concept of a kinetic temporal evolution of an internal 
structural control state λ, whose development and demolition are described 
by structural build- up and break- down.

To do so, a kinetic equation can be used to express the temporal evolu-
tion of an internal control state parameter λ, which is actively controlled by 
a structural build- up term (Rbu) and a structural break- down term (Rbd). To 
link the control state to the rheological response, the control state parameter 
λ can be attributed to rheological properties, e.g. by a relative contribution 
χ to the yield stress τ0 of the cementitious suspensions. As a result, the rhe-
ology is actively controlled by an internal control state parameter, which can 
be described by equation 8.1.
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In that manner, ARC can be time- dependently described by a control state 
parameter equal to 1, 0 or somewhere in between, whose response can be 
instantaneous (i.e. Rbu or Rbd equal to infinity), or more of transient char-
acter (i.e. finite values for Rbu or Rbd). In case of an instantaneous response, 
the control state is either in ‘on- state’ or ‘off- state’ (λ = 1 or λ = 0), which 
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would result in an immediate, constant in-  or decrement in yield stress. This 
can, for instance, be the case for MR or ferro- fluids. However, since cemen-
titious suspensions as MR carrier fluid exhibit viscous or yielding behaviour, 
the response takes a finite time before full activation is established.

Since the context of this chapter relates to ARC established in the form 
of magneto- responsive behaviour, a constitutive MR behaviour model was 
further elaborated as such. In particular, it was developed for an MR fluid 
that was established by exploiting the magnetization capabilities of fly ash. 
A magnetic fly ash was introduced in a cementitious paste suspension as 
carrier fluid. In that way, a cementitious MR suspension was examined 
for its fundamental behaviour description in view of ARC. Based on the 
understanding of an MR response in Chapter 3 and previous works on MR 
fluids in the literature [2– 28], a constitutive MR behaviour model as a par-
ticular form of ARC was elaborated.

Doing so, the first subsection elucidates a developed constitutive MR 
behaviour model. The second subsection elaborates upon developed rheo-
logical ARC quantification methodologies for the constitutive MR model.

8.1.1  Constitutive magneto- rheological behaviour

Since the literature attributes MR behaviour to an increased yield stress 
contribution in Bingham fluids [2– 28], this approach is imposed. Due to 
the viscous and yielding character of cementitious suspensions as the MR 
carrier fluid, and as observed from rheological experiments (cf. Chapter 3 
[13,15– 20]), the MR response of cementitious suspensions exhibits time- 
dependent behaviour [1]. Therefore, a constitutive model based on equation 
8.1 is proposed for the kinetic temporal evolution of an internal magnetic 
structure λ with as little parameters as possible, in a similar fashion as thix-
otropy models were proposed by Moore, Carleton et al. or by Houska [1, 
29– 34]. Especially because cementitious suspensions are generally perceived 
as Bingham fluids, the magnetic response state λ  is attributed to the yield 
stress τ0 of a Bingham fluid, in a similar fashion as done by Carleton et al. 
[30]. Hence, a constitutive magneto- structuration model for cementitious 
MR fluids is proposed in equation 8.2.
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The following parameters are attributed to equation 8.2. The temporal evo-
lution of the internal magnetic structure λ  is described by a structural build- 
up term and a structural break- down term. The rate of structural build- up 
Rbu (s−1) is described by a magnetic growth rate δM (s−1) and scaled by a 
magnetization function fM in proportion to the magnetic field of saturation 


Hsat with a growth power d. The rate of structural break- down Rbd (s−1) 
is described by a break- down due to shear action and a potential break- 
down due to micro- vibration induced by magnetic oscillations. Hence, 
similar to the model proposed by Roussel [35], a de- flocculation rate α is 
attributed and scaled proportionally with the shear rate γ , with a power 
index a. Potentially induced micro- vibrations by magnetic oscillations may 
be described by a magnetic vibration disturbance rate β, which could pro-
portionally be scaled by the temporal magnetic variation ∂ ∂



B t/  with a 
power index b. Lastly, the magnetic response is incorporated into a rela-
tive yield stress scaling. A relative magnetic response χ is defined, which is 
scaled by the internal magnetic structure λ. The relative magnetic response 
is determined at a certain magnetic field near saturation (



Hsat) for a certain 
concentration φ. To simplify the complexity of the magnetic response as a 
function of the magnetic field 



H itself, the intermediate magnetization at 
magnetic fields 



Hlower than the saturated magnetization is scaled by a mag-
netization function fM, with a response power index c. Beyond the saturated 

magnetization (
 

H Hsat≥ ) it is assumed that no further increase in response 

occurs, i.e. fM ≤ 1. Alternatively, one could also express the magnetization 
scaling as a function of the corresponding magnetic field flux density 



B (in 
T), instead of the magnetic field intensity 



H (in kA m/ ). Nevertheless, both 
concepts are interchangeable.

It can be assumed that the MR response properties vary as a function (fM)  
of the applied magnetic field 



H in proportion to the material’s magnetiza-
tion. This assumption is based on the fact that the magnetization of the 
MR cement paste is the driving force behind the overall MR response. To 
simplify the material’s magnetization (cf. Chapter 3), it could be linearized 
between a zero magnetic field and a magnetic field of saturation 



Hsat, after 
which no further response is expected. Therefore, the magnetization scaling 
function can be simplified to f H HM sat= ≤

 

/ 1. This (pseudo- plastic) linear-
ization of the magnetization response is illustrated in Figure 8.1. Although 
a more accurate scaling than a linear (pseudo- plastic) approximation could 
be provided to mimic the material’s magnetization response for fields below 
saturation, it could not be further verified and it is out of the scope of the 
proposed constitutive model.

Further simplifications can be done for the proposed model. For  
instance, it is known from the literature that the magnetic force between  
magnetic particles is proportional to the square of their magnetization  
[2– 28]. The magnetic increase in yield stress τ0 could be described by the  
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frictional force among magnetized particles. Hence, power indices c and  
d  could be simplified to 2. Magnetic micro- vibrations were not explored  
in the numerical simulations, nor in validating experiments considered  
here. Hence, the second structural break- down term (scaled by β) can be  
omitted from equation 8.2. Similar to the thixotropic model proposed by  
Roussel [35], the shear action is more likely to be scaled by the shear rate  
γ  with a power a equal to 1. The combination of these simplifications  
yields the proposed simplified magneto- structuration model given in  
equation 8.3.
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Although the model is proposed for magnetic fields perpendicular to the 
flow direction, it may still be applicable to magnetic fields aligned with the 
flow direction or a combination thereof. Due to the vectorial character of 
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Figure 8.1   Magnetization of used cement and fly ash. The magnetic response is expressed 
as the mass magnetization σ (in emu g/  in the centimetre- gram- second electro-
magnetic units (CGS- EMU) system or Am kg2 /  in SI units) as a function of the 
applied magnetic field intensity H(Oe in the CGS- EMU system or A m/  in the 
SI system). Approximation of the fly ash magnetization response to a pseudo- 
plastic linearization, interpolated between the rheometer SAOS measurements 
(i.e. at 1A  and 2 A ) to the magnetic field as used in the pumping experiment (i.e. 
B =  0.169 T). Source: originating from [1].
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magnetic fields and a respective magnetic structure λ, more complicated 
anisotropic models may be defined. Furthermore, spatial magnetic gradients 
may also induce accelerations or decelerations, as supposed in ‘magnetic 
guns or rivers’ (cf. Chapter 4). However, instead of contributing to internal 
magnetic structuration, such magnetic gradients are rather expected to 
impose an additional external acceleration field (



a) induced by a magnetic 
driving force, similar to a gravity field (



g), but in the direction of the spa-
tial magnetic gradient field. Nevertheless, more complicated anisotropy 
and spatial magnetic gradient fields were not explored. More complicated 
models, thus, remain an open path for future research. Magneto- rheology 
and thereby active stiffening control (ASC) and ARC were investigated 
from a preliminary but fundamental viewpoint –  that is, verifying whether 
magneto- rheology can be described by a kinetic approach of the temporal 
evolution of an internal structure. In order to do so, a rheological quan-
tification methodology for the proposed simplified magneto- structuration 
model (Eq. 8.3) is elaborated.

8.1.2  Rheological ARC quantification

Although some works exist in the literature of magneto- rheology for 
designing smart damping systems of structures and brakes, rheological 
quantification of cementitious MR fluids is still a missing link. Existing 
methods to quantify the rheological response are not applicable or con-
tain gaps such as lack of time- dependency, which is especially the case for 
cementitious pastes as a viscous Bingham carrier fluid [2– 28].

To overcome these issues and to bridge the gap towards rheologically 
quantifying ASC and ARC, invoked by magneto- rheology, a rheological 
quantification methodology was developed for the proposed simplified 
magneto- structuration model (Eq. 8.3).

To this end, a rotational parallel plate rheometer was used, in which test 
samples could be subjected to a magnetic field induced by a magnetic con-
trol unit. Since no reliable flow curve data could be obtained under magnetic 
fields, another approach was followed. As depicted in Chapter 2, a small 
amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) test was used under different magnetic 
fields. The relative magnetic response χ and magnetic growth rate δM were 
directly determined for the considered applied magnetic fields (i.e. 0.161 T
and 0.329 T). Practically this means that no additional scaling was neces-
sary to compensate for fields 



H different from saturation field 


Hsat, since one 
can directly determine values for the relative magnetic response χ and mag-
netic growth rate δM, considered at a specific value of the magnetic field 



H. 
Therefore, the proposed model (Eq. 8.3) can be formulated as a function of 
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magnetic properties considered for a specific value of the magnetic field 


H. 
Then, in order to be able to determine both the relative magnetic response 
(χ χ= |



H) as well as the magnetic structural build- up rate (δ δM M
H= |


), the 
rheological response can be decomposed into a reference without magnetic 
field and a magnetic response via equation 8.4.
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Through decomposition of the Bingham reference and magneto- response, 
the magnetic response parameters can be determined. The Bingham ref-
erence follows from a reference SAOS test without magnetic field, and 
the response parameters from a SAOS test with an applied magnetic field 
of interest (e.g. 0.161 T or 0.329 T at 1 A or 2A). The complex valued 
linear elastic response in a SAOS test can be decomposed into a real- valued 
linear elastic (LE) response and a linear viscous (LV) response. Under the 
assumption that the magnetic response is attributed to the yield stress τ0,  
it suffices to consider the real- valued LE response. Since a SAOS test is 
in the linear elastic region under static conditions, the shear rate γ  is 
nearly zero (γ = 0). In that way, the viscous contribution is nevertheless 
omitted, let alone that it would be significant for nearly zero shear rates. 
Irrespectively, the yield stress contributions of both the reference without 
magnetic field and with magnetic field are proportional (LE ∝ τ) –  if not 
equal (LE = τ) –  to the LE SAOS response. More specifically, the LE 
response is given by the product of the storage modulus G’ and the shear 
strain amplitude (γ = 50µrad). In that way, one can make use of the LE 
response to determine the magnetic response parameters χ and δM. The two 
following paragraphs, therefore, outline the experimental methodology to 
quantify the relative magnetic response (χ χ= |



H) and the magnetic struc-
tural build- up rate (δ δM M

H= |


).

8.1.2.1  Relative magneto- rheological response

Knowing that the SAOS test without magnetic field serves as the LE SAOS 
reference response, the absolute magnetic response can be captured by 
taking the difference between an LE response from a SAOS test with and 
without magnetic field. After temporal equilibrium for a fully established 
response (λ = 1) has been achieved for the absolute magnetic response ∆τ, 
the relative magnetic response χ can be found from equation 8.5 after div-
ision by the LE SAOS reference response without magnetic field, i.e. τ0.
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To practically do so, a thixotropic Bingham model is fitted first to the ref-
erence LE response without magnetic field in order to eliminate influences 
by noise disturbances, especially because of the sensitivity of SAOS 
measurements. Since thixotropic behaviour is inherently present in cemen-
titious suspensions [35– 38], the reference response also includes a thixo-
tropic response under static conditions. Although the thixotropic growth 
is not significant for the considered mixture design (i.e. Athix ca. 0.09 Pa s/
based on the SAOS test), it is still inherently present in the LE response as a 
linear increase over time. Furthermore, during the first initial time period, a 
rapidly growing thixotropic structure may manifest in the material [35, 39, 
40]. Hence, apart from an LE response with a constant slope, a non- linear 
exponential decay in accordance with [40] is also fitted to the reference LE 
response. This data curation allows to eliminate noise disturbances from the 
reference, which are subtracted from the magnetic response to obtain the 
absolute response as illustrated in Figure 8.2.

Furthermore, by taking the absolute difference between the SAOS test with  
and without magnetic field, the thixotropic contribution is also eliminated.  
The absolute magnetic response is then computed as the temporal average  
of the absolute difference (i.e. increment), after magnetic structuration  
equilibrium (λ = 1) has been achieved. Practically, this meant taking the  
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Figure 8.2   Illustration of temporal absolute difference of the linear elastic (LE) response 
between a SAOS test with magnetic field and without magnetic field as a refer-
ence (after reference model fitting).
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temporal average between 30 s and 90 s (if no obvious noise disturbances  
were introduced in the measurement) of the absolute difference or increment  
∆τ. To obtain the relative magnetic response, the absolute magnetic response  
is divided by the Bingham reference state of the cementitious pastes. The  
thixotropic linearity over time was eliminated for the Bingham reference  
state by considering the intercept of the thixotropically fitted LE response,  
as illustrated in Figure 8.3. In that way, a relative magnetic response χ could  
be obtained, which is relative to the intrinsic yield stress τ0 of the suspension.  
Since the relative magnetic response χ is a proportional quantification,  
it is invariant for a potential bias in the rheology device.

8.1.2.2  Magneto- rheological structural build- up

To quantify the magnetic structural build- up δM, a time- dependent analysis 
should be performed. The temporal parameters can be determined from the 
transient stress decay or evolution of the absolute difference between the 
SAOS test with magnetic field and the reference SAOS test without mag-
netic field (Figure 8.2). The magnetic structural build- up rate δM is unrav-
elled after taking the temporal derivative of the stress evolution. Since there 
is no shear action during a static SAOS test, the absolute difference and its 
temporal derivative simplify to equation 8.6 and equation 8.7, for which a 
logarithmic regression can be made from equation 8.8.

 ∆τ τ χ δ= − −( )( )0 1 exp Mt  (8.6)
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Figure 8.3   Illustration of temporal linear elastic (LE) response of a SAOS test with mag-
netic field and without magnetic field as a reference. The dashed lines indicate 
the regressions fitted by the depicted methodology.
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Hence, one can obtain an estimation for the magnetic growth rate δM by a 
log- linear regression of equation 8.8. Practically, the temporal derivative 
was calculated by employing a noise smoothing differentiation algorithm. 
In that way, experimental noise which is potentially amplified after taking 
a derivative could be suppressed. The well- known Lanczos differentiation 
method was employed, since it is a commonly used and easily applicable 
noise smoothing algorithm for differentiation, suppressing higher temporal 
frequencies commonly attributed to noisiness [41– 44]. For the low- noise 
Lanczos method, a weighted, smoothed interval of 11 points (N = 11) was 
chosen with second- order accuracy (M = 2), because longer smoothers 
are less subjected to wavy filter responses at high frequencies [1, 41– 44]. 
Because of the simplicity of the algorithm it could easily be implemented in 
the data processing (in MS Excel), for which further details can be consulted 
in the literature [1, 41– 44]. As such, the methodology is invariant for a 
linear transformation of the shear stress (τ τ= +a b ’). Hence, even if the LE 
response was to be only proportional to the shear stress, instead of being 
equal to it, the result for the magnetic growth rate δM would be identical.

8.1.2.3  Magneto- rheological structural break- down

The MR structural break- down term could not be quantified due to shear- 
induced particle migration during flow curve tests under imposed magnetic 
fields. Hence, the de- flocculation rate α was calibrated for the conducted 
numerical simulations, based on the conducted experiments. If the de- 
flocculation rate is feasible as such, it at least means the proposed model 
is viable to conceptualize ARC exhibited in the form of magneto- rheology. 
Furthermore, one could presume a de- flocculation rate identical to the 
one considered in thixotropic studies of cementitious suspensions, since it 
concerns the same structural kinetics of break- down processes for cemen-
titious suspensions. Hence, based on the work of Roussel [35], one could 
assume a de- flocculation rate α ≈ 0 005. .

8.1.2.4  Bingham parameters

The Bingham yield stress τ0 and plastic viscosity µ can be determined 
according to available methods in the literature. However, in order to be 
more closely related to the occurring situation and to impede a potential 
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bias due to differences in rheological devices, the Bingham parameters were 
determined from the pumping experiment itself. For the conducted pumping 
experiment, this resulted in a yield stress τ0 of 111.04 Pa and a plastic vis-
cosity µ of 0.70 Pa s. .

8.1.2.5  Application interpolation

Following aforementioned rheological quantifications, one is able to deter-
mine all parameters of the proposed simplified magneto- structuration model. 
As such, the magneto- structuration properties (χ and δM) are determined for 
a given value of the imposed magnetic field in the rheometer set- up –  that 
is, 0 T, 0.161 T and 0.329 T, which correspond to an electric current of 0 
A, 1 A and 2 A in the magnetic induction coil unit of the rheometer set- up. 
However, since the pumping experiment practically applied ca. .



H ≈ 0 169T,  
the magneto- structuration parameters were interpolated accordingly (cf. 
Figure 8.1).

Furthermore, instead of linearizing the magnetization in proportion to 
the field of saturation (



Hsat), the magnetization can be linearized in pro-
portion to the field of application 



Happ for which the response parameters 
(χ and δM) were interpolated. In transient zones of the application, where 
the magnetic field is smaller than the field of the application (

 

H Happ≤ ), 

one may scale the magnetic properties accordingly, i.e. f H HM app= ≤
 

/ 1.  

In that way, the magnetization is (pseudo- plastically) linearized in tran-
sient zones differing from the main application, as illustrated in Figure 8.1. 
As mentioned before, instead of linearizing the response to transient zones 
differing from the application, a more accurate magnetization response as 
a function of the magnetic field 



H could be refined. However, it is not the 
objective of this work to outline the exact relation of the magnetic response 
(characterized by χ and δM) as a function of a continuous spectrum of the 
magnetic field 



H. On the one hand, this is because the experimental work 
would be too elaborate. Moreover, the response behaviour in transient 
zones is expected to be subordinate compared to the main application zone. 
On the other hand, apart from very small transient zones, only a single 

value of the magnetic field occurs (i.e. 


H kA mapp = 134 5. /  or 


B Tapp = 0 169.

for the pumping experiment as depicted in Chapter 5). A response based on 
a single value determined for the field of application is thereby sufficient for 
the application. Moreover, the response behaviour in transient zones could 
not be further verified or validated. Hence, further refinement of the mag-
netization scaling (fM) as a function of a continuous spectrum of magnetic 
fields 



H is out of the scope of this work.
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8.2  NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY

In the literature, many numerical methods exist to model the fresh flow 
behaviour of cementitious materials, which can generally be referred to as 
CFD. Commonly used examples are the finite volume method (FVM), volume 
of fluid (VOF) method, discrete element method (DEM), Lattice Boltzmann 
method (LBM), etc. Numerical simulation techniques may be grouped into 
three categories, i.e. based on a continuous mesh- based approach, based on 
a discrete mesh- free approach and based on a combination thereof, known 
as hybrid approaches. Each technique has its advantages and disadvantages. 
Depending on the aimed outcome, such as microscopic, discrete particle 
or macroscopic, continuous phase modelling, a different technique can be 
selected. However, since behavioural aspects of ARC are missing in current 
techniques, a numerical simulation technique was developed to model ARC. 
This section therefore briefly depicts the context of the developed numerical 
simulation technique to model ARC.

In view of modelling the flow behaviour of ARC from a macroscopic view-
point of, e.g., concrete pumping, formwork casting, three- dimensional (3D) 
printing or other applications, a continuous, mesh- based CFD approach 
was used in Open source Field Operation And Manipulation (OpenFOAM). 
More specifically, FVM and VOF methods were extended to incorporate 
non- Newtonian, time- dependent behaviour of ARC. To this end, transient 
FVM solver ‘nonNewtonianIcoFoam’ and transient VOF solver ‘icoFoam’ 
were adapted to include the constitutive ARC magneto- structuration behav-
iour model proposed in equation 8.3. Since a pumping experiment with a 
cementitious MR paste suspension in view of assessing ARC simulation was 
aimed for, only the adapted FVM solver was used in spite of further poten-
tial applications of the VOF solver.

To numerically simulate flow behaviour, physical conservation laws are 
often used in continuous CFD approaches. After imposing assumptions and 
simplifications, partial differential equations are typically obtained which 
need to be solved. More specifically, mass conservation and momentum 
conservation equations need to be solved, which are, respectively, known 
as the continuity and Navier– Stokes equations and depicted in equation 8.9 
and equation 8.10 [45].

 ∇ =U 0 (8.9)

 ρ ρ ν νDU
Dt

g p U U= − ∇ + ∇ ∇( ) + ∇ ∇   (8.10)

In fact, equation 8.9 and equation 8.10 describe a continuous domain 
of space and time, known as the continuum, with macroscopic proper-
ties such as a velocity field U, pressure field p, density ρ  and Newtonian 
viscosity µ. In these equations, the material derivative is denoted as 
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DX Dt X t U X/ /= ∂ ∂ + ∇  and the inner (tensor) product as . To be able 
to solve these equations for fields U and p, they are discretized over a grid, 
known as a mesh cell, which in turn transforms the equations into a set of 
algebraic equations that can be computed numerically. The mesh cells are 
in fact small control volumes in case of FVM techniques, since the conser-
vation equations are solved for each one of these cells. Hence, the technique 
is called the finite volume method. After numerical computation a solution 
is obtained for the numerical fields discretized across the mesh, which is an 
approximation constrained by the discretization settings, solver algorithm, 
solver settings and imposed assumptions [1, 46– 49].

Furthermore, equation 8.9 and equation 8.10 are only valid for laminar 
incompressible flows with a constant density ρ and a Newtonian viscosity µ. 
As most fluids, cementitious suspensions are incompressible [50]. Although 
their flow is laminar, it is non- Newtonian, the more so in case of ARC [50]. 
To allow for non- Newtonian flow behaviour, the viscosity µ is therefore 
replaced with an apparent Newtonian viscosity ν, which is equal to the 
non- Newtonian shear stress τ divided by the locally occurring shear rate 
(ν τ γ= / ). This approach is known as the generalized Newtonian approach 
(GNA) or the generalized Newtonian fluid (GNF) approach. Although it 
is a compromise, it allows for non- Newtonian flow behaviour description. 
However, since the apparent viscosity is thereby unbounded, numerical 
stability or accuracy issues may arise from the GNA of yield stress fluids, 
known as the unregularized viscoplastic problem. One way to cope with 
these issues is by regularizing the apparent viscosity and velocity under- 
relaxation to a limited extent. Hence, a bilinear regularization approach 
was applied with a maximum apparent viscosity ratio of 1000 compared to 
the plastic viscosity and a velocity under- relaxation of 0.95. More details on 
different forms of regularization and alternative coping techniques can be 
consulted in the literature [1].

Furthermore, the external magnetic field 


B as a trigger field enabling ARC 
was simulated and linked to the constitutive ARC magneto- structuration 
model proposed in equation 8.3. Although solvers were also developed to 
simulate a(n) (electro)magnetic field, the magnetic field of the active mag-
netic control unit was conceptually simulated. Practically, this meant that 
a constant external magnetic field was imposed with a value of B T= 0 169.  
in the vertical direction (y) as experimentally measured inside the magnetic 
pipe section with a Teslameter probe.

Making use of the adapted FVM solver, pipe flow of a cementitious 
paste suspension with ARC was simulated. More specifically, the mag-
netic set- up of the small pumping system (SPS) depicted in Chapter 5 was 
simulated. To verify the validity of the numerical simulations and to val-
orize the numerical ARC modelling, a sound numerical validation strategy 
was conducted.
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8.3  NUMERICAL VALIDATION

This section elaborates upon two aspects of numerical validation. Firstly, 
the validity of the numerical simulations is verified in a section on numer-
ical reliability. Secondly, in a section on experimental valorization, numer-
ical ARC results are valorized based on the simulation of an MR pumping 
experiment.

8.3.1  Numerical reliability

To build confidence in the numerical simulations, the numerical accuracy 
or reliability was assessed based on a fivefold validation strategy. The five-
fold strategy comprised a validation by qualitative concept, by method inde-
pendence, by literature, by theory and lastly by experiments. The first four 
validation strategies are independent of the rheological reliability, while the 
fifth one directly depends on uncertainties involved with rheological input 
parameters. To do so, cementitious pipe flow simulations were assessed for 
their accuracy for each validation strategy. To not further complicate the 
conciseness of this chapter, this subsection outlines the numerical reliability 
only briefly for these five validation strategies. Further details on the numer-
ical reliability can be consulted in earlier published works [1, 48].

Conceptually it was concluded that the numerical Bingham simulations 
of cementitious pipe flows correspond qualitatively well. This means that, 
though small, a Bingham plug was successfully simulated capturing a quasi- 
quadratic velocity profile as expected for Bingham pipe flow simulations. 
After the pipe flow was fully developed steady- state, a linear pressure loss 
evolution was obtained from the simulations. Also thixotropic behav-
iour was taken into account by the evolution of an internal structure in 
accordance with the cementitious thixotropy model proposed by Roussel 
[35], and it was concluded that also the temporal and spatial evolution of 
the internal structure λ corresponded logically well. Hence, it was quali-
tatively concluded that the numerical simulations were at least conceptu-
ally sound.

Method independence was also verified on a profound set of numerical 
pipe flow simulations. On the one hand, numerous (270) simulations were 
conducted with different cross- sectional, longitudinal mesh resolutions and 
cross- sectional aspect ratios. As such, a final mesh design was established 
as illustrated in Figure 8.4 for the ARC pipe flow simulations. On the other 
hand, numerous (240) simulations were conducted to justify appropriate 
use of a bi- linear regularization with a GNA viscosity ratio of 1000 and 
under- relaxation of the velocity limited to 0.95. Apart from a default set or 
CFD- advised solver settings, method independence was verified.

Simulations were also conducted and compared with the ones from  
the literature. To do so, the concrete pumping experiments simulated  
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in ANSYS FLEUNT with FVM by Tichko [51] were compared with  
simulations performed in the used FVM OpenFOAM solver. As observed  
from Figure 8.5 for this literature comparison, it was concluded that the  
OpenFOAM simulations perform at least as well as, if not better than, the  
ones from ANSYS FLEUNT.

In addition, an elaborate analysis was conducted by comparing numerical 
cementitious pipe flow simulations with the expected theory. To do so,  
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Figure 8.5   Literature comparison of the numerical concrete pipe flow simulations 
performed by Tichko, relative to the expected Buckingham– Reiner theory. The 
results indicate that OpenFOAM performs at least as well as, if not better than, 
commercial CFD software ANSYS FLUENT. Source: [51]; originating from [48].

Figure 8.4   3D rendered illustration of the final pipe mesh design after a profound mesh 
independence study.
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pipe flow simulations were used, whose rheological input parameters ori-
ginate from conducted pumping validation experiments. These simulations  
served a twofold purpose. On the on hand, they served to assess the numer-
ical accuracy independent of the rheological uncertainty, by comparing the  
results with the theoretical solution, i.e. the Buckingham– Reiner solution.  
On the other hand, the simulations served to assess the numerical experi-
mental reliability dependent on the rheology of different origins. In total,  
213 simulations were conducted, which comprised a variety of pumping dis-
charge measurements, for a range of four different Bingham paste suspensions  
(A1– A4). Pumping experiments were repeated at least three times (A1- 1  
to A1- 3, etc.). Two different rheometers were emlployed to determine the  
rheological Bingham parameter as input for the numerical simulations. The  
first one was a parallel plate rheometer (MCR- 102), while the second one  
was the sliding pipe rheometer (Sliper). Based on the numerically computed  
pressure loss in Figure 8.6, the simulations were in good agreement with the  
expected theoretical solutions of the Buckingham– Reiner equation.

Furthermore in Figure 8.7, the simulation accuracy is quantitatively  
expressed in non- dimensional form after transforming the pressure loss ∆p as  
well as the pumping discharge Q via the pressure number Pn pR L= ( )∆ / 2 0τ   
and dimensionless discharge / /Q̂ Q R= ( )3

0τ µ , after [1, 48, 52]. From  
Figure 8.7 it can be concluded that the numerical simulations are significantly  
accurate with theoretical errors below 1%, at least if the pressure number  
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is sufficiently high, i.e. Pn > =5 4 1 25/ .  or more strict Pn > ≈20 11 1 82/ . .  
This is equivalent with a dimensionless discharge of, respectively, ˆ .Q > 0 069  
or more strictly ˆ .Q > 0 424 [1, 48]. For lower pressure or discharge numbers,  
the numerical accuracy diverges. From this analysis it was concluded that  
numerical inaccuracy or even instability arises from the lack of being able  
to properly simulate yielding behaviour as a compromise of a GNF regular-
ization approach. Nevertheless, the pressure number Pn and/ or the non-  
dimensional discharge Q̂ indicate whether significantly accurate (laminar)  
numerical pipe flow simulations are obtained.

Lastly, the latter simulations were also assessed with regard to their reli-
ability compared to the pumping experiments. In this case also the uncertain 
character of the rheological parameters is involved in the reliability ana-
lysis, which is clearly observed from Figure 8.8. The rheological parameters 
obtained from the sliding pipe rheometer (Sliper) perform significantly better 
than those obtained from the parallel plate rheometer (MCR- 102). More 
specifically, Sliper- based predictions range from an exact match to a relative 
error of 100%, compared to a factor of 8 for MCR- based predictions (cf. 
[48] or [1] for more details).

The inaccuracy of the numerical simulations compared to experimental  
observations is attributed to several factors. The most predominant factor is  
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a bias involved in the rheological quantification. Indeed, significant dispar-
ities exist between different rheometers or rheometric geometries. A second,  
though less significant, source is a theoretical bias if a dominant physical  
phenomenon is overlooked. Even though the paste pumping experiments  
did not show any lubrication or slippage effects based on ultrasound vel-
ocity profile (UVP) measurements and even though most residual pre- usage  
cleaning water was pumped out of the pumping circuit, the rheology may  
have been influenced by intermixed water near the pipe wall surface to a  
limited extent. This may have resulted in lower experimental pressure loss  
due to small changes in composition. That is why rheological properties  
are better obtained from a device closely related to the aimed application.  
Indeed, Sliper- based predictions, which are more close the character of  
a pumping set- up, performed significantly better than the ones based on  
MCR. Of course, doing so, one should not overlook dominant phenomena  
such as lubrication flow, which is not present for paste suspensions, but can  
be the case for actual concrete suspensions. Additionally, this does not mean  
rheometers are not useful. The difficulty lies in a change in context. Lastly,  
experimental accuracy may have been an additional source of error to an  
unknown extent. For example, the density- based measured discharge may  
have been biased by errors in density and mass evolution measurement, a  
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small paste membrane found in front of the inserted pressure sensors may  
have reduced measured pressure losses.

Hence, based on this fivefold validation strategy it is concluded that 
the used numerical framework is sound. Significantly accurate pipe flow 
simulations can be expected with theoretical errors below 1%, at least if 
proper meshing is applied, if numerical regularization is dealt with properly 
(i.e. GNAR = 1000), if the pressure number is higher than 1.25 or 1.82 more 
strictly. Bearing in mind that rheological properties are better obtained from 
a device more closely related to the aimed application without overlooking 
important physical phenomena such as lubrication, numerically reliable 
results can be obtained for numerical pipe flow simulations.

8.3.2  Experimental ARC Valorization

To valorize the simulation of ARC, this subsection elaborates upon the 
simulation of the MR ARC pumping experiment depicted in more detail 
in section 5.3, Chapter 5. To this end, two paragraphs are distinguished. 
First, three alternative hypotheses which could explain the MR response are 
evidence- based falsified. Second, the numerical viability is illustrated for its 
capacity to simulate the ARC pumping experiment, based on the magneto- 
structuration model proposed in equation 8.3.

8.3.2.1  Falsified alternative hypotheses

The main hypothesis to model ARC is based on the concept of the kin-
etic temporal evolution of an internal structure or control stateλ, driven 
by a structural build- up term and diminished by a structural break- down 
term. However, other alternative hypotheses may also explain the exhibited 
response of the cementitious MR paste in the ARC pumping experiment. 
Three alternative plausible hypotheses are therefore evidence- based falsi-
fied. The first one is Magneto- HydroDynamics (MHD), the second one is a 
static magnetic response and the third one is flow confinement by magnetic 
agglomeration.

As a first alternative hypothesis, MHD originates from Lorentz force- 
induced magnetic flows. As any fluid, the paste suspension carries electrical 
charges, upon which a force is exerted when moving in a magnetic field. 
This force is known as the Lorentz force and is perpendicular to the fluid 
moving velocity and magnetic field. Due to the Lorentz force, flow paths 
deviate causing induced electromagnetism and second- order Lorentz forces 
resulting in magnetically induced eddies. The coupled effect of Lorentz 
forces on fluid flow is what is known as MHD. MHD finds its importance 
and applications in the field of fusion reactors, liquid metal flows, cosmic 
magnetic- gas- dynamics, astrophysical solar and planetary flows, plasma 
flows, magnetic fusion blankets and magneto- hydrodynamic pumps, with 
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pioneering works by Hartmann [1, 55– 59]. The significance of MHD can 
be assessed by dimensionless numbers, known as the Hartmann number 
M, the Stuart number Nor alternatively the magnetic Reynolds number 
Rem. Applied to the pumping experiment, these numbers are, respectively, 
estimated as M ≈ −4 10 2. , N ≈ −1 7 10 4. .  and Rem ≈ −5 10 4. . For small values 
of the Hartmann and Stuart number (N  1), the flow is unaffected by 
magnetic drag or effects due to the Lorentz forces and for low magnetic 
Reynolds numbers (Rem  1), the flow is self- inductionless [53– 56, 58, 59]. 
Hence, the hypothesis that the ARC behaviour can be explained by MHD 
is rejected.

A static magnetic response, in which the cementitious MR suspension 
exhibits a constant increase in yield stress under influence of a magnetic 
field as external activator, is a second alternative hypothesis. Not only the 
fact that the MR pumping response was not constant across a range of 
pumping discharges, but also that the cementitious MR paste suspensions 
clearly showed time- dependent behaviour (cf. Chapter 3 and Figure 8.3), 
falsify the hypothesis of a static magnetic response.

A third explanation that was evidence- based rejected is that of flow con-
finement by magnetic agglomeration. In the pumping experiment, residual 
magnetic spikes and clusters could be visually observed, both after the mag-
netic pipe section was carefully flushed with water as cleaned with sponge 
balls, though only minor. The hypothesis is that a pure physical reduction in 
sectional area due to magnetic clusters and spikes attaching to the pipe walls 
could explain the response in pumping resistance. To verify the hypoth-
esis of magnetic flow confinement, a series of numerical simulations were 
conducted, in which the aspect ratio of the reduction height h to pipe diam-
eter D were varied. Although a reduction aspect ratio of h D/ .≈ 0 554 seems 
visually most likely (Figure 8.9), still a broad range of other possibilities 
were simulated to verify the significance of this hypothesis.

To do so, a mesh was designed in line with the same philosophy as outlined 
in section 8.3.1 on numerical validation. A longitudinal transition zone of 
15 cm with a gradual transition from a circular to a stadium- like geomet-
rical cross- section was also taken into account. Although a stadium- like 
geometry was an imposed assumption of the confined geometry, an alterna-
tive geometry would still result in results of the same order of magnitude, 
and thereby not further reject or assume the hypothesis. Based on results of 
the respective pipe section difference in Figure 8.10, it was concluded that 
magnetic pipe confinement is not the pre- dominant hypothesis.

That is because the simulation results are at least one order of magnitude  
higher than the experimentally measured pressure loss section difference.  
Only for very minor physical flow confinement, i.e. a reduction in  
the order of a few mm, the numerical simulations would have a similar  
order of magnitude. Moreover, the pressure loss section difference increases  
with an increasing pumping discharge, unlike the experimental observation  
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which first decreases for an intermediate discharge after which it slightly  
increases for the highest discharge. Hence, even though a few mm of fixed,  
residual magnetic structures could be present as visually observed after the  
pipe was cleaned with sponge balls, it is insufficient to explain to measured  
ARC response. Hence, magnetic flow confinement can only be plausible  
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Figure 8.10   Simulated change in pressure loss section difference, between the magnetic 
section 2– 3 and reference section 3– 6 (kPa m/ ) as a function of the pipe 
flow confinement aspect ratio h D/ . The global, simulated trend is increasing 
as a function of the discharge Q. The simulated results are significantly higher 
than observed from the experiment (Exp.), for an estimated aspect ratio 
/ .h D ≈ 0 554, as well as for higher aspect ratios.

Figure 8.9   Illustration of expected flow confinement, with an estimated aspect ratio 
/ .h D ≈ 0 554, assuming the dead zones on a qualitative basis, indicated by the 

blue stadium geometry.
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for a minor, insignificant contribution. As such, three alternative plausible  
hypotheses have been evidence- based falsified, which leaves the main  
hypothesis of dynamic magneto- structuration to simulate ARC.

8.3.2.2  Numerical ARC viability

To verify the viability of the proposed ARC magneto- structuration model 
(Eq. 8.3), numerical simulations were conducted based on the ARC pumping 
experiment as depicted in more detail in Chapter 5. To do so, the ARC 
parameters were experimentally determined as depicted in section 8.1.2. 
As such, stochastic expected values were computed for the magnetic field 
applied in the pumping experiment (i.e. a vertical magnetic field density of 
B = 0 169. T). This yielded a relative magnetic response χ = 0 63.  and a struc-
tural magnetic build- up rate δM = −0 14 1. s . The Bingham properties were 
determined from the pumping experiment itself from a reference section 
without magnetic field, via a reverse- engineering Buckingham– Reiner 
approach, resulting in a yield stress τ0 111 04= . Pa and a plastic viscosity 
µ = 0 70. .Pa s. However, the de- flocculation rate α could not be determined. 
Therefore, a calibration set of parameter series was used to verify the via-
bility of the model.

After computation, these simulations yielded the following results for the 
pipe section with the magnetic control unit as illustrated in Figure 8.11. On 
the one hand, in the zone where the magnetic field is applied (B = 0 169. T)  
as external trigger field, a respective magnetic structural build- up rate 
Rbu = −0 14 1. s  is established. On the other hand, near the pipe wall bound-
aries high shear action occurs (i.e. a shear rate γ  with values up to 93 /rad s 
or higher) which corresponds to a high structural break- down rate Rbd near 
the pipe wall boundary. There the internally built structures, networks 
or clusters are demolished, which results in a decrease in structural state. 
At each location in the pipe, a spatio- temporal equilibrium is established 
driving the evolution of an internal structure state λ. An internal structure 
of one corresponds to 100% or full structuration, while a value of zero 
corresponds to complete demolition or lack of structuration. As such, as 
soon as the active MR paste conveys through the magnetic control unit 
section, an internal magnetic structure λ starts to develop, while after it 
leaves the control unit, the magnetic structure remains unaltered apart from 
de- structuration in the vicinity of the pipe wall boundaries. That is why 
the internal structure remains unchanged in the central plug zone, since 
it is not affected by any shear action. Based on a simulation with a flow 
rate Q = 3 17. /L min, a most developed structure in the central plug zone 
of about 70% can be established, even for the considered, relatively short 
magnetic control length of 1.2 m.

Apart from these qualitative numerical results, further quantitative ana-
lysis was conducted. More specifically, Figure 8.12 depicts the difference in 
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(a) Magnetic flux density field �� in the �-direction (T ).

(d) Magnetic break-down rate field �bd (�–1).

(e) Internal magnetic structure field � (S). 

(b) Magnetic build-up rate field � (� –1).bu

(c) Shear rate field � (sr, ���/�).

Figure 8.11   Illustrations of numerical results of the proposed simplified magneto-  
structuration model after [1]. A close- up of magnetic section 2– 3 of pipe 
flow (D = 0 02664. m) with a discharge Q = 3 17. / minL  (inflowing from left) 
and a magnetic field 



B T= 0 169.  was considered with a relative magnetic 
response χ = 0 63. , a magnetic growth rate .δM = −0 14 1s , a de- flocculation 
rate of .α = −4 10 3, a Bingham yield stress τ0 111= Pa and a plastic viscosity 

. .µ = 0 70 Pa s.
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pressure loss between the magnetic pipe section and a non- magnetic refer-
ence section. Irrespective of the considered de- flocculation rate α, it is quite 
remarkable that the simulation results are in the same order of magnitude as 
the experimental pumping results. In general, the higher the de- flocculation 
rate, the lower the ARC response for a constant discharge Q. This is logical 
because a more structural break- down occurs and thereby less structur-
ation or response can manifest for the same discharge. Nevertheless, it is 
even more remarkable that calibrated values of the de- flocculation rate in 
the order of magnitude of 2 10 3. −  to 4 10 3. −  resulted in a near- perfect match 
compared to the pumping experiment. That is exactly in the same order of 
magnitude as is the case for thixotropic de- flocculation rates α  of cemen-
titious suspensions as independently obtained in the literature (α ≈ −5 10 3. ), 
cf. [35].

Furthermore, the numerical simulations follow the speculated ARC 
behaviour trend, i.e. a higher response for a lower discharge. However, the 
simulations cannot explain a slight increase or constant response going from 
an intermediate discharge to the highest discharge. On the one hand, this 
might be explained by the relatively high sensor uncertainty. On the other 
hand, if the same error would be assumed considering that it concerned the 
same sensors during the same experiment, it could be explained by minor 
effects due to magnetic flow confinement. Indeed, after cleaning the pipes 
with sponge balls, minor magnetic structures remained attached to the 
pipe walls to some extent due to strong magnetic gradients in the vicinity 
thereof. Combining the hypothesis of minor magnetic flow confinement 
with predominant dynamic magneto- structuration could perfectly explain 
the obtained experimental results. However, the degree of magnetic flow 
confinement due to residually attached magnetic spikes could not be fur-
ther verified. Due to the additional, hypothetical contribution of minor flow 
confinement, the pressure loss response would slightly increase and thereby 
the calibrated de- flocculation rate α would result in a slightly higher value, 
e.g. ca. 5 10 3. − .

Apart from relatively high sensor accuracy, the numerical results could 
also be subjected to some inaccuracy. As determined from the numerical reli-
ability study in section 8.3.1, only significantly accurate numerical results are 
expected in case the flow regime is sufficiently high (i.e. ˆ .Q > 0 424). Applied 
to the considered numerical simulation, in the zone without magnetic field 
the non- dimensional discharge is ˆ .Qλ= ≈0 0 14, while in the magnetic zone 
it could be estimated as ˆ ..Qλ= ≈0 7 0 092 (based on a yield stress increase for 
λ = 0 7. ). Therefore, the numerical results do not fulfil the prerequisites to be 
significantly accurate. Nevertheless, based on a more refined error analysis 
with corresponding theoretical errors, it can be expected that the simulated 
pressure loss should be approximately 13% higher or roughly 0 5. /kPa m. 
This in turn would result in a slightly higher calibrated de- flocculation rate 
α of ca. 5 10 3. − .
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Combining the two artefacts –  due to numerical accuracy and omitted  
plausible minor magnetic flow confinement –  would result in a slight increase  
in pressure loss response and thereby a slight increase in viable values for the  
de- flocculation rate, e.g. ca. 5 10 3. −  to 6 10 3. − . This is still in the exact same  
order of magnitude as is the case for thixotropic cementitious suspensions  
(cf. [35]). Hence, the same conclusions hold true.

Lastly, the quantified MR properties were subjected to some statistical 
scatter. Nevertheless, the average value was used, which is an unbiased 
stochastic estimator. The used rheological properties are therefore repre-
sentative for the overall averaged bulk quantity and thereby to determine 
the overall macroscopic outcome. Even if the rheological properties were 
slightly shifted (due to a rheological bias in spite of its relative, proportional 
quantification), it would still result in similar numerical simulations [1].

Therefore, the hypothesis is accepted that ARC can be captured both 
qualitatively and quantitatively by the concept of the kinetic temporal 
evolution of an internal structure λ driven by structural build- up and 
break- down. Furthermore, for the depicted magnetic ARC response, the 
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Figure 8.12   Numerical simulation results of the change in pressure loss section difference, 
between magnetic section 2– 3 and reference section 3– 6, before and after 
placing the magnetic control unit. The results are shown as a function of the 
discharge Q, as well as the considered de- flocculation rate α  for a statistic-
ally expected relative magnetic response χ = 0 63.  and magnetic growth rate 
δM s= −0 14 1. . The experimental results (Exp.) and their confidence intervals 
(CI, lower and upper bound (LB and UB)) are depicted for comparison.  
Source: originating from [1].
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combination with subordinate magnetic flow confinement due to attached 
magnetic structures near the pipe wall seems plausible. Hence, the proposed 
ARC model is numerically viable.

8.4  FURTHER RESEARCH AND OUTLOOK

Although the combined hypothesis of predominant dynamic magneto- 
structuration and subordinate magnetic flow confinement is accepted, 
it does not mean that it is proven. It only means it is viable or feasible. 
Future results should further confirm, if not reject, this combined hypoth-
esis. The scope of ARC is much wider and deeper than magnetic materials 
and responses. This section therefore addresses three future perspectives, 
i.e. first projections based on the considered ARC modelling, then the gen-
erality of the proposed ARC models and lastly potential future numerical 
ARC studies.

8.4.1  Projections of ARC modelling

Even though the proposed ARC model was employed to simulate active 
stiffening control applied to pumping of smart cementitious suspensions, it 
has direct applications and thereby projections. Considering the fact that an 
internal magnetic structure can be developed over a relatively short mag-
netic application distance (i.e. ca. 1 m), in combination with a discharge 
that is within practical range for 3D printing of cementitious materials, 
important projections can be made.

One projection that follows from the presented results is that if a con-
stant magnetic field would be applied to the 3D printing offset area, the 
yield stress τ0 of the printed material could be increased by ca. 44% (i.e. 
the relative magnetic response multiplied by the structuration state χλ), 
assuming that most of the printed material would be deposited from the 
central plug zone without any further disturbance. If not, it is expected that 
additional disturbance could be coped with through extending the printing 
nozzle or a special reducer for a seamless transition towards the printing 
nozzle. This at least holds true if the plug velocity is slow enough to allow 
for sufficient structural build- up depending on the structural build- up rate 
δM. Indeed, the most developed structure λ can be estimated from simple 
analytical equation 8.11 solved from equation 8.3 for the plug zone where 
no shear action takes place (γ ≈ 0), and where the application time tapp can 
be conservatively estimated by a parabolic Newtonian pipe velocity profile 
with average velocity U flowing through an activation length L as given in 
equation 8.12.

 λ δt tapp M app( ) = − −( )1 exp  (8.11)
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2π
 (8.12)

Hence, the total increase in yield stress can be determined from knowing 
the relative response of the material χ and the developed internal struc-
ture λ. In its turn, the most developed structure depends on the magnetic 
growth rate δM and time of application tapp. The maximum acquired internal 
structure λ in the plug can be increased by either reducing the flow rate Q,  
increasing the pipe radius Ror increasing the magnetic application length L.  
Alternatively, one may also design a certain mixture or section in order 
to achieve a certain structuration state λ and vice versa. The increase in 
yield stress remains active as long as an external magnetic field would be 
applied. If no magnetic field would be applied in the printing area, one 
could still account for an increased yield stress by residual magnetic rem-
anence. Magnetic remanence can be significant, e.g. the residual magnetiza-
tion of magnetite (σr ≈ 14 8 2. /Am kg in Table 3.2) can be 8.7 times higher 
than the saturated magnetization of a magnetic fly ash (σ ≈ 1 7 2. /Am kg 
in Table 3.3) [1, 18, 19]. Indeed, Chapter 7 already illustrated promising 
results in view of actively controlled 3D printing in which the material was 
shortly excited and stiffening was achieved by residual magnetic remanence. 
Both projections result in a magneto- rheologically increased yield stress and 
thereby increased buildability of the 3D printing process. Hence, the overall 
3D printing performance could be improved by exciting an MR printing 
material momentarily before the printing nozzle. Even though magnetic 
remanence may not necessarily be significant, it might still be of practical 
value as the response is proportional to a rather high yield stress typically 
involved in 3D printing.

However, one drawback that was not considered in these projections 
is the feasibility of the considered rheological scope, especially since 3D 
printing applications typically involve mixtures with a rather high yield 
stress. Indeed, as indicated by the Mason number Mn  or magnetic yield par-
ameter YM  (Eq. 3.3), the relatively stiff rheology of cementitious suspensions 
as MR carrier fluid can reduce the magnetic response and thereby per-
formance [13, 18– 20]. Nevertheless, a qualitative MR response can still 
be expected which is beneficial for the 3D printing process. Whether the 
magneto- response is accounted for by active coercion or by passive mag-
netic remanence, this illustrates that MR materials have a high potential to 
be used in formwork leakage control, cementitious 3D printing or other 
applications [18,19,21]. These projections already show that the proposed 
magneto- structuration model can be used to investigate the influence of 
the excitation field, activating nozzle or pipe design, MR design and the 
tailoring thereof.
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8.4.2  Generality of ARC model

Although a simplified model was applied to the context of active stiffening 
control in the form of magneto- rheology during pumping, it has a wider, 
more general scope. A simple model implies that the model can be further 
improved. The proposed model could, for instance, include effects of a 
more precise magnetization scaling function, a scaling as a function of the 
magnetic (mass) concentration of the mixture design, magnetic remanence, 
magnetic micro- vibration, magnetic acceleration and even magnetic anisot-
ropy. A more general ARC model (Eq. 8.2) was proposed in which a more 
complicated magnetic scaling function fM can be accounted for and in which 
a second structural break- down term was foreseen to account for effects 
due to changing or oscillating magnetic fields imposing magnetic micro- 
vibration effects. Apart from that, the simulation model may be extended 
to incorporate effects due to magnetic force fields, e.g. in the form of an 
additional acceleration field based on magnetic forces originating from mag-
netic gradients.

Furthermore, even though the MR response was attributed to the yield 
stress in the proposed MR model similar to most literature works, it could 
still be attributed to both the yield stress and viscosity.

Last but not least, the scope of ARC is wider than magnetic materials. For 
example, as illustrated in Chapter 4, ARC may be established by electro-
chemical polymers. Nevertheless, the more generic model given in equation 
8.1 can still serve to model ARC in general by the concept of a control 
state parameter λ. By means of its general structural build- up term Rbu and 
structural break- down term Rbd, it is able to capture a wide scope of both 
time- dependent and time- independent (instantaneous) active rheologically 
controlled processes. Even though the proposed more generic models have 
the potential to be employed or further developed for a wider scope and 
more versatile materials, this potential was not explored in this chapter. 
Nevertheless, their generic character is highlighted here.

8.4.3  Future numerical ARC studies

Apart from ARC applied to pumping and by means of a VFM, other numer-
ical cases studies and techniques could still be explored. However, in order 
to do so, a wider scope of material responses needs to be examined. For 
instance, in order to be able to design an actively controlled application, it 
would be useful to be able to describe the material response as a function of 
its trigger signal and/ or active component concentration. On the one hand, 
a wide variety of materials exist that, for instance, exhibit a magnetiza-
tion response. On the other hand, as the end goal is mostly mortar and/ or  
concrete applications, the response as a function of the active component 
concentration in proportion to the rheology of the carrier fluid is also 
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important to describe the behaviour. In the end, if one would be able to 
describe a full spectrum of constitutive responsive behaviour –  as a function 
of its active component concentration, activation trigger field intensity 
and/ or operation mode and in proportion to its unmodified reference  
mixture –  numerical simulations are a useful means to assess or design ARC 
applications. Nevertheless, even with the limited behavioural spectrum of 
the material and signal scope examined in this chapter, some future numer-
ical studies could be conducted.

First of all, future numerical ARC modelling studies could already include 
the design of activating 3D printing nozzles or pipe sections, whose per-
spective is in line with the results provided in Chapter 7. In that way, the 
efficiency of such activating control units could be examined and optimized 
for the considered material and vice versa. Alternatively, active stiffening 
control of formwork leakage control could be studied numerically, in 
which the reduction or control of leakage through a formwork slit could be 
numerically investigated (cf. Chapter 6). Mixture shape retention may also 
be studied, e.g. for shotcrete applications. Pumping itself could also be fur-
ther investigated with respect to up- scaling to concrete level, since currently 
only ARC of a cement paste was simulated. Therefore, ARC simulation in 
combination with lubrication or slippage flow would be the next important 
step of up- scaling. As such, the proposed simplified magneto- structuration 
model could still be employed for both the lubrication or slippage layer and 
for the concrete bulk after respective response parameter values would have 
been determined experimentally. Apart from FVM, alternative numerical 
techniques could be investigated, although their complexity and validation 
may be somewhat cumbersome. For instance, one example would be the 
combination of a coupled computational fluid dynamics- discrete element 
method (CFD- DEM) technique, in which the response of a material would 
be simulated on a particle basis consisting of attracting or repulsion forces.

Nonetheless, numerical case studies of ARC have direct or indirect 
perspectives, as long as the necessary spectrum of material responsive behav-
iour is uncovered since it is a prerequisite to serve as input for the numer-
ical simulation. Even though part of the material response spectrum was 
touched upon in this chapter, as stressed, the scope of ARC is much wider 
both in terms of material variety as in trigger fields and operation modes.

8.5  SUMMARY

In summary of numerically modelling ARC, it can be concluded that a first 
approach was developed that allows to conceptualize the results of ARC 
both qualitatively and quantitatively. To do so, more generic models in 
equation 8.1 and equation 8.2 were proposed to conceptualize the con-
stitutive ARC behaviour by the concept of the temporal kinetic evolution 
of an internal structure or control stateλ, driven by a structural build- up 
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and break- down term. Applied to the context of MR pumping, a simplified 
magneto- structuration model (Eq. 8.3) was proposed based on the under-
lying mechanisms of magnetic clustering. A corresponding rheological quan-
tification methodology was outlined, which is a powerful means since it is 
based on relative proportions of the response and intrinsic temporal process 
parameters. As such the rheological methodology is independent of or insig-
nificantly dependent on rheological biases. Other rheological parameters 
were determined from the pumping experiment itself as a reference without 
active control.

Even though many CFD techniques exist, one methodology, i.e. a VFM in 
OpenFOAM, was employed due to its practical relevance to simulate fresh 
cementitious suspension flows from a macroscopic view. The methodology 
to do so was briefly outlined. To allow for flows incorporating external 
trigger fields and coupled actively controlled constitutive material behav-
iour, an existing OpenFOAM FVM solver was adapted and the proposed 
constitutive ARC model was implemented and coupled with the external 
magnetic trigger field via a generalized Newtonian approach.

To build confidence in the developed numerical framework, a sound 
fivefold validation strategy was conducted. It can be concluded that the 
employed numerical methodology is significantly accurate with theoretical 
errors below 1%, at least if proper numerical meshing, settings, GNA regu-
larization and flow regimes are considered. However, considering the val-
idation by experiments, rheological input for numerical simulations should 
be handled with care. To avoid biases from rheology, it is better to stay 
within the same rheological context or to determine rheological properties 
from a context as close as possible to the aimed application, at least if no 
important physical phenomena are overlooked. Furthermore, the viability 
of the numerical ARC simulation methodology was valorized based on the 
ARC pumping experiment depicted in Chapter 5. Three plausible alterna-
tive hypotheses (i.e. magneto- hydrodynamics, static magnetic response and 
magnetic flow confinement or restriction) were evidence- based falsified and 
rejected. Instead, based on the numerical simulation of the proposed sim-
plified magneto- structuration model (Eq. 8.3), the hypothesis was evidence- 
based accepted that ARC can be captured by the concept of the temporal 
kinetic evolution of an internal structure or control stateλ, driven by a struc-
tural build- up and break- down term. This does not mean that the hypoth-
esis and corresponding model are proven. It only means it is viable. Future 
results should further confirm, if not reject, this hypothesis.

In perspective, the future holds a high potential for practical applications 
and future numerical studies. On the one hand, direct applications of active 
stiffening control could be further investigated, e.g. based on the proposed 
simplified magneto- structuration model. Preliminary projections based 
on the conducted ARC simulations showed that a better buildability or 
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performance for 3D printing or formwork leakage control is within prac-
tical reach. On the other hand, the work of numerical ARC modelling 
just started. Not only is the accepted hypothesis to be further confirmed 
or investigated, also more complicated response phenomena could be 
incorporated or further investigated, such as, e.g., a wider scope of mag-
netic materials, a more appropriate magnetization scaling, magnetic micro- 
vibration, magnetic acceleration fields, magnetic anisotropy, etc. Moreover, 
the scope of ARC is wider than MR materials and responses, and therefore 
the more generic models (Eq. 8.1 and Eq. 8.2) may serve as building blocks 
for future developments or improvements. Even though the scope of ARC is 
wide, as long as the necessary spectrum of material responsive behaviour is 
uncovered, it can serve as input for a numerical simulation.
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9.1  INTRODUCTION

Workability of concrete is of significant importance during processing, 
requiring the appropriate flowability for a specific application. The target 
workability for a specific concrete mixture is normally obtained by means 
of an appropriate concrete mix design taking into account workability 
requirements in parallel to strength and durability requirements. Reaching 
a target workability often includes the use of superplasticizers. In spite of a 
correct mix design, the workability achieved on the construction site might 
deviate somewhat from the target, without further options for adjustment 
during processing, post- mixing. The deviating workability might be linked 
to lack of robustness of the concrete mixture, leading to unwanted levels of 
variation in flowability due to small changes in water content, e.g. due to 
insufficient precision while monitoring water content of aggregates before 
mixing [1].

Another workability challenge is the sometimes contradicting  
requirements in different steps of the entire processing and casting operation. 
While pumping, the fresh concrete should have an adapted workability in 
order to reduce pressure losses. The pumping process itself can also influ-
ence the rheological properties, which is an extra variable to the system 
[2]. After pumping, the fresh concrete should still be workable enough to 
ease formwork casting. However, after filling the forms, the concrete should 
stiffen fast to reduce formwork pressure rapidly.
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In view of extrusion- based three- dimensional (3D) printing of concrete  
[3], the required change in rheological properties is even more drastic and  
rapid. While pumping the fresh concrete or mortar to the nozzle, it should be  
sufficiently flowable. Within the nozzle, the material should be extrudable.  
Immediately after extruding, the fresh concrete layers should stiffen fast to  
reach a good buildability. However, it should also not stiffen too fast, in view  
of still obtaining appropriate bond properties between the subsequent layers.

With current technologies, we can only rely in a rather passive way on 
the evolving rheological response of the fresh concrete within the different 
processing steps. A new methodology, currently under development at 
Ghent University, envisages active control methods to adjust the rheology 
of the fresh concrete while processing (i.e. pumping, formwork casting, 3D 
printing, etc.), and is named active rheology control (ARC), also including 
active stiffening control (ASC) [4]. This chapter briefly summarizes two 
different routes to achieve ARC (schematically represented in Figure 9.1), as 
explained in more detail in previous chapters.

9.2  RESPONSIVE MINERAL ADDITIONS

The first route to obtain ARC is based on the concept of magneto- rheological  
fluids (MRF). Magnetizable solid particles are added to the cementitious  
material, e.g. magnetizable nanoparticles (MNPs) consisting of Fe3O4 or  
more traditional cement- replacing materials like fly ash with some magnetic  
response. Upon applying a magnetic field, the magnetizable particles can  

Responsive mineral additionsSwitchable admixtures

Magneto-
responsive 

superplasticizer 
with magnetizable 

elements

Redox-responsive 
superplasticizer with 

controllable 
adsorption

Magneto-
responsive nano-
particles (MNP) 

(e.g. Fe3O4)

Smart casting of concrete structures 
by active control of rheology (SmartCast)

ERC Advanced Grant Project 693755, 2016-2022

Magneto-
responsive 

cementitious  
materials (e.g. fly 

ash)

Figure 9.1   Overview of different routes to achieve active rheology control, as studied in 
the ERC Advanced Grant ‘SmartCast’ project.
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form clusters, inducing stiffening on demand. Alternatively, the acceleration  
of the magnetizable particles due to the electromagnetic forces temporarily  
gives the cementitious material some more liquid- like properties. Variable  
magnetic fields can be applied to actively control rheology, using the mag-
netizable particles as internal actuators.

The magnetic response of a cementitious material containing magnetiz-
able solid particles depends on several factors, as studied in detail by Jiao 
[5] (see also Chapter 5). As a conceptual illustration, Figure 9.2 shows the 
window of opportunity for active magneto- rheological control of a cement 
paste containing MNPs. The evolution of the storage modulus (indicative 
for the elastic properties or stiffness of the material) in absence of mag-
netic field is shown as the central curve. This curve depends on different 
parameters, including water/ cement ratio and MNP concentration. When a 
constant magnetic field is applied, a controlled faster stiffening is obtained 
as shown by the top curve. In case of a varying magnetic field, a controlled 
reduced stiffening is obtained as shown by the staggered lower curve. In 
principle, the area in between these two extreme curves, shown as the dotted 
area, is the potential field of application for active rheology control for the 
considered cement paste with MNP.

9.3  SWITCHABLE ADMIXTURES

A highly innovative and groundbreaking route is the development of switch-
able superplasticizers to enable ARC. This technology further builds on 
the working principle of the latest generation of superplasticizers, which 
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Figure 9.2   Schematic window of opportunity for active magneto- rheological control of 
storage modulus of cement paste containing MNP.
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are comb copolymers consisting of a backbone with negative charges in 
view of adsorption onto the surface of cement grains and of side chains in 
view of providing steric hindrance to disperse cement particles. Instead of 
using classical polycarboxylate ethers (PCE), additional functionalities are 
given to the superplasticizers by incorporating responsive elements into the 
polymer architecture.

One example is a comb copolymer consisting of a classical backbone  
with negative charges ( methacrylic acid) and of side chains of a new type,  
namely 2,2,6,6- tetramethyl- 1- piperidinyloxy (TEMPO) [6]. This side chain  
on the one hand can provide steric hindrance, and on the other hand can be  
triggered by an electric signal to become positively charged. Upon electric  
triggering, the positive charges of TEMPO+  will counterbalance negative  
charges form the backbone, reducing the adsorption capacity to the cement  
grain surface. In this way, a controllable superplasticizer is obtained, enab-
ling active rheology control by moderating the adsorption capacity through  
external electric signals. In principle, this control mechanism is reversible. 
The responsiveness and controlled adsorption of the newly developed  
polymer is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. The potential of the  
newly developed switchable superplasticizer is conceptually illustrated in  
Figure 9.3. Implementing the newly developed admixture, initially without  
external control signal, leads to a reduced flow curve (lower shear stress as a  
function of shear rate) compared to the reference paste, showing the plasti-
cizing effect. Upon application of a redox signal, pTEMPO is given a positive  
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Reference paste

Paste with pTEMPO, 
no control signal

Paste with pTEMPO+, 
upon control signal

Plasticizing effect 
switchable admixture

Active rheology control

Figure 9.3   Conceptual illustration of the potential of active rheology control by means of 
redox- switchable superplasticizers.
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charge, resulting in pTEMPO+ . This is influencing (reducing) the adsorption  
to the cement grains, and thus the plasticizing effect, as illustrated by the  
higher flow curve. The dotted area conceptually shows a potential window  
of operation for the ARC by means of the redox- switchable plasticizer. In a  
similar way, an active stiffening control can also be obtained, adjusting the  
storage modulus on demand by means of a redox signal, as shown in more  
detail in Chapter 4.

Another example of a switchable superplasticizer is a magnetizable 
polymer composite consisting of polymer chains linking MNP (by means 
of a chelator) to the surface of a cement grain (by means of electrostatic 
adsorption), as discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. These polymers act 
as a superplasticizer due to adsorption on the cement surface and steric hin-
drance by the side chains. By means of an externally applied magnetic field, 
the MNP will try to cluster in a similar way as the previously mentioned 
responsive mineral additions, now also involving the cement particles to 
which the polymers are electrostatically adsorbed. This can provide a strong 
active stiffening effect.

9.4  CHALLENGES

At this moment, a laboratory proof of concept has been successfully 
obtained at paste level, both for the approach using responsive mineral 
additions and the approach applying switchable responsive plasticizers. 
This shows the great potential of ARC and ASC of cementitious materials. 
Nevertheless, it has to be mentioned that more in- depth scientific validation 
remains to be obtained regarding the fundamental mechanisms behind the 
newly developed technology, especially in the case of the redox- switchable 
superplasticizers. At this moment, sound scientific experimental charac-
terization results are available regarding the obtained architecture of the 
synthesized polymers, showing that the intended polymer structure can be 
obtained. Fundamental experiments at polymer level clearly show their 
responsiveness, as intended. Indirect information obtained by means of zeta 
potential supports the hypothesis regarding the controllable adsorption to 
cement grains in case an electric (redox) signal is applied. The resulting 
active rheology and stiffening control has been illustrated by means of fun-
damental experiments, applying screen- printed electrodes giving the signal 
to small paste samples. All elements contribute to a validation of the hypoth-
esis regarding underlying mechanisms, however, without more direct and 
more formal proof. Further fundamental research is needed to validate or 
falsify the working mechanisms as hypothesized, e.g. by means of molecular 
dynamics simulations based on first principles. This was beyond the scope 
of the SmartCast project.

Besides the further in- depth studies, several challenges remain in view 
of upscaling the newly developed technology to concrete level in industrial 
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environment. A main challenge is the mode of application of the external 
signals, in a safe way, and with sufficient effect inside a larger material 
volume. In this respect, application of a magnetic signal will be more 
straightforward than application of an electric (redox) signal. Nevertheless, 
all external signals need to be studied in terms of signal strength (which 
level?), signal mode (constant or variable?), signal location (locally or more 
extended?) and signal duration (when and how long?). These questions fur-
ther need to be combined with safety regulations related to the impact of 
electromagnetic or other fields on humans, animals and environment. And 
finally, the extra cost for implementation of ARC and/ or ASC (materials, 
equipment and qualified staff) needs to be considered in relation to potential 
savings due to more reliable processes, improved quality and less processing 
failures.

Optimization of polymer architecture and plasticizer dosage also need 
further investigation. First applications are focussing on pumping lines and 
3D printing nozzles. The scientific breakthrough regarding ARC of concrete 
in general, and regarding switchable superplasticizers more specifically, has 
been successfully reached. Nevertheless, further technological and valoriza-
tion studies are still needed (and have been initiated) to bring the new tech-
nology to the market.

9.5  CONCLUSIONS

At a fundamental materials science level, the concept of ARC, including 
ASC, has been shown at paste level following two different routes.

The first route is based on the technology of magneto- rheological fluids, 
incorporating magnetizable solid particles within the cementitious materials 
that can be triggered by an external magnetic field.

The second route is based on the development of a new category of 
switchable superplasticizers that can be triggered by an external signal.

While a laboratory proof of concept has been obtained at paste level, fur-
ther upscaling and valorization studies are ongoing in view of bringing the 
new technology to concrete industry.
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189, 191, 195, 216, 260; leakage 3, 
56, 69, 189, 258, 260, 261; pressure 
3, 56, 62, 69, 138, 189, 269; 
tightness 3, 56, 189, 216; top- down 
casting 3, 56, 62
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freeform construction 66
frequency 11, 15, 18, 26, 42, 46, 47, 

178, 224, 229, 241

gel 20, 21, 78, 139
generalized Newtonian fluid (GNF) 244

Hagen 172
hardening 13, 15, 17, 18
healing 15, 25
heat 13, 15, 17, 18, 86, 126, 153, 172, 

229
heating 17, 21, 86, 221, 229
Herschel- Bulkley 41, 47, 63
hydration 3, 13– 15, 18, 42, 50, 57, 66, 

69, 78, 95, 108, 117, 138, 141, 153, 
156, 158, 181

hydrodynamic 86, 111
hydrogel 14, 19– 22, 25, 26
hydrophilic 19, 21, 150
hydrophobic 21
hydrophobicity 22

ion concentration 25
isothermal calorimetry 153
isotropy 20, 21, 120

Krieger- Dougherty 22

light 21, 26
limestone 111, 126, 223
Lorentz force 251
LS 50
lubrication 171, 172, 175, 184, 246, 

260
lubrication flow 175
lubrication layer 3, 17, 26, 56, 57, 63, 

66, 78, 171, 175, 260
LVER 42, 47, 138, 156, 224, 235

MAA 50, 141
macromolecule 139
magnetic acceleration 235, 260, 261, 270
magnetic chain 22, 82, 95, 224
magnetic cluster 82, 98, 104, 108, 111, 

113, 117, 126, 203, 209, 210, 213, 
214, 223, 224, 230, 233, 251, 254, 
261, 270, 271

magnetic field 2, 3, 7, 9, 15, 17, 21, 22, 
45, 69, 77, 115, 140, 149, 152, 156, 
158, 160, 161, 163, 181, 184, 189, 
221, 233, 270, 271, 273

magnetic force 82, 86, 95, 98, 126, 
181, 210, 223, 235, 260, 270

magnetic saturation 78, 86, 93, 113, 
115, 117, 118, 122, 126, 149, 209, 
211, 213, 224, 235, 238

magnetic structuration 15, 86, 122, 
181, 224, 233

magnetic yield parameter 82, 98, 102, 
104, 126, 258

magnetism 78, 251
magnetization hysteresis 78, 122
magneto- hydrodynamics (MHD) 251, 

261
manufacturing industry 66
masonry 3
membrane 21
memory 20
metal 66, 122
metal scrap 120
methacrylic acid (MAA) 50, 141
micelles 21
micellization 21, 22
micro- actuation 22
micro- actuators 19, 139, 270
micro- agitation 86, 122, 223
micro- movement 86, 160, 223
microspheres 20
micro- vibration 22, 86, 120, 184, 229, 

235, 260, 261
micro- vibrator 22
mineral 2, 3, 7, 63, 77, 138, 271, 273
mixing 22, 66, 120, 138, 163, 199, 

221, 224, 269
modulus: loss modulus 22, 42, 98, 102, 

104, 122, 126, 156– 8, 160, 161; 
storage modulus 22, 42, 47, 95, 98, 
102, 104, 108, 115, 117, 122, 126, 
138, 146, 156– 8, 160, 161, 205, 209, 
223, 224, 238, 270, 271

morphology 15, 78, 93, 117
MRF 9, 20, 22, 82, 86, 93, 149, 233, 

235, 238, 258, 260, 270, 274

nanoclay 20
nano- Fe3O4 20, 78, 82, 93, 140, 149, 

163, 193, 199, 209, 216, 223, 224, 
230

nanomotors 19
nanoparticles 20, 22, 78, 82, 93, 118, 

126, 139, 141, 199, 209, 216, 224, 
230, 270

nanotubes 20
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Non Plus 3
nucleation 42, 138

opacity 26
opaque 26
orientation 15, 21, 22, 78, 120, 122
oxidation 113, 139, 141

PANI 139
paramagnetism 78, 93, 122, 152
particle: agglomeration 3, 50, 82, 102, 

111, 126, 141, 152, 203, 216, 224, 
251; cluster, clustering 1, 22, 82, 95, 
98, 104, 108, 111, 113, 117, 126, 
203, 209, 210, 213, 214, 224, 270, 
271; concentration 22, 82, 98, 102, 
104, 116, 126, 199, 205, 208, 209, 
213, 216, 235, 260, 270; core- shell 
type particle 20; flow interaction 3, 
95, 102, 104; friction 177; magnetic 
nanoparticle (MNP) 20, 77, 140, 
152, 205, 209, 213, 224, 270; micro- 
vibration 22, 86, 120, 184, 229, 235, 
260, 261; mineral particle 2, 3, 63, 
77, 138, 271, 273; mineral powder 
3, 7; responsive particle 22, 77, 233, 
270, 273; settling 82; shape 86, 93, 
117, 118, 189; size 22, 38, 43, 57, 
66, 82, 86, 93, 104, 118, 122, 126, 
149, 152, 189, 191, 193, 195, 203, 
209; size ratio 203; translation 39, 86

passing ability 53, 54
PCE 50, 98, 126, 138, 271
PEGMA 149, 150, 153, 154, 160
permeability 21, 63, 78, 82, 86, 122
phase angle 42, 95, 102, 122, 156, 158, 

160, 161
phase transition 139
Poiseuille 57, 171, 184
polarization 3, 17
polyaniline (PANI) 139
polymer: architecture 50; concentration 

141, 154, 160; dispersity 150; 
electroactive (EAP) 139; electro- 
responsive 19, 21, 22, 139; 
entanglement 21; hydrogel 14, 
19– 22, 25, 26; hyperbranched 20; 
isomerization 21; redox- responsive 
21, 141, 163, 271, 273; responsive 
2, 3, 7, 19, 69, 137, 233, 271, 273; 
shape 139; shape memory 20; size 
141; stimuli- responsive 19, 137, 271, 

273; superabsorbing (SAP) 14, 20, 
25; synthesis 141, 150; vitrimer 20

polythiophene (PT) 139
porosity 15, 18, 78
precast industry 2, 3, 7, 26, 53
pressure number 172, 175, 246
pressure sensor 177, 181, 184, 246
printing: 3D printing 2, 7, 26, 45, 63, 

66, 69, 78, 138, 184, 221, 244, 258, 
260, 261, 269, 273; 4D printing 26; 
head 26, 66, 221, 229, 230; nozzle 
63, 66, 221, 230, 258, 260, 269, 273

processing: extrusion 63, 66, 69, 184, 
221, 224, 230, 269; pumping 2, 9, 
11, 13, 17, 25, 56, 57, 62, 63, 66, 
69, 78, 126, 138, 171, 221, 224, 
242– 4, 246, 258, 261, 269, 273;  
see also pumping

PSS 139
pumpability 9, 57, 66, 69, 78, 111, 

221, 230
pumping: design chart 57; lubrication 

layer 3, 17, 26, 56, 57, 63, 66, 78, 
171, 175, 260; plug zone 56, 57, 
63, 66, 120, 246, 254, 258; see also 
processing

RAFT 141
ready- mix industry 53
redox 21, 139, 141, 271, 273
remanence 122, 152, 258, 260
remanent magnetization 78, 86, 122, 

152, 224, 230
response 21, 39, 42, 45, 47, 78, 93, 

112, 119, 126, 138, 139, 141, 163, 
223, 233, 269, 270

retardation 138, 141, 153
retarder 13
rheology: elastic response 22, 42, 95, 

238, 239, 241; linear viscoelastic 
region (or regime) (LVER, LVR) 42, 
47, 138, 156, 224, 235; numerical 
simulation 181, 233; small amplitude 
oscillatory shear (SAOS) 22, 47, 95, 
122, 156, 158, 160, 163, 238, 239, 
241; viscous response 22, 42, 47, 95

rheometer 40, 42, 43, 86, 122, 199, 
205, 214, 224, 238, 243, 246; 
parallel plate 44, 111, 122, 193, 199, 
224, 238, 246

rheometry 43, 146, 154, 224; creep test 
47; flow curve 45, 141, 199, 205, 
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238, 242; inertia effects 46; linearity 
limit 47; oscillatory rheometry 22, 
47, 95, 138, 156, 158, 160, 199, 
224, 238; pre- shear 46, 224; protocol 
45, 205, 224; steady flow 45, 86, 95, 
102, 108, 111, 115, 117, 158, 160

robustness 3, 47, 56

safety 8, 27, 273
SAOS 22, 47, 95, 122, 156, 158, 160, 

163, 238, 239, 241
SAP 14, 20, 25
saturation magnetization 78, 86, 93, 

113, 115, 117, 118, 122, 126, 149, 
209, 211, 213, 224, 235, 238

segregation 3, 9, 53, 54, 56, 57,  
62, 66

self- assembly, self- assemble 21, 139
self- compacting concrete (SCC) 2, 9, 

53, 57, 62, 63, 189, 210, 216
self- consolidating concrete see self- 

compacting concrete
separation 113
set- on- demand 9
setting 3, 13, 15, 18, 69
shape- morphing 21
shear rate 38– 41, 44– 6, 50, 86, 111, 

126, 138, 205, 214, 224, 235, 244, 
254, 271

shear strain rate see shear rate
shear stress 38– 41, 44– 6, 54, 57, 86, 

111, 120, 138, 171, 172, 223, 224, 
241, 244, 271

shear- thickening 3, 22, 41, 56, 172,  
175

shear- thinning 22, 41
shrinkage 14, 78
signal 69, 221, 229, 230, 260, 271, 

274; light 21, 26; redox 21, 139, 
141, 271, 273; see also control

slag 122, 126
slipform 3
slippage 171, 175, 184, 246, 260
Smart Dynamic Casting (SDC) 3
smart windows 19
SMF 50
SNF 50
soft robotics 19, 139
solver 244, 246, 261
sorption 21
stability 3, 26, 50, 54, 57, 66, 78, 82, 

244, 246

steric hindrance, steric effects 22, 25, 
50, 138, 141, 146, 149, 152

stiffening see active stiffening control 
strength 3, 13, 15, 17, 18, 45, 50, 54, 

78, 86, 108, 111, 113, 120, 126, 
158, 191, 193, 199, 211, 213, 214, 
216, 221, 223, 224, 229, 269, 273

structural breakdown 42, 108, 126, 
233

structural build- up 3, 7, 42, 66, 95, 
102, 104, 108, 111, 115, 117, 122, 
126, 138, 146, 156, 158, 160, 161, 
163, 191, 203, 224, 229, 230, 233, 
235, 238, 241, 251, 254, 258, 260, 
261

structuration 15, 45, 66, 86, 122, 138, 
213, 233

sulfonated polystyrene (PSS) 139
superconducting materials 78
superplasticizer 2, 3, 22, 50, 137; 

adsorption 3, 50, 141, 146, 149, 154, 
161, 271, 273; lignosulfonates (LS) 
50; polycarboxylate ethers (PCE) 50, 
98, 126, 138, 271; polycondensates 
of sulfonated melamine formaldehyde 
(SMF) 50; polycondensates of 
sulfonated naphtalene formaldehyde 
(SNF) 50; polymer architecture 50; 
switchable superplasticizer 2, 137, 
271, 273

suspension 22, 25, 44, 50, 57, 63, 78, 
82, 86, 95, 98, 102, 104, 108, 111, 
113, 117, 126, 141, 171, 177, 184

swelling 20– 2, 25, 139

TEMPO 141
thixotropy 3, 22, 42, 46, 50, 56, 57, 

69, 95, 158, 172, 177, 181, 189, 
191, 210, 229, 233, 235, 239, 242, 
246, 254

TMPMA 141
transmission 26, 152

Ultrasonic Velocity Profiler (UVP) 178

vacuum 15, 82, 86
valve 82, 193
Van der Waals forces 22, 43, 138
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) 

122, 149
vibration 2, 3, 8, 9, 11, 15, 63, 86, 120, 

184, 189, 221, 229, 235, 260, 261
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viscoelasticity, visco- elasticity 42, 45, 
47, 82, 98, 138, 146, 156, 157, 158, 
160, 205, 223, 224

viscosity 3, 9, 22, 41, 42, 46, 53, 57, 
63, 66, 82, 86, 98, 111, 126, 138, 
141, 154, 158, 172, 175, 199, 205, 
209, 210, 216, 223, 242, 244, 246, 
254, 260

viscosity modifying admixture (VMA) 
54

viscous constant 175
vitrimer 20
volume of fluid (VOF) method 244

workability 9, 15, 25, 38, 42, 43, 50, 
54, 66, 111, 120, 138, 163, 195, 269

yield stress 3, 9, 11, 18, 22, 41, 42, 
46, 47, 50, 53, 54, 56, 57, 63, 66, 
82, 86, 98, 111, 120, 126, 138, 
141, 149, 154, 172, 175, 193, 199, 
201, 210, 216, 221, 233, 235, 238, 
239, 242, 244, 251, 254, 258, 260; 
dynamic yield stress 47; static yield 
stress 47, 50, 66; yield descriptors 47

zeta potential 141
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